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ABSTRACT 
Interface metaphor is a widely used design technique for interactive computer 
systems. The advantages of using interface metaphors derive from their ability to 
promote active learning, which enables a user to transfer knowledge from a familiar 
real world domain, to an unfamiliar computing domain. Interface metaphor is not 
currently used for the design of automated phone services, and it was the aim of this 
thesis to examine whether interface metaphor could improve the usability of speech-
activated automated mobile phone services. A human-centred design methodology 
was followed to generate, select, and develop potential metaphors, which were used to 
implement metaphor-based phone services. An experimental methodology was then 
used to compare the usability of the metaphor-based services with the usability of 
currently available number-based phone services. The first experiment examined the 
effect of three different interface metaphors on the usability of a mobile city guide 
service. Usability was measured as a range of performance and attitude measures, and 
was supplemented by telephone interview data. After three consecutive days of usage, 
participants both preferred, and performed better with, the service that was based on 
an office filing system metaphor. Experiment two was conducted over a six week 
period, and investigated the effect of users' individual differences, and the context of 
use, on the usability of both the office filing system metaphor-based service, and a 
non-metaphor service. The results showed that performance with the metaphor-based 
service was significantly better than performance with the non-metaphor service. The 
usability of the metaphor-based service was not significantly affected by users' 
individual characteristics and aptitudes, whereas the number-based service was, 
suggesting that metaphor-based services may be more usable for a wider range of 
potential users. Usability levels for both services were found to be consistent across 
both private and public locations of use, suggesting that speech-activated mobile 
phone services provide a flexible means of information access. Experiment three 
investigated the strategies used by participants when interacting with mobile phone 
services, specifically the visualisation strategy that was used by two thirds of the 
metaphor-based service participants in experiment two. In addition to the attitude and 
performance measures used for experiments one and two, face-to face interviews were 
conducted with participants. The results indicated that significantly more participants 
visualised the metaphor-based services relative to a non-metaphor service, and that 
visualisation of the service structure led to significant performance improvements. 
This thesis has demonstrated the usability benefits of interface metaphor as a design 
technique for speech-based mobile phone services. These benefits of metaphor appear 
to derive from their ability to provide a mental model of the phone service that can be 
visualised, and their ability to accommodate the individual differences of users. 
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:: CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Since the design of the desktop metaphor interface for the 8010 Star Information 
System (Smith, Irby, Kimball, Verplank, and Harslem, 1982) the use of metaphor has 
been recommended as an important technique for graphical user interface (GUI) 
design: 'A physical metaphor can simplify and clarify a system' (Smith et aI., 1982, p. 
655); 'The use of interface metaphors has dramatically impacted actual user interface 
design practice' (Carroll, Mack, and Kellogg, 1988, p. 67); 'Metaphors have two 
distinct but related uses in interface design: as cognitive aids to users, and as aids to 
creativity for designers. Metaphors can help designers to use their own, often 
unconscious, expectations to create new information links and mental structures' 
(Mountford, 1995, p. 137); 'Understanding and improving strategies for developing 
user interface metaphors is one of the most important and formidable goals for 
human-computer interaction' (Neale and Carroll, 1997, p. 441); 'Interface metaphors 
have proven to be highly successful, providing users with a familiar orienting device 
and helping them understand and learn how to use a system' (Preece, Rogers, and 
Sharp, 2002, p. 56); 'Tremendous commercial successes in computing have arisen 
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directly from a judicious choice of metaphor. .. Very few \\'ill debate the value of a 
good metaphor for increasing the initial familiarity between user and computer 
application' (Dix, Finlay, Abowd, and Beale, 2004, p. 169). 
Despite these claims about the advantages of metaphor, the use of interface metaphor 
has largely been limited to GUIs. The primary aim of the work reported in this thesis 
is to investigate whether interface metaphor can be successfully used to implement 
speech-based automated mobile phone services, with success being judged in terms of 
an improvement in usability compared to currently existing automated mobile phone 
service designs. 
This chapter begins by discussing the motivation behind the research programme 
conducted, and presents a brief background to the research. These discussions form 
the basis for identifying the three primary research questions. The research 
methodologies employed to investigate the research questions are then introduced. 
Finally, an outline of the thesis structure is presented, giving a brief description of the 
contents of the remaining chapters. 
1.2 Research motivation 
Mobile phones are widespread, with the number of mobile subscribers estimated to be 
more than 1 billion globally (PC Advisor, 2003). Growth in the availability and use of 
mobile phones has created both demands, and opportunities, for the design of new 
services that are quick to learn, and easy to use. These services can be accessed at any 
time from any place; a scenario that raises two major usability issues. Firstly, mobile 
phones typically have small screens, which limits the amount of information that can 
be visually displayed. Secondly, if services are to be accessed in both private and 
public locations, both indoors and outdoors, then the effects of context of use on their 
usability must be investigated. 
Attempts have been made simply to apply the same graphical user interface (GUI) 
techniques from the desktop computer to the mobile phone, but the resulting 
interfaces may be difficult to use for a number of reasons. Jones, Marsden, Mohd-
Nasir, Boone, and Buchanan (1999) found that small screens haye a negative effect on 
performance for both focussed and less directed search tasks for web-based data. 
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Dillon, Richardson, and McKnight (1999) found that when using small screens, the 
use of the page backwards and page forwards options increased, whilst Han and 
K wahk (1994) showed that search times on single line displays were far slower than 
on desktop displays. In addition to the limitations of small screens, current data input 
techniques for mobile phones, such as keypad input, can be slow and tedious, whilst 
mobile Internet browsing has been limited to purpose built sites which often suffer 
from slow connection speeds. These problems may be amplified when the mobile 
phone is used in busy public places, as the environment competes with the interface 
for the user's perceptual resources (Kjeldskov 2002). 
An alternative to keypad input is speech, and an alternative to using the Internet for 
information access is the use of automated phone services, which currently provide 
speech output, and require users to navigate and select items using either speech, or 
the keypad. Speech is a natural and familiar form of human communication, which 
suggests that these services should be easy to use. However, there are problems with 
these services, which involve the user getting lost in the menu structure (Wolf, Koved, 
and Kunzinger, 1995), and not being able to remember the menu options 
(Schumacher, Hardzinski, and Schwartz, 1995). It is possible that the use of an 
appropriate interface metaphor, which has been a successful design technique for 
GUIs, may alleviate some of these usability problems by representing the structure of 
the service in terms of a familiar structure from the real world, thereby allowing users 
to transfer their existing knowledge to the service. Investigating the use of interface 
metaphor as a means of improving the usability of speech-based mobile phone 
services provides the central motivation for this research. 
There are different factors that affect a person's interaction with a computer system, 
and a model ofHCI proposed by Eason (1991) demonstrates the relationship between 
these factors (see Figure 1.1). Within the model, human-computer interaction is 
considered as being analogous to a conversation between a 'human' party and a 
'computer' party. The goal of the conversation is to perform a 'task', but the 
'environment' can affect task performance. Each of the components interacts with the 
others, and all of the components contribute to the design requirements, and must 
therefore be considered as part of the design process. 
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Figure 1.1. The three-level model ofHCI (Eason, 1991) 
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Level one concerns the user interacting with the computer, with both participants in 
this interaction being capable of information processing. Level two broadens the 
framework to consider the task and the environment in which the tasks are performed. 
The environment may also be referred to as the context of use and refers to the 
physical, organisational, and social contexts of use. The third level considers the 
factors that are important when HCI takes place within a much broader setting, which 
has an impact on social life, the way organisations operate, and the way individuals 
behave. 
For the research work conducted in this thesis, the interaction between the 
components in levels one and two will be considered. The 'computer' component of 
the model refers to speech-based automated mobile phone services, and the use of 
interface metaphor as a technique for designing these services. The 'human' 
component refers to the users' individual differences, which are the characteristics, 
and aptitudes that may impact their performance with, and preferences for, these 
services. The 'environment' component of the model refers to the physical and social 
contexts in which these services are used. The 'task' component of the model refers to 
the tasks that users want to perform. By attempting to perfonn tasks with an 
automated mobile phone service, the effects of interface metaphor, individual 
differences, and context of use on task performance may be examined. The task 
component wi II therefore be treated as a catalyst for the inyestigation of the other 
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three components. The three main research questions driving the research programme 
reported in this thesis are each related to one of the three components from the Eason 
(1991) model (computer, environment, human), and can be seen below: 
• Question 1: Can interface metaphors improve the usability of speech-activated 
automated mobile phone services? 
• Question 2: Does context of use affect the usability of metaphor-based speech-
activated automated mobile phone services? 
• Question 3: To what extent do the individual characteristics of users affect the 
usability of metaphor-based speech-activated automated mobile phone 
services? 
This section has outlined the research motivation, and presented the three maIn 
research questions, which will be transformed into research objectives after the 
relevant literature has been reviewed in chapter two. The following section will 
describe the experimental methodologies that will be employed for the research work 
reported in this thesis. 
1.3 Research methods 
The research work reported in this thesis was conducted in two stages. The first stage 
involved the design, implementation, and testing of prototype mobile phone services, 
and the second stage involved the comparison of these service prototypes. For stage 
one, a Human Centred Design (HCD) methodology was followed in order to generate 
and develop metaphors for the design of the metaphor-based versions of the mobile 
phone service. HCD ensures that an interactive product is designed with high levels of 
usability. The three original principles of HCD (Gould, Boies, Levy, Richards, and 
Schoonard, 1987) are: to involve users as early, and as much as possible during the 
design process so that users' cognitive, social and attitudinal characteristics are 
understood and accommodated; to measure performance and attitude by using 
interfaces and simulations of the system; and to design iteratiYely so that testing and 
evaluation can be conducted to check that the design meets the user requirements. 
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Stage two involved a comparison of the usability of different prototype services under 
different conditions in order to address the research questions. An experimental 
methodology was employed to provide a controlled framework for the manipulation 
of the independent variables of interest, and to measure their effect on the dependent 
variables. Field experiments, rather than laboratory experiments, were conducted in 
order to more accurately reflect the everyday conditions in which mobile phone 
services are used, and to subsequently increase the ecological validity of the results. 
Chapter three provides a detailed discussion of the methodologies used. 
1.4 Thesis overview 
Chapter two considers previous research that has been conducted within HCI in four 
main areas, and has subsequently been divided into four main sections. The first 
section covers automated telephone service design issues, and is followed by a section 
that presents a review of interface metaphor. The third section introduces the 
psychological study of individual differences within HCI, and the final section 
addresses the issue of context of use. 
Chapter three is divided into two sections, corresponding to the two methodologies 
used for the work conducted for this thesis. A description and justification is provided 
for the selection, and use of, both the HCD methodology, and the experimental 
methodology. For the HCD process, the five design stages are described, including 
the full range of techniques and materials used, with a detailed account of the Wizard 
ofOz (WOZ) technique (Fraser and Gilbert, 1991) used for the prototype simulations. 
For the experimental methodology, operational definitions for the variables are stated, 
followed by a general discussion of the experimental design, participant sample, and 
the range of materials and apparatus used for the three main experiments. 
Chapter four is the first experimental chapter, and describes two preliminary 
laboratory-based studies conducted. The first study aimed to explore relevant 
methodologies for the generation, selection, and development of interface metaphors, 
leading to a number of metaphor categories that may be applicable to automated 
mobile phone services. Preliminary study two was a user testing study that was 
conducted to evaluate the nletaphor-based phone sen'ice prototypes, and to provide 
feedback for their redesign. 
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Chapter five describes the first field experiment conducted, which compared the 
usability of three metaphor-based versions of a mobile city guide service with the 
usability of a non-metaphor version of the service. The experimental methodology is 
presented, including the design used, the variables measured, the participant sample, 
the apparatus, the procedure followed, and the data collection instruments utilised. 
The results are then documented, followed by a discussion section, and concluding 
with a chapter summary. 
Chapter SIX describes the second field experiment, designed to investigate the 
usability of a metaphor-based mobile city guide service over an extended period of 
time, and to investigate the effect of both private and public context of use on user's 
interaction with the service. A range of participants' individual differences were also 
measured and analysed to explore the association between individual differences and 
the usability of the services. As in chapter five, the methodology, results, and 
discussion are presented, concluding with a chapter summary. 
Chapter seven presents the final field experiment, which was designed to qualitatively 
investigate the visualisation strategy used by some participants when interacting with 
the metaphor-based version of the mobile city guide service. In addition, the 
experiment also sought to assess whether a computer-based metaphor could be 
successfully applied to the mobile city guide service. The experimental methodology 
and results are documented, followed by a discussion, and concluding with a chapter 
summary. 
Chapter eight presents a summary of the research findings from chapters four, five, 
six, and seven. A discussion is then presented of the findings of this thesis, and the 
contribution these make to the understanding of the ways in which, and the extent to 
which, spatial interface metaphors may be used to improve the usability of speech-
based automated mobile phone services. The chapter also identifies potential 
limitations of the research work conducted, and possible areas for future experimental 
research that may extend the current research findings. 
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Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
The main aim of the research work reported in this thesis is to assess the usefulness of 
interface metaphor as a technique for the design of speech-based automated mobile 
phone services. This chapter provides a review of relevant background literature, 
which is structured around the model of HeI proposed by Eason (1991), which was 
discussed in chapter one. Automated phone services, interface metaphor, individual 
differences, and context of use will therefore be reviewed within this chapter. This 
chapter will demonstrate that the use of interface metaphor may be an effective 
technique for designing speech-based mobile phone services. It will also establish 
that, in order to assess this effectiveness, both the users' individual differences, and 
the contexts in which the phone services are used, must be considered. 
This chapter begins by examining current knowledge on the design of automated 
phone services, followed by a discussion of conversational interfaces and the 
problems invol\'cd with implementing them. The usability problems of speech-based 
mobile phone services are then covered, followed by a review of three different 
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approaches that have been adopted to overcome these problems. Section 2.3 discusses 
the use of interface metaphor within HCI, highlighting the lack of research 
investigating the application of metaphor to speech-based systems. This section 
includes sub-sections covering the problems of using metaphor, alternatives to 
metaphor, categories of metaphor, metaphors for different computer systems, and 
guidelines and frameworks for integrating metaphor into the design process. Section 
2.4 provides a review of the psychology of individual differences within HCI, and a 
discussion of the individual differences that are considered to be of most relevance to 
interaction with speech-based mobile phone services. Section 2.5 discusses context of 
use, and the reasons for its importance as a factor affecting interaction with speech-
based mobile phone services. Physical and social context of use are shown to be most 
salient to the mobile phone-based research work reported in this thesis. Finally, in 
section 2.6, conclusions from the literature review will be presented, in order to 
establish a clear rationale for the research work reported in this thesis, and to highlight 
the importance of each of the three components of HCI examined: computer, human, 
and the environment. The three primary research objectives driving this programme of 
research are also presented. 
2.2 Automated phone services 
2.2.1 Introduction to automated phone services 
Automated telephone services are becoming increasingly pervaSIve within the 
telephone network (Stentiford and Popay, 1999), allowing users to access services 
such as voice-mail, film schedules, transport timetables, and personal banking. These 
services currently use speech as output, and offer the user a choice of speech and/or 
keypad for input, for example, British Telecoms CallMinder telephone answering 
servIce (Beacham and Barrington, 1996). These services are usually structured 
hierarchically, and consist of lists of spoken menu options assigned to numbers, 
which, when selected, lead to sub-menus (Hallstead-Nussloch, 1989). In order to 
progress forwards and backwards through the service, the user selects a menu option 
by remembering the number corresponding to the desired option, and then either 
saying the number, or pressing the corresponding keypad key (Schmandt, 1994). One 
of the key benefits of using voice menus is that they require little training, allowing 
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the nOVIce user to access the system and effectively perform tasks (Marics and 
Engelbeck, 1997). 
The growth of such servIces has been driven by their ability to utilise speech 
technology to allow information to be accessed over the telephone, 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week (Rabiner, 1995; Strathmeyer, 1990). This increases flexibility and 
convenience, and reduces operating costs by replacing human operators (Whittaker 
and Attwater, 1996). It has also been claimed that voice control makes these services 
easier to use and therefore improves customer satisfaction (Westall, Johnson, Lewis, 
1996), but this claim is not supported by empirical evidence. A more obvious benefit 
of speech control is in extending system usage to areas where the user is performing 
eyes-busy and/or hands-busy tasks (Martin, 1989). Previous systems that have 
capitalised on this have been applications for quality control and inspections, stock 
control, parcel sorting (Vi sick, Johnson & Long, 1984), baggage handling (Nye, 1982; 
Jones, Frankish & Hapeshi, 1992), meter reading (Markowitz, 1993), office systems 
(Noyes and Frankish, 1989), military applications (Chambers and deHaan, 1985; 
Moore, 1989) and direct speech input to computers for medical and dental procedures 
(Martin, 1976). Speech can also provide a means of access for people who find 
difficulty in using computers (Noyes, Haigh, and Starr, 1989). 
Within telecommunications, automated speech servIces have been designed for a 
range of application areas such as voice messaging, banking, betting, information 
services such as transport timetables, telemarketing, telephone shopping, remote 
access to electronic mail, and automated operator services for call centres (Westall et 
aI., 1996). The proliferation in the use of mobile phones means that people can now 
access these services at any time and from any place. In order to ensure the usability 
of such services, Schmandt (1994) points out that 'the awareness that speech takes 
tin1e (and acceptance that time is a commodity of which we never have enough) 
should permeate the design process for building any speech application.' (Schmandt, 
1994, p. 106). To achieve this, Hallstead-Nussloch (1989) suggests that designers 
consider both the mode of communication, and the dialogue design. These two 
aspects will be considered in the following two sub-sections. Section 2.2.1.1 assesses 
the benefits and drawbacks of using speech as a mode of human-computer 
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communication, and section 2.2.1.2 reviews the existing guidelines for the dialogue 
design of automated phone services. 
2.2.1.1 Mode of communication 
Mode of communication refers to the means of input available to the user, and the 
corresponding output provided by the system as a response. In terms of input, 
designers must choose either speech input, keypad input, or both. Hallstead-Nussloch 
(1989) concedes that voice input is more intuitive, but highlights the problems 
associated with accurate recognition of this speech by the system. He recommends 
speech input as being a more convenient mode of interaction when the user's eyes or 
hands need to be free to perform some other task, when a small number of system 
commands is used, and when the system is used in a quiet environment where the cost 
of making an error is low. One of the main advantages of speech input is that the 
operator can be free of the constraints of visual displays (Wilpon and Roberts, 1986; 
Rollins, Constantine, Baker, 1983). The time taken to examine a visual display for the 
correct icon, menu item, or number can introduce considerable delay into the task 
cycle (Jones, Miles and Page, 1989), whereas a speech input system designed with a 
limited spoken vocabulary and a well-structured grammar offers a faster and more 
direct style of interaction (Martin, 1989). 
The advantages of speech output also centre on its effectiveness in supporting users at 
times when focussing on a visual display may be inconvenient, for example, when 
they are mobile, or concentrating on written material (Schmandt, 1994). In fact, 
empirical studies have shown that when a user is performing multiple tasks, their 
performance improves if the tasks can be managed over separate input/output 
modalities (Allport, Antonis and Reynolds, 1972; Wickens, Mountford, and Schreiner 
1981; Treisman and Davies, 1973). Jones, Hapeshi and Frankish (1989) also 
discovered that a speech-based task such as operating an automated phone service, 
may be effectively combined with other tasks, but only if they are non-verbal. When 
two activities of different types are undertaken, for example a verbal and spatial 
activity, they do not interfere with each other as strongly as they would if they were of 
the same modality (Baddeley and Hitch, 1974). This suggests that speech interaction 
with a mobile phone service could be effectively combined with the spatial navigation 
of a person's everyday environment without a significant performance detriment, 
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although background speech may prove to be disruptive to memory and infonnation 
processIng. 
Another advantage of speech output concerns humans' improved ability to recall 
auditory infonnation over visual infonnation for short retention periods (Engle, 1974, 
Crowder, 1970; Murdock and Walker, 1969). This effect may be attributed to 'echoic' 
memory (Crowder, 1976; Neisser, 1967) which serves to retain infonnation for a short 
period of time, even when the person is not consciously paying attention to the sound 
source at the time of presentation. The visual equivalent is known as iconic memory 
(Neisser, 1967), but iconic memory for a visual medium such as text tends to degrade 
more quickly than the echoic memory for speech (Wickens, 1992). Speech output for 
the short serial lists of menu options that characterise automated phone services may 
therefore lead to improved recall when compared to visual presentation (Hapeshi, 
1993). 
These advantages of speech control are well suited to accessing automated phone 
services from a mobile phone, when the user may be dividing their attention between 
other simultaneous tasks such as walking along a pavement or crossing a road. In such 
situations, speech interaction would be more convenient for the user as it both frees up 
the eyes for other tasks, and removes the need to take the handset from the ear in 
order to input using the keypad. 
The problem with using speech output is that speech is slow, serial, and temporal, 
which means that listening to spoken infonnation can become tedious, and requires 
the user to either remember what was said, or have to request a repeat of the whole 
system message (Schmandt, 1994). In addition to this, privacy issues exist, as voice 
announcements can be heard by other people, whereas with visual feedback it is easier 
to keep the infonnation private. 
A further negative side-effect of using speech output is caused by users projecting 
human-like qualities onto the speaker. When a system is designed to sound too 
human-like, some users anthropomorphise the system, and in so doing endow it with 
qualities far beyond its capabilities, such as intelligence and power. This leads users 
to develop unrealistic expectations of the system, which can lead to inappropriate 
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behaviour (Hapeshi and Jones, 1988), which highlights the need to match the users 
needs and expectations with the functional capabilities of the system. Studies have 
also shown that there is a tendency for synthetic speech to be perceived as being 
'unfriendly', 'harsh', or 'evil and sinister' (Michaelis and Wiggins, 1982; Edman and 
Metz, 1983; Love, Foster, and Jack, 2000), and Peacock (1984) notes that some users 
just do not like being told what to do by speech systems. 
2.2.1.2 Dialogue design 
Operating automated phone servIces involves a process of explicit user selection 
followed by a system response, which requires that the dialogue designer assume 
responsibility for both the user's and the system's role in the interaction. This can be 
contrasted with human-human interaction where both parties have an implicit role and 
responsibility to maintain the dialogue flow, which is learned over time. Dialogue 
flow is the movement from the system's role in the dialogue to the user's role, is 
ongoing until completion of the interaction, and is a critical factor in the success of an 
automated phone service (Aucella and Ehrlich, 1986; Aucella, Kinkead, Schmandt, 
Wichansky, 1987). 
Command-based flow is where the user generates commands without being prompted 
by the system, and is suitable for systems that have a narrow range of system 
functionality that is used frequently (Hall stead-Nussloch, 1989). An example of a 
system using command-based flow is the Speech Filing System (SFS) designed by 
Gould and Boies (1983). The SFS is a voice store and forward office system that 
allows the user to create a voice message by calling a designated telephone number, 
and then to listen to and edit their message by pressing predefined telephone keypad 
keys. The SFS has four modes corresponding to four categories of functionality: 
record, transmit, get, and listen. Within each mode the user is allowed to perform a 
number of actions, the first letter of which corresponds to the letter on the keypad key. 
For example, to enter the 'transmit' mode the user presses the 'T' key, and once in 
this mode the user can send a message to a person's 'name' by pressing the 'N' key. 
Problems with command-based flow include the need for training to learn the 
command keys, and the burden on working memory caused by having to remember 
these commands. In fact, in order to counter these problems, the SFS system gradually 
evolved from being a system that demanded user initiated commands to being one 
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that prompted users with spoken menus. This prompted style of interface has become 
the most widely used for implementing speech systems. 
Prompted flow is where the system provides the user with a number of choices or 
actions, and the user responds to these (Hallstead-Nussloch, 1989). Prompted flow is 
suitable for more extensive systems, with a larger number of commands, and which 
are used infrequently. In designing the system's role in a prompted style of service, 
the designer must consider two dialogue components (Hallstead-Nussloch, 1989), the 
system prompt and the system message. 
The system prompt is the part of the dialogue where the user is given menu options to 
choose from in order to progress through the service. These menu options may be 
either temporal or enumerated. Using the example of a city information service, an 
enumerated menu would assign a number to each menu option, for example, 'For 
Brighton, say 1; for Liverpool, say 2; and for London, say 3'. A temporal menu would 
ask the user to press a key when they hear the choice desired, for example, the 
dialogue might resemble the following, 'Hit any key when you hear the city you want. 
Brighton ... Liverpool. .. London. ' 
An advantage of the number-based menu style is that it is easy to learn for novice 
users, whilst allowing experienced users to interrupt the prompts without having to 
listen to the whole dialogue (Schmandt, 1994). Temporal menus tend to be slower, 
requiring the user to wait until the desired choice is presented, which may suit novice 
users, but could be frustrating for more experienced users. This highlights the fact that 
the skill of a speech-interface user varies with experience and practice (Leggett and 
Williams, 1984), with a novice user having very different abilities to those of the 
experienced user (Norcio and Stanley, 1989). For example, inexperienced users prefer 
a rigid prompted interaction style (Zoltan-Ford, 1991) that reduces the chance of 
making mistakes (Morrison, Green, Shaw and Payne, 1984), and provides them with 
timely feedback on their actions and commands (Poock, Martisa and Roland, 1983). 
In contrast, an experienced user may find such an interface too rigid, long-winded, 
boring, poorly focused, ineffective and sometimes misleading (Brajnik, Guida and 
Tasso, 1990). 
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Hallstead-Nussloch (1989) claims that the effectiveness of auditory menus is linked to 
their ability to present all of the relevant information to the user, and that in order for 
this to happen they must contain three components. The first component is a title, 
which informs the user of their position within the service. The title helps prevent the 
user from becoming lost, and primes them for the forthcoming menu options. The 
second component is a list of menu options, which should be presented in a 'goal-
action' sequence, for example, 'to select this option, press 1', as this is more 
consistent with the cognitive make up of the task, and reduces the short term memory 
load. On the basis of their experience implementing a prototype voicemail system for 
athletes at the 1984 Olympics, Gould et al. (1987) found that four menu items was too 
many. However, later work by Engelbeck and Roberts (1989), and Bond and Camack 
(1999), confirmed four menu items as being a comfortable number, but that larger 
numbers of options may be used for more experienced users, as these users 
demonstrate greater confidence, and interrupt the dialogue more often. The third 
component is the ending, which informs the user that their interaction with the menu 
is complete. 
Marics and Engelbeck (1997) suggest that the ability to interrupt prompts is critical, 
allowing more experienced users to interrupt dialogue irrelevant to their task, 
allowing them to progress more quickly through the service. They also recommend a 
'type-ahead' function which allows those users who remember the service structure 
and options to interact more efficiently by entering the numbered pathway sequence 
without waiting for the dialogue prompts between their start and end point. A final 
recommendation is the provision of 'time outs', which come into effect if the user has 
not responded to the system prompts within a specified period of time. This may be 
due to a number of factors, for instance, they may not have understood the prompt, 
they may not know what to enter, or they may be lost within the service and do not 
know how to exit. In such cases, after a period of 5 to 10 seconds the system should 
repeat the prompt or offer additional help, eventually transferring the user to a human 
operator after three time out events (Marics and Engelbeck, 1997). 
The system message is the part of the dialogue that informs the user of their current 
status and location within the service, and helps to maintain the flow of the 
conversation. Hallstead-Nussloch (1989) observed that three different types of 
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messages can be used within automated phone servIces, but do not necessarily 
prescribe the use of all three: error messages inform the user of a user or system 
generated error, and how to recover from it; completion messages provide the user 
with feedback on their most recent command; and working messages inform the user 
that a particular command is being processed, and may provide a time estimate for 
completion. Schumacher (1992) suggests carefully wording the opening message of a 
service, so that the user knows which service they have reached. He also proposes that 
users be told how many menu items to expect as a way of reducing erroneous input 
selections caused by user uncertainty, for example, 'There are 3 categories of 
restaurants available, for Indian restaurants, say 1 .... '. 
Whilst interacting with automated phone services, user's activities are limited to (1) 
listening to system prompts and messages (2) selecting menu options. In addition to 
selecting menu options, the user should be provided with additional control functions 
(Halstead-Nussloch, 1989), enabling them to navigate through and control the 
dialogue presentation. As well as a prompt interrupt feature, he also suggests: 
allowing users to repeat the prompt or message they have just heard; providing a help 
facility if they become lost or unsure of what to do next; and finally a global 
command to return the user to the beginning of the service. 
Schumacher et al. (1995) propose that most conversational pleasantries such as 
'please' and 'thankyou' are not appropriate to phone services, and that the inclusion 
of such dialogue can lead to both inefficiency and confusion, as user expectations of a 
machine-like interaction are temporarily breached. They state that the goal for 
designers should be a balance between efficient dialogue that is not perceived as 
abrupt or rude, and advise that prompts should be worded using simple, explicit, 
concise terminology that is related to the task domain. 
Choinere, Robert and Descout (1991) recommend providing an adaptive help facility 
that evolves through the course of the interaction to offer the user help that is specific 
to their current location within the service. Devauchelle (1991) recommends haying 
all prompts and messages recorded by the same speaker, regardless of whether the 
voice is synthetic or real. Schmandt (1994) reinforced this point with his finding that 
when different voices are used, a primary voice usually emerges as being preferable to 
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and more intelligible than the other voices. However, preferences for voice types are 
dependent on whether the task involves information access, entertainment or feedback 
(Rosson and Cecala, 1986) and must be evaluated accordingly. 
For speech recognition systems, Shneiderman (1992) suggests that in order to narrow 
the size of the speech-interface vocabulary, the application and the domain must be 
considered in the design. Kamm and Helander (1997) state that, from the user's 
perspective, the vocabulary must be memorable and meaningfully associated with the 
task, whilst from the designer's perspective the vocabulary range must be limited, and 
selected to ensure that the recogniser does not confuse words. To ensure memorability 
they recommend a user-centred approach to selecting the vocabulary, whereby users 
choose words that they associate with the task. They also suggest the use of synonyms 
to increase the flexibility of the system, although the range of synonyms must be 
limited to those within the vocabulary of the speech recogniser. 
The previous two sections have discussed the advantages and disadvantages of speech 
interaction with computers, and reviewed existing guidelines for the design of 
prompted style automated phone services. The following section considers the 
differences between human-human communication, and human-computer 
communication, and the difficulties these present for the speech interface designer. 
2.2.2 Conversational automated phone services 
Enumerated prompted style interfaces were not originally designed according to a 
human-human analog, but were originally designed to be accessed from a keypad 
(Kamm and Helander, 1997). An automated telephone banking service requiring 
keypad input may have used the following dialogue 'for checking account balance, 
press 1; for money transfer, press 2'. Early speech recognition versions of these 
services simply translated the menu options from keypad to voice command, for 
example, 'for checking account balance, say 1; for money transfer, say 2'. Voice-
activated versions of these services exploit the benefits of a dual combination of 
auditory and visual interface elements (Vetere and Howard 1999) by utilising the 
visual cue of the number on the phone itself and the auditory 'label' assigned by the 
spoken dialogue. However, speech recognition systems are not tied to the numerical 
keypad-based menu options, and are able to utilise a more meaningful vocabulary, 
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which should result in a more conversational style of interaction. A more 
conversational style of interaction for the telephone banking service may have asked a 
question such as, 'Would you like to check your account balance or transfer money?' 
Wolf, Kassler, Zadrozny and Opyrchal, (1997) suggest a number of advantages to a 
conversational style of interaction. Firstly, the user is able to fonnulate requests in 
their own words, rather than selecting a menu option that best matches their goal. 
Secondly, a conversational interface allows the user to achieve their goals directly 
without having to navigate through a hierarchical menu structure. Finally, users can 
request more than one piece of infonnation at a time, rather than having to break the 
overall goal down into a number of discrete tasks. The speech-recognition system 
would then be required to separate out a multiple request for infonnation into its 
component sub-tasks, execute each of the sub-tasks, and finally provide the 
infonnation to the user in a logical sequence. Conversational interaction promises a 
less structured transaction, where the user can explicitly state their goals rather than 
having to navigate through a hierarchy of menu options. 
Yankelovich (1994) proposed the following guidelines for the design of 
conversational interfaces (1) maintaining the flow of conversation through the use of 
barge-in technology (the same feature as type-ahead for keypad input) which allows 
the user to respond at any time. Mixed initiative dialogue should also be a feature 
enabling either the user or the system to take the conversational lead (2) maintaining a 
shared situational context, leading to an awareness by both parties of the perceptual 
and conceptual aspects of the situation in which the conversation is occurring (3) 
providing sufficient feedback to enable the user to recover from recognition errors 
made by the system. 
Peckham (1993) provides additional guidelines, which derive from the often 
unstructured and spontaneous use of speech by humans. He believes that human-
computer conversations should occur in real time, as they do in human conversation. 
He proposes that conversational interfaces allow for spontaneity and extended 
interaction, allowing a series of tum-taking events to occur. as is the nonn for natural 
dialogues. Finally, he emphasises the need for a cooperative element to the 
interaction, so that if the system fails to locate the infonnation requested by the user, 
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an explanation is provided rather than simply a negative response. Despite the 
proposed advantages of a conversational style of interaction, and the existence of 
guidelines for the design of conversational interfaces, conversational automated phone 
services are not commercially available. Rather, prompted style automated phone 
services are still dominant. The following two sub-sections will examine the two main 
reasons for this, which are proposed as being the differences between human-human 
communication and human-computer communication, and the difficulty in achieving 
accurate speech recognition, over a telephone connection, for the large vocabulary 
required by a conversational interface. 
2.2.2.1 Components of human conversation 
Humans have been talking to each other using some form of speech for the last 50 000 
years (Westall et aI., 1996), and as speech is a natural communication medium 
between humans, it is often assumed that is would also be a more natural 
communication medium for human-computer interaction than other methods such as 
keyboard or mouse input (Hapeshi, 1993). Some researchers have even assumed that 
due to the 'naturalness' of speech, interfaces should be speech-based whenever 
possible (e.g. Lea, 1980). However, in order for the use of speech to be considered 
natural, the interaction between the human and the computer must also be natural, 
suggesting that it should adhere to human conversation principles. 
Newell (1992) highlighted the fact that speech researchers had become fixated on the 
technological barriers to widespread adoption of speech recognition systems, such as 
the intelligibility of speech synthesis and speech recognition accuracy, whereas more 
emphasis should have been given to designing the dialogue for effective and efficient 
interfaces. He suggested a shift in focus from the technological problems, to the 
problems caused by attempting to map human-human interaction onto human-
computer interaction. Previously, an underlying assumption had been that the skills 
and expectations gained from the everyday conversational use of speech could be 
effectively transferred to human-computer interaction. It was now evident that the two 
styles of interaction were fundamentally different. As a result, Damper (1993) 
emphasised the need for a thorough understanding of the unique nature of human-
human speech communication, and a realisation that speech is not a universal panacea 
for all interfaces, but that it may be well suited to specific circumstances. 
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To investigate the differences between the two types of interaction, a definition of 
speech interaction offered by Baber (1993) will be considered as a useful starting 
point: 'speech interaction may be defined as a process by which meaningful 
information is communicated between parties, using a sequence of speakers 
alternating turns.' (Baber, 1993, p. 4). Therefore, a prerequisite for speech interaction 
is some understanding of the language being used by both parties, which may be hard 
to attribute to a computer, and also a sequence of speakers, without which a 
monologue would occur. The 'sequence of speakers' is managed by 'tum-taking' 
strategies (Sacks, Schlegoff, and Jefferson, 1974), which draw on a wide range of 
linguistic and extralinguistic cues not available to human-computer communication 
(Duncan, 1972). As a result Karis and Dobroth (1991) argue that the rhythm of human 
conversation is never really obtained in human-computer dialogues. 
Nickerson (1976) points to a number of unique characteristics of human conversation 
which are difficult to transfer to human-computer conversation. The first of these is 
mixed initiative, which refers to the way in which one party in a conversation is 
allowed to direct the interaction, often unprompted or in the form of a question, but 
always in a way that makes it clear at all times who is currently in control. This is 
often achieved through the use of non-verbal cues. In human-computer conversation, 
the implementation of an interrupt function may provide the user with the opportunity 
to take the initiative, but this is only a very rudimentary form of mixed initiative, and 
lacks the richness and variety of the non-verbal cues common to human conversation. 
Due to the absence of any real understanding, it is also difficult for the computer to 
effectively take the initiative. The second characteristic of human conversation is its 
frequently informal nature, which is understood within a shared context by partners 
that share similar levels of common knowledge about the world, conditions that are 
hard to achieve within human-computer conversations. Finally, a shared history is 
often a characteristic of human conversation that allows both parties in the 
conversation to interpret the meaning of certain utterances correctly, and without 
ambiguity. 
Murray and Bevan (1984) argue that human behaviour is not simply goal-oriented, 
but has a social content that can be used to conlmunicate the relative power and status 
of the speakers, or to influence the opinions of the other parties involved. In contrast, 
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speech-based interaction with machines can be characterised as being goal oriented, 
and limited to short phrases, with none of the richness of face-to-face human 
communication (Jaffe and Feldstein, 1970). These features also characterise human-
human telephone-based conversation, which, lacks the richness of face-to-face 
communication, is devoid of non-verbal communication cues, consists of short 
phrases, and is often goal-oriented (Rutter, 1987). In this respect, human-human 
interaction by telephone shares many similarities with speech-based human-computer 
interaction. Human telephone-based interaction is therefore different from face-to-
face interaction, and shares similarities with human-computer interaction, which 
further undermines any argument for modelling speech-based phone services on the 
principles of face-to-face human conversation. 
Although guidelines exist for designing conversational interfaces, many of these are 
based on principles of human conversation, which cannot be applied to human-
computer conversation due to limitations regarding the system's lack of real 
understanding, and inability to use non-verbal cues. Moreover, because telephone 
conversation is different from face-to-face conversation, it may not be appropriate to 
model automated phone services on face-to-face human conversation principles. 
Although Newell (1992) recommended that speech researchers should focus on 
dialogue design issues rather than the technological limitations of speech-recognition 
systems, technological issues remain important. In fact, recognition success is a key 
determinant of user acceptance and use of such systems (Baber, 1993). Technological 
issues will be discussed in the next section. 
2.2.2.2 Limitations of speech-recognition technology 
The difficulty of designing effective speech recognition systems was illustrated by 
Bristow (1986) by using a toothpaste analogy. In this analogy, he equates speech 
output with squeezing the tube to get the toothpaste out, whereas speech input is like 
trying to get the toothpaste back in again, which is exceptionally difficult. Despite 
intensive research few commercial speech recognition services have successfully 
deployed natural language capabilities (Gallwitz, Niemann and Noth, 1999), and 
where they have, recognition rates have been unacceptably low. For example, Jungk, 
Thull, Fehrle, Hoeft, and Rau (2000) evaluated a speech-recognition system designed 
to allow speech-based documentation of an anesthetic procedure in hospitals. Despite 
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the speech input vocabulary being limited and constrained to one, two, or three word 
commands, speech recognition errors were high. As a result of this, participants rated 
the system as being less controllable and complained about the length of the feedback 
dialogues. This study demonstrates that speech recognisers are still not capable of 
recognising natural speech in a fast, accurate manner, whilst also dealing with both 
interpersonal variations in input and environmental disturbances (Chan and Yeung, 
1999). In addition, speech recognisers often fail in non-human ways (Rhyne and 
Wolf, 1993). For instance, due to the imprecise nature of speech recognition, and the 
absence of any contextual knowledge, there may be mismatches between what the 
user says, and what is recognised by the system. Such mismatches may be very 
different from the kinds of mistakes made by other people, and can be confusing for 
users. 
Speech recognition systems are either speaker dependent or speaker independent. 
Speaker dependent systems require the user to train the system to recognize their 
voice in a process known as enrolment, which involves the user modelling the words 
that they will use, to provide the system with a template for their voice. Speaker 
independent systems do not have a template from a specific user to work from, and 
are designed to recognize a wide range of voices, including different accents and 
dialects. As would be expected, user-dependent systems have a far greater recognition 
accuracy (Fu, Chang, Xu and Pao, 2000). With respect to the actual spoken input 
provided by the user, single words spoken from a limited vocabulary are more 
successfully recognised than continuous input of multiple words (Alleva, Huang, 
Hwang and Jiang, 1998). 
Current recognition systems are limited by the problem of recognizing input from 
unknown speakers, the difficulty in distinguishing multiple words as input, and the 
handling of large vocabularies (Noyes, 2001). This may explain why the majority of 
currently available speech-based automated telephone services are still based on an 
enumerated menu style, which constrains vocabulary leading to high recognition 
rates, but lengthens interaction times, and offers a less human style of interaction. 
There are, however, a number of usability problems associated with these enumerated 
autonlated phone services, and these will be discussed in the following section. 
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2.2.3 Usability problems of automated phone services 
Automated telephone services have long been criticized for their poor usability 
(Yankelovich, Levow, and Marx, 1995) for two main reasons. Firstly, they are usually 
structured hierarchically, but contain little navigation information, often leading the 
user to become lost in the menu structure (Rosson, 1985; Wolf et aI., 1995). 
Yankelovich et al. (1995) reinforce this view by commenting that 'These [telephone-
based] interfaces, however, are often characterised by a labyrinth of invisible and 
tedious hierarchies which result when menu options outnumber telephone keys or 
when choices overload users' short-term memory' (Yankelovich et aI., 1995, p. 369). 
This problem arises from a fundamental difference between these speech interfaces 
and graphical user interfaces (GUI). A GUI can present multiple channels of 
information simultaneously using text, icons, menus, graphics, video and audio. These 
channels can be used as short-term memory aids and navigation cues, thus, providing 
the user with a set of options that can be scanned, and with permanent navigation 
markers if they get lost. For example, users can orient themselves by visually 
scanning graphics, drop down menus, clicking on linked pages, or looking at a site 
map. Such features are not available in speech interfaces, with speech being required 
to fulfil the dual tasks of information provider and navigation cue. Brewster (1997) 
believes that it is this dual requirement from a single channel of information that is at 
the root of the navigation problems. 
Secondly, speech is produced in a slow and serial manner (Slowiaczek and Nusbaum, 
1985). This means that the user must listen to the dialogue until the option they 
require is presented, remember the number corresponding to the menu option, and 
then interrupt the dialogue with a response if they wish. At the same time, users must 
also try to develop and maintain a mental model of the service structure and options 
so that, on subsequent uses, they will be able to interact more efficiently with the 
service by interrupting prompts earlier, and by using short-cut features such as type-
ahead, so that they can enter the corresponding number sequence without waiting for 
the dialogues between their start and end points. However, forming a mental model of 
the service structure is difficult, as the numbers are arbitrarily assigned to menu 
options, and few navigation or structural cues are provided. The result of this serial 
presentation, and arbitrary assignment of number to options, is slow interaction and a 
burden on working memory (Schumacher et ai., 1995, Sawhney and Schmandt 1998). 
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which can affect users to the point where they cannot successfully use the service 
(Kidd, 1985). This means that in practice many people experience problems and 
frustration using these services (Paap and Cooke, 1997). There have been three main 
approaches taken to resolve these issues: additional dialogue informing users of their 
position within the service; the use of earcons; and finally, the design of 
conversational interfaces. These approaches will be discussed in the following three 
sub-sections. 
2.2.3.1 Additional dialogue 
Rosson (1985) conducted a study to investigate the kinds of data structures and 
information retrieval methods that are most effective for remote information access 
using an automated telephone service. A hierarchically structured telephone service 
containing information about Austin, Texas, was simulated. The system used 
synthetic voice output, and required keypad input. Two different command interface 
styles were implemented to allow users to select items within a level, and also to 
move between levels. The first interface was a verbal mnemonic interface that 
provided commands that were matched to the lettering on the keypad keys, for 
example, the 'F' key moved the user Forwards through the hierarchy, and the '8' key 
moved the user Backwards through the hierarchy. The second interface was a spatial 
mnemonic interface where system functions were mapped onto a spatial arrangement 
of keys, thus utilising a spatial metaphor. For example, the '6' key was used to move 
right, and the '4' key was used to move left. Both systems allowed users to request to 
hear a repeat of the dialogue. 
Participants were selected to represent a wide range of computing competency, from 
technical support staff to secretaries. All participants were asked to imagine that they 
were travelling to Austin, and that by calling the system they could access information 
about restaurants, shops, and entertainment venues. Performance data was logged 
using monitoring software, and attitude data was collected by using a post-task 
questionnaire. 
The results showed a slight advantage for the verbal mnemonic interface for first time 
usage, suggesting that a verbal association between commands and keys was more 
useful than a spatial mapping. However, Rosson (1985) qualify this finding by 
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highlighting the fact that only one spatial arrangement was used (a cross shape), and 
that other different arrangements may be more useful. More dramatic findings were 
evident between individual users, with large differences between users in task 
retrieval times. On average, users made five separate wrong moves for each piece of 
information they tried to access. It was therefore clear that many users were applying 
an inappropriate navigation model, causing them to issue incorrect commands, 
leading to considerable difficulties navigating the hierarchical structure. 
Information about the users' position within the hierarchy was implicitly provided by 
the service but required the user to understand the category-subcategory relationships 
between levels of the service. For example, after hearing 'Drinking' and moving to 
the next level of the hierarchy, the user would hear 'Bars', thus requiring them to infer 
from this relationship that that they had moved one level down. Rosson (1985) 
identified this as a navigation problem, to which she responded by suggesting the 
provision of additional feedback dialogue to inform the user about where their 
previous menu selection had positioned them within the hierarchy, for example, 'You 
have moved from Drinking to the Bars category. The first bar is ... ' She 
acknowledged that this would slow down the interaction, and offered a number of 
alternatives methods of addressing the problem, including integration of the 
navigation information into the dialogue, varying the syntax of the messages at each 
level, or by using a different voice to record the messages at each level. 
Brewster (1997) argued that both the additional feedback, and the varied syntax, 
would lead to longer, more complex system messages, potentially obscuring the 
information being communicated, whilst the use of different voices may be hard to 
detect over the telephone network. This led to a trade off between the usability 
advantages to be gained from navigational cues, and the supposed reduction in 
usability caused by longer system messages embedded with navigation cues. Brewster 
(1997) proposed to address this situation by using 'earcons' as navigation cues for 
telephone-based interfaces, and this approach will be discussed in the next section. 
2.2.3.2 Earcons 
Earcons are abstract, musical tones that can be used in structured combinations to 
create sound messages to represent parts of an interface (Blattner, Sumikawa, and 
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Greenberg, 1989). They have previously been demonstrated to be an effective means 
of communicating information using sound (Brewster, Wright, and Edwards, 1993), 
and as powerful navigation cues in menu hierarchies for non-visual interfaces 
(Brewster, Raty, and Kortekangas, 1996). After designing a hierarchical system of 
earcons, they are then played in the background at each level of the hierarchy, 
enabling users to figure out their position both within a level and within the hierarchy. 
An additional advantage proposed is that the sounds would not interfere with the 
system dialogue, in the same way that one may simultaneously listen to the music and 
lyrics of a song. Earcons are also language independent sounds, which can therefore 
be used internationally. 
Brewster (1997) showed that earcons could be successfully used as navigation cues in 
telephone-based interfaces if carefully designed to offset the reduction in sound 
quality caused by the use of telephone systems. Leplatre and Brewster (2000), used 
earcons to support navigation in menu-based interfaces where visual feedback was 
limited, for instance, on the small screens of mobile phones. Their results showed that 
menus enhanced by earcons led to performance advantages compared to visual-only 
versions of the interface. Thus, earcons appear to improve navigation of speech-based 
menus accessed using a telephone, and to enhance the navigation of visual menus on 
restricted displays especially on mobile devices. However, possibly due to the 
problems of background noise and degradation of sound over the mobile network, 
earcons were never successfully extended to the speech-based menu navigation of 
automated mobile phone services. The final approach to overcoming the usability 
problems of automated phone services has been the design of conversational 
interfaces, which removes the need to navigate a hierarchy of menu options, and to 
subsequently remember the options, thereby tackling both the navigation and the 
working memory problem associated with automated phone services. This approach 
will be discussed in the following section. 
2.2.3.3 Conversational interfaces 
One of the earliest attempts to design a more conversational style of dialogue was the 
PhoneS lave system (Schmandt and Arons, 1984). PhoneS lave was an automated 
telephone service allowing con\'ersational interaction with an answering machine in 
order to retrieve specific voice messages. The interface was query based, and worked 
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by asking callers a series of questions, the responses to which were stored digitally, 
for example, 'Who is calling' and 'What is this in reference to?' Responses to these 
questions are then accessed by the system owner by asking questions in a prescribed 
sequence, such as 'Who left messages' and 'What did they want?' The PhoneS lave 
has no natural language understanding, it simply stores the messages in chronological 
order and plays them back to the owner, for example, when the user asks 'Who left 
messages' the system plays the sound file that was recorded when the question 'Who 
is calling' was asked. The system proved effective at eliciting voice message 
components from callers, its success being largely due to its ability to take the 
conversational initiative and to capitalise on user's tendency to follow conventional 
rules in response to questions. In this way user vocabulary was constrained and the 
system's limited intelligence was not exposed. 
Several other research systems have used conversational paradigms bordering on 
natural language input to control live interactive systems over the telephone through 
speech recognition. SpeechActs (Yankelovich et aI., 1995) was a telephone-based 
research prototype that integrated both speech recognition and speech synthesis, and 
was designed to allow travelling professionals to remotely access a number of 
applications including email and a calendar. The system was designed to be easy to 
use and easy to learn, with more direct access to information through the use of 
natural speech, rather than memorised commands. The system allowed the user to use 
phrases such as 'I'd like to check my mail please' or 'What do I have on my calendar 
the day after tomorrow.' By adhering to the conventions of human conversation, the 
interface was rated as highly usable. However, users encountered a number of 
problems with the speech recogniser, which was sensitive to variations in prosody and 
intonation. This led to a reduced speech recognition rate, and meant that dialogue flow 
was hard to maintain. A number of design recommendations were derived from the 
evaluations, including the provision of a barge-in function or a means of allowing 
users to speed up or slow down the speech, keeping the system dialogue brief and 
informative through the use of short cuts, and replacing some spoken prompts with 
auditory icons. Another important finding was that the terminology associated with 
the graphical versions of applications did not transfer well to the speech-based system, 
which highlighted a clear trend away from the technical use of language towards a 
more interpersonal informal conversational style. 
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MailCall (Marx and Schmandt, 1996) was a telephone-based messaging system, 
which aimed to improve on the efficiency of SpeechActs by organising messages into 
categories, and thereby simplifying the navigation process. As with SpeechActs the 
system was non-hierarchical with the entry point prompt asking the question 'What 
else can I do for you?' to which the user could provide a naturally formed request. 
When a recognition failure occurred at the entry point prompt, the user was asked to 
rephrase the request. If a recognition error occurred at any other point in the system, 
the user was prompted with progressively more explicit instructions in order to 
constrain the user's vocabulary. Effective interaction was again hindered by high 
levels of speech recognition failure, with the designers suggesting that it may be 
necessary to constrain user responses by specifying that they must be short, simple 
requests. 
More recent commercial speech recognition systems that can be accessed over the 
telephone line are the CSELT train timetable information system (Billi, Canavesio, 
and Rullent, 1998), the Speech Works air travel reservation system (Barnard, 
Halberstadt, Kotelly, and Phillips, 1999), and the Philips T ABA train timetable 
information system (Souvignier, Kellner, Rueber, Schramm, and Seide, 2000). These 
systems tend to rely more on system-initiated or query-based dialogue in order to 
keep the speech recognition rate high. Telephone quality speech is significantly more 
difficult to recognise than a high quality stereo recording due to the limited bandwidth 
and distortions in the channel, and is made even more difficult when that speech is 
produced over a mobile phone network (Zue and Glass, 2000). According to Zue and 
Glass (2000) there are a number of issues that still stand in the way of natural 
language understanding conversational interfaces. These include the need to be able to 
detect and recognize new words, the need to expand recognition capability to a higher 
number of words, the need to be able to convey the capabilities of the system and the 
kind of input that it can cope with, and the need to isolate the source of error and offer 
effective recovery methods. 
2.2.4 Implications for this research 
This section has established that speech-based access to automated mobile phone 
services provides a convenient means of interaction, especially for mobile phone users 
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who are performing other visual tasks, such as walking around a city. Current 
guidelines for the design of automated phone services have been reviewed, some of 
which will be used to develop the mobile phone service prototypes tested in the 
experimental chapters of this thesis. A number-based style of interface was found to 
be the prominent style of interface for contemporary automated phone services. Such 
services cannot be classed as being conversational in the same sense as human 
conversation, but they are easy to learn, and lead to recognition rates that are high 
enough to be acceptable for convenient everyday usage. However, these services 
suffer from usability problems, which cause users to become lost in the menu 
hierarchies, and to forget the number associated with their desired menu option. Three 
techniques have been proposed to tackle these usability problems. Of these, earcons 
have not been successfully applied to menu hierarchies for mobile phone services, and 
the use of conversational interfaces has been hindered by poor recognition rates. The 
final technique, proposed by Rosson (1985) has not yet been formally evaluated. She 
suggested integrating navigation information into the service dialogue, varying the 
syntax of the messages at each level, and using a different voice to record the 
messages at each level. For the work reported in this thesis, all of these techniques 
will be used as a way of redesigning number-based mobile phone services through the 
use of interface metaphor, which has been a successful technique for improving the 
usability of graphical user interfaces. The following main section reviews the use of 
interface metaphor as a design technique in HCI, reveals that it has not previously 
been applied to the design of speech-activated mobile phone services, and builds a 
case for the potential usability benefits that interface metaphor may offer designers of 
speech-based mobile phone services. 
2.3 The role of metaphor in user interface design 
2.3.1 Introduction to metaphor 
Benyon and Hook (1997) identified 3 ways in which navigation through an abstract 
information space could be supported: appropriate metaphors, using virtual reality and 
3D interfaces, and using adaptive interfaces that accommodate individual differences 
in user's navigation ability. The approach taken in the work reported for this thesis 
was to use an appropriate spatial interface metaphor to represent the structure of the 
phone service information space in terms of a familiar structure from the real world. 
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The word metaphor is derived from the Greek meta (trans) + pherein (to carry) and 
means 'transfer', specifically the transfer of meaning (Ortony, 1975). A more recent 
definition is that provided by Lakoff and 10hnson (1980) who describe metaphor as 
'understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another'. Metaphor is a 
mode of figurative speech, or a trope. Rather than providing a literal meaning, 
meaning must be deduced from the context in which the words are spoken, the 
meaning intended by the speaker, and from the listener's knowledge of the world. 
Philosophers as far back as Aristotle recognised the power of metaphor for explaining 
new ideas: ' ... for the receiving [of] information with ease is naturally pleasing to all: 
and nouns are significant of something: so that all nouns whatsoever which produce 
knowledge in the mind are most pleasing ... but the metaphor in the highest order 
produces this effect. (Aristotle, 328BC/1995, p. 234), 
Rational theorists from the time of Plato (380BC/1955) through to Hobbes (1651) and 
in more recent history to Popper (1958) rejected the notion that metaphor had the 
ability to provide insights into one domain by borrowing concepts from another. They 
held that metaphor was merely a figure of speech, and a rhetorical device, 
marginalising its use to the arts and politics. Instead, the predominant belief was that 
only literal language should be used to explain scientific principles, because science 
and the truths about the world that it represents should not rely on context to be 
meaningful. 
The first contemporary theorist to gaIn recognition for challenging the classical 
rational view of metaphor was Richards (1936), who introduced the idea that 
metaphor use is pervasive in language and that metaphor is a cognitive mechanism: 
'[ metaphor is] the omnipresent principle of language [and that] we cannot get through 
three sentences of ordinary fluid discourse without it' (Richards, 1936, p.92) and 
'Thought is metaphoric, and proceeds by comparison, and the metaphors of language 
derive therefrom' (Richards, 1936, p. 96) 
Richards (1936) also introduced a useful classification for the components of 
metaphor, and the relationship between them. He proposed the 'tenor' as the original 
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concept to be transformed, and the 'vehicle' as the second concept imported to 
metaphorically transform the 'tenor', although they are now known as the 'target 
domain' and the 'source domain' respectively. The 'ground' refers to the common 
features of the two concepts, whilst the 'tension' refers to the cognitive effort 
necessary to understand the dissimilarity between the two concepts. To illustrate this, 
a well-known metaphor, discussed in Lakoff and Johnson (1980), will be used: 
ARGUMENT IS WAR. In this metaphor, 'argument' is the target domain whose 
meaning is being understood by drawing metaphorical expressions from 'war', which 
is the source domain. The similarities between 'argument' and 'war' are called the 
'ground', for example, an argument can be won or lost, the person one is arguing with 
can be seen as an opponent whose position is being attacking whilst our position is 
being defended, one can gain and lose ground, and adopt different attacking strategies. 
These shared features demonstrate that many of the things a person does when 
arguing are partially structured by the concept of war. However, there are 
dissimilarities, which can be referred to as the 'tension', for example, there is no 
physical battle when arguing, and achieving a win does not involve killing your 
opponent. Arguments and wars are different, one is verbal discourse, and the other is 
armed conflict. However, argument can be partially structured, understood, and talked 
about in terms of war, which, as long as the dissimilarities between the two concepts 
are understood, serves as an effective way of defining an argument. 
This contemporary view of metaphor proposed by Richards was supported by an 
'interaction' theory of metaphor proposed by Black (1962), and later adopted by other 
cognitive linguistic theorists (e.g. Kittay, 1987; Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Schon, 
1979; Reddy, 1979; Turner, 1987; MacCormac, 1976; Morgan, 1996). The first of 
these theorists to provide a detailed examination of the underlying processes of 
metaphor as the interaction of different concepts was Lakoff and Johnson (1980). 
They hold that it is not possible to understand, or to communicate an understanding of 
the physical world and the semantic world without using metaphor, and that 'Our 
ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally 
metaphorical in nature' (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980, p. 3). They essentially argue that 
metaphors are a conceptual construction central to the development of thought. Lakoff 
(1993) summarised the modem cognitive linguistic view of conceptual metaphor in a 
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number of ways important to the work reported for this thesis. Firstly, he states that 
metaphor is the primary mechanism through which we comprehend abstract concepts 
and perform abstract reasoning. Secondly, that metaphorical language may be used to 
explore the underlying conceptual metaphor from which the language derives. Finally, 
that metaphor allows us to understand an abstract or unstructured subj ect matter in 
terms of a more concrete subject matter. A detailed, and useful, definition of metaphor 
from this theoretical perspective, is offered by Indurkhya (1992): 
'A metaphor is a description of an object or event, real or imagined, using 
concepts that cannot be applied to the object or event in a conventional way. 
The object or event being described is called the target, and the concepts that 
cannot be applied conventionally are called the source ... the metaphor is made 
meaningful by interpreting the source unconventionally in the target. The 
unconventional interpretation can be arrived at on the basis of some 
underlying similarity between the source concepts and the target.' (Indurkhya, 
1992, p. 17) 
That metaphor is more than just a literary tool can be elucidated by examples of the 
way it has been used to both explain and extend scientific knowledge. Koestler 
(1964a) highlights the critical role of the 'clock' metaphor for research in cosmology, 
whilst Rose (1993) traces the various metaphors that have been used to explain the 
universe, including 'the potters wheel', 'the chariot', 'the clock', and 'the engine'. A 
popular and well-known means of explaining the structure of an atom utilises the 
metaphor 'an atom is a solar system' (Gentner and Jeziorski, 1993). An increasingly 
common and relevant scientific metaphor for computers is that of 'the brain' 
(Hamilton, 2000a). Boyd (1979) uncovered many computer-based metaphors that 
have been used to explain mental processes in cognitive psychology, including 
'thought as information processing', 'information as encoded in memory stores', and 
'remembering as an information retrieval procedure'. If such explanations were 
attempted in a literal way, they would prove to be difficult due to the abstract and 
complex nature of the concepts involved. 
However, there is the danger that such metaphors may be over-extended, leading to 
inappropriate mappings and incorrect deductions (Nolder, 1991). A metaphor does not 
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draw exhaustive parallels between concepts, but instead provides a partial comparison 
between concepts, resulting in mismatches between the two concepts, and it is these 
mismatches that constitute the effectiveness of the metaphor by surprising and 
stimulating the listener (Hamilton, 2000b). These mismatches provide the basis by 
which metaphor can be exploited within HCI to help users to learn and effectively use 
a new system. The application of metaphor to computing interfaces is a technique 
known as interface metaphor, and the use of interface metaphors will be discussed in 
the following section. 
2.3.2 Interface metaphors 
The concept of metaphor as a guideline for designing human-computer interfaces 
gained popularity with the design of the Xerox Star graphical user interface (GUI) 
(Smith et aI., 1982), which was the first incarnation of the desktop metaphor. A 
'physical-office metaphor' was chosen to reflect the components of an office 
environment, which would have been familiar to the target users. The office desk was 
used as a cognitive and visual framework for the representation and organisation of 
files and folders on the computer. Users were encouraged to think about the interface 
objects, such as icons and folders, in physical terms. Since the early days of personal 
computing major software companies such as Apple have advocated the use of 
metaphor as a guiding principle in the design of interfaces (Apple, 1985, 1987, 1992): 
'Use concrete metaphors and make them plain, so that users have a set of expectations 
to apply to computer environments' (Apple, 1987, p. 3) and '(User Interface) 
Metaphors are used to exploit specific prior knowledge that users have of other 
domains. For example the 'desktop' metaphor can be used to design an office 
information system. The use of metaphors can reduce the perceived complexity of 
user interfaces' (Apple, 1992, p. 19). 
Within HeI, most psychological theories of metaphor consider it to be a learning aid 
(Mayer, 1975, Carroll & Thomas, 1982, van der Veer, 1990). The case made for the 
use of metaphors is that they reduce the time and effort necessary for new users to 
learn to use a system, by bridging the conceptual gap between the user and the system 
(Carroll & Mack, 1985). An effective interface metaphor is one that is appropriate, 
explicit, and quickly understood, and will lead the user to develop a mental model of 
the system that is closely related to the system image. This process involves 2 types of 
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mapping, the conceptual mapping of ideas, and the independent perceptual mapping 
of the representations of these ideas (Gaver, 1989). The continued need for metaphor 
arises from the increased complexity and functionality offered by computer systems, 
and the subsequent need to control this complexity to make the system easy to learn 
and easy to use. By designing the interface with reference to real world actions, 
objects, and procedures, users are being offered an increased degree of functional 
coherency, and more salient visual and auditory cues to help them to learn and 
understand the system. 
Metaphors work by allowing prior knowledge from familiar domains to be applied to 
a new domain, which according to MacCormac is 'the creative cognitive process of 
activating widely separated areas of long term memory and of combining normally 
unassociated concepts', which leads to 'an unusual juxtaposition of the familiar and 
the unfamiliar' (1985, p. 147). It is therefore the interaction between conceptual 
similarities and dissimilarities that is at the heart of the metaphor process. The use of 
metaphor must involve some form of transformation; otherwise the construction is 
simply an analogy or juxtaposition and not a metaphor (Alty and Knott, 1997). With 
respect to computing systems, users must actively construct the relationships that 
comprise the metaphor during interaction with the system. The metaphor 'seeds' the 
constructive process through which existing knowledge is transformed and applied to 
the novel situation (Alty, Knott, Anderson, and Smyth, 2000). Hammond and 
Allinson (1987) argue that the metaphor should be as transparent as possible in order 
for the user to focus on materials and not the means of access to them. 
Metaphor is viewed as an important technique facilitating the learning process, since 
it is easier to build up a completely new concept from other, more established 
concepts (Carroll and Mack, 1985; Smyth and Knott, 1994). This process is known as 
active learning, and Carroll and Mack (1985, p. 47) state that 'metaphors can facilitate 
active learning ... by providing abductive and adductive inferences through which 
learners construct procedural knowledge of the computer'. This means that the learner 
is encouraged to explore and make hypotheses about the problem space, which are 
either refuted or confirmed by subsequent interaction. Cornell 'Nay (1991) supports 
this view, with Douglas and Moran (1983) coming to a similar conclusion as a result 
of their studies of typewriter learning. In their studies, typewriter users often made 
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predictions about how to use a word processor based on their typewriter knowledge. 
These predictions helped them to learn, but users were also frequently surprised by 
the differences in functionality between the two systems. 
Active learning theory claims that dissimilarities between domains can facilitate 
learning by stimulating thought (Carroll and Mack, 1985). The active learning theory 
of metaphor draws a distinction between models and metaphors, whereby metaphors 
are incomplete and open-ended, and models are comprehensive and explicit. From an 
active learning perspective, accurate and literal models lead to passive learning 
because there are no deductions to be made (Jones, 1982), whereas metaphors require 
deduction to be made to facilitate the formation of mental models. Mental models and 
their relation to metaphor will be discussed in the next section. 
2.3.3 Mental models 
Norman (1988) provided a definition of mental models within the context of HCI: 
'the model people have of themselves, others, the environment, and the things with 
which they interact. People form mental models through experience, training and 
instruction' (1988, p.17). Mental models of external events, situations, and systems 
help people to make predictions about outcomes before carrying out any actions. One 
of the key features of a mental model is that a conscious mental simulation can be 
'run', and the predicted outputs can then be used to deduce conclusions about certain 
actions (Sheridan, Charney, Mendel, and Roseborough, 1986). According to Norman 
(1983), mental models are also characterised by a number of other features. They are 
invariably incomplete, as it is rare for a person to have a full structural and procedural 
understanding of a system. They are dynamic, and likely to evolve as a person has 
experiences that are relevant to the mental model domain. They can be internally 
consistent, but externally inconsistent, since a person may not have run simulations of 
the model to ensure its logical consistency, which can lead to many models being 
easily confusable. Finally, they are often based on intuition and superstition rather 
than on scientific fact. 
Mental models are useful when performing three main processes (Carroll and Olson. 
1988). Firstly, when learning to use a new system, a mental model may provide 
knowledge derived from analogous systems that the user has previously encountered. 
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Secondly, mental models can be used in problem solving, such as working out how to 
use previously unknown system functionality. Finally, mental models can be referred 
to when a user is attempting to understand unexpected system output, or when 
constructing a rationale for system behaviour. 
The concept of schemata can be used to explain how mental models are constructed. 
A prominent theory of knowledge organisation is based on the concept of schemata, 
(Schank and Abelson, 1977), which are networks of general knowledge based on 
previous experience. Their function is to provide the knowledge necessary to allow 
people to behave appropriately when faced with everyday events and situations. When 
a person encounters an event, the relevant schemata are activated dynamically, and an 
appropriate mental model of the event is constructed. 
Within cognitive psychology, Johnson-Laird (1983) provides an explanation of the 
structure and composition of mental models. Johnson-Laird (1983) argues that mental 
models consist of different types of knowledge representation in memory, either 
analogical, or a combination of analogical and propositional representations. 
Analogical representations are concrete and image-based, such as an image of a chair. 
Propositional representations are abstract and language-based, often making 
assertions, such as the sentence, 'the man is sitting on the chair'. Johnson-Laird 
(1983) makes an important distinction between the functionality of mental models and 
images. Whereas a mental model is usually constructed when a person needs to make 
a prediction about an event of situation, an image is considered to be a single 
representation. Preece, Rogers, Sharp, Benyon, Holland, and Carey (1994) invoke a 
useful analogy to clarify this by comparing an image to a single frame in a movie, 
whilst comparing a mental model to a short sequence from the movie. 
There are three kind of mental models (Carroll and Olsen, 1988): surrogates (Young, 
1983), metaphors (Carroll and Thomas, 1982), and 'glass box' machines (DuBoulay, 
O'Shea, and Monk, 1981). A surrogate is a complete analogy of the target system that 
allows a user to formulate the correct actions in a given situation. According to Young 
(1983), it is very difficult for a user to construct such an analogy, even for a "ery 
simple system, which raises questions about whether people really do hold such 
mental models in their minds. A metaphor is a direct comparison between the target 
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system and a system that the user is already familiar with (the metaphor source 
domain). In contrast to surrogates, metaphor models are easy to construct, and provide 
explanations of a system's behaviour. However, one of the challenges of using 
metaphor models is that the designer must analyse what the user knows about the 
metaphor source domain (Young, 1983), as the system will be represented as the 
source domain. Glass-box models combine features of surrogates and metaphors, and 
have mainly been used as prescriptive mental structures. These models instruct users 
to think about the target system in terms of another system, whereas a metaphor 
invites the user to construct appropriate links between the two systems. It is metaphor 
models that are of interest to the work reported in this thesis. 
Mental models may be either structural or functional, and Preece et al. (1994) describe 
a structural model of a system as being a description of 'how-it-works', and a 
functional model as a description of 'how-to-use-it'. A structural model describes the 
internal components and mechanics of a system, and is useful in allowing a user to 
make predictions about the behaviour of the system it represents. However, it does not 
account for how the user is going to perform a task with the system, and requires a 
large investment in effort to learn the model, and to use it. Miyake (1986) suggests 
that it is due to the difficulty in constructing such models that most peoples' 
understanding is based on functional models. 
Functional models describe the way in which the system may be used, are based on 
knowledge derived from previous experience of a similar domain, and are context-
dependent, which makes the model easier to use as it is tailored to a specific situation 
or event. When a system interface is metaphor-based, users will tend to develop 
functional mental models of the system. In such systems, the user develops a mental 
model of the system based on the source metaphor rather than on the way in which the 
underlying target system works. The metaphor therefore is the mental model that is 
learned. For the work reported in this thesis, metaphor-based functional mental 
models will be used, with the aim of providing the user with procedural knowledge of 
how to use a system by capitalising on their previous experience with a different 
domain. 
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To design a successful interactive system the designer must develop a conceptual 
model that is relatively complete and accurate, and that allows the user to form an 
accurate mental model of how the system works. Norman (1986, p. 46) states that ' the 
problem is to design the system so that, first, it follows a consistent, coherent 
conceptualisation - a design model - and, second, so that the user can develop a 
mental model of that system - a user model - consistent with the design model ' . The 
user develops a user model through using the system interface and its documentation, 
which are known as the system image. This model can be seen in Figure 2.1 . 
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Figure 2.l. The design model, the user's model, and the system image (Norman and 
Draper, 1986, p. 46) 
The user's mental model consists of internal representations of how the user interface 
functions. The system image is the interface that the user sees when they use a 
computer system, and is the implementation of the designer's conceptual model. This 
must then be interpreted by the user's mental model. With a metaphor-based system 
the designer has chosen to communicate their model of the system using a metaphor, 
which is often a simplified version of the original conceptual model (Carro ll et al. 
1988; Nielsen, 1990). The extent to which the system designer uses metaphor in th 
conceptual mod 1, and consequ ntl y in the system image, will directly affect the 
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structure of the user's mental model. The goal for designers is to link two separate 
components of the user's mental model (Collins, 1995). The first is the component 
derived from interaction with the system, and the second is the component based on 
previous knowledge of interacting with or operating within the metaphor source 
domain. In so doing, the functionality and representation of the system overlaps with 
the functionality and appearance of the corresponding real world analog (metaphor 
source), enabling the user to develop a comprehensive and useful mental model of the 
system. For a speech-based automated phone service, the challenge is to convey a 
clear system image to the user, without using any visual representation of the 
interface. 
For the work reported in this thesis, the system image will be represented as a 
metaphor-based verbal description, which requires the user to form an internal mental 
model of the system in the form of a visualisation. Visualisation is a cognitive activity 
(Ware, 2000), which leads to the formation of an internal mental model, or an image 
in the mind of the user. Visualisation can ameliorate cognition in three main ways. 
Firstly, by offloading some of the mental load from cognitive to perceptual processes, 
enabling cognitive inferences that would normally be done symbolically to be done 
using simpler and faster perceptual processes (Larkin and Simon, 1987). Secondly, 
through expanding the working memory available to a user by allowing some to-be-
remembered items to be visually coded (Norman, 1993). Thirdly, by storing large 
amounts of information in an easily accessible form, similar to the way in which a 
map stores details of the environment (Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman, 1999). 
These benefits of visualisation may aid a user when interacting with mobile phone 
services by allowing them to dedicate more of their cognitive resources to the 
navigation of, and interaction with, their physical and social context of use. However, 
for visualisation to work effectively the mapping of the system information to the 
visual metaphor-based image must be appropriate (Card et aI., 1999). A framework 
for incorporating metaphor into the design process, and for ensuring appropriate 
mappings between the system and the metaphor, will be discussed in the next section. 
2.3.4 The metaphor design process 
Carroll et al. (1988) identified three theories underpinning research on metaphor: 
operational approaches, structural approaches, and pragmatic approaches. Operational 
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approaches focus on the extent to which metaphors facilitate learning but fail to 
explain how this process happens in the mind. Structural approaches, such as the 
structure mapping approach (Gentner, 1983) interpret the metaphor process in terms 
of the mapping between the source and target domains, but see no benefits in 
mismatches. The final pragmatic approach recognises that mismatches between the 
domains will occur by definition, and that mismatches provide value by stimulating 
exploration. The pragmatic approach has been dominant in the understanding of the 
metaphor process, and active learning theory (Carroll and Mack, 1985) represents the 
most widely accepted view of the way in which metaphor functions. 
Smyth, Anderson, Alty (1995) and Anderson, Smyth, Knott, Bergan, Bergan, and 
Alty (1994) proposed a pragmatic model of metaphor based on psycholinguistic 
literature, which is complementary to active learning theory. The model was 
developed from research on a series of prototype telecommunication systems as part 
of a European project called MITS (Metaphors for Integrated Telecommunications 
Services). This model draws on the concepts of system and user models (Norman, 
1986; Fischer, 1991) and the terminology of system and vehicle suggested by 
Hammond and Allinson (1987) and utilised by Rogers, Leiser, and Carr (1988). They 
suggest that the activity at the interface can be described in terms of the intersection 
between two sets of functionality, that of the metaphor vehicle (M+) and that of the 
system (S+). Researchers involved in MITS later reflected on their experiences of 
designing and testing metaphor-based systems and incorporated the model into a six-
step framework for engineering metaphor at the user interface. This framework will 
now be discussed, including a detailed explanation of the model, which comprises 
step three, and which forms its theoretical core. The six steps are: 
1. Identify system functionality 
2. Generate and describe potential metaphors 
3. Analyse metaphor-system pairings 
4. Implementation issues 
5. Evaluation performed by observing users 
6. Feedback on design 
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The first step involves identifying the functionality that must be provided to support 
work conducted in a specific task domain, leading to a functionality set'S'. There are 
a number of task analysis techniques available within the HeI literature to achieve 
this, but the most well known is hierarchical task analysis (HT A). This technique is 
iterative, and involves breaking down tasks into sub-tasks and then into sub-subtasks 
(Shepherd, 1989). Information about tasks can be collected from a variety of sources 
including conversations with users, observations of users performing tasks, and 
operating manuals. The aim of HT A is to describe a task in terms of a hierarchy of 
operations and plans, the results from which are usually represented graphically. 
The second step is to generate a number of metaphors that could support the 
functionality set'S'. Approaches to achieving this include: monitoring the language 
used by prospective users for the use of metaphors; extending currently used 
metaphors; brainstorming by writing the system functionality on a board, selecting 
related items of functionality, and then mapping real world processes onto them; 
analysing the language used by customers when describing the kinds of systems they 
need; and finally, using ethnography as a means of generating descriptions of 
workplace objects and concepts that may suggest particular metaphors. The result of 
this step is a set of structured descriptions of each of the potential metaphors, called 
the Metaphor Set 'M'. 
The third step involves examining the degree of match or mismatch between the 
functionality set'S' and the metaphor set 'M', and enables the designer to assess the 
effectiveness of the mappings between a chosen metaphor and the system. There are 
four different categories of intersection between the system set'S' and the metaphor 
set 'M' (see Figure 2.2), and these will be illustrated using the Macintosh wastebasket 
as an example. 
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Figure 2.2. The interaction of the metaphor and the system in HeI 
• S+M+ features are features of the system that map directly onto features of the 
metaphor. For the wastebasket, an example of such a feature is the mapping 
between 'deletion' and 'throwing in the bin'; 
• S+M- features are those features of the system that do not map onto the 
features of the metaphor. For the wastebasket, an example is the positioning of 
the wastebasket on top of the desktop, rather than underneath it, which is 
where it would be placed in the real world; 
• S-M+ features are those features of the metaphor that do not intersect with the 
features of the system. These are features of the metaphor that cannot be 
applied to the system, and are referred to as conceptual baggage, leading the 
user to make incorrect inferences about the system. In order to avoid confusi ng 
users, designers should aim to limit these features in one of two ways . The 
first is to choose a metaphor with a narrow scope, and the second is to expand 
the system functionality to map more completely onto the metaphor. Of th se 
it would app ar that the fi rst reduces the need to rigidl adhere to th dictate 
of th chos n metaphor I ading to potentially unwant d fun tionalit . n 
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example of conceptual baggage from the wastebasket is the way in which real 
world wastebaskets have a limited physical capacity, whereas the Macintosh 
wastebasket has a capacity limited by disc storage space; 
S-M- features are features that are common to neither the system nor the 
metaphor. 
The fourth step concerns the issues of realism and consistency. It is essential that the 
metaphor is recognised immediately, but if the system too closely resembles the real 
world entity it can become an analogy, leading to incorrect expectations about system 
functionality. In terms of consistency, designers should be aware of the different 
interface styles that users may have gained experience with. By attempting to 
implement metaphors that are consistent with the look and feel of such interfaces, 
systems are more likely to be widely accepted by users. 
The fifth step is evaluation of the metaphor-based system. Alty et al. (2000) 
recommend that evaluation take place in the user's normal working environment as a 
way of gathering ecologically valid data. In addition to observing and video recording 
users, they suggest gathering subjective data using questionnaires, and also 
performance data from user's interaction with the system. According to Alty et al. 
(2000), the key aspects to consider during evaluation are: cases of conceptual 
baggage, and the way that they affect user comprehension of the system; 
misunderstanding caused by S-M+ features, and irritations caused by S+M- features; 
inappropriateness of the metaphor; possibilities for the metaphor to provide new 
system functionality; and finally, the consistency and degree of realism of the 
metaphor. The final step of the framework is to ensure that the evaluation techniques 
and the data gathered could provide feedback that is useful for the redesign of 
prototype systems. 
Alternative approaches to the process of metaphor design do exist, and the most 
comprehensive and structured of these is the five-stage methodology proposed by 
Neale and Carroll (1997). They recommend that the designer follow the following 
stages: 
1. Identify system functionality 
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2. Generate possible metaphors 
3. Identify metaphor-interface matches 
4. Identify metaphor-interface mismatches 
5. Manage metaphor-interface mismatches 
A comparison of these five stages against the six steps of the Alty et al. (2000) 
framework reveals many similarities but few benefits. For example, steps one and two 
of the Alty et al. (2000) framework are similar to stages one and two of the Neale and 
Carroll (1997) methodology. In addition, step three of the Alty et al. (2000) 
framework provides a psycholinguistic theoretical-based approach to achieving the 
same results as stages three, four and five of the Neale and Carroll (1997) 
methodology. However, the Neale and Carroll (1997) methodology does offer useful 
advice as part of stage two 'generate possible metaphors'. They suggest using visual 
techniques, such as sketching, to develop metaphors (Verplank, 1990). The designer 
produces a list of metaphorical words that describe an existing interface, and then 
sketches each of the words on paper. A list is then made of the desirable attributes and 
adjectives for the metaphor-based interface, which is further developed with reference 
to the sketches. The designer can then build on the words and sketches generated to 
sketch more extensive metaphors, which may later be developed into high fidelity 
prototypes. In order to make the process of generating metaphor-based words, 
attributes and adjectives more structured, the POPITS model proposed by Cates 
(2002) for the selection and implementation of graphical user interface metaphors 
may be useful. 
Once a metaphor has been chosen, the key features of that metaphor need to be 
isolated and developed. Whereas Alty et al. (2000) proposed 'fruitful conversation' as 
a means of identifying additional components related to the underlying metaphor, and 
Neale and Carroll (1997) suggest thinking about related attributes and adjectives, the 
POPITS model (Cates, 2002) provides a more structured approach. Having identified 
the underlying metaphor, the POPITS model proposes systematically identifying the 
related Properties, Operations, Phrases, Images, Types, and Sounds arising from the 
metaphor, which are relevant to the systenl. Ideas generated within any of these six 
areas may also act as a catalyst to generate additional metaphors. It is claimed that this 
technique allows the designer insight into the user's preyious experience and 
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consequent expectations of the metaphor, thus enabling metaphor-based systems to be 
implemented that are more resonant with user experiences (Pugh, Hicks, and Davis, 
1997). An example of the way the POPITS model may be used to generate features 
relating to a 'Book' metaphor is shown in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. POPITS features for a Book metaphor 
POPITS feature 
Properties 
Operations 
Phrases 
Images 
Types 
Sounds 
Book-related POPITS features 
Front and back cover, printed on paper, pages contain text, pages are 
numbered 
Pick up a book, open a book, scan a page, reread difficult passages, turn 
pages forward and backwards 
Binding, pagination, read aloud, open, close, stop reading, underline, 
highlight, and speed-read 
Illustrations, smell of new paper, smeared pages, hard covers, and 
paperback 
Dictionary, atlas, science fiction, comic books, bible, Koran, law books 
Turning of pages, closing books, crinkling of a folded page, librarian's 
stamp 
The POPITS model appears to provide a useful means of developing the metaphors 
generated as part of a HCD process. However, because the model has only recently 
been formulated, there are currently no studies within HCI that have utilised it. In this 
respect, the work reported in this thesis represents the first use of this novel technique, 
especially in relation to metaphor design for speech systems. It is hoped that the 
model will allow relevant vocabulary to be generated that can subsequently be used 
for the metaphor-based descriptions provided by the service messages, and the 
metaphor-based options provided by the system prompts. In this way, the language of 
the service will be more meaningful and resonant with user's experience of the 
corresponding real world metaphor source domain. 
The Alty et a1. (2000) framework offers a flexible theoretical-based approach to 
metaphor design and development that is also supported by practical experience in 
developing telecommunications systems, whereas the Neale and Carroll (1997) 
methodology has not been empirically evaluated. The Alty et a1. (2000) framework 
was used for the work reported for this thesis, and was supplemented by the visual 
sketching techniques suggested by Neale and Carroll (1997), which were in turn 
supported by the POPITS model (Cates, 2002). Having established the overall 
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framework, and techniques, that will be used for the empirical work conducted for this 
thesis, the following section will review previous empirical studies of interface 
metaphor. 
2.3.5 Empirical investigations of metaphor in computing 
Since the development of Xerox Star's desktop metaphor (Smith et aI., 1982), 
surprisingly little research has been conducted to provide empirical evidence for the 
supposed performance benefits of using metaphors for user interfaces. Mayer (1981) 
investigated the way that novices learn a programming language by providing some 
participants with a metaphor-based diagrammatic tool. The tool used a number of real 
world metaphors to explain specific concepts, for example, input as a ticket machine 
at a train station, and storage as a filing cabinet. Participants who were exposed to this 
tool before studying a training manual performed better at programming and recall 
tasks than those students who did not use the tool. Providing information about 
transactions using concrete real world metaphors improved performance, and this 
effect was most notable for low ability subjects, and when attempting creative 
programming tasks where the material was poorly organized. However, the study did 
not evaluate the effect of integrating metaphor into a computer-based interface. 
Foss, Rosson and Smith (1982) investigated the effect of providing novice users with 
an advance organiser when learning to use a text editor. The organiser was based on 
the metaphor of an office containing filing cabinets in which folders and file were 
stored. The metaphor attempted to explain how the computer could be used to 
perform tasks such as creating, storing and retrieving files, for example, lines can be 
added or deleted from a computer file just as pages can be inserted and removed from 
a conventional file. In this experimental study, performance was measured as the 
number of tasks completed, the time taken to complete tasks, and the error rate. 
Results showed that exposing participants to an advance organizer that provided a 
metaphorical model for the operation of the system led to only slightly better 
performance. However, the authors suggested that the negligible effect of the advance 
metaphor-based organiser was probably a result of it providing insights into aspects of 
the system that were not directly tested by the tasks. This highlights the problem for 
designers of how to determine an appropriate metaphor-based model that will help 
users to learn the full functionality of a new system. 
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Amongst the earliest studies of metaphor were observational studies of users using the 
think aloud protocol (Mack, Lewis and Carroll, 1983; Douglas and Moran, 1983), and 
rather than analysing the effect of an explicit metaphor provided by designers, they 
analysed the effect of a metaphor that was voluntarily invoked by users. Think aloud 
protocol requires users to verbalise their thoughts and strategies as they use a system 
to complete a task, and has proved to be a useful tool for eliciting qualitative data 
about users problems and perceptions during human-computer interaction. These 
studies focussed on the way novice word processor users learned to use the system by 
analogy to a typewriter, and the findings were mixed. There were benefits from 
transferring knowledge gained from previous typewriter usage to learning to use a 
word processor. For example, participants had no problems typing text, nor were they 
confused by the fact that the characters they typed appeared on a monitor rather than 
on paper. However, users did find some features of the word processor surprising. For 
example, participants had problems figuring out how to set margins, as the 
mechanical controls that are provided on a typewriter to achieve this task were not 
present on the word processor. Overall, it was concluded that learners try to invoke 
their existing knowledge of typewriters to help them understand the semantics of 
word processor operations. Where there is a direct mapping between the functionality 
of the two systems, learning time is reduced, but for features that do not map, users 
often experience confusion and an increase in learning time. The study demonstrated 
the potential advantages offered by interface metaphor, but again failed to test the 
effects of an explicit metaphor-based interface against a non-metaphor interface. 
Hammond and Allinson (1987) used a travel holiday metaphor to help users learn the 
navigation facilities of a computer-aided learning system. Within the overall travel 
metaphor, a number of sub-metaphors were integrated to reflect aspects of a real 
world travel system. The user could choose between 'go-it-alone' travel or a 'guided 
tour'. A map facility allowed the user to locate their position within the system, and 
finally an index provided keyword access to the system, in a similar way to the index 
of a guidebook. The performance of students was logged automatically, and students 
completed a questionnaire after usage session. The results indicated that the spatial 
metaphor helped students to learn and use the navigation facilities, and that the 
metaphor was also a useful aid for designers to think about additional facilities, such 
as the map facility that was developed for their study. 
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The desktop metaphor has not been empirically tested since its inception (Smith et aI., 
1982). However, graphical features of the interface, such as icons and menus, have 
been isolated and tested. In a study by Benbasat and Todd (1993) participants were 
assigned either to a direct manipulation interface condition in which icons were 
independently arranged on the desktop, or to a condition where icons were arranged 
into menus. Participants were required to perform tasks by formulating an overall 
goal, and then developing a step-by-step strategy to accomplish this goal. Task 
completion, and the time taken to perform the tasks, were measured. Results showed 
that, on average, participants using the direct manipulation interface performed tasks 
one second faster than those using the menu interface. The authors, therefore, argue 
that people using direct manipulation are more likely to engage in automatic 
processing than those using a menu interface, taking more motor time but less total 
time. This result supports the usability of the direct manipulation style of interaction 
provided by the desktop metaphor interface, but does not give any information about 
the relative benefits of a metaphor vs. non-metaphor interface. Potosnak (1988) 
reviewed studies comparing iconic interfaces with command line interfaces, and 
surprisingly found improved performance for the command line interfaces. However, 
such experiments are testing an interaction style rather than the use of metaphor as an 
interface design technique. 
Smilowitz (1996) investigated the use of interface metaphor for a web browser. She 
compared two versions of the Mosaic World Wide Web browser, one of which used 
terminology based on a library metaphor, and the other of which was not metaphor-
based. The terminology for the non-metaphor condition was simply based on 
Mosaic's function names, whereas the terminology for the metaphor condition was 
based on a library metaphor. For example, whereas the non-metaphor browser used 
the terminology 'open URL' and 'window history', the metaphor-based browser used 
'search bookshelves', and 'stack of viewed books' respectively. User performance 
was measured as task completion, time taken to complete a task, and error rate. 
Subjective preferences were measured using a questionnaire. When using the 
metaphor-based interface, participants made fewer errors, performed tasks faster, and 
completed significantly more tasks successfully. In addition, participants perceived 
the metaphor-based interface to be significantly easier to use. Despite these results, 
she cautions designers that not all metaphors are good, and that whereas appropriate 
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metaphors can provide substantial usability benefits, poor metaphors may be no more 
effective than non-metaphor interfaces. 
Kim (1999) evaluated the use of a spatial metaphor to help users with navigation aids 
provided within a cyber shopping mall. The experimental study investigated the 
navigation process of customers and gathered subjective evaluations about their 
online shopping experience. Two versions of a cyber shopping mall were 
implemented. One was based on a spatial metaphor, and the other based on a non-
spatial metaphor. The results indicated that navigation aids based on the spatial 
metaphor were used more frequently, which led to a better understanding of the 
overall structure of the cyber shopping mall. In addition task completion and 
subjective evaluations were both improved in the spatial metaphor condition. This 
review of the empirical basis of the use of interface metaphor highlights a need for 
more empirical studies investigating and quantifying the specific advantages of using 
interface metaphor. It also shows that, of the empirical studies that have reported the 
benefits of metaphor, those evaluating spatial metaphor demonstrated the most 
conclusive results. The work reported in this thesis will attempt to contribute to the 
empirical evidence for the benefits of interface metaphor, specifically spatial interface 
metaphor. The following section will review the different categories of metaphor used 
for interface design, and present a justification for the use of spatial metaphor for the 
work reported in this thesis. 
2.3.6 Categories of metaphor 
Hutchins (1989) proposed three types of metaphor describing different aspects of the 
human-computer interface. Activity metaphors refer to the user's high-level goals, 
and structure expectations relating to the outcome of the activity, for example, writing 
a paper, or playing a game. Mode of interaction metaphors concern the user's 
perception of the computer, for example, whether they view it as a conversation 
partner, or an archiving tool. Task domain metaphors provide a structure to help the 
user understand computer-based objects and operations, for example, the way in 
which a file may be created or deleted. 
Condon and Keuneke (1994) revised the classification proposed by Hutchins (1989), 
basing it on the underlying metaphor, rather than the medium in \\'hich it is presented. 
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This distinction is important because the presentation mode of a particular metaphor 
can change. An example of this is the way in which a spatial metaphor can be 
presented as a verbal description as it is in some adventure games 'You are entering 
the nightlife district', the verbal mode thereby invoking a spatial mode of internal 
representation. Their classification is composed of three forms of metaphor: spatial, 
activity-based, and interactional. Spatial metaphors define 2D or 3D spaces in which 
interactions and activities take place, activity based metaphors define the actions that 
can be performed upon the information or people within the space, and interactional 
metaphors support specific forms of communication (Condon and Keuneke, 1994). 
Properties of each metaphor type may be present in any single interface metaphor. 
Of these categories, spatial metaphors have been used most extensively in interface 
design, and are based on our everyday knowledge of Euclidean space (Dieberger, 
1996), which includes place knowledge, route knowledge, and survey knowledge 
(Kim and Hirtle, 1995). Freksa (1991) even argues that spatial metaphors are better 
than other types of metaphor, stating that: 
'Our knowledge about physical space differs from all other knowledge in a 
very significant way: we can perceive space directly through various channels 
conveying distinct modalities. Unlike in the case of other perceivable domains, 
spatial knowledge obtained through one channel can be verified or refuted by 
perception through the other channels. As a consequence, we are 
disproportionally confident about what we know about space: we take it for 
reaL .. the spatial domain can be used particularly well as the source domain 
for metaphors with a non-perceivable or abstract target domain' (Freksa, 1991, 
p.361). 
The fact that spatial metaphors are used extensively, and are considered by some to be 
superior to other types of metaphor, may not be surprising, given that humans are 
skilled at accessing, navigating through, and operating within physical space and 
informational space (Benyon and Hook, 1997). There are similarities between the 
information space of a computing system and that of the real world. For the purposes 
of this comparison it is useful to consider an information space in tenns of an 
infom1ation artifact, which can be defined as 'any artifact whose purpose is to allow 
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infonnation to be stored, retrieved, and possibly transfonned' (Green and Benyon, 
1996, p. 802). Infonnation artifacts employ various symbols, from which users are 
able to derive infonnation, and which therefore define an infonnation space. An 
infonnation space may therefore be computer-based, such as the Web or a 
spreadsheet, or real world-based such as an airport or shopping centre, suggesting that 
abilities derived from real world spaces may be transferred to the navigation of 
computing devices. 
Spatial thinking is used to represent and manipulate infonnation in learning and 
problem solving in many different domains (Pellegrino, Alderton, and Shute, 1983), 
and human memory is thought to rely on the spatial arrangement of items (Kuhn and 
Blumenthal, 1996). Some studies have even suggested that users like to organise 
computer-based infonnation spatially (e.g. Barreau and Nardi, 1995, Malone, 1983; 
Kaptelinin, 1996). Malone (1983) conducted an interview-based study with 
professional and clerical participants in order to investigate where and why 
participants stored files and folders in the locations that they did. Results identified 
the important role that file location has as a reminding aid for users. Barreau and 
Nardi (1995) built on these finding by conducting two studies with managers in order 
to observe and understand how they organised, and retrieved infonnation from, their 
electronic workspace. The managers were asked to provide a tour of their systems, 
and were videotaped whilst this was done in order to provide a visual record of their 
file and folder organization. Managers were asked a structured set of questions, which 
were transcribed for analysis. One of the key findings from the studies was that the 
users showed a preference for location-based search for finding files. In a location-
based search a user selects a directory in which the required file is believed to be 
located, and then browses the list of files, or array of icons, until the file is located. 
This can be contrasted with a logical search in which a user enters keywords into the 
search utility of the application. The authors hypothesized that users preferred 
location-based filing because it was more cognitively engaging, and imparted a 
greater sense of control. Another key finding was that the positioning of a file was 
used as an important reminding function, with users in both studies positioning files 
that required urgent attention in prominent positions, such as in the centre of the 
desktop. A later study by Kaptelinin (1996) reported similar findings, which supports 
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the use of spatial orientation as a way representing infonnation through the use of 
spatial interface metaphor. 
Several different types of spatial metaphors have been identified, with Benking and 
Judge (1994) identifying six different types of spatial metaphor that have been used 
for interface design: geometric fonns such as cubes and spheres; artificial fonns such 
as cities and houses; natural fonns such as landscapes and trees; systemic structures 
such as highway systems and pathways; dynamic systems such as molecular and 
galactic systems; and finally traditional symbol systems such as rock drawings and 
sand paintings. Of these, the artificial spatial metaphor of a city has proved to be 
particularly popular, and Dieberger (1994a) suggests that the reasons for this are 
related to our familiarity with navigating around cities using various navigation aids 
such as maps, verbal descriptions, makeshift sketches, signposts, and through asking 
other people. Benyon and Hook (1997) suggest that metaphors with less structure may 
be useful for some systems, as they stimulate users to impose their own structure, and 
encourage exploration. Examples of such metaphors are: a wilderness or a desert 
metaphor for establishing a clear navigation route; the night sky metaphor for 
mapping and clustering purposes; and an ocean metaphor for distinguishing surface 
infonnation from deeply embedded infonnation. 
Spatial metaphors may therefore provide a means of integrating navigation aids and 
structural cues into computer-based infonnation spaces, capitalising on users' well-
developed spatial cognitive abilities, and their preferences for organising and 
retrieving electronic infonnation spatially. Spatial metaphor appears to offer an 
effective technique to address some of the usability problems of automated phone 
services. The following section considers the types of metaphors that have been 
fonnulated for new computing paradigms, such as mobile computing, leading to a 
review of the study conducted by Dutton, Foster, and Jack (1999), which provides 
evidence for the effectiveness of spatial metaphor in supporting the navigation of 
telephone service menu hierarchies. 
2.3.7 Interface nletaphors for different computing paradigms 
Some authors (e.g. Marcus, 2002) have argued that an interface based on the 
fundan1ental notion of files and folders, applications and data, all embedded in office 
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artefacts such as desks and manila folders is no longer appropriate to new 
technologies and interaction paradigms. New areas of computing such as Computer 
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and virtual reality have extended the task 
environment from the individual's desk to entire organisations interacting together, 
often working in different locations. New metaphors for these areas of computing 
have been designed since the late 1980s, and include office objects and the contents of 
whole buildings. Completely new metaphors have also been formulated, based on real 
world referents that are considered to be more appropriate to the domain, for example, 
novel navigational metaphors for virtual reality, such as 'eyeball in hand' , 
'environment in hand', and 'flying vehicle control' (Ware and Osbourne, 1990). 
The advent of wireless, mobile and handheld technologies has led to new interaction 
paradigms such as mobile computing, ubiquitous computing, wearable computing, 
and affective computing. A paradigm is a particular way of thinking about the design 
of human-computer interaction, and these new paradigms are characterised by a move 
away from a WIMP (Windows, Icons, Mouse, and Pointer) interface towards other 
forms of interaction. Each of these paradigms has signalled a shift away from 
applications designed for the desktop, and towards those that: can be accessed whilst 
mobile (mobile computing); that have become integrated seamlessly into the physical 
world (ubiquitous computing); that are contained within the clothes that people wear 
(wearable computing); and that recognise and respond to the emotions of the user 
(affective computing). 
The design of mobile systems, such as mobile phones, introduces scenarios of use that 
are far removed from the office environment. For the work reported in this thesis, it 
was therefore necessary to investigate whether office-based metaphors were still 
appropriate, or whether new source domains were required that could replace those 
bound to offices and desktops. For mobile devices, new metaphors have often been 
the result of the limited screen size available on the device, which limits the 
presentation of information. Laptop computers are often based on a book metaphor, 
for example the Apple PowerBook, whilst Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), such 
as the PalmPilot, ha\'e been designed using a pen and notepad metaphor. Metaphors 
have even been formulated for the non-visual control of PDAs. Pirhonen and 
Brewster (2002) approached the problem of controlling a digital music player running 
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on a PDA through the use of gestural and audio metaphors. The aim was to provide a 
means of input and output that did not require a visual interface, thus allowing the 
user to focus their attention on the visual world around them, and not the device they 
are using. They utilised a method proposed by Harrisson, Fishkin, Gujar, Mochon, 
and Want (1998) to map the natural gestures a user would make to the interface 
functions, relating physical directions to logical order, for example, sweeping the 
hand across the screen from left to right would start the next track, whereas sweeping 
the hand in the other direction would play the previous track. Users were provided 
with auditory feedback on their actions through the use of earcons (Blattner et aI., 
1989; Brewster et aI., 1993). These sounds were spatialised, using stereo panning, on 
a horizontal line in front of the user to represent the display of a CD player, with the 
sound representing the next track appearing to the right, and the sound for previous 
track appearing on the left. Such gesture-based interaction represents a more 
convenient way for users to perform tasks in mobile environments. Another approach 
is through the use of auditory and speech-based systems. 
Auditory interface metaphors have been successfully applied to the development of 
complex auditory environments for visually impaired users (Lumbreras and Rossi, 
1995; Savidis and Stephanidis, 1995; Mynatt and Edwards, 1995) and to provide cues 
for the navigation of hyperlinked, hierarchical, and auditory versions of GUI 
interfaces (Mynatt and Edwards, 1992). These studies used auditory icons, defined as 
sounds designed to trigger associations with everyday objects, just as graphical icons 
resemble everyday objects (Gaver, 1989). These auditory icons had to be selected 
using a joystick and keypad, and were based on a conversational model of interaction 
whereby the hypertext structure of the system was mapped onto the conversation. The 
Lumbreras and Rossi (1995) study will be used to illustrate how this mechanism 
works. In their study, they used a conversational metaphor to provide access to 
information within a 3D hypertext-based auditory environment. Each information 
node of the hypertext was mapped to a certain speaker in a specific position in space, 
which could be activated by clicking on 3D auditory icons. Each link reflected several 
conversational characteristics, such as requests, acknowledgements or questions. 
When listening to a sinlulated conversation, if the user was interested in a speci fic 
topic, they could use their knowledge of the voice type and speaker position to point 
to that speaker. This gave the information content an anthropomorphic characteristic, 
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and without being aware of it, the user was in fact working within a hypennedia 
system, since the hypertext structure had been mapped to the conversation. Although 
useful for visually impaired users, such spatial metaphors rely on the user being able 
to clearly hear the auditory icon, and on having access to a joystick. These conditions 
are not, therefore, suitable for mobile infonnation access, with it's high levels of 
background noise, and requirement for hands-free infonnation access. 
Dutton et al. (1999) adopted a different approach towards the use of interface 
metaphors for speech-based systems. They used spatial interface metaphors for 
implementing hierarchically structured automated telephone services. In their 
experimental study, two experimenter-generated metaphors were used, a department 
store, and a magazine metaphor, to implement a telephone home shopping service to 
be accessed from a fixed line telephone using keypad input. The user was required to 
navigate from the top level of the service to the level of individual items, and then to 
select how many items they wanted to purchase. A standard service was used as a 
control, and was designed by assigning menu options to keypad keys, with the 
dialogue as literal and free from metaphorical associations to shopping as possible. 
The two metaphor-based services used metaphor-relevant figurative language and 
sound effects to encourage users to imagine that they were interacting within a virtual 
three-dimensional space. 
For the department store version of the service, users navigated between floors for 
different categories of goods by using the elevator, and within floors for different 
items, which were located either to the left, to the right, or straight ahead when 
leaving the elevator. For the magazine version of the service, different categories of 
goods were organised on different pages, and individual items were featured as 
numbered pictures on each page. The user was required to tum the pages of the 
magazine, and to select a picture on a page, as if they were reading and selecting 
items from a real home shopping magazine. For both metaphor-based services the 
messages and menu options were locational, but the meaning of the mapping between 
keypad and options were different. An example from the second level of the service is 
the mapping of keys '1', '2', and '3' to options 'left', 'straight ahead', and 'right' for 
the department store service, whereas for the magazine service the same keys mapped 
to 'first picture', 'second picture', and 'third picture'. The sound cues used for the 
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metaphor-based services were intended to enhance the realism of the metaphorical 3-
dimensional space, but were not themselves arranged in real 3-dimensional space. 
Examples of sound effects used included elevator sounds for the department store 
service, and the sound of turning pages for the magazine service. 
The performance measures recorded were the successful task completion, correct 
navigation route, and error rate which was the incidence of users not responding to the 
system prompts within the timeout period. Subjective attitudes were measured using a 
usability questionnaire. Dutton et al. (1999) found significant improvements in task 
completion rates, and service navigation for the metaphor-based services, and a 
significantly more positive attitude towards the department store metaphor service 
compared to a standard menu service. The study demonstrated that the use of interface 
metaphor has the potential to produce an effective improvement in a speech output 
service. The work reported in this thesis sought to investigate whether these 
advantages of using metaphor would extend to an automated mobile phone service 
requiring speech input, which would provide a convenient alternative to keypad based 
input for mobile users. The following section considers the problems with metaphor, 
and the arguments against the use of interface metaphor. 
2.3.8 Problems of metaphor 
Due to the incomplete mapping of a metaphor (source domain) to its target domain, 
mismatches can occur between domains caused by the increased tension between 
source and target domains. Mismatches can violate users expectations, causing 
inappropriate inferences and subsequent emotive responses (Neale and Carroll, 1997). 
The most frequently cited example is that of the 'trashcan' metaphor used in the 
Macintosh interface. By dragging files and folders into the trashcan, the user is 
discarding them, although they may still retrieve them if the trashcan has not been 
emptied. However, the trashcan is also used to eject floppy discs, and by dragging the 
corresponding floppy disc icon into the trashcan, the disc is ejected. Therefore, for the 
Macintosh, the desktop metaphor is limited because there is no office equivalent of 
ejecting a floppy disc. This inconsistent use of the trashcan represents a mismatch, 
which causes confusion to users, who feel uncomfortable with the concept of dragging 
valuable work that they have saved into the trashcan, which they have previously used 
to delete files. 
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However, such problems generally occur when the metaphor is not explicit, causing 
semantic confusion to the user. Carroll and Thomas (1982) investigated the problems 
users experienced when learning to use a word processor. They found that most 
problems were caused by the users' expectations that the word processor would 
behave exactly like a typewriter, which of course it does not, otherwise it would be a 
typewriter. Mack et aI., (1983) and Douglas and Moran (1983) discuss the problems 
resulting from mismatches between typewriter and word processor functionality. The 
space bar on a typewriter produces nothing on the paper, it simply moves the guide 
along the current line. However, on a word processor, hitting the space bar inserts a 
blank character on the line, leading an experienced typewriter typist to make incorrect 
predictions about the functionality of the space bar on a word processor. However, the 
designers did not consciously intend to use the typewriter as a metaphor, which 
resulted in the metaphor being implicit and unstructured, and leading to confusion and 
error for the users. If the typewriter had been intended as a metaphor, the salient 
similarities and dissimilarities would have been made more explicit. It is therefore 
important for the designer to decide which features of a source domain are to be 
considered salient and which are not if an effective metaphor is to be designed (Kuhn 
and Frank, 1991). 
Many researchers have proposed that users often generate their own metaphors to help 
them learn a new system (Blumenthal, 1990; Carroll and Thomas, 1982; Carroll and 
Mack, 1985; Rumelhart and Norman, 1981; Smith et ai. 1982). Therefore, 'designers 
of [computer] systems should anticipate and support likely metaphorical constructions 
to increase the ease of learning and using the systems' (Carroll and Thomas, 1982, p. 
108). In this way' a user can draw upon his knowledge about [ a] familiar situation in 
order to reason about the workings of the ... new system' (Halasz and Moran, 1982, p. 
383). It appears that in order for the designer to maintain a degree of control over 
users expectations, explicit use of metaphor should be an important consideration in 
the metaphor design process. 
Carroll et al. (1988) maintain that mismatches are inevitable features of metaphors, 
because if they did not exist, the source and target domains would be the same, and 
the comparison would be an analogy. They propose that the burden is on the user to 
solve the problem of the mismatch through inductive reasoning: 
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' ... elaboration of metaphors is the mechanism by which the problem solver 
capitalises on prior knowledge of the source domain. Mismatches ... pose 
questions; they stimulate elaboration mechanisms to construct a new 
understanding, to accommodate and integrate knowledge gained from using 
the metaphor to the new object of knowledge ... '(Carroll et aI., 1988, p. 76) 
Dieberger (1994b) also believes these mismatches to be a strength rather than a 
weakness, but adds the caveat that dissimilarities between domains must be well 
designed: 
'These mismatches of metaphors often are important factors of the force of the 
metaphor. Mismatches in the metaphor can help considerably making a system 
useful if mismatches are designed well. The user interface principle of 
forgiveness is particularly important in metaphor mismatches - it allows the 
user to explore those unfamiliar features of the system and by exploring them 
she easily learns to use them for her own benefit' (Dieberger, 1994b, p. 57). 
One of the fiercest critics of metaphor is Nelson (1990), who identifies metaphorics as 
one of three 'elements of bad design', and considers metaphorical interfaces as 'using 
old half-ideas as crutches' (p. 237). He objects to the literal use of interface metaphors 
designed to look and behave like their real world counterparts because this is contrary 
to the way in which a metaphor benefits the user. A real world metaphor should 
provide a non-literal comparison between itself and a computer system, rather than 
simply being a computer-based analog requiring no exploration. Hammond and 
Allinson (1987) and Johnson (1987) support this view, pointing to the potential of 
computer-based interfaces to transform real world activities, thus making them more 
efficient, rather than simply modelling real world systems and processes. Nelson 
(1990) also remarks that the similarity between the metaphor and the real world object 
it represents is too tenuous to be useful. However, by saying this he is recognising the 
main strength of lnetaphor, that the parallels between the source and target domains 
are incomplete, leading the user to explore and to actively learn about the system. 
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Nelson (1990) also argues that by adhering to the constraints of the real world, 
designers are forced to provide design solutions that violate design principles, citing 
the dual functionality of the trash can from the Macintosh as an example. Other 
researchers have cited the Macintosh 'trash can' to focus on the way that metaphors 
can force designers to introduce logical and cultural inconsistencies, arguing that in 
the real world it would be placed under the 'desktop'. However, such mismatches 
rarely seem to trouble users once they have experienced and rationalised them (Preece 
et aI., 2002). 
Another danger for metaphor-based design is attempting to use a source domain 
metaphor that has been badly designed. A good example of this is the virtual desktop 
calculator, which has been closely modelled on the physical pocket calculator. 
According to Mullet and Sano (1995), the physical calculator is badly designed, based 
on a poorly conceived conceptual model, with excessive use of modes and badly 
labelled functions. The resulting virtual calculator is harder to use than the badly 
designed physical calculator (Preece et aI. 2002). A metaphor source domain must 
therefore be carefully selected and evaluated to ensure that the conceptual model is 
clear and appropriate for the system being designed. 
Some have argued that metaphors are culturally biased. When considering the desktop 
metaphor, Chavan (1994) argues that most people in India do not own desks or 
folders and do not have much experience with them. They do have bookshelves 
however, so if Indian researchers had invented the equivalent of the Xerox Star, it 
may have been based on bookshelves, with books having chapters and pages. If 
Chinese researchers had invented modem computing, screens may now be displaying 
vertically unrolling scrolls rather than windows (Marcus, 2002). Metaphor is therefore 
culturally biased, and must be evaluated for cultural consistency when a system is 
being developed for distinct cultural groups. 
Halasz and Moran (1982) claim that metaphor is a limited technique for building an 
abstract mental model, as all abstractions are ultimately based on linguistic metaphor. 
They also point to the dangers of users making inappropriate or invalid deductions 
about an interface metaphor, although this would suggest that the metaphor had been 
poorly designed. Blackwell (2001) argues that the success of graphical user interfaces 
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is a result of direct manipulation rather than the use of metaphor, and casts doubt upon 
the substantial performance claims made about metaphor. Indeed the desktop 
metaphor was the first graphical metaphor-based interface, and the first interface to 
use direct manipulation as its interaction style. Therefore, with both interface design 
technique and interaction style being confounded in its design, this lends support to 
his argument. This point is a valid one, and as such will be investigated further within 
the experimental work reported in this thesis by comparing metaphor-based interfaces, 
whilst keeping the interaction style constant. 
Metaphor has been accused of stifling creativity and potentially limiting functionality 
by recommending that designers base new systems on well known technologies or 
familiar real world systems. An example is the book metaphor used by Gentner and 
Nielsen (1996) to put the Sun Microsystems documentation online. They reflected 
that the chosen metaphor had prevented them from considering useful functionality, 
such as a feature to allow the user to reorder chapters based on the relevance score 
attained from a 'search'. However, in order to avoid this problem, for the work 
reported in this thesis visual techniques were used as part of the design process, which 
may allow more creative metaphors to be generated that suggest additional 
functionality, rather than restricting it. 
The final problem concerns a specific category of interface metaphor, that of spatial 
metaphor. For spatial metaphors there is also the problem of scalability when 
considering interface design (Dieberger and Frank, 1998). Scaling up spatial 
metaphors causes two problems. Firstly, in terms of visualisation it is hard to 
represent large spaces in small displays, as this either leads to miniaturisation of the 
display features, or introduces the requirement for panning and scrolling to be able to 
locate the region of interest. Secondly, it may be difficult to navigate to distant objects 
within the interface if relevant location information cannot be viewed on the current 
screen or display. 
To alleviate this problem, various researchers have argued for the use of multiple 
metaphors (Rumelhart and Norrn an , 1981 ~ Halasz and Moran, 1982: Hammond and 
Allinson, 1987; Staggers and Norcio, 1993~ Williams, Hollan, and Stevens, 1983). It 
has been suggested that any interface under design \yill ha\'e more functionality than 
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can be provided by a single metaphor (Alty, 1993). Gentner and Gentner (1983) 
conducted an experiment requiring students to generate metaphors to understand 
electrical circuits, and found that no one metaphor was sufficient for understanding all 
properties of the circuit. Gaver (1995) supports this view by suggesting that metaphor 
mapping is always partial mapping, because a metaphor will never be able to support 
the full system functionality. Opposition to the use of multiple metaphors focuses on 
the possible breakdown of the internal structures of each metaphor, leading to user 
confusion, poor coherency, and misconceptions due to the reductive effect of the 
metaphors (Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson, Anderson, 1989). However, the question as to 
whether to use multiple metaphors will ultimately arise as a result of following a 
framework for metaphor design, such as that provided by Alty et al. (2000). The 
interfaces designed for the work conducted in this thesis were speech-based, and it 
may therefore be possible to avoid the problems relating to the scalability of spatial 
metaphors, which are problems derived from the constraints imposed by the display 
sizes of graphical interfaces. 
These arguments presented against the use of metaphor, rather than deterring 
designers from using metaphor for interface design, should simply be used to 
highlight the potential dangers and limitations of metaphor use. However, some of the 
arguments have led researchers to consider alternatives to the use of metaphor, and 
these will be evaluated in the following section. 
2.3.9 Alternatives to metaphor 
In his critique of metaphor, Kay (1990) suggests interface agents as an alternative. In 
the real world, an agent is a person that works on your behalf to achieve some goal, 
for example, an estate agent will help you to buy and sell property, whilst a travel 
agent assists you to find a holiday destination. Computer-based agents perform a 
similar job, and a well-known example is 'Clippy' (a paper clip that has human-like 
qualities) which is part of the help facility of Microsoft's Windows operating system. 
Interface agents are generally recommended for novice users and have become a 
common feature of software, often represented as virtual shop assistants or butlers 
(Oren, Salomon, Kreitman and Don, 1990; Laurel 1990; Lieberman 1997). Howc\'er, 
by implementing embodied agents that sometimes look like \'irtual humans, and 
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appear to have some human-like intelligence, agents are simply a type of metaphor 
based on the 'human'. 
Nelson (1990) argues for 'the construction of well-thought-out unifying ideas, 
embodied in richer graphic expressions that are not chained to silly comparisons' (p. 
237), and proposes this be achieved through virtuality design, which is the design of 
principles. These freely designed principles are not bounded to an overall image, as in 
metaphor-based design, but are plastic and redefinable. He states that there are only a 
few organising principles left to guide interactive software design, such as 
spreadsheets, databases, and windows. He proceeds to cite the first spreadsheet 
program, 'VisiCalc', as being based on a genuinely new principle. However, VisiCalc 
was based on the metaphor of the paper spreadsheet. Another of his principles, 
'windows' is based on the metaphor of a physical window. This casts doubt on both 
the novelty and the usefulness of these principles, and highlights the fact that it is 
difficult to design a completely metaphor-free interface. 
Nardi and Zarmer (1993) concede that metaphors are a useful technique for some 
purposes but inadequate for the design of complex scientific, engineering and 
business application interfaces. They propose visual formalisms as an alternative, 
which they define as ' ... diagrammatic displays with well-defined semantics for 
expressing relations' (p. 5). They are based on simple visual objects that contain their 
own semantics, rather than the semantics of some other metaphorical domain, and 
include tables, graphs, plots, and maps. They argue that it may not be appropriate to 
devise an imaginative metaphor for the information-intensive display of systems 
where precise and clear expression of semantics is paramount, such as the design of 
an electrical power plant, a life support machine for the space station, and a system for 
fault diagnosis in orbiting satellites. They argue that the goal in such applications is to 
model the true application semantics rather than modelling them metaphorically. In 
addition, such systems will be systematically taught to potential operators, which 
means the benefits of metaphor for novice users do not apply to this class of 
applications. 
Their argument does appear to be salient, and there has been theoretical support for 
the cognitive benefits of visual representations in formal reasoning tasks (Stenning 
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and Oblerlander 1995), and also empirical support showing positive effects on the 
mental models of programmers (Green and Navarro 1995). Moreover, visual 
formalisms may be suitable for a small range of work-based applications where 
usability goals, such as satisfaction and entertainment are not a usability issue. 
However, there are a number of problems with the approach. Visual formalisms 
emphasise the external representation of a graphical interface, but do not support the 
user in their formation of a mental model. The user will attempt to form a mental 
model of the application regardless of whether this has been supported by the designer 
(Carroll and Olsen, 1988). It may therefore be the case that, when operating systems 
based on visual formalisms, users are devising metaphor-based mental models to help 
with the interaction. Studies of user's mental models when operating such systems 
would need to be conducted to establish whether it was possible to achieve their aim 
of non-metaphorical interface design. In addition, there does not appear to be any 
contradiction between designing a system interface based on a clear expression of 
semantics using visual formalisms, and a focus on the mental model of the user. 
Finally, proponents of visual formalisms take issue with the way in which metaphor 
requires a system to be designed to 'be like something'. By doing this they are 
rej ecting the way in which new systems can be learnt and remembered more 
effectively by association with what is already known. This review of the alternatives 
to metaphor seems to highlight the problem of designing metaphor-free alternatives, 
although the use of visual formalisms does offer potential for the design of some 
complex safety-critical systems. 
2.3.10 Implications for this research 
This section introduced the concept of metaphor, and explained how it has been 
adopted within Her as an important technique for reducing system complexity and 
helping users to learn to use new systems. The underlying psychological processes of 
metaphor comprehension and use were explained in terms of active learning theory, 
and mental models. Frameworks and models for metaphor design were presented and 
then evaluated, and the framework used for the work reported in this thesis described. 
Previous empirical studies of interface metaphor were then reviewed, which revealed 
a shortage of empirical evidence for the proposed performance benefits of interface 
metaphor. Different categories of metaphor that haye been used for interface design 
were then reviewed, with the spatial category being the most widely used, and 
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offering the potential to capitalise on human's well developed spatial abilities. An 
investigation of metaphors used for different computing paradigms led to a review of 
the study by Dutton et al. (1999) in which two different spatial metaphors were used 
to implement a keypad-activated automated phone service. Results showed 
perfonnance improvements relative to a non-metaphor service, and this study 
provides evidence that spatial metaphors can successfully be applied to speech output 
systems. The Dutton et al. (1999) study was found to be the only experimental 
evaluation of interface metaphor for automated phone services. There have been no 
previously documented attempts to utilise a user-centred design process to apply 
interface metaphor to speech-activated mobile phone services, which underlines the 
novel nature of the work conducted for this thesis. Arguments against the use of 
metaphor were then covered, followed by a review of alternative interface design 
techniques, which revealed the difficulty in designing non-metaphor interfaces. The 
following section addresses the 'human' component of the model proposed by Eason 
(1991) by examining the individual differences of users that may have an impact on 
the speech-based mobile phones services developed as part of the research work 
conducted for this thesis. 
2.4 Individual differences in Human-Computer Interaction 
2.4.1 Introduction 
The individual capabilities, preferences and skills of users are now widely recognised 
as crucial factors to consider when developing more usable systems. Individual 
differences are the differences in the resources that users bring with them to the task 
(Bryce, 2000), and can playa major role in determining whether people can use an 
interactive system to perform a task effectively (Egan, 1988). The range of human 
performance on computing tasks is much greater than on most other work tasks 
(Borgman, 1989). Controlled studies of user perfonnance have found ranges of 7: 1 for 
text editing (Gomez, Egan, Bowers, 1986), ranges of 10: 1 for information retrieval 
tasks by novice users (Dumais and Wright, 1986), and a range of 50: 1 for 
programming (Klerer, 1984). In comparison, for non-computing tasks such as the 
tasks a factory worker would perform, the range of performance is 2:1 for 95% of the 
population (Wechsler, 1952; Salvendy and Knight, 1982). 
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When using a computer system, the user must assess the system state and decide on a 
course of action purely based on the external display, which consists of abstract 
symbols (Norman, 1988). This approach contrasts with the physical interaction that 
allows users to take apart, and look inside, non-computing systems to understand how 
they work, for example, a car engine. Perception and interpretation of computer 
displays involves information processing, and as a result, individual differences in 
users' cognitive abilities and preferences become important in HCI (Benyon, 1993). 
Cognitive abilities are relatively stable human characteristics, which change very 
slowly over time (Carroll, 1993), and include the mental processes of perception, 
memory and information processing. 
Dillon and Watson (1996) analysed over 100 years of research on individual 
differences, and examined the relationship between work conducted in cognitive 
psychology and current analyses of users in HCI. They concluded that there is a core 
set of basic cognitive abilities that can influence the performance of specific 
computer-based tasks in predictable ways, and that user and task analyses for systems 
design could be constrained and improved by making them cognitively compatible to 
specific user types. They argue that whilst common sense variables such as task 
experience and domain knowledge (e.g. Greene, Gomez, Devlin, 1986; Nielsen, 1993) 
will remain important for establishing context, psychological measures of individual 
differences, such as cognitive abilities, provide a far more rigorous and consistent 
basis for comparing users. 
Borgman (1989) examined correlations between more than a dozen characteristics 
that contribute to individual differences in information retrieval tasks, such as 
technical aptitudes, personality characteristics, and learning styles, and concluded that 
system interfaces can be tailored to suit the characteristics of specific user groups. For 
example, findings suggested that people with high spatial skills tended to perform 
better in graphical interfaces where the interface objects were presented spatially. If 
an interface is built according to an explicit metaphor, it may therefore be concluded 
that the target users are crucial components of an interface metaphor (Carroll and 
Mack, 1985), and must be considered if a system is to be accessible to, and usable by 
different user groups. 
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Gillan, Fogas, Aberasturi, and Richards (1995) found that specific individual 
differences interacted with the ability to interpret metaphors. They found that users 
with high levels of computing experience identified a larger number of underlying 
metaphors in an interface, and also provided more abstract interpretations of the 
metaphors than those users with low computing experience. They also found that 
users with high spatial memory were better able to identify and interpret interface 
metaphors. Sein and Bostrom (1989) investigated user's abilities to learn to use a 
metaphor-based electronic mailing system, and found that users with high 
visualisation ability took less time and performed better overall than users with low 
visualisation ability. These studies highlight the need to incorporate knowledge about 
individual differences into the design of both metaphor-based and non-metaphor 
systems. The problem is that the majority of user interfaces are currently designed 
with only a generic, ideal user in mind (Chen, Czerwinski, and Macredie, 2000). 
Possible factors that could predict differences in performance are, previous experience 
with a system or task domain, technical aptitudes such a spatial ability and reasoning, 
age, gender, and personality. Apart from personality, all have proved to be strong and 
consistent predictors of performance. Personality is concerned with a person's 
approach to the world in general, and can be classed as a strategy rather than an 
ability. Personality traits correspond to patterns of behaviour and modes of thinking 
that determine a person's adjustment to the environment (Atkinson, Atkinson, and 
Hilgard 1983), and these traits change little and slowly, if at all, over time. Morgan 
and Macleod (1990) investigated the role of personality in a study comparing user 
preferences for both direct manipulation and command line interfaces. The aim was to 
examine possible personality differences between participants who preferred to use a 
direct manipulation graphical user interface, and those who preferred to use the 
command line interface. In this study, two groups of participants were assigned to 
either a graphical user interface or a command line interface, and were required to 
complete a number of tasks. Personality was measured using the British 
Standardisation of the 16PF test (Catell, Eber, and Tatsuoka, 1970) and no significant 
differences were found between groups. The results showed no significant association 
between personality type and interface preference. 
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An earlier review of studies that attempted to predict performance from personality 
types (Koubek, LeBould and Salvendy 1985) found that the correlations between 
personality and performance were typically weak. Allen (1987) also reviewed a 
number of studies that had attempted to investigate associations between personality 
and performance, and concluded that there was no evidence that personality was a 
predictor of skill level in HeI. With respect to speech-based systems, the case for the 
inclusion of personality could be argued on the basis that users might project 
personality onto the system voice. Indeed, Reeves and Nass (1999) discovered a 
tendency for users to project personality onto a computer-generated voice, suggesting 
that users develop expectations of a voice derived from their experience with other 
similar personality types. In this way users' perceptions of the personality of a voice 
could interact with their own personality type to affect performance. For the work 
reported in this thesis, an examination of the association between users' personality 
traits and their attitudes towards the service voice was not a factor that was of specific 
interest to the investigation of the usability of spatial interface metaphor. In fact, the 
effect of voice type was controlled as a factor by using the same synthetic voice for all 
of the service prototypes. However, perceptions towards the service voice were 
recorded within the usability questionnaire as part of the measurement of service 
likeability. 
For the work reported in this thesis, the individual differences that were measured at 
different stages of the experimentation were age, gender, previous mobile phone 
experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, previous computing experience, 
verbal ability, spatial ability, cognitive style, and working memory. In addition, as a 
way of assessing users attitudes towards social aspects of context of use, attitudes 
towards mobile phone usage in public places were also measured. The following 
sections provide a description of these factors and a review of previous studies in 
which they have been analysed, leading to an explanation of the reasons for their 
proposed relevance to the speech-based automated phones service evaluated as part of 
the work reported in this thesis. 
2.4.1.1 Age 
Age has emerged as being a strong predictor of user performance in a number of 
studies. Egan and Gomez (1985) conducted a text editing study to assess the effect of 
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age on performance, as measured by error rate and task completion time. They found 
that an increase in age was a successful predictor of an increased incidence of first try 
error rates, and of an increased execution time. After breaking the task into its 
constituent components, they found that age specifically affected older participants' 
ability to generate the correct sequence of symbols required to make the required 
editing changes. Elias, Elias, Robbins, and Gage (1987) investigated the effect of age 
on learning to use a word processing program. Participants were supplied with two 
forms of training material, an audiotape and a manual. They found that older 
participants took longer to complete the training package and were more likely to ask 
for additional help. In addition, when later examined about aspects of the program, 
older participants performance was poorer that of the younger participants. 
Studies conducted using different applications have also found age to be a predictor of 
performance. For example, Caplan and Schooler (1990) found that older adults 
performance was poorer when using a software drawing package, and in a study 
investigating the use of a Calendar and Notepad application, Zandri and Chamess 
(1989) found that older participants required more training time and more help than 
the younger participants. Despite these studies showing conclusive effects for age on 
performance, there is the difficulty of age being confounded with other factors. For 
example, it may be the case that older users have more experience with the system 
being tested (Egan, 1988). Age may also have an impact on user's spatial memory, 
which may in tum be the factor affecting their performance (Kelley and Chamess, 
1995). In their text editing study, Egan and Gomez (1985) found a relationship 
between age and spatial memory. When the effect of spatial memory on performance 
was held constant, they found a reduced effect of age on performance. It is therefore 
important to be aware of the presence of confounding variables in any analysis of the 
effects of age. 
Love, Foster, and Jack (1997) investigated the effect of age on user's performance 
with an automated telephone service. The telephone service was an automated on-line 
music catalogue with a hierarchically structured database. Menu items were selected 
using a telephone keypad. Participants were required to access the catalogue, to 
compile a personalized compact disc (CD) by navigating through the menu systems to 
specific tracks, and then to select the tracks for the CD. The two objective measures of 
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performance were the interrupt rate, and the silence rate, with a high interrupt rate 
indicating good performance and low silence rate indicating good performance. The 
results indicated that age contributed significantly to the variation observed in 
participants' performance, specifically, older participants interrupted the service 
prompts less frequently. These findings suggest that age may be a salient factor to 
measure as a potential predictor of performance with the speech-based phone service 
prototypes developed as part of the work conducted for this thesis. 
2.4.1.2 Gender 
Whitley (1997) conducted a meta-analysis of the literature on gender differences in 
computing, and found that gender differences in attitudes towards and perfonnance 
with computer systems has been demonstrated in a number of studies. Gattiker and 
Hlavka (1992) found that it was possible to classify user attitudes towards computer 
systems as a function of gender, whilst Venkatesh and Morris (2000) found 
differences between males and females in their perceptions of the usefulness and ease 
of use of a new software system. User attitudes and performance were studied over a 
five-month period, and they found that the male perfonnance patterns were more 
strongly influenced by their perceptions of a system's usefulness, whereas female 
performance was more strongly influenced by perceptions of ease of use. 
Palmquist (2001) conducted a study examining the types of metaphors participants 
used to describe and explain the World Wide Web. A questionnaire was administered 
to gather information about participant's gender, and level of previous computing 
experIence. An additional section asked the participant for their choice and 
description of a preferred Web metaphor. General families of Web metaphors, 
together with sample keywords or synonyms for those families, were provided in the 
questionnaire, and participants were asked to either select their favourite Web 
metaphor, or to generate their own. They were also asked to write a short description 
of the characteristics that they felt made the metaphor an appropriate choice. They 
found that gender affected metaphor choice, with females preferring the 'highway' 
metaphor significantly more than the other metaphor choices. 
In the Dutton et al. (1999) study, described in section 2.3.7, the usability of different 
metaphor-based versions of a telephone home shopping sen'ice was evaluated. The 
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effect of gender on both perfonnance with and perceptions of the servIces were 
analysed. They found that women were significantly more positive than men towards 
the service implemented using a magazine metaphor. The authors suggest that this 
could be because women found the style of verbal presentation for the magazine 
service more congenial than the men, or that they may have had more experience and 
knowledge of ordering products from magazines. This result suggests that gender 
could be a contributing factor to metaphor preference, and that it may not be possible 
to make generalisations across gender about the effectiveness of specific interface 
metaphors. Gender may therefore be a factor influencing users' preferences for 
interface metaphors, and it is for this reason that gender was analyzed as a potential 
predictor of subjective usability as part of the work conducted for this thesis. 
2.4.1.3 Prior telephone and computing experience 
Within He I, previous experience has emerged as an important predictor of 
perfonnance with a system (Egan, 1988). Previous experience refers to the user's 
experience with the actual computer interface used to perfonn a specific task, for 
example, text-editing experience. Domain knowledge refers to the knowledge and 
skill related to a task domain, for example, a proficient typist may transfer their skills 
to a computer text editing task. Domain knowledge has generally been found to be a 
less important predictor of perfonnance because such knowledge begins to benefit a 
user only after they have acquired experience of using a specific interface (Egan and 
Gomez, 1985), but for the work conducted for this thesis was important as all 
participants would be expected to have had some previous experience of using 
automated phone services. 
Rosson (1983) found that previous experience with a text editor could be used to 
predict the number of lines edited per minute. In another study examining infonnation 
retrieval strategies in a file-search environment, Elkerton and Williges (1984) found 
that previous experience was the strongest predictor of search times. This knowledge 
may either have been gained as a result of previous experience with the system in 
question, or through experience of a different system that has been transferred to the 
system in question. Chrysler (1978) conducted a study to investigate the effect of 
previous experience on the time taken to complete a range of programming jobs and 
found that experience was correlated with completion time. Egan (1988) states that 
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the effects of previous experience on perfonnance are especially pronounced during 
the early stages of learning a new system, with small amounts of practice producing 
big perfonnance gains. 
Due to an absence of research investigating previous experience III relation to 
metaphor-based speech systems, it was necessary to consider research conducted on 
visual interfaces. One such study was conducted by Maglio and Matlock (1998) who 
investigated people's metaphorical conceptions of the World Wide Web (WWW). 
They analysed the language used by participants to describe their actions whilst 
perfonning a web-based task. This analysis was based on the concept of image 
schema, which are basic pre-conceptual structures that arise from our embodied 
experience. Overall, web users described their use of the web as if they had been 
moving from place to place within some internal landscape. However, novice users 
were more likely to mix such descriptions with language relating to the use of external 
controls, such as the keyboard or mouse. This suggests that previous web experience 
may impact user's metaphorical conceptions of a computer system. 
Novice and experienced users of speech systems have different skills and interface 
preferences, and it may therefore be the case that domain knowledge acquired from 
previous mobile phone and fixed line telephones could affect perceptions towards and 
perfonnance with the metaphor-based speech systems developed as part of the work 
conducted for this thesis. In addition, previous computing experience with different 
interactive computing applications, some of which are structured hierarchically, and 
may employ speech output, could provide users with relevant domain knowledge to 
transfer to their use of speech-based phone services. 
2.4.1.4 Verbal ability 
Verbal ability refers to the ability to comprehend spoken or written words, and can be 
measured using vocabulary and reading comprehension tests. Verbal comprehension 
is composed of three main sub-processes, which are the lexical, syntactic-semantic, 
and pragmatic processes. The lexical level of processing is an unconscious level at 
which the sounds generated by spoken words are matched against stored templates 
and concepts. The syntactic-semantic level is concerned with deriving meaning. 
Finally, at the pragmatic level of processing, interpretation of meaning takes place as 
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a result of a person's understanding of the context in which the utterance occurred. 
Verbal ability has not been found to be a consistent predictor of performance in HeI 
(Egan, 1988). 
Greene et al. (1986) conducted an information search study that required users to 
formulate a single query in order to access information on a specific subject. Results 
found that verbal ability could be used to predict performance, but that these effects 
were not consistent across all experimental conditions. In one of the few studies to 
find any effect of verbal ability, Vicente, Hayes, and Williges (1987) trained 
participants to use a screen-based browser for searching hierarchically arranged text 
strings. Participants had to locate target texts from files within a hierarchical file 
structure that consisted of three levels, with a total of 15 files. Performance was 
measured as successful task completion, and as time taken to locate the target texts. 
They measured a range of user characteristics including verbal ability, and found that 
verbal ability could be used to predict performance on the experimental task of 
searching for an item from within the hierarchical file structure. However, a factor 
analysis revealed the main predictor of performance to be spatial visualisation ability, 
with verbal ability adding only slightly to the predictive power of the model. Other 
studies show less conclusive results, for example, Egan and Gomez (1985) found that 
verbal ability was not a predictor of text editing errors, but that it could be used to 
predict task completion times. However, they caution that this result was probably 
related to the nature of the task, which required participants to read an instruction 
manual. 
With respect to automated phone services, the study conducted by Love et al. (1997), 
which was described in section 2.4.1.1, found that the performance of low verbal 
ability users was significantly poorer than that of high verbal ability users when 
performing tasks with a hierarchically structured music catalogue telephone service. 
That verbal ability is a stronger predictor of performance in speech-based systems 
than in visual interfaces is perhaps not surprising. In an automated phone service, 
system output is speech, which requires the user to verbally comprehend the 
infonnation provided in order to use the system effectively. It is not possible for the 
user to rely on a visual source of information, which means comprehension of the 
spoken prompts, messages and control options is of paramount importance. It is for 
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these reasons that verbal ability was monitored as part of the work carried out for this 
thesis. 
2.4.1.5 Spatial ability 
Spatial ability can be defined as the ability to perceive spatial patterns or to maintain 
orientation with respect to objects in space (Ekstrom, French, Harman, and Dermen, 
1976), and is a cognitive characteristic that allows users to conceptualise the spatial 
relationships between objects (Jennings, Benyon, and Murray, 1991). It is widely 
accepted that spatial ability is not a unitary construct, but rather that it consists of 
different sub-factors (Stumpf and Eliot, 1995). Reviews of factor analytic studies 
show a range of spatial factors (McGee, 1979; Lohman, Pellegrino, Alderton, and 
Regian, 1987; Carroll, 1993). However, Lohman's (1989) three-factor model, based 
on an analysis of data from 35 studies, is perhaps the most widely accepted. The three 
spatial factors are Spatial Relations, Spatial Orientation, and Visualization. It is the 
third factor, spatial visualisation ability (SVA) that has been found to be the most 
important predictor of performance in HCI. 
Salthouse, Babcock, Skvronek, Mitchell, and Palmon, (1990) define SV A as the 
'mental manipulation of spatial information to determine how a given spatial 
configuration would appear if portions of that configuration were to be rotated, 
folded, repositioned, or otherwise transformed (p. 128). For the purposes of the 
research work conducted for this thesis, the definition provided by Ekstrom et ai. 
(1976) will be used: 'the ability to manipulate or transform the image of spatial 
patterns into other arrangements' (p. 173). One of the main features of visualization is 
that it requires a figure to be mentally restructured into components for manipulation, 
rather than manipulating the whole figure (Ekstrom et aI., 1976). Spatial visualisation 
ability can be measured using the VZ-2 paper-folding test. On the basis of interviews 
with participants who had competed the VZ-2 test, Lohman (1989) observed that high 
visualisation ability people 'solve items on such tests by generating mental images 
that they can transfornl holistically' and that such individuals are particularly 
proficient at 'generating, retaining, and transforming mental representations ... ' (p. 
346). Despite the widely accepted presence of sub-factors of spatial ability, many 
studies within HCI have simply used tests such as the AH4 test Part 2 (Heim, 1970), 
to take an overall measure of spatial ability. Recent experimental studies have even 
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suggested that clear distinctions between sub-factors of spatial ability cannot be made 
(Colom, Contreras, Botella, and Santacreu, 2001). 
Spatial ability and spatial visualisation ability have been significantly cited as reliable 
predictors of good performance in HCI by a number of researchers (Vicente et aI., 
1987; Vicente and Williges, 1988). Vicente and Williges (1988) found spatial ability 
to be the best predictor of time taken to locate a target text in a retrieval system. They 
suggest that constructing spatial mental models is a crucial component of task 
performance when dealing with hierarchically structured information. Stanney and 
Salvendy (1995) came to a similar conclusion in a study in which they designed two 
user interfaces to compensate for the inability of low spatial ability individuals to 
construct visual mental models of the structure of a menu system. The interfaces 
successfully compensated for these individuals, leading to an improvement in 
information search performance. They suggest that a key task component causing the 
differences between high and low spatial individuals is the construction of a spatial 
mental model. 
Spatial ability has also been recognized as an important factor in increasing the 
efficiency of interacting with hypertext systems. Chen and Rada (1996) conducted a 
meta-analysis of 22 experimental hypertext studies, and their framework for analysis 
consisted of three components: users, tasks, and systems. The meta-analysis of users 
focussed on a range of individual differences, including spatial ability. They 
discovered that high spatial ability users did not access site maps and tables of 
contents as frequently as low spatial users. They proposed that this result was due to 
the increased ability of high spatial users to form spatial mental models of the 
structure of the underlying information space. 
In terms of visualisation ability, Vicente et al. (1987) conducted a study, which was 
described fully in the previous section, in which participants had to locate target texts 
from files within a hierarchical file structure. Spatial visualisation ability was one of a 
range of measures taken, and they found that spatial visualisation emerged as the 
strongest predictor of time taken to locate the correct texts, with low spatial ability 
users most likely to become lost within the file system. In fact, participants with low 
visualisation ability took twice as long to find information than those with high 
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visualisation ability. Campagnoni and Ehrlich (1989) also found that users with high 
visualization ability were better equipped to construct an internal mental model of 
hierarchical information architectures, and at using these models for orientation and 
for directing their navigation. An additional reason for the improvement In 
performance may be related to the way that visualisation ability determines an 
individual's ability to draw analogies and apply them to a new domain (Pellegrino, 
1985), which is a necessary process when using metaphor-based systems. This ability 
may also help users to learn the structure of a subject domain more quickly. Other 
studies have found visualization ability to be an important predictor of learning and 
performance in several domains (Sein, Olfman, Bostrom, and Davis, 1993): 
vocational-technical training programs (McGee, 1979), solving physics problems 
(Larkin, 1983), extracting information from maps (Thorndyke and Stasz, 1980), and 
text editing (Gomez et aI., 1986). 
Automated telephone services are structured hierarchically, with information being 
presented in a serial manner, and it is therefore difficult to include spatial cues 
(Martin, Williges and Williges, 1990). It is for this reason that spatial ability has not 
previously been found to have any effect on performance with automated telephone 
services. For the work reported in this thesis, structural and navigation cues will be 
provided within the speech-based phone services through the use of spatial interface 
metaphors, which encourage users to visualise the information space to form a spatial 
mental model of the service. Spatial and visualisation ability will therefore be of 
critical importance when interacting with these services, because in the absence of an 
explicit visual interface representation, users must rely on their ability to internally 
visualize the system structure. It might be expected that a system requiring users to 
visualise the structure and features of the interface in order to navigate effectively 
would not be beneficial to all users, partiCUlarly low visualisation ability users who 
rely more on the propositional representation of information in memory. However, it 
could be argued that services based on spatial metaphors may also benefit such users 
through the additional verbal navigational cues provided by the spatial metaphor, 
which would be difficult to acquire from numbered menu structures regarding paths 
and locations within a service. 
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This review has demonstrated that both spatial and visualization ability have been 
shown to affect performance in a number of studies. hnproved performance within a 
hierarchical system, which requires the user to navigate and keep track of their 
position within the hierarchical menu system, has been associated with the ability to 
form spatial mental models of systems, and difficulties in the formation of such 
models has been linked to system navigation issues. It may therefore be suggested that 
structural and navigation aids based on a spatial metaphor would be expected to 
enable more effective mental model formation, and more efficient navigation than 
those based on a non-spatial metaphor. The spatial metaphors used to implement the 
phone services as part of the work conducted for this thesis were designed to facilitate 
the formation of mental models of the service structure. It is for this reason that both 
spatial and visualisation ability were measured as part of the work conducted for this 
thesis. 
2.4.1.6 Cognitive style 
Cognitive style refers to an individual's preferred and habitual approach to organising, 
representing and processing information (Messick, 1976). The most widely studied 
and applied dimension of cognitive style is the field-dependent / field-independent 
dimension, and stems from work conducted by Witkin, Moore, Goodenough and Cox 
(1977). Field dependence describes the 'degree to which a leamer's perception or 
comprehension of information is affected by the surrounding perceptual or contextual 
field' (Jonassen and Grabowski, 1993, p. 87). When approaching problem solving 
tasks, field dependent individuals take a passive approach, process information 
globally, and thrive in situations where analysis is provided for them (Witkin et aI., 
1977). These individuals are less likely to impose a meaningful organisation on a field 
that lacks structure, and have more problems learning conceptual material when 
relevant cues are not available. Field independent individuals tend to adopt an 
analytical approach, prefer situations that require them to structure their own learning, 
sample more cues inherent in the field, and use these cues more effectively to 
complete tasks. 
If cognitive style affects the way users structure and process information, it may in 
tum affect the way a person learns to use a computer system. Howe\'er, within HCI 
cognitive style has not emerged as an important predictor of performance in general. 
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but there is some support for its impact. Coventry (1989), investigated user strategies 
for learning to use the UNIX operating system, and found that, if participants did not 
know the correct command, field-dependent participants were more likely to ask for 
help without making any attempt at the task, whereas field-independent participants 
were more likely to attempt the task and make errors than ask for help. Fowler, 
Macaulay, and Siripoksup (1988) found evidence to suggest that specific styles of 
interface could be developed to match the cognitive style of an individual, and 
subsequently improve their performance. They found that field dependent participants 
completed tasks faster when the system provided an inflexible dialogue structure that 
was system-guided, and consisted of formal language content. 
Much of the research into cognitive styles has been conducted within the field of 
hypermedia learning (Durfresne and Turcotte, 1997; Shih and Gamon, 1999). Rather 
than a linear path through the material, hypermedia offers the learner a multitude of 
possible routes by which to explore the subject matter. This nonsequential access 
allows learners the freedom to browse the information and structure and manage their 
navigation, but also relies on the individual's ability to exploit this freedom 
effectively. The non-linearity of hypermedia may not suit all users (Ford and Chen, 
2000), and studies have been conducted to investigate the link between cognitive 
styles and learning outcomes in hypermedia. Results have been inconclusive, with 
some finding an association (e.g. Jonassen and Wang, 1993; Weller, Repman and 
Rooze, 1994) and other failing to find significant links (Liu and Reed, 1995; 
Wilkinson, Crerar and Fa1chikov, 1997). 
Dillon and Watson (1996), in their historical overvIew of individual differences 
research, suggest a number of reasons for the often inconclusive or inconsistent 
finding from cognitive style studies, but note that these are not based on empirical 
evidence. Firstly, the dimensions that have been identified may be superficial and 
need revising to reflect true information processing. Secondly, that individuals may be 
capable of manifesting several different cognitive styles depending on the context in 
which they are using a system. Finally, that a specific style may be highly correlated 
with specific tasks. 
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Due to the linear way in which infonnation is presented to the user within an 
automated phone service, it may be argued that cognitive style is less relevant to this 
domain, as users are restricted in the way they can navigate through and explore the 
service. This may be true, but cognitive style may be related to user preferences for 
the metaphors used to implement the phone services, specifically in relation to the 
wholist-analytic dimension of cognitive style. In her study of users' preferred 
metaphors for the WWW, described in section 2.4.1.2, Palmquist (2001) also 
investigated the effect of cognitive style. She found that field dependent participants 
used large, nearly equivalent, descriptions to illustrate the characteristics of their 
preferred Web metaphor with an emphasis on what the Web is. Field independents 
often described the Web metaphor in tenns of what they could do with it. These 
differences found in the metaphorical models described by participants fit well with 
the differences suggested by Pask (1988). He suggested that field dependents 
'holists', are more concerned with the whole picture, whilst field independents 
'serialists', are more concerned with individual features. This study suggests that 
metaphors as models must be feature rich for the field independent individual, who 
prefer more concrete metaphors, ones that closely relate to the functions and features 
already believed to exist in reality. Metaphors must also be creatively global in their 
representativeness for the field dependent, who prefer large abstract elements of a 
problem, so a model that lets them build in the detail as their understanding grows 
would be preferable. The metaphor-based services developed for the work reported in 
this thesis encourage the construction of an overall mental model of the service 
structure, which may be more suited to the field dependent individuals. The wholist-
analytic dimension of cognitive style was therefore measured. 
2.4.1.7 Working memory 
Working memory is concerned with the active processing and temporary storage of 
infonnation and can be used for verbal reasoning and comprehension (Baddeley and 
Hitch, 1974). It is defined by Baddeley (1992) as: 
'a multi-component model controlled by a limited-capacity attentional system, 
which we tenned the Central Executive. This was supported by at least t\\·o 
active slave systems, the Articulatory or Phonological Loop that is responsible 
for maintaining and manipulating speech-based infomlation and the Visuo-
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Spatial scratchpad or Sketchpad, which holds and manipulates Visuo-Spatial 
information. (Baddeley, 1992, p.8). 
Working memory therefore acts as a 'scratch-pad' for the temporary recall of 
information, and can be used to store information only for short periods of time. 
Working memory has limited capacity and the information it holds decays rapidly. 
There has been little study of the effects of working memory in HeI because the 
dominant graphical user interface style uses multiple channels of visual information to 
provide short-term memory aids for users. Although it is possible to become lost 
within a visual interface, there are many visual wayfinding cues available that can be 
scanned by the user for orientation purposes. In contrast, speech systems provide a 
single channel of serial information that cannot be scanned or browsed. The user must 
try to remember the service structure, the menu options, and their location within the 
service hierarchy relative to the entry point. This serial presentation of auditory 
information places heavy demands on working memory (Tun & Wingfield, 1997). It 
is for this reason that for the work reported in this thesis working memory span was 
measured to investigate its relationship with performance and attitude towards the 
servIces. 
2.4.1.8 Attitude towards mobile phone usage in public 
As well as being personal devices, mobile phones are also social artefacts, and their 
use is influenced by the social contexts in which they are used (Palen, Salzman and 
Youngs, 2001). A mobile phone may be used in a range of contexts, from trains to 
offices, and when used in such public settings people in proximity to the conversation 
are either voluntarily or involuntarily affected (Ling, 1996). Due to the relatively 
recent phenomenon of widespread mobile phone usage, social norms concerning 
appropriate and timely use of mobile phones have yet to be established, and 
individuals are left to decide for themselves what constitutes considerate usage. 
In a study investigating the evolving perceptions and adaptation to social nonns of 
new mobile phone users, Palen et al. (2001) draw on Goffman's (1959) theory of 
public personas or 'faces' to explain their results. They propose that a mobile phone 
conversation occurs concurrently in the physical space of the caller, and the virtual 
space of the conversation, each space having its own social codes of behaviour and 
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appropriateness. They suggest that each space necessitates the adoption of a different 
public face, and that the caller must decide whether the face that takes precedence is 
the one that is appropriate to their current physical space, or the face for the 
conversational space. This conflict between physical space and conversational space 
can be used to suggest a number of ways that the public use of mobile phones could 
be perceived negatively. Firstly, the mobile phone user has chosen to be behaviourally 
present in a space different to the physical space they are sharing with other people, 
which may be perceived as inconsiderate by those people. Secondly, the conflict 
between the social norms of the spaces can lead to the user sometimes violating the 
norms of the physical space in preference to those of the conversational space. For 
instance, if a user is sitting in a quiet office and receives a call from a friend who is 
enjoying themselves in a bar, they may choose to adopt an informal conversational 
style that is inappropriate to the formal office setting. Finally, the face that a user 
adopts when taking a mobile phone call is different to the one adopted previous to the 
call. This can lead 'bystanders' to perceive the users 'conversational face' as being 
false, and even to the conclusion that their 'physical face' was also false. 
Another interesting finding from their study concerns the attitudes of the surrounding 
public towards the value of the overheard conversation. A common complaint was 
that the conversations were frivolous and inconsequential, which was largely a 
function of the listener having no understanding of the context within which the 
conversation was occurring, and only hearing half of the conversation. This finding is 
of direct relevance to the work reported in this thesis, because the services require the 
user to utter menu options that would make no coherent sense to people overhearing 
the interaction. Possible negative reactions from people in close proximity to users 
may therefore affect users' perceptions towards the services when they are used in 
public places. 
Love and Perry (2004) conducted a study investigating the behaviour and views of 
bystanders in response to different mobile phone conversations, and found apparently 
disinterested bystanders were actually highly aware of the conversation and able to 
recall detailed aspects of it. They concluded that mobile phone use is closely related to 
a person's morality. and that people make moral judgements about the manner of 
mobile phone use that is socially acceptable. Although acknowledging that social 
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norms for mobile phone use may vary across cultures and settings, they propose a 
working set of social norms that a mobile phone caller may adhere to. The caller is 
expected to: assess the situation and adjust their call length, call volume, and call 
content accordingly; become as 'apart' from bystanders as possible; and finally, to 
appear slightly apologetic about their call, as if they were grateful to the bystander for 
tolerating it. The degree to which users follow such norms when interacting with the 
services developed as part of the work reported in this thesis, may affect their 
perceptions of the services. In fact, attempting to adhere to certain norms, such as 
reducing the call length, will also lead to performance effects, as the user will be 
forced to interrupt more service prompts. 
One of the features of using a speech-operated system is the lack of privacy, allowing 
other people to overhear what is being said in the same way that a mobile phone 
conversation may be overheard. This contrasts with a visual display, which can 
largely be obscured by the user to afford higher levels of privacy. When using a 
mobile phone to access a speech-operated automated phone service, the user may 
have similar feelings and perceptions to those experienced when making a voice call. 
It is for this reason that perceptions towards other mobile phone users, and level of 
personal comfort when using a mobile phone in public were evaluated as part of the 
work reported in this thesis. 
2.4.2 Implications for this research 
The review of individual differences presented in this section has established that the 
individual cognitive abilities, preferences, and skills of users have been found to 
affect performance with and attitude towards systems within He!. The majority of the 
studies reviewed tested users' task performance with graphical user interfaces, and it 
was therefore necessary to hypothesise about the potential effects of some of the 
individual differences on performance with a metaphor-based speech-activated mobile 
phone service. A rationale was presented for the measurement of the following 
individual differences as part of the work conducted for this thesis: age, gender, 
previous mobile phone experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, previous 
computing experience, verbal ability, spatial ability, cognitive style, working memory, 
and attitude towards mobile phone usage in public places. Of these individual 
differences it is expected that spatial ability, and visualisation ability, will have the 
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greatest impact on user's ability to formulate a metaphor-based spatial mental model 
of the phone service. The following section addresses the 'environment' component 
of the Eason (1991) model, explaining the importance of considering physical and 
social context of use as part of system evaluation. 
2.5 Context of use 
An interactive device or service operates within a context of use, definitions of which 
are both numerous and varied within HCI. Preece et aI., (2002) define context of use 
as 'the circumstances in which the interactive product will be expected to operate' (p. 
207), and they recommend that the following four aspects be considered: physical, 
social, organisational, and the technical environment. Schilit and Theimer (1994) 
define context as 'more than just the user's location, because other things of interest 
are also mobile and changing. Context includes lighting, noise level, network 
connectivity, communication costs, communication bandwidth and even the social 
situation, e.g., whether you are with your manager or with a co-worker' (p. 23). Dey, 
Abowd, and Salber (2001) define it as 'any information that can be used to 
characterise the situation of entities' and go on to clarify it as 'typically the location, 
identity and state of people, groups, and computational and physical objects.' (p. 106). 
Dix, Rodden, Davies, Trevor, Friday, and Palfreyman (2000) offer a broad definition 
of context of use as ' .. .including the network, the broader computational system, the 
application domain, and the physical environment' (p. 296). They analyse the concept 
further by approaching context of use as being the location of the user and device 
within some form of space, which may contain other devices and users with which the 
device may interact. This introduces a social aspect to the definition, as they go on to 
explain that using a device within a space may affect other users. Dourish (2004) 
proposes two interpretations, where on the one hand it is a technical term offering 
system designers new ways to conceptualise the relationship between human action 
and the computer systems that support it. On the other hand, it is also a notion drawn 
from social science, drawing attention to certain aspects of the social environment. It 
is clear from these definitions that both the physical and social aspects of an 
environment are important to the analysis of context of use. 
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Whiteside, Bennett, and Holtzblatt (1988) recognized the importance of analyzing 
context, and found that although many interactive systems exhibited high levels of 
usability during laboratory evaluations, this was not the case when transferred to the 
real world. However, there are considerable challenges involved with evaluating the 
usability of mobile systems, involving the many activities and demands that can occur 
simultaneously and randomly, which makes it difficult to model the interactions 
between the activities, domains of use, tasks and users (Maguire 200 1 b). The practical 
problems concerning observation, data collection, and the limited means of 
controlling variables, also exist (Kjeldskov and Skov 2003). Despite these challenges, 
support exists for the added value of field-based testing of mobile systems (Abowd 
and Mynatt 2000, Brewster 2002, Johnson 1998). These benefits have, however, 
recently been questioned (Kjeldskov, Skov, Als, and Hoegh. 2004). 
Kjeldskov et al. (2004) conducted a study that evaluated a context-aware mobile 
electronic patient record system prototype (EPR) in both a laboratory condition and a 
field-based condition. The system, used by nurses, was selected as being 
representative of a system that would normally be extremely challenging to evaluate 
in its everyday hospital setting, due to the highly mobile, intense and often-stressful 
nature of the work involved. To evaluate such a system in a laboratory would 
therefore be a much easier option. In the study, the laboratory condition was a 
modified usability laboratory, which was set up to resemble part of the physical space 
of a hospital ward, whilst the field condition took place in a hospital. Audio and video 
data was collected using a wireless camera attached to the handheld EPR system. 
Participants were all nurses, and the tasks they were required to perform were derived 
from an analysis of typical work routines. The nurses were encouraged to think aloud 
whilst performing the tasks. The results showed no advantage of the field-based 
evaluation in terms of the number of usability problems identified, and the authors 
complained that in the field-based evaluation they were not able to force the 
participants to use certain aspects of the functionality that were of interest. However, 
when participants in laboratory conditions are forced to use system features they 
would not normally use and to subsequently think aloud while using them, the 
evaluation may not reflect the true usage patterns of a system. More importantly, 
participants may simply be generating false positive problems. This may have led to 
the high number of problenls identified in the laboratory condition in the Kjeldskov et 
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al. (2004) study. A further limitation of the study relates to its reliance on think aloud 
as a data gathering technique, which may have resulted in less language being 
generated in the realistic hospital condition, due to work pressures. Although the 
study does offer an interesting perspective, it certainly does not provide strong 
evidence against the usefulness of field-based evaluation that can be extended beyond 
the domain of healthcare. 
Mobile devices are typically used in highly dynamic contexts, with other people 
occupying the users' physical surroundings (Beck, Christiansen, Kjeldskov, Kolbe, 
and Stage, 2003), and activities such as walking whilst operating the device causing 
interaction problems (Brewster 2002) and placing heavy demands on both working 
memory and the visuo-spatial resources (Garden, Comoldi, and Logie, 2002). When a 
mobile phone is used in public, physical aspects of the environment that can impact 
on usability include visual distractions (e.g. real-world navigation) and auditory 
distractions (e.g. traffic noise). In addition, the presence of other people, whether their 
actions interrupt the user, and whether their presence affects the user's actual or 
perceived ability to perform the task may act as social constraints on the interaction. 
These social aspects of context of use were covered fully in section 2.4.1.8. 
This section has demonstrated the value of conducting evaluations in real world 
situations, which enable the effect of context of use on the usability of a device to be 
captured. For the work reported in this thesis, mobile phone users will be accessing 
and interacting with speech-based phone services from a range of locations, and the 
context factors of interest are those associated with the physical location and social 
settings. Physical and social context of use were therefore evaluated as part of the 
work conducted for this thesis. 
2.6 Conclusions from the literature review 
This review has shown that, when using currently available enumerated speech-based 
mobile phone services, people tend to get lost in the hierarchical menu system, and 
forget which number is paired with the menu option they require, which may largely 
be attributed to their poor mental model of the service. These problems may be 
exacerbated when the services are used in busy mobile settings due to environmental 
distraction and pressures. This thesis evaluates the benefits of using spatial interface 
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metaphors to improve the usability of these services, which is an approach that has 
not previously been attempted. This approach will incorporate the techniques 
suggested by Rosson (1985) for addressing the navigation problems of automated 
phone services, and in so doing, will attempt to provide users with a spatial mental 
model of the service that can be visualised. In accordance with the 'human' and 
'environment' components of HeI identified by Eason (1991), the effects of 
individual differences and context of use will form part of the evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the metaphor-based services. This thesis aims to improve the usability 
of speech-based mobile phone services, whilst keeping speech recognition rates high, 
and ensuring that such services are designed with careful consideration of the salient 
characteristics of both the users and the context of use that may affect interaction. 
The three main research objectives of this thesis were: 
l. To investigate whether different metaphor-based versions of a speech-based 
mobile city guide service can improve the usability of the service compared to 
a non-metaphor version of the service 
2. To investigate the effect of private and public context of use on the usability of 
a metaphor-based version and a non-metaphor version of a speech-based 
mobile city guide service. 
3. To examine the effect of individual differences on the usability of metaphor-
based and non-metaphor versions of a speech-based mobile city guide service. 
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Research Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the methodologies used in the conduct of this thesis. The 
chapter begins by presenting an experimental overview to explain the studies and 
experiments conducted, and the experimental designs and techniques used. The 
chapter is then divided into two parts on the basis of the two main methodologies 
used: a human-centred design (RCD) methodology used to develop and evaluate the 
prototype phone services; and an experimental methodology used to compare the 
usability of different versions of the prototype phone services. The planning and 
conducting of the experiments is then explained with reference to: the variables; the 
sample of participants; the design of the experiment; and the data analysis techniques 
used. 
3.2 Overview of the programme of research 
Two preliminary studies and three experiments were conducted. Two different 
methodologies were used to achieve the different experimental objectives: a human-
centred design (RCD) methodology; and an experimental methodology. The two 
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preliminary studies formed the human-centred design process leading to the 
implementation of the prototype mobile phone services. The three subsequent studies 
were conducted using an experimental methodology, and were conducted (i) to 
compare the usability of different service prototypes (ii) to investigate the effect of 
context of use on their usability, and (iii) to evaluate the effect of users' individual 
differences on their usability, thereby addressing the three research objectives. The 
following sections will describe these methodologies, and the techniques and 
materials used for each. 
3.2.1 Methodology one: Human-centred design 
Usability is widely recognised as being a critical factor in the design of successful 
interactive products (Shackel, 1981; Eason, 1984; Whiteside, Bennett and Roltzblatt, 
1988; Nielsen, 1994). In current usage, the usability of an interactive product refers to 
whether it is easy to learn, easy to use, and enjoyable from the user's perspective 
(Preece et aI., 2002), and may be broken down into the following goals: effectiveness, 
efficiency, safety, utility, learnability, and memorability. A usable system is one that 
allows a user to learn how to use a system quickly, and to operate the system 
effectively with low rates of error, leading to improved user acceptance. A RCD 
methodology has been advocated as an effective approach to achieve system usability 
(Preece et aI., 1994, Maguire, 2001a). RCD is concerned with making user issues 
central in the design process, carrying out early testing and evaluation with users, and 
designing iteratively (Preece et aI., 1994). According to the ISO 13407 (1999) 
standard on RCD, there are five core processes that must be undertaken in order to 
develop usable systems: 
1 . Plan the human-centred design process 
2. Understand and specify the context of use 
3. Specify the user and organisational requirements 
4. Produce designs and prototypes 
5. Carry out user-based assessment 
After the initial planning stage, the remammg four stages should be conducted 
iteratively until the usability objectives have been attained (Figure 3.1) 
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Figure 3.1. Human-centred design activities (from ISO 13407) 
Table 3.1 was formulated by Maguire (2001a) and provides a summary of the 
methods and activities that can support each stage of the design process. The methods 
highlighted in italics are those chosen for the research conducted for this thesis. The 
sections that follow explain the importance of each stage of the HCD process, the 
methods used to design and evaluate the prototypes as part of the work conducted for 
this thesis, and the reasons for the selection of the methods used. 
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Table 3.1. Methods for human-centred design (adapted from Maguire, 2001a) 
Planning 
Usability 
planning 
scoping 
Context of use 
Identify 
and stakeholders 
Requirements 
User 
requirements 
interview 
Usability cost- Context of use Existing 
system/competitor 
analysis 
benefit analysis analysis 
Survey of existing 
users 
User, usability 
and 
organisational 
requirements 
Field study/user Focus groups 
observation 
Diary keeping Scenarios of use 
Task analysis Personas 
User cost-benefit 
analysis 
Task/function 
mapping 
Design 
Brainstorming 
Design guidelines 
and standards 
Card sorting 
Wizard-oJ-Oz 
prototyping 
Sketching 
Paper pro to typing 
Affinity 
diagramming 
Software 
prototyping 
Allocation 
function 
of Parallel design 
Stakeholder 
analysis 
Organisational 
prototyping 
3.2.1.1 Stage one: Planning the human-centred design process 
Evaluation 
Controlled user 
testing 
Satisfaction 
questionnaires 
Post-experience 
interviews 
Participatory 
evaluation 
Assisted 
evaluation 
Critical incidents 
Heuristic or 
expert evaluation 
Maguire (2001a) suggests that at this stage the focus should be on gathering high-
level infonnation about the following: 
• The reason for the system development, and the overall objectives 
• The intended users, their capabilities and experience, and the tasks they will 
wish to perfonn 
• The functionality needed to support the users 
• How and why the system will be used 
• The usability goals 
• Guidelines that may be used 
• User support 
• Initial design concepts 
These issues were covered as a result of the literature review and from discussion with 
other domain experts. The literature review helped to identify areas of weakness in 
current systems, and the potential usability benefits offered by interface metaphor for 
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future systems. In addition, the literature also provided descriptions of the 
functionality of current systems, including useful guidelines. Regular meetings 
between the principal researcher and three other HCI experts addressed issues 
involved with system functionality, potential users and their motivations, different 
scenarios of use, the usability goals, and the technical constraints. 
3.2.1.2 Stage two: Understand and specify the context of use 
Within the HCD process, context of use refers to the range of technical, physical, 
social and organisational conditions in which a system will be used (Maguire, 2001 b). 
According to Maguire (2001 b), for a relatively simple system, such as the one 
designed for the research conducted for this thesis, a context of use analysis can be 
informally conducted as part of discussions held at stage one of the HCD process. 
Context of use issues were therefore discussed during the planning stage of the design 
process. The data gathered from this analysis provides background information 
against which design and evaluation take place (Thomas and Bevan, 1995; Maguire, 
200lb). 
3.2.1.3 Stage three: Specify the user and organisational requirements 
The system designed for the research conducted for this thesis was not designed to be 
used within an organisation, and therefore only the user requirements were specified. 
User requirements capture the characteristics of the intended user group, and the 
needs of those users in relation to the system being developed (Maguire 2001a). The 
result is a description of tasks the system needs to support, functionality that will 
support these tasks, potential scenarios of use, and possible interaction steps through 
the system. 
In order to ensure that the system would support the type of work people would do 
with a city guide service, requirements were gathered from three sources: one-to-one 
interviews were conducted with five colleagues who all take at least two city break 
holidays per year; a review of city information in both the Michelin and the Lonely 
Planet guidebooks; and finally an interview with a consultant working for an online 
travel company specialising in European city break holidays. The three main themes 
that emerged from the interviews corresponded to the three main activities that were 
perceived to be most enjoyable when on a city break holiday, which were visiting 
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museums and exhibitions, eating out in restaurants, and nightlife activities such as 
drinking in bars, and listening to live music performances. These three activities were 
consequently matched to the menu categories at level two of the service, which were 
entitled' Arts and Entertainment', Eating Out', and 'Nightlife'. Activities and interests 
within each of these three categories were then developed further to provide menu 
categories for levels three to five of the service. 
Usability requirements were based on the ISO 9241-11 (1998), and were stated as 
being an improvement in effectiveness, efficiency and usability relative to currently 
existing number-based phone services. Effectiveness refers to how good the system is 
at doing what it is supposed to do, efficiency refers to the way a system supports users 
in carrying out their tasks, and the subjective usability of the system refers to the users 
perceptions about how easy the system is to use. 
It was also necessary to gain an understanding of the actions, or cognitive processes, a 
user is required to perform to achieve their goal when using currently available 
speech-based mobile phone services. This understanding is important when 
considering which features and functions are appropriate to new systems. In terms of 
user actions, current systems were analysed as part of the literature review conducted 
in chapter two (see section 2.2), to determine the system functionality that was 
available, and the subsequent user actions that were required to access this 
functionality. In terms of cognitive processes, the literature provided a review of the 
importance of cognitive factors such as working memory when using speech-based 
systems (Sawhney & Schmandt, 1998). 
3.2.1.4 Stage four: Produce design solutions 
For any system there are a range of alternative designs that can fulfil the system's 
specification, and it is the designer's job to explore this space of alternatives to 
identify the design that satisfies the system's constraints and goals as closely as 
possible (Preece et aI., 1994). Users can be involved in testing design ideas by using 
experimental incomplete designs called prototypes, and this is an essential feature of 
iterative HCD, allowing designers to test their ideas and gather feedback from users. 
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In general there are two types of prototyping: paper-based and computer-based 
(Preece et aI., 2002). Paper-based prototyping is low fidelity, includes techniques such 
as sketching and card sorting, and is a quick and inexpensive way of representing the 
system and of providing valuable insights early in the design process. Computer-
based prototyping is high fidelity and provides a version of the system with limited 
functionality that the user can actually interact with. Prototyping can help designers to 
make design decisions by eliciting information from users about whether the system 
has the necessary functionality to support the tasks that the users need to perform. 
Information on operation sequences and user support can also be gathered, informing 
designers about the way users want to interact with the system, and whether the 
system supports them adequately during this interaction. 
HCD should involve both low and high fidelity prototyping (Preece et a1. 2002). For 
the research conducted for this thesis, the low fidelity phase involved rapid 
prototyping using card sorting, sketching, and paper proto typing of flow diagrams. 
These techniques were used within the two preliminary studies, and are described 
fully in chapter four (see section 4.2.1.2). The high fidelity phase involved 
evolutionary prototyping using Wizard of Oz (WOZ) prototyping (Fraser and Gilbert, 
1991), which was used for preliminary study two, and all three main experiments. 
With rapid prototyping, the prototype is not developed into the final product, but 
provides information on the adequacy of different designs. With evolutionary 
prototyping, the initial prototype is constructed, evaluated, and after several iterations 
evolves into the final system design. During prototyping, guidelines were used to 
provide design guidance, and to ensure a degree of conformity with current systems. 
The specific guidelines used are discussed as part of the prototype design for 
preliminary study two, which is reported in chapter four (see section 4.3.2). As well as 
prototyping, two additional idea generation techniques were used within preliminary 
study one. Brainstorming was used to generate metaphors at the start of the design 
process, and the POPITS model (Cates 2002) was used to develop the metaphors 
generated. The POPITS model was discussed fully in section 2.3.4, and brainstorming 
is discussed within the methodology section for preliminary study one, in chapter four 
(see section 4.2.2). An overview of the different stages of design and evaluation, and 
the techniques used can be seen in Table 3.2. The following section describes WOZ 
prototyping, which was the primary prototyping technique used. 
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Table 3.2. The design and evaluation methods used for the experimental work 
Study and 
experiment number 
Preliminary study 1 
Preliminary study 2 
Experiments 1, 2, 
and 3 
Metaphor design 
stage 
Design solutions Evaluation 
_G:::--:-en_e_ra..;.;.t.:....e ~m:..:..e-:=ta:.t:..ph:..:..o:..:r.::..s --=B=.,:r:.,::a.::ins::;:,t:.:::o.:.,:rmI.::·:::n:Q,.g _____ Not conducted. The focus 
_S:::-e_Ie_c-:t :-m~e..;.;.ta;J;;.p~ho::..::r.:....s __ C=.,:a=r=..d ..:.;so:.:rt.::in:::!gi2...a=n:::d:..::s:::k.::.:et:.:::chi~·~ng~ here was on the generation 
Describe metaphors The POPITS model of ideas and new designs 
Implement Paper prototyping using Quick and dirty 
metaphors flow diagrams 
Implement 
metaphors 
( + Design guidelines) 
Wizard of Oz prototyping 
with 2/3 functionality 
(+ Design guidelines) 
Wizard of Oz prototyping 
with 2/3 functionality 
( + Design guidelines) 
Wizard of Oz prototyping 
with full functionality 
(+ Design guidelines) 
Quick and dirty 
User testing 
Experimental method 
3.2.1.4.1 Wizard of Oz prototyping 
The WOZ technique involves a user interacting with a computer system whose 
functionality is actually operated by the designer or researcher (Maulsby, Greenberg, 
and Mander, 1993). The method takes its name from the book 'The Wizard of Oz' 
(B aum , 1900) about a girl who is swept away in a storm and finds herself in the Land 
of Oz. In this story the terrible Wizard of Oz turns out not to be a real person but 
simply a device operated by a man hiding behind a screen. The technique is less 
commonly referred to as the PNAMBIC technique and is an acronym from the scene 
in the film version of 'The Wizard of Oz' in which the true nature of the wizard is 
first discovered: 'Pay No Attention to the Man BehInd the Curtain.' 
To build a fully functional speech system is both time consuming, and requires high 
levels of expertise with the recogniser and synthesizer technologies needed (Klemmer, 
Sinha, Chen, Landay, Aboobaker, and Wanget, 2000). This makes it difficult to use 
an iterative design process, which requires the quick and repeated testing of 
prototypes that are inexpensive to produce, and do not require advanced technical 
competency. An alternative to building a fully functional system is to use the WOZ 
methodology (Fraser and Gi Ibert, 1991). WOZ involves the experimenter, or 'wizard', 
simulating that part of the system functionality that would be costly, time consuming, 
or require new technology to fully implement. While the user believes that he or she is 
interacting with a fully implemented system, the experimenter is allowed the extra 
understanding of the users that can be achieved through being a part of the interaction. 
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Fraser and Gilbert (1990) propose three pre-conditions that must be satisfied for WOZ 
simulations to be useful. Their first condition is that it must be possible for the human 
operator to realistically simulate the computer system. If a future application for a 
system requires the user to navigate through and manipulate objects from within a 
large database, but that database has not yet been implemented, it would not be 
possible for the user to simulate the large database of infonnation effectively. 
However, if human capabilities are matched to the functionality of an application, 
then the application rather than just the interface can be simulated. For example, if the 
application required visual object discrimination which humans are skilled at 
perfonning, a simulation of a future version of the application could be successfully 
conducted. 
The second pre-condition is that the designer should have a detailed knowledge of 
how the future system will behave in order to accurately simulate it. A danger here is 
that even when infonnation about a system is known, such as speech recognition error 
rates, it can be difficult for the human operator to achieve the correct percentage error 
rate at the correct time within a restricted interaction span. 
The final pre-condition is that the system should be convincing. To achieve this, the 
task demands should enable the operator to maintain the illusion that the user is 
interacting with a computer and not a human. This illusion is easier to maintain for 
text-based simulations, which provide only textual output that can be buffered a line 
at a time rather than at the wizard's typing speed. For speech output systems, Fraser 
and Gilbert (1991) mention the need to filter the wizard's voice so that it sounds 
mechanical, and for the human operator to strictly constrain responses to those that 
are matched to a system's capabilities. This latter point may be easy to achieve in 
prompted style dialogue systems, but much more difficult in systems that are designed 
to respond to a range of natural language responses. 
Fraser and Gilbert (1991) provide a partial taxonomy of WOZ simulations into those 
that use natural language modalities such as typing and speech, and those which do 
not, such as the manipulation of objects in a graphical user interface, and keypad 
input. From the natural language simulations, a further sub-division can then be made 
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between simulations where only one of the interaction parties (wizard and participant) 
uses natural language, and where both interaction parties use natural language. 
An example of a WOZ set up where only the participant used natural language was 
that performed by Hauptmann (1989) in which participants were required to 
manipulate screen images using spoken commands. On hearing the user's input, the 
wizard typed instructions to the computer in order to manipulate the screen images in 
the way requested by the participant. An example of a WOZ simulation in which only 
the wizard used natural language was a study conducted by Labrador and Dinesh 
(1984) in which participants were required to access a text-messaging service using a 
telephone keypad, and all system responses were produced as synthesized speech. 
There are four categories of simulation where both the wizard and participant use 
natural language (1) the participant types and the wizard speaks (2) the wizard types 
and the participant speaks (3) the wizard and the participant types (4) the wizard and 
the participant speaks. 
Examples of studies conducted in which the participant types and the wizard speaks 
are not reported in the literature although current interest in the design of systems 
allowing access to graphical user interfaces by visually impaired users may result in 
the design of such simulations. 
WOZ simulations where the wizard types and the participant speaks are common, and 
involve mixing the modalities of speech and written communication. Most of these 
studies have involved simulations of listening typewriters with limited vocabularies 
(Gould, Conti and Hovanyecz, 1983; Newell, 1987), which require participants to 
dictate, whilst the wizard simulates the listening typewriter by typing words that then 
print to the screen. 
WOZ simulations where both the participant and the wizard type are easier to set up 
and conduct, because in text based interaction there is no speech recognition problem. 
A direct correspondence exists between the key the subject presses and the character 
that appears on the wizard's screen. The wizard does not need to remember all of the 
legal words that may be recognized by the speech recognizer, and can instead just 
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pass the typed input through a filter to assess whether it belongs to the simulated 
systems vocabulary. 
The final category of WOZ simulation involves both the participant and the wizard 
using speech, and is the style of simulation used for the work reported in this thesis, 
although the wizard activated voice prompts, rather than speaking the words naturally. 
Guyomard and Siroux (1988) conducted a study using a simulation of a phone-based 
Yellow Pages information service. As the automated service was new and was not 
replacing a human operated service, they did not have examples of human-human 
dialogue to work from. Therefore the first phase of their study was focused on 
requirements gathering, whilst the second phase was more constrained. For the first 
phase, user dialogue was either highly directed using prompts, or completely 
unrestricted using freely generated natural language. They found that infrequent users 
had problems with directed dialogue which required yes/no responses, whilst in the 
unrestricted dialogue condition the majority of user utterances contained hesitations 
and self-corrections. 
The results from the second phase of the Guyomard and Siroux (1988) study 
uncovered two main problems, namely that dealing with user hesitations was very 
difficult, and that it was very difficult to predict the range of potential user input. 
These results suggest that the use of speech-based WOZ simulations may be more 
suited to a prompted style of dialogue with limited input vocabulary. In fact, McInnes, 
Jack, Carraro, and Foster, (1997) also recommend WOZ simulations for prompt and 
response systems which have a finite state dialogue and a fairly small set of input 
phrases. 
In another study, Richards and Underwood (1984) conducted a spoken WOZ 
simulation of a telephone-based train timetable information service. The subjects used 
the service twice; being told on the first occasion that they were interacting with a 
computer, and on the second occasion that they were speaking to a human. On both 
occasions, the wizard provided the system output, but the voice was made to sound 
synthetic in the computer condition. A double-blind design was used in which the 
wizard was not told whether he was being presented to the participant as a human or a 
computer. The results revealed that the style and content of the participants' 
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utterances were affected by their perceptions of the system they believed they were 
interacting with. When told they were using a computer system, participants spoke 
more slowly, used a more restricted vocabulary, and formulated less ambiguous, more 
directed, phrases. These results suggest that participants should be led to believe that 
they are interacting with a future version of a computer system, so that their behaviour 
and utterances are representative of those that they would use when interacting with a 
computer system, and not a human. 
Richards and Underwood (1984) also sought to investigate the effect of dialogue 
explicitness and politeness on the participants' responses through a range of different 
prompt styles. They found that when prompts were explicit and non-polite, 
participants produced the most concise responses, and that overall, politeness 
accounted for the largest proportion of redundancy in user responses. However, they 
warned that a reduction in politeness should not be at the expense of creating negative 
participant reactions to the system. 
Fraser and Gilbert (1991) point to a number of variables that must be considered in 
relation to both the participant's and the wizard's performance with the WOZ 
simulation. With reference to the participant they must be able to recognize the 
wizard's responses, especially when generated as synthesized speech, which can be of 
very poor quality. For the work conducted for this thesis, synthetic speech was used 
over a mobile telephone network, which further degraded the quality of the synthetic 
speech. It was therefore necessary to conduct a number of pilot studies to assess the 
comprehensibility of different synthetic voices, leading to the voice used for the three 
main experiments reported. The participant must also be familiar with all of the 
vocabulary used by the system, which underlines the importance of using a HeD 
process to generate appropriate words and phrases, which was the process used for the 
research work conducted for this thesis. With reference to the wizard, the response 
time is an important variable. The wizard should aim to simulate the response time of 
the future system rather than the response time it would take a human. A related issue 
is that of training. In order to be able to respond quickly to participant commands, the 
wizard should undertake a training period to practice their role in the interaction. 
These issues were addressed as part of the work conducted for this thesis by running 
pilot studies to improve response time, and to practice the experimental procedure. 
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3.2.1.5 Stage Five: Evaluation 
Evaluation is concerned with gathering data about the usability of a design or product 
by a specified group of users for a particular activity within a specified environment, 
or work context (Preece et aI. 1994). A well-planned evaluation is driven by clear 
goals and appropriate questions (Basili et aI., 1994). There are four main reasons for 
doing evaluations (Preece et al. 1994): to understand how users employ technology in 
the real world; to compare different designs; to test whether the product has reached 
the usability target; to ensure that the product conforms to a standard. Evaluation can 
occur at any point during the design process and should start as early as possible in 
order to check that the design supports user needs and aptitudes. Formative 
evaluations are conducted during the design process, whereas summative evaluations 
take place after the product has been developed to find out whether people can use the 
product successfully, and to make jUdgements about the finished product. 
Any evaluation is guided by a set of beliefs, which may also be supported by theory, 
and these beliefs and the methods or techniques associated with them are known as an 
evaluation paradigm (Preece et aI. 2002). There are four paradigms central to 
evaluation. The first is 'quick and dirty' and involves the designer talking to users 
about their design ideas to make sure they are in line with users' needs and 
preferences. The emphasis here is on quick and informal feedback in the form of 
descriptions or anecdotes that can then be fed back into the design process. The 
second is 'usability testing' which involves measuring typical user's performance 
when performing representative tasks with the system. Performance is usually 
measured in terms of the number of errors made, time taken to complete the task, and 
sometimes the route taken through a system. Users' opinions are also gathered using 
questionnaires and interviews. The emphasis here is on experimenter-controlled 
conditions, typically in a usability laboratory, and on the gathering of quantitative 
data. The third paradigm is 'field studies', which are conducted in natural settings 
with the aim of understanding how a system impacts a user in their everyday context 
of use. Techniques such as interviews, observation, and ethnography are used to elicit 
qualitative data. The final paradigm is 'predictive evaluation', which involves experts 
using their knowledge of users to predict the kinds of problems users might encounter 
with a system. The evaluation is often performed against a set of cognitiye principles. 
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For the work reported in this thesis, the two paradigms used were 'quick and dirty', 
and 'usability testing'. The goals for the evaluation of the paper prototype flow 
diagrams, and the first version of the WOZ prototypes in preliminary study two were 
(1) to ensure that the designs supported the user requirements, and (2) to provide fast 
feedback to redesign the prototypes. The two paradigms that could fulfil these goals 
were 'quick and dirty' and 'predictive' evaluation'. Rather than using the more 
structured approach of predictive evaluation, which required the prototype to be 
evaluated against heuristics, it was decided to take advantage of regular meetings 
between the principal researcher and three other HeI experts, and to evaluate the 
prototypes using the 'quick and dirty' technique. This approach provided fast, 
informal feedback on these early prototype design ideas, which were subsequently 
integrated into the second version of the WOZ prototypes. 
The goals for the evaluation of the second verSIOn of the WOZ prototypes in 
preliminary study two were (I) to ensure that the designs supported the usability 
requirements, and (2) to provide feedback to redesign the prototypes for experiment 
one. The two paradigms that were most suited to fulfil these goals were 'usability 
testing' and 'field studies'. Although field study techniques have the advantage of 
providing ecologically valid data, they pose a particular problem when the system 
being evaluated is mobile, as it was in the work conducted for this thesis. For 
example, contextual inquiry (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1998) was considered as a 
potentially useful field study technique, and involves interviewing users in their 
natural work environment. However, this is difficult in the case of voice-based mobile 
phone services, because there is no way for a user to pause their interaction if 
interrupted by the experimenter. The experimenter may therefore only watch the user, 
which would require participants to be observed for long periods of time, during 
which the experimenter would have to stay in the background making detailed written 
notes, and interrupting only when events arose which were thought to relate to the 
focus of the research. A further problem with contextual inquiry is that it requires 
substantial support from experienced contextual inquiry practitioners, which was not 
available for the work conducted for this thesis. Finally, it provides qualitative data, 
which would make it difficult to assess whether the usability goals had been achieved. 
The usability testing paradigm was therefore selected as being most appropriate, and 
consisted of the user testing study (preliminary study two), described fully in chapter 
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four. User testing is an applied fonn of experimentation used by designers to test 
whether the product they develop is usable by the intended user popUlation to achieve 
their tasks (Dumas and Redish, 1999). The aim is to gather infonnation about users' 
perfonnance with the system, the analysis of which may be helped and supported by 
observational data, answers to user-satisfaction questionnaires and interviews, and 
data provided by monitoring software. User testing and experiments both measure 
perfonnance but may be contrasted by their aims. Whereas experiments aim to 
discover new knowledge by hypothesis testing, user testing aims to gather data to 
infonn and improve the design of successive prototypes. User testing needs to be 
carefully planned, and it should be possible to repeat the tests to obtain similar results, 
but the results are not required to be exactly replicable. The number of users 
recommended for user testing is typically 5 to 12, and the results are usually presented 
as means and standard deviations (Dumas and Redish, 1999). Monitoring software, 
satisfaction questionnaires, and interviews were used to collect data as part of the user 
testing for the work reported in this thesis. These techniques were also used for data 
collection for the three experiments, and will therefore be discussed in the second part 
of this chapter (see section 3.2.2.5). 
3.2.2 Methodology Two: Experimental methodology 
An experiment is one of the most powerful methods of evaluating a design or an 
aspect of a design (Dix et al. 2004). The aim of an experiment is to test a hypothesis 
that predicts a relationship between two or more events, known as variables. The 
hypotheses are tested by manipulating one, or some, of the variables (Preece et al. 
2002). According to Robson (2002), an experiment involves: the assignment of 
participants to different conditions; manipulation of one or more of the independent 
variables; the measurement of the effects of this manipulation on one or more of the 
dependent variables; and the control of all other variables. For the work reported in 
this thesis, the experimental method allowed different interface designs to be tested 
under controlled conditions, and for the results to be statistically analysed for 
significance. There are two distinct types of experiment: those that are perfonned in 
the laboratory and those that are conducted in the work environment, or 'in the field'. 
When an experiment is conducted in a laboratory the participant must be taken out of 
the environment in which they would nonnally use the system and situated in the 
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controlled environment of the usability laboratory. An advantage of the laboratory is 
that it allows the isolation and control of variables, in order to accurately measure 
cause and effect (Coolican 1990), thus allowing different designs to be compared. In 
addition, the laboratory is stocked with the technology and apparatus to allow 
extensive data recordings, and offers the participant an environment free of everyday 
distractions. The laboratory also offers a situation to test systems that may be located 
in dangerous or remote locations, and can also be effective at testing constrained 
single user tasks, such as Internet usage. However, there are a number of problems 
associated with this approach. Firstly there is the lack of realism, which Aronson and 
Carlsmith (1986) divide into both experimental realism and mundane realism. 
Experimental realism refers to the extent to which the experiment presents the 
participant with a realistic situation that has an impact on them, as would a realistic 
event. Mundane realism refers to the degree that the experiment presents the 
participant with an event that is likely to occur in the real world. The danger with 
running an experiment that lacks both types of realism is that the experimenter is 
simply recording a situation that never occurs in the real world, and therefore lacks 
ecological validity. 
Coolican (1990) has isolated another two potential weaknesses: artificiality; and the 
inability to generalise. By artificiality it is meant the way in which the contrived 
situation created by the laboratory setting affects the participant. They may feel 
anxious or overawed by the laboratory setting, feelings which can be compounded if 
the experimenter sticks too rigidly to standardised protocol, and neglects the normal 
human interaction norms, leading to a negative impact on performance. Bias may also 
occur as a result of the demand characteristics of the experimental situation, which 
means that the participant may alter their behaviour according to their interpretation 
of what the experiment is testing and what the experimenter requires of them, an 
effect that has been shown to be most pronounced amongst participants who have 
volunteered for an experiment (Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1975). Although such biases 
may be mediated by keeping experimenter-participant interactions to a minimum, 
which is often the case with human-computer interaction experiments, many have 
argued that these weaknesses lead to results, which cannot be generalised to the real 
world beyond the laboratory. 
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The alternative to laboratory studies is the use of field studies, which situates the 
participant in their natural real world environment, and allows the experimenter to 
capture interactions between systems, and other people, that would not have occurred 
in the laboratory (Coolican 1990). In field studies, the participant interacts in real 
world conditions of ambient noise, movement, interruptions, and distractions, which 
are hard to replicate in the laboratory and which enables results to be generalized to 
the real world, thus promoting external validity. The natural situation of the field 
experiment reduces the demand characteristics of the experiment through the use of 
both experimental and mundane realism, and therefore reduces the tendency for 
participant biases to affect performance. Robson (2002) states that, if an ethical means 
of random allocation of participants to experimental conditions can be achieved, then 
a field study is preferable to a laboratory study. It is for this reason that, for the three 
experiments reported in chapters five, six, and seven of this thesis, field experiments 
rather than laboratory experiments were conducted. 
3.2.2.1 The experimental plan 
When planning an experiment it IS necessary to consider the purpose of the 
experiment in terms of the variables that will be manipulated and measured, the 
sample of participants that will perform the experimental tasks, the design of the 
experiment, and finally the statistical tests that will be used to analyse the data 
(Coolican, 1990). These four components will be considered in the following sections. 
3.2.2.2 Variables 
A variable is any characteristic that can vary across people, or situations that can be of 
different levels or types (Breakwell, Hammond, Fife-Schaw 2000). A potential 
problem with carrying out field experiments is the lack of control the experimenter 
has over the environment, and therefore over extraneous, or confounding, variables, 
which can mask the effects on the variable that is of interest (Robson 2002). This can 
reduce the degree to which a field experiment can be accurately replicated. For the 
work reported in this thesis, efforts were made to balance the effects of confounding 
variables by both counterbalancing conditions and randomising the allocation of 
participants to conditions. In order for an experimenter to remain objective and to 
provide a valid method for measuring some part of a hypothetical construct, it is 
necessary to state an operational definition of the variables (Coolican 1990). This 
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provides a statement of what is being used as a measure for the construct of interest, 
for example, performance as a dependent variable, or metaphor type as an 
independent variable. 
The international standard ISO 9241-11 (1998) defines usability as the extent to 
which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use. This refers to 
whether the system is effective in allowing the user to complete a specific task, 
whether the system is efficient in allowing them to do this, and finally whether the 
users actually like the system. Participants' subjective attitudes towards the system 
usability were used to measure satisfaction, whilst objective measures of performance 
were used to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of the system. The independent 
variables manipulated within each of the three experiments reported for this thesis are 
covered in experimental chapters five, six, and seven. Operational definitions for the 
sUbjective attitude variables, and the objective performance variables will be stated in 
the following section. 
3.2.2.2.1 Operational definitions for the subjective variables 
Subjective satisfaction is one of the five human factors goals proposed by 
Shneiderman (1987) for quantifying the efficiency and usability of an interactive 
system. With reference to speech recognition systems, Jones et al. (1989) recommend 
that an ergonomic evaluation should include measures of user attitudes. For the 
usability evaluation of voice applications, Tate, Webster and Weeks (1993) 
recommend the use of questionnaire and interview techniques to measure subjective 
satisfaction. Therefore, a consistent theme in these measures is the importance of 
measuring the users' subjective attitudes. The measures of subjective attitude that 
were decided upon were the factors important in the assessment of user perceptions of 
speech systems, identified by Hone and Graham (2000). 
In their study, Hone and Graham (2000) aimed to develop a valid, reliable and 
sensitive measure of users' subjective experiences with speech recognition systems. 
The result was a questionnaire for the Subjective Assessment of Speech System 
Interfaces (SASSI). As a starting point they reviewed subjective evaluation measures 
for generic interaction systems research, including Shneiderman's Questionnaire for 
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Interaction Satisfaction ('QUIS' Shneidennan, 1998) and the Software Usability 
Measurement Inventory (' SUM!' Kirakowski, 1996). They concluded that these 
questionnaires failed to address features unique to speech recognition interfaces, such 
as the intuitiveness and habitability of the conversation. 
Their next step was to review the usability evaluation methods specific to speech 
systems. They reviewed unstructured methods, such as the use of open interviews and 
overall rating scales, used by Nelson (1986), and Brems, Rabin and Waggett (1995) 
respectively. They found that the type of data elicited was difficult to translate into 
design requirements. 
Next, they reviewed more structured methods, including the use of adjective pairs 
within rating scales (for example, Dintruff, Grice and Wang, 1985; Casali, Williges 
and Dryden 1990), and the use ofa questionnaire fonnat (for example, Zajicek, 1990) 
using a scale developed by Poulson (1987) to rate the perceived quality of software 
interfaces. Their final review was of the subjective attitude questionnaires developed 
by researchers at the University of Edinburgh to evaluate phone-based services. 
Questionnaires used in studies by Love (1997) and Dutton et al. (1999) used five or 
seven point Likert style rating scales (Likert, 1932), which required participants to 
respond to a number of statements, such as 'I found the system easy to use'. An 
overall mean was then calculated to provide a single measure of SUbjective 
satisfaction. 
Hone and Graham (2000) concluded that most of the methods reviewed for the 
evaluation of speech systems suffered from four important weaknesses. Firstly, the 
items chosen for the questionnaires appear to have been based on the researcher's 
intuition, rather than on theory or empirical findings. Secondly, the questionnaires 
were not validated against other subjective measures and cannot therefore claim to 
measure what they were designed to measure. Thirdly, the reliability of the 
questionnaires, as n1easured by the test-retest reliability and the internal consistency, 
were not established. Finally, by taking an overall mean of the response items, an 
assumption was being made that all of the items were measuring the same underlying 
construct, which may not be the case. 
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In order to overcome the weaknesses associated with existing measures, Hone and 
Graham (2000) adopted a factor analytic approach. They pooled a total of 50 
statements derived from existing questionnaires, and from a review of relevant 
literature, to form a Likert scale questionnaire, which they used to evaluate four 
different speech applications. They then conducted an Exploratory Factor Analysis on 
the data from the completed questionnaires, which suggested the presence of 6 
factors, which are defined below, and which were used for the work conducted for 
this thesis: 
1. System response accuracy: refers to the user's perception of the system as 
doing what they expect it to. 
2. Likeability: refers to the user's ratings of the system as useful, pleasant and 
friendly. 
3. Cognitive demand: refers to the perceived amount of effort needed to interact 
with the system and the feelings resulting from this effort. 
4. Annoyance: refers to the extent to which users rate the system as repetitive, 
boring, irritating, and frustrating. 
5. Habitability: refers to the extent to which the user knows what to do and 
knows what the system is doing. 
6. Speed: refers to how quickly the system responds to user inputs. 
3.2.2.2.2 Operational definitions for the objective variables 
A review was conducted of: the performance measures for interactive systems 
proposed by Shneiderman (1987), Wixon and Wilson (1997), Preece et al. (2002), and 
Dix et al. (2004); measures of efficiency for hypertext information retrieval 
(Mohageg, 1992); and performance measures for speech systems evaluation (Dutton 
et al. 1999). From this review four main categories of performance measures 
emerged: time taken to complete a task, successful task completion, error rate, and 
navigation path through the system. Table 3.3 shows how these four categories map 
onto effectiveness and efficiency, which are the two facets of performance-based 
usability defined by the international standard ISO 9241-11 (1998). Table 3.3 also 
shows how the final eight objective performance measures, that were used for the 
experiments conducted for this thesis, map onto the four categories of performance 
derived from the review. 
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Table 3.3. The 8 perfonnance measures recorded for experiments one, two, and three 
Usability performance goals 
from ISO 9241-11 
Effectiveness 
Efficiency 
Usability performance 
categories 
Task completion 
Error rate 
Navigation path 
Time 
Usability performance measures 
Successful task completion 
Number of 'no user response' 
Number of 'Repeat' 
Number of nodes used 
Number of nodes used as a 
percentage of the optimum 
Number of 'Return' 
Time taken to complete the task 
as a percentage of the total 
prompt time 
Number of prompt interrupts as 
a percentage of the total number 
of nodes 
An explanation of each of the 8 objective measures of task perfonnance that were 
collected during participant interactions is given below. 
1. Time taken to complete tasks (as a percentage of the total prompt time): The 
time taken to complete each task was logged by monitoring software, starting when 
the first dialogue of level 1 was played (entry point), and finishing at the end of the 
'Exit' dialogue. The absolute time taken to complete tasks could not be compared 
between groups because the prompts were of different lengths for each service. In 
order to be able to compare groups it was therefore necessary to use the time to 
complete a task as a percentage of the total prompt time. A score of 100% would 
indicate an instantaneous response (the response time and prompt time were the 
same). A score of less than 100% would indicate that the participant had interrupted 
the prompt before it had finished playing, and a score of more than 100% would 
indicate that the participant listened to the whole prompt and then waited before 
making a response. A lower score was taken as being an indicator of good user 
perfonnance. 
2. Task completion: The single most important feature of any automated phone 
service is that users can successfully complete their tasks with it. The percentage 
correct task completion was therefore an important objective measurement for this 
experiment. A higher score was taken as being an indicator of good user performance. 
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3. Prompt interrupts (as a percentage of the total number of nodes used): The 
extent to which participants interrupted prompts with a response may be an indicator 
of how well they learned to use the service, the ease with which they could predict 
options, and their ability to extend their experience from the real world to the service 
domain. The measure 'prompt interrupt' records the total instances of prompts being 
interrupted, but does not provide information about the relative frequency with which 
prompts were interrupted. For example, one participant may complete a task using 20 
nodes, and another participant may complete a task using 10 nodes, with both using 
10 prompt interrupts. Their frequencies of use, relative to the total number of dialogue 
nodes accessed, would therefore be very different. The first participant would have 
used prompt interrupts for 50% of the nodes, and the second participant would have 
used prompt interrupts for 1000/0 of the nodes. It was therefore decided to calculate 
prompt interrupts as a percentage of the total nodes, rather than as an absolute 
measure. A higher score was taken as being an indicator of good user performance. 
4. Total number of nodes used to successfully complete tasks: Each node within 
the service structure represents a speech prompt, which, when selected, provides a 
user with spoken menu options allowing them to progress through the service. The 
number of nodes selected by a participant in order to complete the task is therefore an 
indicator of the efficiency of the service. A lower score was taken as being an 
indicator of good user performance. This measure allows a comparison between users 
on a task, but not between tasks of different levels of difficulty, and therefore measure 
5, which is explained below, was also used. 
5. Number of nodes used to complete tasks (as a percentage of the optimum): the 
minimum number of nodes to complete a task (optimum number) was calculated for 
each task, and the actual number of nodes taken by a participant was then calculated 
as a percentage of this. If a task was completed using the optimum number of nodes, 
then the minimum score of 100% was achieved. A score of more than 100% means 
that the participant used more than the optimum number of nodes. This measure 
allows deviations from the optimum path to be analysed. A lower score was taken as 
being an indicator of good user performance 
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6. No user response: This was a measure of a participant's failure to respond to 
system prompts after a time out period of five seconds. Instances of no response after 
five seconds were assumed to indicate that the participant was either lost within the 
service, unable to remember the appropriate menu options, or failed to understand the 
message or prompt. A lower score was taken as being an indicator of good user 
performance 
7. Total number of times 'Return' function used: The total number of times the 
user returned to the first dialogue prompt of the service from levels 3, 4, or 5 of the 
service structure. A return to level 1 from level 2 would just be the equivalent of using 
the 'Back' command. This measure was only recorded if the use of the 'Return' 
function resulted in fewer overall nodes being used to complete the task than if the 
'Back' function was used instead. In such an instance, use of the return function 
would represent a more efficient interaction with the service. A lower score was taken 
as being an indicator of good user performance 
8. Total number of times 'Repeat' function used: The total number of times the 
user requested a repeat of a dialogue prompt. If users requested more than 3 repeats, 
they were automatically transferred to the human operator. A lower score was taken 
as being an indicator of good user performance 
3.2.2.3 Design 
In order to produce reliable and generalizable results, an experiment must be carefully 
designed. There are two main types of experimental design: between subjects and 
within subjects. In a between subjects design, each participant is assigned to a 
different condition, and there are at least two conditions. In the experimental 
condition the experimenter manipulates a variable, whereas in the control condition 
the experimenter keeps the variable constant. The same measures are taken for both 
conditions and, in this way, any changes to the experimental condition can be 
attributed to the variable manipulated. As part of the work conducted for this thesis, 
an example of a between subjects variable that was used for experiments one, two, 
and three, was the type of service that participants used. In the control condition 
participants used a non-metaphor service, whilst in the experimental condition 
participants used a metaphor-based service. The advantage of this design is that. 
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because each participant perfonns in only one condition, learning effects are 
controlled. A disadvantage is that more participants are needed, and that differences 
between groups and between users can negatively affect the results (Dix et al. 2004). 
For the work reported in this thesis, matching all groups for age, gender, and 
computing experience mediated these negative effects. 
When using a within-subjects design each participant perfonns under each condition, 
and therefore each condition is automatically matched for individual differences such 
as age, gender and personality. As part of the work conducted for this thesis, an 
example of a within-subjects variable was the experimental trial, with participants 
perfonning tasks with a specific service over a number of trials. When a participant 
perfonns in more than one condition, an order effect is introduced. This order effect 
can be partially addressed through the use of a counterbalancing strategy (Robson 
2002), whereby participants are randomly assigned to different orders of conditions so 
that an equal number of participants perfonn each of the possible order of conditions. 
However, for the work reported in this thesis, participants using different services 
perfonned the same tasks within the same number of trials, which enabled learning 
effects to be compared across groups. It was not therefore necessary to balance out 
order effects. 
In experiments, such as those reported for this thesis, which have more than one 
independent variable, a mixture of the two designs can be used to produce a mixed 
factorial design. In such designs, one independent variable is between-subjects, and 
another is within-subjects, which pennits the assessment of each independent variable 
as well as the interaction between the independent variables (Dancey and Reidy, 
2002). The independent variables and the number of levels within each are covered in 
more detail in the individual experimental chapters five, six, and seven. 
3.2.2.4 Sample of participants 
One of the main aims of conducting an experiment in HeI is to be able to generalise 
the results to the intended user popUlation. It is therefore vital that a sample of 
participants is chosen for the experiment that is representative of the intended target 
population. Population refers to all the cases of people who will use a particular 
system, whereas a sample is a selection from the population. For the work reported in 
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this thesis, the target population were English speakers who owned a mobile phone, 
and who had some experience of using automated phone services. The requirement 
for participants to be English speakers was due to the service output being presented 
as spoken English, and the need for an assumption to be made about each participant's 
level of speech comprehension and vocabulary. In addition to this, the speech output 
was synthetic, which can be perceived as sounding unnatural and is more difficult to 
comprehend (Leedham, 1991). The requirement for participants to have used 
automated phone services was due to the need to recruit a sample of participants who 
currently use systems similar to the one being evaluated. Another reason for this 
requirement was to exclude complete novice users from the sample, which would 
have negatively skewed results. These participant requirements were met through the 
use of filter questions during participant recruitment. 
Participants were recruited through a number of methods. Firstly, opportunistic 
sampling was used, whereby colleagues and friends were approached and asked if 
they would mind taking part in the experiment. Secondly, participants were recruited 
from a participant pool scheme at the University of Portsmouth. The participant pool 
consisted of undergraduate psychology students who were required to participate in a 
specific number of hours of experiments as part of the credits towards their degree. 
Thirdly, participants were recruited as the result of an email advertisement campaign 
at BruneI University. These participants were financially compensated for taking part 
in the experiments. The different recruitment methods may have influenced 
participant motivation levels. Therefore, whenever possible, experimental conditions 
were balanced for participants recruited from different sources, in order to balance out 
any motivation effects. The numbers of participants used, and the descriptive data 
describing them are provided in the methodology sections of the relevant 
experimental chapters of this thesis. 
To ensure that all experiments were conducted in accordance with the ethical 
principles outlined in The British Psychological Society (1993) 'Code of Conduct, 
Ethical principles, & Guidelines', the experiments were submitted to the Department 
of Psychology Ethics Committee at the University of Portsmouth, who reviewed the 
proposed experiments. All experiments were designed based on the guidance from 
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this committee, and in light of the British Psychological Society guidelines, ethical 
approval for each experiment was obtained before the experiments were conducted. 
3.2.2.5 Data collection instruments 
Subjective attitude data was collected using a usability questionnaire (see Appendix 
2), objective performance data was collected using monitoring software, and 
qualitative data was collected using interviews. These techniques, and the specific 
tools used for the work reported in this thesis will be discussed in the following 
sections. Questionnaires and tests were also used to collect information about 
participants' individual characteristics, specifically age, gender, previous mobile 
phone experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, previous computing 
experience, verbal ability, spatial ability, cognitive style, working memory, and 
attitude towards mobile phone usage in public. The research instruments used to elicit 
this information will be described within the appropriate experimental chapters. 
3.2.2.5.1 Usability questionnaire 
User satisfaction is one of the three facets of usability defined by the ISO 9241-11 
(1998). Satisfaction refers to how the user feels about the way that they interacted 
with the system, and can be determined by using a user satisfaction questionnaire. A 
questionnaire is a method for the elicitation, recording, and collecting of information 
about users' opinions of a system. The researcher should design the questions to help 
achieve the goals of the research and to answer the research questions (Robson, 2002). 
To gather SUbjective attitude data for the work conducted for this thesis, a 50-item, 7-
point Likert scale usability questionnaire was designed. Likert scales are used for 
measuring opinions, attitudes, beliefs, and have been widely used for evaluating user 
satisfaction with products. Coolican (1990) proposed a number of advantages of using 
the Likert technique: it is more natural to complete and maintains the respondent's 
direct involvement; it has been shown to have a high degree of validity and reliability; 
and it has been shown to be effective at measuring changes over time. Scales usually 
range from 1 to 3 points, to a maximum of 1 to 9 points, but it is generally agreed that 
taking the middle ground, by using scales of I to 5, or 1 to 7, is the most effective 
method (Dix et al. 2004). For the work reported in this thesis, it was therefore decided 
to use a scale of 1 to 7, as follows: 
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Strongly Agree Slightly Neutral Slightly Disagree Strongly 
a~ee agree disagree disagree 
It is important to consistently label the scales, so that, for example, a '1' always 
indicates low agreement, whilst a '7' always indicates high agreement. A final, but 
important, point is the need to run a pre-test with a few colleagues or friends to gather 
feedback on aspects of the questionnaire, such as whether the instructions and 
questions are clearly worded, unambiguous, and avoid using jargon. 
The questionnaire was designed in a systematic way. Firstly, a wide range of 
questionnaire items were generated from the work conducted as part of the SASSI 
project (Hone and Graham 2000), and the work conducted on automated telephone 
service evaluation at the University of Edinburgh in collaboration with British 
Telecom (Love, 1997; Foster, McInnes, Jack, Love, Dutton, Nairn, and White, 1998; 
McInnes, Nairn, Attwater and Jack, 1999; Dutton et aI., 1999). These items were 
matched to one of the six subjective factors identified by (Hone and Graham 2000). 
This process was iterative, and involved removing some items that were deemed too 
similar, and then assigning the remaining items to one of the six factors. 
The content validity of the resulting items was then reviewed to determine the extent 
to which the test actually measures what it is supposed to measure (Rust and 
Golombok, 1989). In terms of validity, the use of the Likert scale questionnaire has 
been proven to be a valid technique for gathering attitude data. However, the degree 
to which the questionnaire was measuring what it was designed to measure was 
evaluated through a process of content validity. This process involved asking 
colleagues with an expert knowledge of the domain to evaluate the content of the 
questionnaire to ensure that the items were representative of the area that they were 
supposed to cover, and were not weighted towards specific aspects of the area. This 
process was conducted with three HeI experts, and was consequently revised to 
ensure that each factor was measuring what it was supposed to measure. This process 
resulted in a total of 50 questionnaire items matched to the six factors. These items 
were then divided into two groups of equal numbers of positively and negatively 
worded statements, in order to prevent bias effects caused by a respondents tendency 
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to habitually agree or disagree with the statements, rather than providing responses 
that actually mirror their attitudes. The items representing each factor can be seen in 
Appendix 1, and the final questionnaire can be seen in Appendix 2. This questionnaire 
was used for all three experiments. 
3.2.2.5.2 TrueActive monitoring software 
Monitoring software allows interaction logging to be conducted. Interaction logging is 
an automated technique for gathering performance data that enables the researcher to 
gather large quantities of data during the experiment, and which frees them up to 
concentrate on other activities, such as prototype simulation, or observation. 
Interaction logging is enabled through the use of specialist monitoring software that 
can be configured to record user actions such as key presses and mouse movement, 
which can be time-stamped to provide a record of the length of each interaction event. 
For the work reported in this thesis, TrueActive monitoring software (TrueActive 
Corporation, Kennewick, W A) was used to log the message prompts that were 
requested by participants, and the amount of time spent listening to each prompt. By 
measuring these two aspects of users' interactions, all of the objective performance 
measures required to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the service could 
subsequently be calculated. Monitoring software was used for the user testing 
conducted in preliminary study two, and for all three main experiments. 
3.2.2.5.3 Interviews 
Interviews can be thought of as 'a conversation with a purpose' (Kahn and Cannell, 
1957) and provide a direct way of gathering information from users about their 
experience of using a system. Interviews may be classified according to the degree of 
control the interviewer imposes onto the conversation and a commonly made 
distinction is between structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. Structured 
interviews consist of pre-determined questions that are asked in a set order. Semi-
structured interviews have pre-determined questions but the order is not set and the 
interviewee is prompted to expand on points they make until no new information is 
forthcoming. Unstructured interviews do not rely on a set of questions, and allow an 
infonnal conversation to develop within an area of interest. 
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The type of interview used will depend on the evaluation goals. The purpose of using 
interviewing for the work reported in this thesis was to gather infonnation that could 
serve to clarify and illustrate the meaning of the quantitative data, and to allow the 
participants to fully express their opinions about the system. The semi-structured 
interviews used provided a degree of structure, but also enabled the participants to 
expand on their answers. This type of interview must also be broadly replicable and 
was therefore judged to be more suited to experimental testing, which requires that an 
experiment should generate replicable data. The interviews were conducted at the end 
of the testing sessions, and the actual questions used for experiments one, two, and 
three can be seen in Appendices 14, 15, and 18 respectively. 
3.2.2.6 Data analysis 
The statistical tests that will be applied to the data must be decided upon during the 
planning stage of the experiment to ensure that the data can be analysed and that this 
analysis will allow the hypothesis to be either supported or rejected (Breakwe11 et ai., 
2000). ANOVA is a powerful parametric means of analysing differences between 
three of more conditions, and was the technique used for the work reported in this 
thesis. A multivariate approach was adopted as several sources of variance were 
measured (dependent variables), which taken together comprised a composite 
measure of usability. Due to the presence of multiple dependent variables and more 
than one independent variable in each of the experiments, the multivariate analysis of 
variance MANOV A was the primary analysis method used, and is simply an 
extension of ANOV A. 
Another technique used for predicting outcomes was multiple regression. Multiple 
regression allows a researcher to discover whether a number of variables, called 
predictor variables, can be used to predict the value of a single variable, called the 
criterion variable (Dancey and Reidy 2002). The technique is similar to correlation 
but whereas correlation analyses allow the strength of association between variables 
to be analysed, multiple regression allows conclusions to be made about how much a 
variable (criterion variable) will change if a number of other variables are changed 
(predictor variables). This technique was used to investigate the effects of individual 
differences on attitude and perfonnance with the services in experiment two. 
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3.3 Chapter summary 
This methodology chapter has described the general methodologies and techniques 
used for the work conducted or this thesis, provided a justification for their selection, 
and shown how the overall system design was planned according to the RCD process. 
The RCD process provided an iterative means of developing speech-based mobile 
phone service prototypes that were designed with high levels of user participation, in 
order to produce a realistic interface for subsequent metaphor evaluation. The 
experimental methodology then provided a controlled means of comparing the 
different prototype designs to evaluate which was the most usable. The following 
chapter reports the two preliminary studies that were conducted for this thesis. 
Preliminary study one was designed to generate categories of interface metaphors, and 
to select and describe specific metaphors that may be applicable to a speech-based 
mobile city guide service. Preliminary study two was a user testing study, designed to 
provide feedback that could be integrated into the redesigned mobile phone service 
prototypes implemented and evaluated for experiment one, and reported in chapter 
five of this thesis. 
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Designing interface metaphors for automated mobile phone services 
4.1 Introduction 
The two preliminary studies conducted as part of this thesis are reported in this 
chapter, and represent the design and evaluation stages of the ReD process that was 
followed to develop the metaphor-based prototype mobile phone services for the work 
reported in this thesis. These prototypes were then tested and evaluated under 
controlled conditions in experiments one, two, and three. The first preliminary study 
was an exploratory study conducted to evaluate the potential of different techniques 
for generating, selecting, and developing interface metaphors for speech-based mobile 
phone services. The planned output was a shortlist of the metaphors that were 
considered by participants to be most applicable to speech-based mobile phone 
services. The second preliminary study was used to develop a sub-set of these 
metaphors into metaphor-based prototypes of a mobile city guide service, and then to 
evaluate them through a process of user testing. Important feedback was generated 
from participants during user testing to improve the design of the prototype services 
compared in experiment one. 
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4.2 Preliminary Study 1: Generating, selecting, and developing interface 
metaphors 
4.2.1 Introduction 
A point established as a result of the literature review was that interface metaphors 
have not been successfully applied to the design of speech-based automated mobile 
phone services. The exploratory study reported here aimed to address this discrepancy 
by extending previous methodologies and models from GUI design to the design and 
development of metaphor-based phone services. Through a RCD process, metaphors 
were generated, selected, developed and utilised by participants to explain how to 
perform tasks with two different automated phone services: a telephone internet 
service (TIS), and a telephone city guide service (TCGS). The primary objectives of 
this study were: 
1. To compare the usability and productivity of card sorting and sketching as 
methodologies for selecting and developing interface metaphors for speech-based 
automated mobile phone services 
2. To formulate a model of metaphor categories that may be applicable to speech-
based automated mobile phone services 
3. To select the three most suitable metaphors that could be used to implement 
prototype versions of a speech-based automated mobile city guide service for 
preliminary study two. 
The following sections discuss brainstorming, card sorting and sketching as 
methodologies for generating and selecting interface metaphors, and the reasons for 
their use in the current study. The POPITS model, which was used to develop the 
metaphors selected, was previously discussed in section 2.3.4. 
4.2.1.1 Generating interface metaphors - brainstorming 
Alty et al. (2000) proposed a 6-step framework for the generation and description of 
metaphors (see section 2.3.4), which recommended brainstorming as a useful 
technique for initial elicitation. Brainstorming can be used early in the design process 
of a new and innovative system as a means of generating creativc design ideas 
(Osborn, 1963; Joncs, 1980; de Bono, 1992). The technique has been widely used 
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within design, and involves a group of task experts coming together to focus on a 
problem. The key features of brainstorming are the fast generation of many new ideas, 
and the absence of analysis and judgemental evaluation. This enables everyone in the 
group to gain a better understanding of the problem space. Alty et al. (2000) suggest 
writing the system functionality on a board, selecting related items of functionality, 
and then mapping real world processes onto them. According to Palmquist (2001), 
however, users are not good at generating their own metaphors, but can choose and 
articulate metaphors from a selection provided. It was therefore decided that, for the 
current study, the principal researcher and three other RCI experts would use 
brainstorming to generate a list of potential metaphors, whilst retaining the possibility 
for participants to develop their own. 
4.2.1.2 Selecting interface metaphors - card sorting and sketching 
In order to help participants to choose the best metaphors for the service, and to 
adhere to a RCD process, it was necessary to provide suitable techniques to allow 
participants to represent the way in which they naturally conceive of mobile phone 
services. Rather than giving the participants a diagram of the structure of a service, 
and thereby imposing a model onto them, the participants were asked to create a 
structure themselves by means of both card sorting and sketching. Both 
methodologies have been used within RCI for simple prototyping during the 
development of the design model, but in this case were used to develop the 
participants' conceptual, metaphor-based model. 
Card sorting is a RCD method for discovering the latent structure in an unsorted list 
of statements or ideas (McDonald and Schvaneveldt, 1988). Card sorting allows the 
designer to explore how people group items, so that structures can be developed that 
reflect the structure in which the users expect the ideas or concepts to be presented, 
thereby maximizing the probability of users being able to find items. According to 
Rosenfeld and Morville (1998), card sorting can provide an insight into users' mental 
models, by providing a visual representation of the way that they organise information 
and conceive of information spaces within their own heads. Card sorting is therefore a 
way to elicit users' mental models of how they expect to find content or functionality. 
The investigator writes each menu item on a small card and asks the participant to sort 
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the cards into groups or clusters. The results of individual sorts can be combined and 
may be statistically analysed. 
Robertson (2001) highlights some advantages and disadvantages of the technique. 
The advantages are that: it is quick, easy and cheap to conduct; it enables the designer 
to understand how users are likely to group items based on real people rather than 
intuition; and finally it identifies items that users may find difficult to categorize. The 
disadvantages are that: it is content-based and does not consider users' tasks, and the 
designer must therefore conduct a task analysis to ensure that the resulting 
information structure allows users to achieve tasks; it may capture superficial surface 
characteristics only, with participants not considering what the content is about or 
how they would use it to complete a task. For the work reported in this thesis, this 
problem was addressed by asking participants to provide a verbal description of how 
to complete a task using the structure produced as a result of their card sort. 
Sketching is another HCD technique that can be used to explore design ideas, and can 
also be used to help designers to think about an organising metaphor for a system 
(Preece et aI., 1994). The use of visual representations to discover creative solutions 
has been proposed as a fundamental mechanism of scientific discovery (Dreistadt 
1968; Gooding 1996; Nersessian 1995; Qin and Simon 1995) as well as in other areas 
(Koestler 1964b; Shepard 1978; lohnson-Laird 1988). The strength of sketching is 
that it has been shown to be a valid technique to represent spatial mental models 
(Billinghurst and Weghorst, 1995), and it may therefore enable participants to provide 
a visual representation of their mental model of the spatial structure of items within an 
automated phone service. However, a potential disadvantage may occur in instances 
when users have very poor drawing skills, although this may be overcome in follow 
up sessions, in which the experimenter asks for clarification about any unclear aspects 
of the sketch. Sketching was therefore used for the work reported in this thesis to 
allow users to represent their conceptions of the service structure. 
Card sorting and sketching yield an overall spatial structure for the phone service that 
will form a reference point to facilitate the choice of metaphors that share a similar 
overall structure with it. 
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4.2.2 Methodology 
A two-condition within subjects design was used with the methodology type as the 
independent variable. All participants used both the card sorting and the sketching 
methodologies. Eighteen participants took part, and comprised 10 females and 8 
males with ages ranging from 18 to 39 (mean = 23 years). 
The study was conducted over nine separate experimental sessions lasting for one 
hour each, with two participants taking part in each session. Each session was split 
into two parts, both of which were video recorded, and observed by the experimenter 
from behind a two-way mirror in an observation suite. Participants were seated at 
tables opposite each other, but separated and obscured from each other by a large 
Velcro board. 
Participants were given a brief explanation of automated telephone services, and then 
played a recording of someone performing a task using an automated telephone 
service (Unified Messaging Service). For part one of the experiment, participants 
were given a set of Velcro backed cards, on each of which was printed a menu option 
from a potential Telephone Internet Service (TIS), for example 'Shop'. The three top-
level menu options from the TIS were: People, Shop, and Web Channels. The options 
were taken from the AOL online portal. The full range of menu options, and the actual 
service structure from which the items were taken, can be seen in Appendix 3. 
Participants were then told that they had to arrange the cards on the Velcro board into 
a potential structure for the TIS. They were told that there was no right or wrong way 
to do this, and that they should simply arrange the cards into a structure that made 
sense to them. A time limit of ten minutes was imposed for this part of the study. The 
participants were then given a sheet containing a table of 60 'real world systems', 
which were the metaphors generated in the brainstorming session by the experimenter 
and the HCI experts (see Appendix 5). They were asked to choose and rank five of 
these systems, or to additionally generate metaphors of their own, that they considered 
to be most similar to the structure of the TIS they had produced. A rank of '1 ' 
indicated that the metaphor chosen had a structure most similar to the structure they 
had produced, whilst a rank of '5' indicated that the metaphor was the fifth most 
sin1i lar. 
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Participants were then required to take the metaphor they had ranked as being most 
applicable to the system structure, and to develop it according to the six areas of 
metaphor features proposed by the POPITS model. Finally participants were asked to 
explain to each other how to perform two tasks using the service they had constructed. 
The participants were asked to give these explanations using language derived from 
the metaphor they had ranked as 'number 1', and with reference to their final 
arrangement of cards. The tasks were: 
• Explain how to shop for digital cameras 
• Explain how to access travel destination guides 
The rationale underlying these explanations was to evaluate whether participants were 
able to use the metaphors in their task explanations, and whether they incorporated 
features arising from their POPITS analysis into the explanations. 
The second part of the experiment was similar to the first. The only differences were 
that menu options from a telephone city guide service (TCGS) were used instead of 
those from a TIS, and that participants were required to sketch a structure rather than 
sort cards. The top-level menu options from the TCGS were: Arts, Eating out, and 
Nightlife. The full range of menu options and the service structure for the TCGS can 
be seen in Appendix 4. 
Data was collected in a number of ways. A ranking sheet was used to record the 
participants' choice of their top five metaphors (Appendix 5). A POPITS sheet was 
used to gather data about the salient features of the metaphor that participants ranked 
as 'number l' (Appendix 6). Video recording was used to record participants' natural 
language explanations of their metaphor. Finally, a usability questionnaire was used 
to record the participants' attitudes towards the usability of each experimental 
methodology (Appendix 7). The usability questionnaire used a seven point Likert 
scale, with a high score indicating a positive attitude towards the usability of the 
methdology. The five items on the questionnaire corresponded to the five usability 
goals that were considered to be most relevant when considering the usability of a 
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methodology, and were adapted from the usability goals for interactive systems 
proposed by Preece et al. (2002, p. 14). 
4.2.3 Results 
4.2.3.1 Usability of the methodologies 
Paired samples t-tests were performed on the usability questionnaire scores to 
compare participants' evaluations of the two methodologies. There was a significant 
difference between the two methodologies for each aspect of usability tested (Table 
4.1). The results indicated that card sorting was more usable than the sketching 
methodology for all 5 rated aspects of usability. 
Table 4.1. Usability questionnaire results from preliminary study one 
Usability Card sortin~ Sketchin~ t df Sig. 
Mean SD Mean SD (2-tailed) 
Efficient 5.67 1.03 4.17 1.47 4.75 17 0-001 
Easy to use 5.94 1.00 4.06 1.73 4.88 17 0-001 
Easy to learn 6.39 0.85 5.22 1.40 3.97 17 0-001 
Comfortable 5.50 1.04 4.33 1.61 2.81 17 0.01 
Productive 5.78 1.06 3.50 1.62 6.03 17 0-001 
Mean 5.86 0.82 4.26 1.32 5.81 17 0-001 
4.2.3.2 Productivity of the methodologies 
The data generated from the POPITS section was quantified. Each word or phrase that 
referred to a specific feature of the chosen metaphor was quantified as one feature. 
Table 4.2 demonstrates the coding system, showing one feature for each of the 
POPITS categories for the 'Shopping Centre' metaphor. 
Table 4.2. POPITS features for the 'Shopping Centre' metaphor 
POPITS feature 'Shopping Centre' metaphor 
Properties Automatic sliding doors 
Operations Walk between shops that specialise in different products 
Phrases Do you have this in a size XL? 
Images Window display 
Types Large open plan with different sub-sections 
Sounds Background music 
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Paired samples t-tests were then perfonned to compare the number of metaphor 
features generated using each methodology. Only one significant difference was 
found between the two methodologies, which was for the POPITS feature 'Sounds' 
(t(17) = 2.38; P = 0.029). There was no overall difference between the card sorting 
and sketching methodologies in their abilities to stimulate the productivity of POPITS 
features relevant to a metaphor (Table 4.3). 
Table 4.3. POPITS results for the card sorting and sketching methodologies 
POP ITS Card sortins Sketchins t df Sig. 
feature Mean SD Mean SD (2-tailed) 
Properties 3.67 2.43 3.06 2.13 1.83 17 0.09 
Operations 2.33 1.53 2.22 1.63 0.33 17 0.74 
Phrases 2.17 1.65 2.72 2.42 -0.97 17 0.34 
Images 2.27 1.74 1.67 2.00 1.26 17 0.23 
Types 1.61 1.42 1.72 1.84 -0.33 17 0.74 
Sounds 1.44 1.25 0.78 0.88 2.38 17 0.03 
Mean 2.25 1.09 2.03 1.22 1.13 17 0.27 
4.2.3.3 Using metaphors to explain an automated telephone service 
In order to investigate whether participants were capable of using their chosen 
metaphors to explain tasks, the explanations given were analysed and referenced 
against their digital photos and sketches. Three criteria were used to establish whether 
the metaphor had been used effectively (1) consistent use of language derived from 
the metaphor (2) whether the language used correlated with the prototype the 
participant had designed (3) whether the metaphorical description was 
comprehensible to the other participant. 
On the basis of these criteria, and using a binary coding scheme, a '1' was assigned to 
effective explanations, whilst a '0' was assigned to ineffective explanations. For the 
card sorting methodology, 15 participants effectively used metaphor and 3 did not. 
For the sketching methodology, 10 participants effectively used metaphor and 8 did 
not. A McNemar test showed no significant change in the number of effective 
metaphorical explanations between methodologies (p = 0.063). This result suggests 
that the methodology used made no difference to the number of participants who were 
able to produce effective metaphorical explanations, and that the majority of 
participants were capable of producing effective metaphorical explanations. It must be 
noted, however, that participants were asked to give explanations involving language 
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that had the potential to make them feel self conscious or embarrassed, and were 
required to do this without being able to discuss and prepare their explanations 
beforehand with other participants. It is possible that this may have resulted in 
explanations that were shorter or less involved than they otherwise might have been. 
4.2.3.4 Card sorts, sketches, and their explanations 
The structures produced by participants using either card sorting or sketching were of 
different types, and the depth and detail with which metaphors were used in 
participants' explanations varied. In order to provide an indication of the types of 
structures produced by participants, and of the corresponding task explanations that 
matched the effectiveness criteria, a number of examples are provided (overleaf). 
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Figure 4.1. A card-sort of a road system metaphor 
Road system: " ... imagine you are on a motorway. These main headings are the main 
roads or lanes. You come to a junction or turning and you are thinking do I want to go 
to Scotland or do I want to go to Cornwall? Do I want to go to 'mens clothing' or do I 
want to go to 'electronics?' So I take the junction leading to 'electronics' . .. the further 
you go down the road you see the tum off signs for all of these things ... so you are in 
Electronics Town and the next turning on the left is Digital Cameraville." 
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Figure 4.2. A card-sort of a filing cabinet metaphor 
Filing cabinet: "You have a filing cabinet and there are three drawers. The top 
drawer is 'shop', the middle drawer is 'travel' and the bottom drawer is 'lifestyle'. 
You need to go to the top drawer, and when you pull that open there will be two files 
in there. One is 'mens clothing' and the other is 'electronics' ... if you open up the 
'electronics' file you'll find three folders, one is a 'CD player' , one is a 'mobile 
phone' and one is a 'digital camera', and you want the 'digital camera' one." 
:: CHAPTER 4 
Figure 4.3. A card-sort of a human circulatory system metaphor 
Human circulatory system: "My system was the circulatory system as in mainly 
starting off from a centre point say the heart ... and then you branch off to the major 
veins and then these get smaller and smaller into more specific capillaries or 
whatever, veins. And then it's just branching down to the smaller more specific 
points .. . and again that would branch off into two different veins say into 'mens 
clothes' and 'electronics' ... and the thing is also being able to go back round, that 's a 
big thing, so you should be able to go back round to the start and find the ' travel veIn 
and find the 'travel destination guide. '" 
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Figure 4.4. A sketch of a brain metaphor 
The Brain: "Right I've chosen the brain because it is divided up into different areas, 
with each area having a different function, but it all links up and is somehow 
connected to allow a person to think. So if you start off with nightlife then that might 
make you think about drinking, and then with that chain of thought you could start 
thinking about pubs and nightclubs. Or if you are planning a night out, you might 
want to go to a restaurant, and then go on to a bar afterwards. So thinking in one area 
can stimulate thinking about another area, and it is all linked as a network of ideas." 
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Figure 4.5. A sketch of a supermarket metaphor 
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...... 
Supermarket: "You know when you are in a supermarket and you are gOIng 
shopping, and you've got different aisles. Different aisles are spread into bread, 
frozen, fruit, vegetables, so you go to different aisles and when you go to different 
aisles you're gonna get your specifics. So basically if you wanted to go to an Italian 
restaurant, you know it's a restaurant so you'd got to restaurants and that's your 
section, say your aisle and then in your aisle you'd decide whether to get Chinese, 
Italian, or Thai and you'd go for Italian." 
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Figure 4.6. A sketch of a filing cabinet metaphor 
Filing cabinet: "So my system is a filing cabinet and you've got three different 
drawers, eating out, drinking, and entertainment. To find out about restaurants you go 
into eating out, and in that drawer you've got a choice of restaurants, fast food and 
cafes kind of thing. You want an Indian restaurant so you'd go into restaurants and 
within that folder there's three more folders so you go there and pick up the Indian 
restaurants. The bigger the system you might need to have separate filing cabinets to 
give you more infonnation." 
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4.2.3.5 POPITS features used in the explanations 
Another measure of the level of detail used by participants in their metaphor-based 
explanations was the number of POPITS features they incorporated. Of the 
participants who gave effective metaphorical explanations, an association would be 
expected to exist between the number of POPITS features they generated, and the 
number of POPITS features they incorporated into their explanations. Bivariate 
correlations were therefore performed to measure the association between the number 
of POPITS features initially generated, and the number of POPITS features used 
within explanations, for each methodology. A significant positive correlation was 
found for participants using the card-sorting methodology (r = 0.601; n = IS; P = 
O.OOS). There was no significant correlation found for the sketching methodology (r = 
-0.019; n = IS; P = 0.941). It may therefore be suggested that participants using the 
card sorting methodology were able to provide more detailed metaphorical 
explanations by incorporating a higher number of the POPITS features they had 
previously generated. 
4.2.3.6 Metaphor categories 
The ranking data from each telephone service was scored as follows: Rank 1 = 5 
points, Rank 2 = 4 points, Rank 3 = 3 points, Rank 4 = 2 points, and Rank 5 = 1 point. 
The full list of metaphors and ranks can be seen in Appendix S. The metaphors with 
the 10 highest mean rank scores were extracted, and represented the 10 most 
commonly occurring and highly rated metaphors. Table 4.4 lists the top 10 metaphors, 
the number of times each metaphor was selected, and the mean rank score. 
Table 4.4. Top 10 metaphors for each telephone service 
Top 10 Tele,Ehone Internet service Tele,Ehone ci~ suide service 
position Metaphor No of Mean SD Metaphor No of Mean SD 
times rank times rank 
selected selected 
Filin~ cabinet 9 1.72 2.08 Talkin~ Ea~es 6 1.44 2.12 
2 DeEartment store 8 1.44 1.89 ComEuter 6 1.11 1.78 
3 Talking Eages 6 1.28 1.90 DeEartment store 5 1.06 1.86 
4 ComEuter 6 1.28 2.02 The brain 5 1.06 1.95 
5 Road s~stem 6 1.17 1.92 Filing cabinet 6 1.00 1.71 
6 ShoEEing 6 1.11 1.78 Road s~stem 5 0.89 1.71 
7 SUEermarket 7 0.94 1.39 TransE°rt 4 0.78 1.66 
8 TV 3 0.50 1.29 Tree 3 0.67 1.57 
9 ShoEEing centre 2 0.50 1.47 SUEermarket 6 0.61 1.20 
10 Trans,Eort 4 0.44 0.92 Circulatory system 3 0.50 1.20 
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Overall, 7 out of the top 10 metaphors were common to both services, suggesting that 
the same metaphors were considered to be applicable to different telephone services. 
The 'Filing cabinet' metaphor was ranked most highly for the TIS, and the 'Talking 
pages' metaphor for the TCGS. It was evident from examining the 10 metaphors that 
some of them were strongly related, shared similar structures and features, and evoked 
similar language. Examples include the Department store, Shopping, and Supermarket 
metaphors from the TIS, which all shared features such as aisles, shelves, and 
products. The Talking pages, Filing cabinet, and Computer metaphors from the TCGS 
all shared features such as files, directories, and hierarchies. 
To investigate similarities between different metaphor types, the features and 
structural elements of the top 10 metaphors, which were generated by participants as a 
result of using the POPITS model, were analysed. This process was repeated for all of 
the top 10 metaphors, and was then extended to metaphors not ranked amongst the 10 
highest. This process was iterative and involved assigning metaphors to a group that 
shared similar features, revised if unsuitable, and then reassigned to another group. 
Finally, five groups emerged that incorporated all of the top 10 metaphors, and which 
could be classed as metaphor categories. The 5 metaphor categories, example 
metaphors from each category, and the category definitions can be seen in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5. The 5 metaphor categories and their descriptions 
Metaphor 
category 
Hierarchical 
Shopping venue 
Transport system 
Information 
provider 
Natural circular 
Example 
metaphors 
Filing cabinet 
Talking pages 
Computer 
Department store 
Shopping centre 
Supermarket 
Road system 
Bus route 
Transport 
Television 
Website 
Internet 
The brain 
Circulatory system 
Description 
The overall structure is a pyramid consisting of different 
levels of information, with each level being linked to the 
levels above and below it 
A venue consisting of different sections and levels, with 
different means of travelling between them (walking, 
elevator etc), characterised by the division and sub 
division of goods into categories, and categories into 
shops 
A complex network of routes connecting towns and 
cities. These routes are of different sizes and levels of 
importance, with different rules governing their use. The 
routes become more concentrated around urban hubs 
An information space with different channels and 
categories, with which it is possible to engage at different 
degrees of interactivity, and by using different input 
modes 
A biological system separated into different functional 
areas, but connected by the process of circular flow 
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For each category, an overall mean score was calculated of the ranking points from 
each of the individual metaphors. It was then possible to determine the three highest 
scoring metaphor categories. From these three categories, the three most highly rated 
metaphors would then be selected to implement the metaphor-based service 
prototypes tested in preliminary study two. Table 4.6 shows the three highest scoring 
metaphor categories and the metaphor from each with the highest mean rank score. 
Table 4.6. The 3 highest scoring metaphor categories and metaphors 
Top 3 Metaphor Mean rank SD Metaphor Mean rank SD 
position category score score 
1 Hierarchical 0.82 0.63 Filing 1.72 2.08 
cabinet 
2 Shopping 0.74 0.65 Department 1.44 1.89 
store 
3 Transport 0.65 0.76 Road 1.17 1.92 
system system 
4.2.4 Discussion 
The results from this study provide an important first step towards investigating the 
potential of interface metaphors for speech-based automated mobile phone services. 
The first research objective of this study was to compare the usability and 
productivity of card sorting and sketching as methodologies for facilitating the 
generation, selection, and development of interface metaphors for automated phone 
services. It can be concluded that the card sorting methodology was more usable. 
There was no overall difference between methodologies in their ability to stimulate 
metaphorical thought within the POPITS framework. However, participants using 
card sorting generated significantly more 'Sound' related features, which are 
particularly salient to the construction of speech-based telephone services. 
The relationship between the number of POPITS features generated, and the number 
of POPITS features used in explanations for the card sorting methodology suggests 
that the card based structure produced by participants enabled them to initially 
generate POPITS features that were more relevant to the metaphor, and consequently 
easier to incorporate into coherent metaphorical explanations. Due to experimental 
constraints, participants were given a limited time period to produce an initial 
structure for each phone system. However, from observations made throughout the 
study, reactions to the 'time up' signal, and an informal interview given on 
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completion of the experiment, it was clear that the participants using the card sorting 
methodology were able to design faster, and more iteratively. Card sorting can 
therefore be recommended as an important visual means of stimulating metaphorical 
thought about telephone-based interfaces: structuring a telephone service using cards 
enabled participants to construct more meaningful associations between the structure 
and the potential metaphor. However, the experimental design used involved 
matching service type with methodology, which introduces a confound in the 
comparison of card" sorting and sketching methodologies. The results must therefore 
be interpreted within the limitations of the experimental design. 
The second objective was to investigate whether metaphors could be formulated into 
coherent categories. An analysis of the features and structures of the ten highest 
scoring metaphors suggested the presence of five categories of metaphor, which 
enabled the majority of metaphors that were chosen by participants to be classified. 
The following three individual metaphors, which were taken from the three highest 
scoring metaphor categories, may be most applicable to the mobile phone services 
examined: 'Filing cabinet'; 'Department store'; and 'Road system'. These metaphors 
were therefore selected to be used to implement metaphor-based versions of a speech-
based mobile city guide service, which were user tested for preliminary study two, 
and which is described in the following section. 
4.3 Preliminary Study 2: Improving the usability of mobile phone services using 
spatial interface metaphors 
4.3.1 Introduction 
In this study, a hierarchically structured, speech-based mobile city guide service was 
designed, which allowed users to access different categories of city-based information 
by listening to spoken service messages, and then to navigate to the required 
information by verbally selecting menu options. A standard version, using numbered 
menu prompts, and three different metaphor-based versions of the city guide service 
were evaluated. The three metaphors were 'Filing cabinet', 'Department store', and 
'Road system', and were derived from preliminary study one. However, for the 
purposes of this study, the names of these metaphors have been changed to 'Office 
filing system', 'Shopping', and 'Trayel system' respectiYely, in order to more 
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accurately reflect their features and structures. This study fonned part of an iterative 
process of designing the dialogue and structure for the three metaphor-based services, 
and involved paper proto typing using flow diagrams, and WOZ-based prototyping, in 
conjunction with appropriate design guidelines. The three main objectives of the study 
were: 
1. To investigate whether the use of different interface metaphors led to an 
improvement in usability compared to a non-metaphor version. 
2. To investigate whether there were any differences in usability between the 3 
metaphor-based services. 
3. To generate feedback about the prototype servIces that could be fed into the 
redesign of the services that were compared in experiment one. 
4.3.2 Prototype design and development 
The service was designed as a hierarchical structure consisting of 5 levels of service 
messages and prompts. The user enters the service at level 1 (entry point), and 
navigates to level 5 to find the specific infonnation they need in one of the 36 separate 
infonnation containing nodes. The categories of infonnation, and service menu 
options were designed on the basis of the user requirements gathered, which was 
reported in section 3.2.1.3. One of the 2 main branches of the hierarchy can be seen in 
Figure 4.7 below. 
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Techno 
Nightclub House 
Hip hop 
Jazz 
Mwic Live music Blues 
Pop 
Jazz 
Concert Blues 
Pop 
Enhypoint Nightlife 
llpm close 
Pub 2 midnight close 
lam close 
llpm close 
Drinking Wine bar 2 midnight close 
lam close 
llpmclose 
Pre-club bar 2 midnight close 
lam close 
Figure 4.7. One of the 2 main branches of the city guide service menu hierarchy 
One version of the service was designed in the same style as most commercially 
available automated telephone services. For example, 'For option 1, say 1, for option 
2, say 2 ... ' For the purposes of this thesis, this service will be referred to as the 
standard service. The designs of the other three versions of the service were based on 
three different metaphors derived from preliminary study one. These metaphors were 
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(i) a travel system (previously road system), in which participants were required to 
drive along different roads, take different turnings, and follow different coloured signs 
to find a tourist information office that could provide the information they wanted (ii) 
an office filing system (previously filing cabinet) in which participants were required 
to select from different drawers, sections, and coloured folders in a row of filing 
cabinets in order to find the information they wanted, that was located in a folder (iii) 
a shopping system (previously department store) in which participants could move 
around different floors, departments, and sections of a department store to locate 
information at specific information desks. 
An iterative approach was employed during development of the prototype services. 
The dialogue design process consisted of two stages leading to the design of the 
prototypes that were evaluated during the user testing conducted within this study. 
The first stage involved mapping metaphors onto the service structure and 
functionality by using flow diagrams, which were then evaluated in a 'quick and dirty' 
style by three HeI experts. The second stage involved implementing a section of the 
service, which was operated using the WOZ technique. Relevant features, structural 
elements, and meaningful vocabulary for the metaphor-based dialogue, were all based 
on the POPITS data derived from preliminary study one. 
The dialogues for each service were designed using relevant human factors principles 
for the design of phone-based interfaces. A welcome message was provided so the 
user was able to identify which service they had reached (Schumacher, 1992); a title 
was provided at the beginning of each service message to inform users of the result of 
their last command and of their current position within the service (Hallstead-
Nussloch, 1989); menu options were presented in the 'goal-action' sequence, as this is 
more consistent with the cognitive make up of the task (Hallstead-Nussloch, 1989); 
the users were told how many menu options to expect in the service prompts, as a way 
of reducing cognitive demand and decreasing the error rate (Schumacher, 1992); the 
service messages were interruptible to allow more experienced users to progress more 
quickly through the service, reducing user frustration and increasing efficiency 
(Marics and Engelbeck, 1997); time-outs were implemented which came into effect if 
the user did not provide a response within a period of 5 seconds after the end of the 
service prompt. The time-outs repeated the service prompt to the user, and after three 
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time-outs the user was connected to the human operator (Marics and Engelbeck, 
1997); and finally, control options were implemented, as recommended by Hallstead-
Nussloch (1989), allowing users to navigate through the service. The following 
control options were implemented, and were available at all service levels, and within 
every dialogue prompt that was accessed: 
• Repeat: repeats the service dialogue. 
• Back: takes the user to the previous level of the service. 
• Return: takes the user back to level 1 of the service (entry point). 
• Exit: terminates the users interaction with the service. 
• Help: provides the user with a full explanation of the control functions. 
For the services implemented for this study, different characters (voices) were used 
within each service to reflect the people the user would encounter as they progressed 
through the corresponding real world environment. This reflected the POPITS data 
generated by participants, which suggested that characters playing different roles were 
a strong feature in their descriptions of the real world metaphor referents. These 
characters could also serve to orient users within each level of the service, by acting 
as landmarks or navigation cues. Different synthetic voices, both male and female, 
were used for the dialogue at different levels of the service. The complexity of the 
services was consistent, and both the number of levels within services, and the 
ordering of menu options within the service prompts was the same for all four 
servIces. 
A summary of the structure, menu options at each level, and characters used to 
implement each of the four services can be seen in Tables 4.7 to 4.10 below. 
Examples of service messages and prompts from the services can be seen in Table 
4.11. 
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Table 4.7. Features of the standard service used for preliminary study two 
Features of the Standard service 
system Levell Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Structure Welcome 2 menu 3 menu 3 menu No menu 
message with 2 options options options options 
menu options 
Options Numbers I, or Numbers I or Numbers 1,2, Numbers 1,2 City 
2 2 or 3 or 3 information 
Character A single anonymous female synthesised voice 
Table 4.8. Features of the travel system service used for preliminary study two 
Features of the Travel system service 
system Levell Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Structure In a car in a 2 roads 3 turnings 3 signs No menu 
car park with options 
2 lanes 
leading from 
the car park 
Options Left lane, and A road, or B First, second, Red, Blue, or City 
right lane road or third Yellow sign information 
turning on the 
left 
Character In-car In-car In-car In-car John at the 
navigation navigation navigation navigation tourist 
system system system system information 
centre 
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Table 4.10. Features of the shopping system service used for preliminary study two 
Features of the Shopping system service 
system Levell Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Structure In an 2 departments 3 sections 3 information No menu 
elevator on desks options 
the ground 
floor with 2 
floors to 
choose from 
Options Up 1 floor, Left, or right Left, straight Left, straight City 
or up 2 ahead, or right ahead, or right information 
floors 
Character Andy the Andy the lift Jo the store Ben the shop Jackie at the 
lift operator operator manager assistant information 
desk 
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Table 4.11. Example dialogue from the 4 services used for preliminary study two 
Standard Travel system Office Filing System Shopping 
Option 2, Eating Out. This is the Eating Out This is the Eating Out This is the Eating Out 
There are 2 eating out lane. There are 2 types filing cabinet. There floor. There are 2 
options available. For of road available at this are 2 drawers available. departments a vailab Ie. 
restaurants select point. For cafe city take For cafe information The cafe department is 
option 1, and for cafes the 'A' road, and for select the bottom on the left, and the 
select option 2. Say 1 restaurant city take the drawer, and for restaurant department 
or 2. 'B' road. Say 'A' or restaurant information is on the right. Say left 
'B'. select the top drawer. or right. 
Sa~ bottom or tOE, 
Option 1, Restaurants. This is the 'B' road for This is the Restaurant Hi I'm Mary the store 
There are 3 restaurant restaurant city. There drawer. There are 3 manager. This is the 
options available. For are 3 turnings available sections available. For Restaurants 
Chinese restaurants at this point. For the Chinese restaurant department. There are 3 
select option 1, for Chinese restaurant information select the sections available in 
Indian restaurants district take the first first section, for Indian this department. For the 
select option 2, and for turning on the left, for restaurant information Chinese restaurant 
Italian restaurants the Indian restaurant select the second section turn left, for the 
select option 3. Say 1, district take the second section, and for Italian Indian restaurant 
2, or 3. turning on the left, and restaurant information section go straight 
for the Italian select the third section. ahead, and for the 
restaurant district take Say first, second, or Italian restaurant 
the third turning on the third. section turn right. Say 
left. Say fust left, left, straight ahead, or 
second left, or third right. 
left. 
Option 2, Indian This is the second This is the Indian Hi I'm Ben the shop 
Restaurants. There are turning on the left for restaurant section. assistant. This is the 
3 Indian restaurant the Indian restaurant There are 3 folders in Indian restaurant 
options available. For district. For budget this section. For section. There are 3 
budget Indian Indian restaurants information about information desks in 
restaurants select follow the red signs, budget Indian this section. The 
option 1, for mid-range for mid range Indian restaurants select the information desk for 
Indian restaurants restaurants follow the red folder, for budget Indian 
select option 2, and for blue signs, and for top information about mid- restaurants is on the 
top-end Indian end Indian restaurants range Indian left, the information 
restaurants select follow the yellow restaurants select the desk for mid-range 
option 3. Say 1,2, or 3. signs. Say red, blue, or blue folder, and for Indian restaurants is 
yellow. information about top- straight ahead, and the 
end Indian restaurants information desk for 
select the yellow top-end Indian 
folder. Say red, blue, or restaurants is on the 
yellow. right. Say left, straight 
ahead, or right. 
Option 1, the budget Hi, I'm John. You are This is the red folder Hi I'm Jackie and I 
Indian restaurants are ... at the tourist information service. work on the 
information centre. The budget Indian information desk. The 
The budget Indian restaurants are ... budget Indian 
restaurants are ... restaurants are ... 
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4.3.3 Methodology 
4.3.3.1 Design 
The design was a 3 condition between subjects design, and the between subjects 
factor was the version of the service. There were four different versions of the service , 
three of which were metaphor-based (shopping, office filing system, and travel 
system), and one of which was designed without reference to any metaphor. The non-
metaphor service was designed by simply pairing numbers with menu options, and 
will be referred to as the standard service. 
4.3.3.2 Participants 
Twenty participants took part in the study, consisting of 1 male and 19 females with 
ages ranging from 20 to 26 (mean age = 23). The participants were divided into the 
three experimental groups with six participants assigned to each of the shopping and 
office filing system services, and eight participants assigned to the travel system 
service. For the control trial (trial 1), all three groups completed tasks using the 
standard service, and for trial 2 each group used one of the metaphor-based services. 
4.3.3.3 Apparatus 
A Wizard of Oz (WOZ) methodology (Fraser and Gilbert 1991) was used for the 
experiment. The technique involved the experimenter simulating the functionality of a 
fully implemented system, to create the illusion that the user was interacting with a 
real telephone service. Each of the services was designed as a single webpage, with 
each hyperlink of the webpage linked to a corresponding sound file. The experimenter 
clicked on hyperlinks, which played the appropriate sound files to the participants. 
The sound files were played through speakers connected to the computer, which was 
then relayed via a speakerphone to the participant at the other end of the phone line. 
The experimenter wore a telephone headset connected to the speakerphone, which 
made it easier to hear participants' responses. The computer was loaded with 
TrueActive monitoring software (TrueActive Corporation, Kennewick, WA) to log 
the sound files that the participants used, and the amount of time that was spent 
listening to each file. 
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4.3.3.4 Data collection 
Subjective attitudes towards each implementation of the service were recorded after 
each trial using a 34-item, 7-point Likert style usability questionnaire (Appendix 9), 
which was balanced for both positively and negatively worded statements. The 
questionnaire was the predecessor of the questionnaire used for the main three 
experiments, and which can be seen in Appendix 2. It was evident that the 34 items 
were not all measuring the same construct (usability), and for the main experiments, 
the questionnaire was expanded to 50 items, and based on the six subjective factors 
proposed by Hone and Graham (2000). 
Two objective measures of task performance were collected during the participants' 
interaction with the services: successful task completion, and the time taken to 
complete the tasks as a percentage of the minimum path prompt time. The second of 
these measures was the actual time taken to complete a task, represented as a 
percentage of the total prompt time if the optimum path (lowest number of nodes) had 
been used, but will simply be referred to as 'time' for the purposes of this study 
(absolute transaction times can be seen in Appendix 21). 
To gather demographic data, and data about the frequency of each participants' 
previous mobile phone experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, and 
previous computing experience, a Technographic questionnaire was designed. The 
questionnaire consisted of 16 visual analogue response items to which participants 
could respond along a sliding scale ranging from 'Never' to 'Often', for example, 
'How often do you use a mobile phone to access the Internet?' The scale was 100mm 
long, and participants responses produced interval data assigned a value between 0 
and 100, with a '0' representing no experience of using the item in question, and 
'100' representing frequent usage. The questions were presented in three sections: 
mobile phone; fixed line telephone; and computer. The final questionnaire can be seen 
in Appendix 10, and was used for all studies and experiments conducted for this 
thesis. The validity of the questionnaire was established by analysing the data from 45 
participants using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to determine whether the 
three sections of the questionnaire yielded valid and coherent internal constructs. The 
results indicated that the 'computing' and 'mobile phone' components were coherent 
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constructs, but that the 'fixed line telephone' component was not. The full study that 
generated this data can be seen in Appendix 11. 
4.3.3.5 Procedure 
Each participant was tested individually within a I-hour session. Firstly, participants 
completed the techno graphic questionnaire. Secondly, participants were called on the 
landline telephone in their experimental cubicle, and had to complete a practice task 
followed by three tasks using the standard service. Each task required participants to 
find a specific piece of information, for example, 'Find the names of 2 wine bars that 
close at 11pm and then exit the service'. A full task list can be seen in Appendix 12. 
Participants were then asked to complete a usability questionnaire. Task times were 
recorded using a stopwatch. Finally, participants were called a second time to 
complete three tasks using one of the metaphor-based services. Again, task times were 
recorded, and on completion of the tasks, participants were asked to complete a 
second usability questionnaire. 
4.3.4 Results 
One-W ay ANOV A tests were used to compare differences in age, previous mobile 
phone experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, and previous computing 
experience between the three experimental groups. No significant differences were 
found between groups, suggesting that participant groupings did not vary on these 
factors prior to the study. Table 4.12 shows descriptive data for participants' age, and 
previous telephone and computing experience. For telephone and computing 
experience measures, a higher score indicated greater experience levels. 
Table 4.12. Descriptive data for the individual difference measures 
Participant variable Minimum Maximum Mean Standard deviation 
Age 20.00 32.00 21.55 3.19 
Mobile phone experience 8.14 58.86 33.77 12.34 
Telephone experience 2.40 56.80 23.51 14.86 
Computing experience 17.50 91.50 66.10 17.70 
4.3.4.1 Subjective measures 
Three paired samples t-tests were performed to investigate differences in SUbjective 
measures of attitude between the standard service and each of the three metaphor-
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based services. The only significant difference was between the travel system service 
and the standard service (Table 4.13), suggesting that participants perceived the 
usability of the travel system service to be significantly lower. To investigate 
differences in usability between the three metaphor-based services, a one-way 
ANOVA was performed (across services and trials: mean attitude score = 3.91, SD = 
0.69). Although no significant differences were found, the office filing system service 
scored the highest usability mean, which was only 2% lower than the mean score for 
the standard service, compared to a 4 % lower score for the shopping service group, 
and a 20% lower score for the travel system service group. 
Table 4.13. Paired t-test results for attitude between the metaphor and non-metaphor 
servIces 
Experimental group Trial number Mean SD t df Sig. (2-
tailedl 
Shopping service 1 {standardl 3.57 0.84 0.42 5 n.s. 
2 3.42 0.82 
Office filing system 1 {standard} 4.42 0.77 0.19 5 n.s. 
2 4.33 0.92 
Travel system 1 {standard} 4.30 0.83 2.38 7 <0.05 
2 3.44 0.74 
4.3.4.2 Objective measures 
Differences in 'time' between the standard servIce and the three metaphor-based 
servIces were explored using paired samples t-tests. Although no significant 
differences were found, the time taken to complete tasks was lower for all of the 
metaphor-based services than it was when using the standard service (see Table 4.14). 
Table 4.14. Paired t-test results for 'time' between the metaphor and non-metaphor 
servIces 
Experimental group Trial number Mean SD t df Sig. (2-
tailedl 
Shopping service 1 {standardl 92.39 6.14 2.12 5 n.s. 
2 75.44 11.36 
Office filing system 1 {standard} 105.00 39.12 2.29 5 n.s. 
2 82.92 23.77 
Travel system 1 {standard2 94.56 28.54 0.56 7 n.s. 
2 89.05 32.47 
In order to investigate whether there was a significant difference in 'time' between the 
three metaphor-based sen' ices, a one-way ANOV A was performed (across services 
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and trials: mean time = 90.08, SD = 23.50). No significant differences were apparent 
(F(2,17)=0.50; p=0.62), but the greatest improvement in performance was shown by 
the office filing system service, with participants taking 22% less time to complete 
tasks than when they used the standard service, compared to 1 7% less time for the 
shopping service, and 6% less time for the transport system service. Successful task 
completion rates were high across all three groups because participants tended to 
persevere until they found the relevant information. However, participants using the 
office filing system service were the only group to achieve 100% successful task 
completion across all three tasks. 
4.3.5 Discussion 
Of the metaphors examined, the office filing system service emerged as being the 
service that was perceived most positively, and generated the best performance levels, 
whereas the travel system service was perceived most negatively. However, none of 
the metaphor services were rated as being significantly better than a standard phone 
service. Since contemporary number-based services (such as the standard service) are 
so well established, it may be necessary for users to invest time and effort to learn and 
accept new metaphor-based services. It may therefore be considered encouraging that 
the usability of the office filing system service was rated as being similar to the 
standard service, given the novel nature of this system and the limited exposure 
afforded to participants in the present study. It was therefore decided that, in 
experiment one, the usability of the office filing system service would need to be 
examined over longer periods of time, if performance benefits were to become 
evident. 
With reference to the final objective of the study, participant feedback suggested that 
some general changes needed to be made to the design of the prototypes. Firstly, only 
one voice should be used, as the different voices confused, rather than aided, 
navigation, and were also perceived as being of different qualities, which may have 
affected perceptions of the services. When asked which voice was preferred, 
participants unanimously opted for one of the female voices, which was subsequently 
used to implement the prototypes for future experiments. Secondly, participants found 
the synthesized speech difficult to comprehend at the start, and it was suggested that 
the addition of sound effects would simply compound this problem. It was therefore 
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decided not to integrate sound effects into future versions of the services. Thirdlv, 
participants preferred the services that had different menu options at each level, as it 
helped them to differentiate between levels, and subsequently to orient themselves 
within the service structure. It was therefore decided to make the menu options for the 
metaphor-based services different at each level of the service. Finally, participants 
suggested that a global command be implemented to return them to the start of the 
service from any point within the service, and for this to be given a meaningful name. 
Such a function was provided in the prototypes, but was different for each service, 
and confused participants. For example, for the travel service, the command was 'car 
park', for the office filing system service it was 'office', and for the shopping service 
it was 'ground floor'. In order to be less ambiguous, the function was named 'return' 
in successive prototypes. Specific feedback was also provided for individual services, 
such as participant's disliking for the coloured signposts at level four of the travel 
system service, and for the information desks at level four of the shopping service. 
The general and specific feedback was factored into the redesigned prototypes used in 
experiment one. 
4.4 Chapter summary 
Chapter four described the two preliminary studies that utilised a RCD process to 
generate, select, and develop interface metaphors, which were used to implement 
different versions of a speech-based automated mobile city guide service. The 
services were then evaluated in a user testing study. The main findings of the chapter 
were that: 
• Card-sorting provides a usable and productive methodology for selecting and 
developing interface metaphors 
• The POPITS model for GUI metaphor design is an effective framework for 
developing metaphors for speech-based systems, and that when used in 
conjunction with a card-sorting methodology, produces more relevant 
metaphor features 
• 
Generally, participants were able to use metaphor to spontaneously explain 
how to perform tasks 
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• Metaphors generated using card-sorting and sketching may be applicable to a 
range of service domains 
• Five categories of metaphor may be most appropriate to the design of speech-
based mobile phone services 
• The office filing system metaphor service may lead to improved levels of 
attitude and performance compared both to other metaphor-based services, 
and to non-metaphor services. 
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Spatial metaphors for a speech-based mobile city guide service 
5.1 Introduction 
The first main experiment reported in this chapter of the thesis focused on full 
prototype versions of the speech-based mobile city guide service revised as a result of 
the feedback from preliminary study two. The current experiment differs from the 
Dutton et al. (1999) experiment in that three metaphors were used; the metaphors 
were generated as part of a HCD process; a mobile city guide service was used rather 
than a home shopping service; the service was more extensive, consisting of a deeper 
hierarchy, and enabling the user to access more information; and finally the service 
was designed to be accessed from a mobile phone using speech input, rather than a 
fixed line telephone using keypad input. 
The two main objectives of this experiment were: 
1. To investigate whether different metaphor-based \'ersions of an automated 
mobile city guide sen'ice led to improvements in usability compared to a 
\'ersion of the service that was not based on any underlying metaphor. 
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2. To investigate whether there were any differences in usability between 
different metaphor-based versions of an automated mobile city guide service. 
It was expected that the design of services based on spatial interface metaphors would 
lead to improved perceptions towards and performance with those services compared 
to a non-metaphor version of the service. 
5.2 Prototype design and development 
The service was an extended version of the service used in preliminary study two, 
with one menu item added to level two of the hierarchy. This resulted in an additional 
18 information nodes at level five of the service, which consisted of a total of 54 
information nodes. 
As with preliminary study two, one version of the service was designed in the same 
style as most commercially available automated telephone services, for example 'For 
option 1, say 1, for option 2, say 2 ... " and was referred to as the standard service. The 
designs of the other three versions of the service were based on the 3 different 
metaphors used in preliminary study two. These metaphors were a travel system, in 
which participants were required to navigate through different districts and zones of a 
city to find an appropriate parking space; an office filing system, in which participants 
were required to select from different drawers, partitions and coloured folders in a 
row of filing cabinets; and a shopping metaphor, in which participants could move 
around different floors and aisles of a department store to locate information. 
Before the prototypes were used for this experiment, a pilot study was conducted 
which involved assigning one participant to each service type, and testing the services 
in realistic mobile contexts. This ecologically valid testing of the prototypes produced 
the following outcomes: 
1. In mobile environments, for example a shopping mall, the speed and efficiency of 
the services was cited by participants as being an important factor. Therefore, in order 
for the metaphor-based services to be efficient without seeming abrupt or rude, a limit 
of approximately 30 seconds was imposed on dialogue length. 
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2. The omission of sound effects was confinned as a good design decision because 
participants in noisy mobile environments were sometimes struggling just to hear and 
to understand the service voice, and any additional sounds within the service may 
have been distracting and possibly confusing. 
The ordering of menu options within the servIce prompts was the same for all 
services. The 3 constituent parts of each dialogue were also balanced across the 
services as percentages of the total dialogue time: 
1. The service message, which is the part of the dialogue that infonns the user of 
their current location within the service structure. 
2. The service prompt, which is the part of the dialogue where the user is given 
menu options to choose from in order to progress through the service. 
3. The control options. 
There were no changes made to the standard service, but the changes made to the 
metaphor-based prototypes as a result of participant feedback from preliminary study 
two will now be outlined. 
The changes made to the travel system service: 
• Previously, when accessing the service at level one, the participant was in a 
car park, and had to choose a left, or a right lane leading from the car park. For 
the current prototype the participant is on a three-lane road system, and has to 
choose either the middle, inside, or outside lane. 
• Previously, at level two, the participant had to choose from either an 'A' road, 
or a 'B' road. For the current prototype the participant has to select from 
different city zones by taking either the first, or the second turning on the left. 
• Previously, at level three, the participant had to choose from either the first, 
second, or third turning on the left. For the current prototype the participant 
has to select from different roads to park on: Station Road, Seaside Road, or 
Central Road. 
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Previously, at level four, the participant had to choose from either a red, blue, 
or yellow sign. For the current prototype the participant has to select from 
different parking meters: first, second, or third. 
Previously, at level five, 'John' at the tourist information centre provided the 
city information to the participant. For the current prototype the participant is 
told the information by the automated car parking meter. 
The changes made to the office filing system service: 
• Previously, at level three, the participant had to choose from either the first, 
second, or third section of a filing cabinet drawer. For the current prototype 
the participant has to select from different partitions: front, middle, or rear. 
The changes made to the shopping system service: 
• Previously, when accessing the service at level one, the participant had to 
choose to go either 'up one floor', or 'up two floors' in the elevator. For the 
current prototype the participant has to choose to go to: ground floor, first 
floor, or the basement. 
• Previously, at level two, the participant had to choose from either the 
department on the left, or the right, on leaving the elevator. For the current 
prototype the participant has to select from different sections: left, or right. 
• Previously, at level three, the participant had to choose from either the section 
on the left, on the right, or straight ahead. For the current prototype the 
participant has to select from different aisles: first, second, or third. 
• Previously, at level four, the participant had to choose from either the 
information desk on the left, on the right, or straight ahead. For the current 
prototype the participant has to select from different shelves: top, middle, or 
bottom. 
• Previously, at level five, 'Jackie' at the information desk provided the city 
information to the participant. For the current prototype the participant is told 
the information by the shelf stacker. 
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A summary of the structure, menu options at each level, and characters (voices) used 
to implement each of the four services can be seen in Tables 5.1 to 5.4 below. 
Table 5.1. Features of the standard service used for experiment one 
Features of the Standard Service 
servIce 
Levell Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Structure Welcome 2 menu 3 menu 3 menu options No menu 
message with options options options 
3 menu 
options 
Options Numbers 1,2, Numbers 1 Numbers 1, 2, Numbers 1,2 City 
or 3 or2 or 3 or 3 information 
Character Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous 
Table 5.2. Features of the travel system service used for experiment one 
Features of the Travel System Service 
servIce 
Levell Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Structure In a car on a 3 2 zones 3 different 3 parking No menu 
lane road roads meters options 
system driving 
through the 
cit~ 
Options Middle, First or Station road, First, second, City 
inside, or second turning Seaside road, or third information 
outside lane on the left or Central parking meter 
road 
Character In-car In-car In-car In-car Automated car 
navigation navigation navigation navigation parking meter 
s~stem system system s~stem 
Table 5.3. Features of the office filing system service used for experiment one 
Features of the Office Filing System Service 
servIce Levell Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Structure Standing in 2 drawers 3 partitions 3 folders No menu 
the main options 
office facing 
3 filing 
cabinets 
Options Left, middle, Bottom or top Front, Red, blue, or City 
or right filing drawer middle, or yellow folders information 
cabinet rear partition 
Character The office The office The office The office The folder 
manager manager manager manager information 
service 
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Table 5.4. Features of the shopping service used for experiment one 
Features of the Shopping Service 
servIce 
Levell Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Structure Standing in the 2 sections 3 aisles 3 shelves No menu 
elevator with 3 options 
floors to 
choose from 
Options Ground floor, Section to the First, second, Top, middle, City 
first floor, or left or right on or third aisle or bottom information 
basement leaving 
elevator 
Character The elevator The elevator The store The customer The shelf 
o,eerator o,eerator manas:er advisor stacker 
5.3 Methodology 
5.3.1 Design 
The experimental design was a 4x4 mixed factorial design with 2 independent 
variables. The between subjects factor was the type of service, and the within subjects 
factor was the trial. 
Each experimental group completed a control trial, and then 3 experimental trials, 
with trials being held on 4 consecutive days. Participants attempted 3 tasks during 
each trial. For the control trial, all experimental groups completed tasks using the 
standard service. For trials 1 to 3, experimental group A continued to use the standard 
service, experimental group B used the travel system metaphor service, experimental 
group C used the office filing system metaphor service, and experimental group D 
used the shopping metaphor service. Two types of dependent variable were evaluated: 
(1) performance with the services, and (2) attitude towards the services. 
5.3.2 Participants 
A total of sixty participants was recruited, consisting of 28 males and 32 females with 
ages ranging from 18 to 48 (mean = 25). The participants were divided into the 4 
experimental groups balanced for age and gender, with 15 participants in each group. 
Participants were drawn from a range of educational (graduate and non-graduate) and 
vocational (professional and non-professional) backgrounds. 
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5.3.3 Apparatus 
A Wizard of Oz (WOZ) methodology (Fraser and Gilbert 1991) was used for the 
experiment. As in preliminary study two of this thesis, each of the servIces was 
designed as a single webpage. Each hyperlink of the webpage linked to a 
corresponding sound file, which, when clicked, played the appropriate sound files to 
the participants. The computer was loaded with TrueActive monitoring software 
(TrueActive Corporation, Kennewick, WA) to log the sound files that the participants 
used. 
5.3.4 Data collection 
5.3.4.1 Subjective measures 
Subjective attitudes towards each implementation of the service were gathered using a 
Likert questionnaire (see Appendix 2), which was a fully revised and extended 
version of the questionnaire used in preliminary study two of this thesis, and was 
discussed in chapter three. The questionnaire was administered after each of the four 
experimental testing sessions. Participants responded to the 50 usability statements, 
with a 7-point response scale ranging from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree'. 
Scores were recoded so that a high score for a factor indicated a positive attitude, and 
a low score a more negative attitude. Table 5.5 provides a description of each factor. 
Table 5.5. Attitude measures for experiment one 
Measure 
System response accuracy 
Likeability 
Cognitive demand 
Annoyance 
Habitability 
Speed 
Description 
Refers to how accurately the service recognised user input, and 
provided a response that matched the user's expectations 
Refers to whether the user found the service useful and pleasant and 
whether they would choose to use it again 
Refers to the users opinion about the amount of effort necessary to use 
the service, and how they felt as a result of expending this effort 
Refers to the degree to which the user found the service repetitive, 
boring, irritating or frustrating 
Refers to whether the user's conceptual model of the service was 
sufficient to inform them of what to do and what the service was doing 
Refers to how quickly the user perceived the service as responding to 
their input, and to the overall duration of the interaction 
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5.3.4.2 Objective measures 
Perfonnance data were derived from the monitoring software log files. A total of 8 
objective measures of task perfonnance were collected during participant interactions 
with each service (absolute transaction times were not analysed, but can be seen in 
Appendix 21). Table 5.6 provides a description of each measure. 
Table 5.6. Perfonnance measures for experiment one 
Measure 
Time 
Task completion 
Prompt interrupts 
Total nodes 
Optimum nodes 
No user response 
Returns 
Repeats 
5.3.5 Procedure 
Description 
The time to complete a task was calculated as a percentage of the total 
length of the service dialogue (a lower score was taken to indicate a 
better performance ) 
The number of times the tasks were successfully completed as a 
percentage of the total tasks (a higher score was taken to indicate a 
better performance) 
The number of times the dialogue was interrupted with a response was 
calculated as a percentage of the total number of dialogue nodes used 
( a higher score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
The number of dialogue nodes used to complete a task (a lower score 
was taken to indicate a better performance) 
The number of dialogue nodes used to complete a task was calculated 
as a percentage of the optimum number - the shortest route (a lower 
score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
Failure to respond to a service prompt after a period of 5 seconds (a 
lower score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
The number of times a request to return to the fust level of the service 
was made (a lower score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
The number of times a request to repeat a dialogue prompt was made 
( a lower score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
The experiment was conducted in two parts. The first part was a preliminary session 
during which participants completed the techno graphic questionnaire (see Appendix 
10), which was discussed in section 4.3.3.4 of chapter foUf. They also provided 
contact details, and time availability infonnation, and were given the experimental 
materials needed to complete the experiment: a participant infonnation fonn outlining 
the experimental procedure; a response scale to refer to when responding to the Likert 
questionnaire statements; a practice task sheet, and a task sheet containing the 3 tasks 
to be completed during each trial (Appendix 13). Each task required the participants 
to find a specific piece of infonnation. In order to reduce the potential for ceiling 
effects the tasks became progressively harder within each testing session. This 
ensured that the best perfonning participants found the hardest tasks moderately 
difficult. Examples of typical tasks can be seen below. 
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Find the names of 2 wine bars that close at 11 pm and then exit the service 
(easiest task). 
Find the names of 2 mid-range Italian restaurants, and then find the names of 2 
comedy films showing in the evenings, and then exit the service (hardest task). 
The sequence of correct menu options required to successfully complete tasks was 
balanced across the 4 experimental groups so that differences between groups for task 
completion times and prompt interrupt rates (objective measures 1 and 3 respectively) 
could not be attributed to the ordering of menu options. In addition, the ordering of 
menu options to successfully complete tasks was randomised across experimental 
trials. Participants were informed that: 
• All of the information needed to use the services would be provided within 
each service, including a separate 'Help' function 
• They would be given a practice task before the experiment started 
• All responses to the service prompts had to be spoken rather than keypad 
activated 
• They would be allowed to interrupt the service prompts with a response at any 
time. 
For the second part of the experiment, participants were called on their mobile phones 
and had to complete tasks using the city guide service, but before attempting the 
control trial tasks, they were given a practice task. The experimenter activated the 
service messages and prompts, and the participants responded with their menu 
selections. On completion of all 3 experimental tasks, participants were asked to 
verbally respond to the Likert questionnaire statements by referring to the 7-point 
response scale. The Likert questionnaire was administered in this way to guarantee 
that all responses were given immediately after using the service. Finally, participants 
were interviewed for 5 minutes regarding their experience of using the service, and on 
successive trials participants using the metaphor-based services were asked to 
compare the service with the standard service they used for the first trial. The 
questions used for this semi-structured interviewing can be seen in Appendix 14. This 
procedure was repeated over the following three consecutive days of the experiment. 
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5.4 Results 
A total of 240 phone calls were made across the 4 experimental trials, and participants 
answered these calls from a range of 16 different locations. Table 5.7 shows the full 
range of locations, and the percentage of calls that were answered in each. 
Table 5.7. Mobile phone call locations for experiment one 
Location of the call Frequency Percentage 
Bedroom 96 40.0 
Lounge 58 24.2 
Office 22 9.2 
Kitchen 14 5.8 
Common Room 9 3.8 
Corridor 9 3.8 
Car Park 5 2.1 
Train 5 2.1 
Cafe 4 1.7 
Bar 4 1.7 
Park 4 1.7 
Computer Lab 3 1.3 
Campus - outside 3 1.3 
Library 2 0.8 
Supermarket 1 0.4 
Bus 1 0.4 
One-Way ANOV A tests were used to compare differences in age, previous mobile 
phone experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, and previous computing 
experience between the four experimental groups. No significant differences were 
found between groups, suggesting that participant groupings did not vary on these 
factors prior to the study. Table 5.8 shows descriptive data for participants' age, and 
previous telephone and computing experience. 
Table 5.8. Descriptive data for the individual difference measures for experiment one 
Participant variable Minimum Maximum Mean Standard deviation 
Age 18.00 48.00 25.18 7.48 
6.71 58.71 30.69 12.95 
0.00 71.60 25.78 17.35 
3.50 100.00 69.34 23.45 
Mobile phone experience 
Telephone experience 
Computing experience 
Table 5.9 shows the range of possible scores for the performance and attitude 
measures, as well as the grand mean and standard deviation for all users and across all 
servIces. 
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Table 5.9. Score range and means for the performance and attitude measures for 
experiment one 
Measure type Measure Range Mean SD 
System Time 0-100 72.61 7.89 
performance Task completion 0-100 94.56 7.41 
measures Prompt interrupts 0-100 75.79 7.79 
Total nodes >27 31.13 2.02 
Optimum nodes >100 113.97 7.44 
No user response >0 0.09 0.23 
Returns >0 0.98 0.69 
Repeats >0 0.53 0.63 
Attitude System response accuracy 1-7 5.13 0.77 
measures Likeability 1-7 4.31 0.76 
Cognitive demand 1-7 4.94 0.85 
Annoyance 1-7 3.63 0.86 
Habitability 1-7 4.67 0.91 
Speed 1-7 3.96 0.90 
5.4.1 Subjective attitude measures 
A 3x4 mixed design MANCOV A (trial x experimental group) was used to explore 
differences between experimental groups, and between experimental trials (testing 
days 2-4) for the 6 sUbjective measures of system performance. For this analysis 
subjective evaluations for each measure on the control trial (testing day 1) were used 
as a covariate, and the trials refer to the following testing days: trial 1 = day 2, trial 2 
= day 3, and trial 3 = day 4. The multivariate F value for the interaction between trial 
and experimental group was significant (F(18, 127.77)=1.84, p=0.03, Wilks' A = 
0.52), suggesting that changes in attitude over time did not occur at the same rate for 
all experimental groups. The univariate results for individual subjective factors can 
be seen in Table 5.10 below. 
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Table 5.10. Main effects for subjective measures (Experimental group: A = standard 
service; B = travel system service; C = office filing system service; D = shopping 
service) 
Subjective Experimental Mean Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Main effect between 
measure group andSD trials 
F Sig. 
A Mean 5.16 5.12 5.15 0.04 n.s. 
SD 1.24 1.10 1.09 
System B Mean 4.58 4.87 5.19 4.62 <0.01 
response SD 0.73 0.92 0.82 
accuracy C Mean 4.90 5.19 5.45 3.32 <0.05 
SD 0.80 0.56 0.66 
D Mean 5.18 5.36 5.40 0.65 n.s. 
SD 0.84 0.74 0.63 
A Mean 4.18 4.30 4.29 0.47 n.s. 
SD 0.97 0.99 1.00 
Likeability B Mean 3.85 4.04 4.26 5.40 <0.01 
SD 0.71 0.75 0.64 
C Mean 4.25 4.76 4.75 9.39 <0.01 
SD 0.76 0.59 0.65 
D Mean 4.26 4.31 4.52 3.34 <0.05 
SD 0.81 0.81 0.74 
A Mean 5.00 5.11 5.17 0.35 n.s. 
SD 1.11 1.18 1.02 
Cognitive B Mean 4.33 4.64 5.02 5.96 <0.01 
demand SD 0.71 0.94 0.87 
C Mean 4.41 4.99 5.31 9.11 <0.01 
SD 1.24 0.89 0.79 
D Mean 4.69 5.22 5.40 6.01 <0.01 
SD 0.94 0.73 0.62 
A Mean 3.57 3.33 3.56 1.50 n.s. 
SD 0.98 1.04 1.09 
Annoyance B Mean 3.61 3.50 3.81 2.67 n.s. 
SD 0.67 0.95 0.70 
C Mean 3.54 3.72 3.86 1.00 n.s. 
SD 0.91 0.91 1.10 
D Mean 3.53 3.56 3.97 4.79 <0.01 
SD 1.22 1.06 1.07 
A Mean 4.58 4.50 4.63 0.04 n.s. 
SD 1.36 1.10 0.88 
Habitability B Mean 4.29 4.56 4.67 1.07 n.s. 
SD 0.90 0.76 1.13 
C Mean 4.32 5.15 5.14 5.14 <0.01 
SD 0.90 2.51 0.81 
D Mean 4.42 4.78 4.99 2.27 n.s. 
SD 0.99 0.69 0.61 
A Mean 3.83 3.85 3.98 0.39 n.s. 
SD 0.95 1.18 1.21 
Speed B Mean 3.88 3.85 3.90 0.12 n.s. 
SD 0.74 1.03 0.97 
C Mean 4.38 4.30 4.12 0.91 n.s. 
SD 1.01 1.11 1.24 
D Mean 4.08 3.58 3.77 2.05 n.s. 
SD 0.80 0.87 0.88 
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5.4.1.1 Differences between groups 
In order to test whether participants had a more positive attitude towards the 
metaphor-based services than the standard service, the main effects of experimental 
group were examined for experimental trials 1 and 3 (days 2 and 4), which 
corresponded to their first use and last use of the services. This enabled participants' 
initial reactions to be recorded, and then their attitudes after using the services on 3 
consecutive days. 
For trial 1 there was a significant main effect between groups for cognitive demand 
(F(3)=3.39, p=O.02), but no significant effects for the other five subjective measures. 
Bonferroni pairwise comparisons showed a significant difference between the 
standard service and both the travel system service (p=O.Ol) and the office filing 
system service (p=O.Ol). These differences can be seen in Figure 5.1, and show that 
participants were more positive about the standard service for trial 1. Whilst no other 
statistically significant differences were found on trial 1, it was noted that the standard 
service had the highest mean scores for only 2 of the 6 subjective measures (cognitive 
demand, habitability). The shopping service had the highest mean scores for 2 
SUbjective measures (system response accuracy, likeability). The travel system service 
had the highest mean score for 'annoyance', and the office filing system service had 
the highest mean score for 'speed'. 
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Figure 5.1. Mean scores across experimental trials for: Cognitive Demand 
These results suggest that on first exposure, participants perceived the standard 
service as being significantly less cognitively demanding than both the road system 
service and the office filing system service. Overall, the metaphor-based services 
scored 4 of the 6 highest subjective means, two of which were generated by the 
shopping service (Table 5.10). 
For trial 3, there were no significant main effects between groups for any of the 6 
SUbjective measures, which shows that after 3 exposures the metaphor-based services 
were perceived as positively as the standard service. The office filing system service 
had the highest means for 4 of the 6 subjective measures: system response accuracy, 
likeability, habitability, and speed. The shopping service had the highest means for 
the other 2 subjective measures: cognitive demand, and annoyance. The standard 
service recorded the lowest means for 3 of the 6 measures: system response accuracy, 
annoyance, and habitability (Table 5.10). 
These results suggest that after using the services on 3 consecutive days, participants 
perceived the office filing system service most positively, and the standard service 
least positively. 
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5.4.1.2 Differences between trials 
In order to detennine whether participants' attitudes towards the metaphor-based 
services improved more over time than they did with the standard service, the main 
effects of trial were examined for each experimental group (Table 5.10). For the 
standard service, there were no significant improvements between trials for any of the 
subjective measures. For the travel system service, there was a significant 
improvement between trials for 3 subjective measures: system response accuracy, 
likeability, and cognitive demand. For the office filing system service, there was a 
significant improvement between trials for 4 subjective measures: system response 
accuracy, likeability, cognitive demand, and habitability. For the shopping service, 
there was a significant improvement between trials for 3 subjective measures: 
likeability, cognitive demand, and annoyance. The office filing system service 
therefore showed significant improvements over time for the highest number of 
subjective measures. 
5.4.2 Objective performance measures 
A 3x4 mixed design MANCOV A (trial x experimental group) with the control trial 
score as a covariate for each measure was used to explore differences between 
experimental groups, and between experimental trials for the 8 objective measures. 
The multivariate F value for the interaction was not significant (F(24, 52.81)=0.77, 
p=0.75, Wilks' A = 0.42), suggesting that changes in perfonnance over time occurred 
at the same rate for all services. The univariate results for individual perfonnance 
measures can be seen in Table 5.11 below. 
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Table 5.11. Main effects for objective measures (Experimental group: A = standard 
service; B = travel system service; C = office filing system service; D = shopping 
service) 
Objective Experimental Mean and Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Main effect between 
measure group SD trials 
F Sig 
Time as a A Mean 71.96 77.57 69.40 13.44 <0.01 
percentage SD 8.59 8.23 6.94 
of prompt B Mean 76.78 73.34 63.78 21.72 <0.01 
time SD 10.22 10.08 9.19 
C Mean 81.41 74.71 67.33 19.01 <0.01 
SD 16.08 9.76 8.75 
D Mean 73.88 73.69 63.69 17.43 <0.01 
SD 5.02 4.40 5.03 
Percentage A Mean 97.33 98.67 97.33 0.20 n.s. 
correct SD 7.04 5.16 7.04 
task B Mean 89.33 92.00 98.67 4.40 <0.05 
completion SD 26.04 12.65 5.16 
C Mean 90.67 94.67 100.00 3.16 <0.05 
SD 18.31 9.15 0.00 
D Mean 82.67 96.00 97.33 3.61 <0.05 
SD 19.81 8.28 7.04 
Percentage A Mean 76.96 80.03 80.45 1.24 n.s. 
prompt SD 7.97 8.50 5.73 
interrupts B Mean 70.59 78.78 80.10 7.58 <0.01 
of the SD 10.05 6.86 7.36 
total nodes C Mean 65.35 75.81 78.22 11.91 <0.01 
SD 17.60 11.04 8.69 
D Mean 71.19 74.90 78.57 3.28 <0.05 
SD 7.32 10.23 6.79 
Number of A Mean 0.33 0.00 0.07 6.39 <0.01 
'no user SD 0.49 0.00 0.26 
responses' B Mean 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.67 n.s. 
SD 0.53 0.00 0.00 
C Mean 0.31 0.08 0.00 0.85 n.s. 
SD 1.11 0.28 0.00 
D Mean 0.13 0.07 0.00 1.58 n.s. 
SD 0.35 0.26 0.00 
Total A Mean 31.00 29.50 29.67 0.50 n.s. 
number of SD 4.86 1.38 2.88 
nodes B Mean 31.00 31.60 31.40 0.08 n.s. 
SD 1.00 1.52 2.61 
C Mean 33.00 30.50 28.50 2.31 n.s. 
SD 3.69 1.87 2.07 
D Mean 28.25 32.00 31.00 2.34 n.s. 
SD 2.50 0.00 2.45 
Number of A Mean 114.81 105.36 109.88 1.64 n.s. 
nodes as a SD 17.99 4.92 10.65 
percentage B Mean 114.81 112.86 116.30 0.27 n.s. 
of the SD 3.70 5.42 9.66 
optimum C Mean 122.22 108.93 105.56 2.72 n.s. 
number of SD 13.66 6.68 7.68 
nodes 0 Mean 104.63 114.29 114.81 1.09 n.s. 
SO 9.26 0.00 9.07 
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Number of A Mean 1.27 1.47 1.07 2.11 n.s. 
'Return' SD 0.88 0.74 0.70 
function B Mean 0.71 0.86 0.79 0.19 n.s. 
SD 0.61 0.95 0.80 
C Mean 0.92 0.77 0.92 0.35 n.s. 
SD 0.95 0.83 0.76 
D Mean 0.80 1.07 0.93 0.75 n.s. 
SD 0.86 0.96 0.59 
Number of A Mean 0.47 0.27 0.40 0.44 n.s. 
'Repeat' SD 0.74 0.46 0.51 
function B Mean 1.00 0.50 0.36 2.42 n.s. 
SD 1.71 0.65 0.84 
C Mean 0.62 0.31 0.00 2.19 n.s. 
SD 0.96 0.48 0.00 
D Mean 1.07 0.60 0.47 2.00 n.s. 
SD 1.28 0.91 0.74 
5.4.2.1 Differences between groups 
In order to test whether participants' perfonnance was better with the metaphor-based 
services than the standard service, the main effects of experimental group were 
examined for trials 1 and 3. 
For trial 1 there was a significant maIn effect between groups for 'time as a 
percentage of prompt time' (F(3)=2.89, p=O.04), but no significant effects for the 
other seven objective measures. Bonferroni pairwise comparisons showed a 
significant difference between the standard service and the office filing system service 
(p=O.03), and between the office filing system service and the shopping service 
(p=O.OI). These differences can be seen in Figure 5.2. In addition, on trial 1 the 
standard service showed the best mean perfonnance levels for 5 of the 8 objective 
measures: time as a percentage of prompt time, percentage correct task completion, 
percentage prompt interrupts of the total nodes, number of return function, number of 
repeat function. The shopping service showed the best perfonnance levels for the 
remaining 3 of the 8 objective measures (Table 5.11). 
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Figure 5.2. Mean scores across experimental trials for: Time as a Percentage of Total 
Prompt Time 
The results suggest that on first exposure, participants using the office filing system 
service took significantly longer to perform tasks than those using both the standard 
service and the shopping service. Moreover, an examination of mean values suggests 
that performance with the standard service was best for the greatest number of 
measures, and that performance with the shopping service was better than 
performance with the other metaphor services. 
For trial 3, there was a significant main effect between groups for 'time as a 
percentage of prompt time' (F(3)=3.43, p=0.02). Bonferroni pairwise comparisons 
showed a significant difference between the standard service and both the travel 
system service (p=0.03) and the shopping service (p<0.01). With respect to 
performance means, the office filing system service showed the best performance 
levels for the greatest number of objective measures, 5 of the total of 8 measures: 
percentage correct task completion, number of no user responses, total number of 
nodes, number of nodes as a percentage of the optimum, number of repeat function. In 
addition, the office filing system service was the only service to achieve a 1000/0 
correct task completion rate, and a zero use of the 'repeat' function. The standard 
service had the best performance levels for only 2 of the objective measures: 
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percentage prompt interrupts of the total nodes, and number of return function (Table 
5.11 ). 
The results show that after 3 exposures, participants using the standard service took 
significantly longer to complete tasks than those using both the travel system service 
and the shopping service. Although not statistically significant, an analysis of the 
means suggests that after 3 separate trials participants using the office filing system 
service performed better on more measures than those using both the standard service, 
and the other metaphor services. 
5.4.2.2 Differences between trials 
In order to determine whether participants' performance with the metaphor-based 
services improved more over time than it did with the standard service, the main 
effects of trial were examined for each experimental group (Table 5.11). For the 
standard service, there was a significant improvement between trials for 2 of the 
measures: time as a percentage of prompt time, and number of no user responses. For 
the travel system service, the office filing system service, and the shopping service 
there was a significant improvement between trials for the same 3 measures: time as a 
percentage of prompt time, percentage correct task completion, and percentage 
prompt interrupts of the total nodes. 
These results show that similar improvements in performance over time were 
recorded for all 3 metaphor-based services. The standard service showed fewer 
significant improvements over time than the metaphor-based services. 
5.5 Discussion 
The first result to emerge from this experiment was that participants displayed no 
significant preferences for the metaphor-based services on the first trial. After 
repeated use, there were still no significant differences in attitude. However, the office 
filing system service scored the highest mean scores for the greatest number of 
attitude measures, and the standard menu style service scored the lowest mean scores 
for the greatest number of measures. It may therefore be concluded that participants 
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tended to be more positive about the office filing system service, and least positive 
about the standard service. 
For the first trial, participants using the standard servIce achieved the best mean 
scores for the greatest number of perfonnance measures. After repeated use, 
participants using the travel system service and the shopping service perfonned tasks 
significantly faster than those using the standard service. Despite this, the office filing 
system service achieved the best mean scores for the greatest number of perfonnance 
measures. First time perfonnance was therefore better with the standard service, but 
after repeated use perfonnance was better with the office filing system service. Whilst 
this may suggest differences to occur with respect to perfonnance and preference 
between metaphor and non-metaphor based services, differences between metaphor-
based services were less apparent. 
There were no significant preferences for any of the metaphor-based services on the 
initial trial or after repeated use. However, at the end of testing the office filing system 
service achieved the best mean scores for the greatest number of attitude measures, 
suggesting that participants were more positive about this service than the other 
metaphor-based services. 
For first time users, the shopping servIce achieved the best mean scores for the 
greatest number of perfonnance measures. After repeated use, there were no 
significant differences in perfonnance between the metaphor-based servIces. 
However, the office filing system service achieved the best mean scores for the 
greatest number of perfonnance measures, and was the only service to register 
optimum scores for 2 of these measures. It may therefore be argued that first time 
performance was better with the shopping service, but after repeated use perfonnance 
was better with the office filing system service. 
That attitudes towards and perfonnance with the standard service were better than 
with the metaphor-based services on the first trial may not be surprising. Since 
participants may have been initially more familiar with the structure of the standard 
service but not with the structure of the metaphor-based services, they would have to , 
invest more time and effort learning the more novel metaphor service. 
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This may also explain the fact that more significant improvements in attitude and 
performance were observed with metaphor-based services as opposed to the standard 
service. As participants were already familiar with the standard service, improvements 
over time may be expected to be small. However, once participants had learned the 
metaphor-based services, the assumed advantages of the metaphor-based interfaces 
may have allowed much greater improvements in performance, with the greatest 
improvements occurring in the most appropriate metaphor. This trend was evident in 
the data, as the standard service showed no improvements in attitude, and few 
improvements in performance over time compared to the metaphor-based services. 
Overall, the office filing system service emerged as being the service that was 
perceived most positively, and generated the best performance levels after 3 trials. 
It should be noted however that the metaphor services used were prototype designs, 
and were not professionally implemented services. Several suggestions for 
improvement emerged from post experiment interviews held with participants. Many 
of the criticisms were common to all services, such as: 'the messages and prompts 
were too repetitive', and 'navigating backwards was unintuitive and difficult'. Some 
negative themes specific to the office filing system service did emerge: 'it was 
difficult to remember colours as menu options ... the assignment of colours to options 
seemed a bit random'; 'you can't anticipate options because they are different each 
time'; and 'you had to listen really hard to the options when you first use it'. When 
participants were asked which single thing they would change about the service, the 
most frequently cited suggestions were: reduce dialogue length, allow menus to be 
skipped, and remove the different personalities (the metaphor services consisted of 
different role-playing characters such as the lift operator, the customer service 
assistant, and the store manager). The present data may not then reflect the true 
performance advantage of professionally developed metaphor services, and the 
possibility of merging some of the more positive features of each servIce may 
represent a suitable way forward for future metaphor development. 
There were also important observations made by the experimenter regarding the way 
that different participants approached and used the services. Firstly, there were 
individual differences in the degree to which participants immersed themselves in the 
services, with some participants saying that they were merely word spotting and that 
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the metaphor made no difference, whilst other participants visualised the service and 
engaged with the different characters. Secondly, female participants tended to be more 
positive about the characters used in the service, saying they made it more interesting 
and more fun, whilst the majority of male participants either did not register them or 
found them unnecessary, annoying, or patronising. Finally, other participants 
appeared to consistently dislike particular metaphors throughout the study. Such 
differences in attitude and behaviour must be investigated with reference to the 
specific attributes of participants. This would then enable future designs to 
accommodate for individual differences by capitalising on users' strengths and 
personal preferences and characteristics. 
5.6 Chapter summary 
It has been demonstrated that a speech-based automated city guide service for mobile 
phones can be designed according to established guidelines for speech systems, can be 
based on an underlying metaphor, and can be usable. After a relatively low number of 
exposures to a metaphor-based service, user performance and attitudes were found to 
be equivalent to those derived from a standard menu service of equal complexity and 
requiring equal task involvement. The metaphor-based services also tended to be 
more positively evaluated at the completion of experimental testing, suggesting that 
such services may lead to greater user acceptance and improved performance over 
longer periods of use. A likely rationale for this effect is that participants may require 
more time to learn and accept a new metaphor-based interface, especially when the 
current predominant interface style is so well established. 
Participants both preferred and performed better with the least complex metaphor, the 
office filing system, which could be both a reaction to the already high cognitive 
effort necessary to operate in a mobile environment, and because it is a familiar 
metaphor from desktop computer usage. It may be suggested that for mobile phone 
services, either a simpler structured metaphor is needed than more complex 
alternatives such as a department store (Dutton et al. 1999), or that different 
metaphors are needed for different service domains. Previous work, conducted in 
preliminary study one of this thesis has suggested that similar metaphors can be 
successfully applied to two different information retrieval service domains. In 
addition, since real world office filing systems can potentially contain infornlation 
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from a diverse range of domains, then it can be hypothesised that an office filing 
system metaphor might be the most versatile metaphor to adapt to different mobile 
phone service domains. 
The extent to which single metaphors might generalize to other more complex service 
domains cannot be concluded from this experiment. A possible restriction on the 
degree to which the metaphor could be applied across domains is if a service allowed 
the user more functionality than simply infonnation retrieval, and a greater degree of 
interactivity and flexibility. In this case it may be possible that a single metaphor may 
not be appropriate due to the potential difficulties of scaling metaphors to cover the 
full system functionality of more complex systems. Under such circumstances, 
combined metaphors may be needed (Rumelhart and Nonnan, 1981). 
It may be argued that the usefulness of a metaphor based upon a filing cabinet is 
limited, given that more and more documentation is being stored and retrieved 
electronically. However, it is conceivable that the components of the physical office 
filing system metaphor might be transfonned into an electronic office filing system 
metaphor, although more research must be conducted to generate the correct dialogue 
for such a service, and to evaluate its usability compared with that of the current 
office filing system service. 
Some participants mentioned that they liked the metaphor, but thought it would be 
difficult to use if they were out and about, due to background noise and visual 
distractions (e.g. bar, cafe, common room, bus), and also because it was more difficult 
to visualise the metaphor-based service structure when they could see a real world 
environment that was different to, and therefore clashed with what they were trying to 
visualise. Moreover, many participants complained of social pressures making them 
feel uncomfortable when saying the service menu options. In such cases, participants 
felt awkward or self conscious saying menu options into their telephone that would 
seem disjointed and nonsensical to bystanders. These could be key issues in the use of 
interface metaphors if they are to be used in a wide range of mobile environments. 
These findings lend support to the model of HeI proposed by Eason (1991), which 
posits 'context of use' as one of the components affecting human-computer 
interaction. It is for this reason that a more fonnal analysis of the effects of context of 
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use on usability was conducted in experiment two. A second component of the Eason 
model of HeI (1991) 'the human' was also investigated in experiment two, by 
measuring a range of participants' individual differences, and analysing the patterns 
with which they affect service usability in different contexts of use. Finally, the three 
days of exposure to the services during experiment one may have been enough time to 
measure user's learning, but not their retention about how to use the services. 
Experiment two extended the number of trials, and the period of time between trials, 
in order to measure both learning and retention. 
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The impact of interface metaphor and context of use on the usability 
of a speech-based mobile city guide service 
6.1 Introduction 
In experiment one, a non-metaphor standard verSIOn and three metaphor-based 
versions (travel system, office filing system, shopping) of a speech-based mobile city 
guide service were implemented. After three consecutive days of usage, the office 
filing system metaphor service led to levels of performance and attitude that were 
equal to the standard service, and which tended to be better than the other metaphor-
based services. It was for this reason that the office filing system metaphor was 
selected for further development and investigation in experiment two, which is 
reported in this chapter. It was hypothesised that the office filing system service was 
found not to be significantly better than the standard service because participants had 
relatively little practice with it, and that usage over a longer period of time would 
allow users the additional time needed to learn and retain knowledge about the 
service, leading to a subsequent improvement in their performance. It was for this 
reason that a more longitudinal experiment was designed for experiment two. 
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Another finding from experiment one was that the context of use in which the services 
were used may have been an important factor affecting the interaction. Context of use 
was therefore investigated as part of experiment two, specifically the physical location 
and the social setting, with a division into private and public locations being 
formulated as a means of comparing the dynamic mobile context of use with a static 
context of use. 
Finally, the second component of the Eason (1991) model of HCI 'the human' was 
investigated. A range of participants' individual differences were measured as part of 
experiment two, and their impact on interaction with the services, in both private and 
public contexts of use, was analysed. These individual differences, and a rationale for 
their inclusion, were discussed in section 2.4.1 of chapter two. 
The current experiment differs from experiment one, in that, in order to examine 
participant's retention of both the metaphor-based service (office filing system), and 
the non-metaphor standard service, the two services were evaluated at regular 
intervals over a longer (6-week) period, the location in which services were used was 
controlled, and a range of individual difference measures were included. A 
longitudinal approach was adopted whereby each participant's initial level of 
performance could be compared with that of subsequent weeks for each service. 
In relation to the non-metaphor standard service and the metaphor-based office filing 
system service implemented for this experiment, the primary objectives of experiment 
two were: 
1. To compare the usability of the services over an extended period of time 
2. To investigate the effect of private and public location on the usability of the 
servIces 
3. To investigate the impact on usability of the following individual differences: 
age, gender, working memory, verbal ability, spatial ability, cognitive style, 
previous mobile phone experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, 
previous computing experience, and attitude towards mobile phone usage in 
public. 
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It was expected that the metaphor-based office filing system service would lead to 
improved levels of performance relative to the non-metaphor standard service, and 
that performance levels in public locations would be poorer than performance levels 
in private locations, for both services. 
6.2 Prototype design and development 
The size and content of the services was the same as those used for experiment one, 
and consisted of 5 levels of service messages and prompts, with a maximum of 3 
menu options to choose from at each level. The standard service was the same as the 
service used in experiment one, but, on the basis of participant feedback, some 
changes were made to the office filing system service. Firstly, the two servIce 
characters (voices) from experiment one, the 'office manager', and the 'folder 
information service' were reduced to one for this experiment (office manager). 
Whereas in experiment one, the office manager introduced herself personally, as 
'Kate', in this prototype she introduced herself by her job title 'I am the office 
manager'. Secondly, the coloured folders at level four of the service were changed to 
numbered folders. Table 6.1 provides an overview of the two services, and an 
example of the dialogue from each level of the services 
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Table 6.1. Interface objects, menu options, and dialogue for the 2 services used for 
experiment two 
Service 
Standard 
Office 
filing 
system 
Level 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6.3 Methodology 
6.3.1 Design 
Objects 
3 options 
2 options 
3 options 
3 options 
City 
information 
3 filing 
cabinets 
2 drawers 
3 partitions 
3 folders 
City 
information 
Options 
One, two, 
and three 
One, and 
two 
One, two, 
and three 
One, two, 
and three 
No menu 
options 
Left, 
middle, 
and right 
Top, and 
bottom 
Front, 
middle, 
and rear 
First, 
second, 
and third 
No menu 
options 
Example dialogue 
Welcome to the telephone city guide service. There 
are 3 options available. For Nightlife select option 1, 
for Eating Out select option 2, and for Arts and 
Entertainment select option 3. Say 1,2, or 3. 
Option 1, Nightlife. There are 2 categories of Nightlife 
available. For Music select option 1, and for Drinking 
select option 2. Say 1, or 2. 
Option 2, Drinking. There are 3 categories of Drinking 
available. For Pubs select option 1, for Wine Bars 
select option 2, and for Pre-Club Bars select option 3. 
Say 1,2, or 3. 
Option 1, Pubs. There are 3 categories of Pubs 
available. For Pubs that close at Ilpm select option 1, 
for Pubs that close at 12 midnight select option 2, and 
for Pubs that close at 1 am select option 3. Say 1, 2, or 
3. 
Option 2. The Pubs that close at 12 midnight are The 
Beach and The Quadrant. 
Welcome to the office city guide. I am the office 
manager, and I will help you to fmd the information 
you want. You are at the main office. There are 3 
filing cabinets available. For Nightlife information 
select the filing cabinet on the left, for Eating Out 
information select the filing cabinet in the middle, and 
for Arts and Entertainment information select the 
filing cabinet on the right. Say left, middle, or right. 
You selected the Nightlife filing cabinet. There are 2 
drawers available. For Music information select the 
top drawer, and for Drinking information select the 
bottom drawer. Say top, or bottom. 
You selected the Drinking drawer. There are 3 
partitions available. For Pub information select the 
front partition, for Wine Bar information select the 
middle partition, and for Pre-club Bar information 
select the rear partition. Say front, middle, or rear. 
You selected the Pub partition. There are 3 folders 
available. For Pubs that close at I1pm select the first 
folder, for Pubs that close at 12 midnight select the 
second folder, and for Pubs that close at 1 am select the 
third folder. Say first, second, or third. 
You selected the second folder. The Pubs that close at 
12 midnight are The Beach and The Quadrant. 
The experimental design was a 7 x 2 x 2 mixed factorial design with 3 independent 
variables: 1 between-subjects factor, and 2 within-subjects factors. The between-
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subjects factor was the type of service, which had 2 levels: the standard service, and 
the office filing system service. The first within-subjects factor was location, which 
consisted of 2 levels: private, and pUblic. Participants were told that a private location 
would be considered as somewhere quiet, indoors, and where they were alone, for 
example, their bedroom, whereas a public location would be considered as somewhere 
outside their home and accessible to the public, for example, a cafe. In order to 
control the settings, an additional requirement was for users to be stationary and not 
directly engaged in other tasks. The final choice of location was determined by the 
participant, and so was effectively subjectively 'private' or 'public' to them. Table 6.2 
shows the distribution of calls made from private and public locations with a similar 
range of locations being selected by participants using both services. 
Table 6.2. Percentage of calls for both private and public locations for experiment two 
Private location Public location 
Location Frequency Percentage Location Frequency Percentage 
Bedroom 86 51.2 Street 67 39.9 
Lounge 64 38.1 Main road 16 9.5 
Classroom 7 4.2 Corridor 11 6.5 
Kitchen 6 3.6 Pedestrian zone 10 6.0 
Car 3 1.8 Shopping mall 10 6.0 
Office 2 1.2 Shopping street 9 5.4 
Building foyer 8 4.8 
Carpark 8 4.8 
Cafe 7 4.2 
Park 5 3.0 
Launderette 5 3.0 
Bar 4 2.4 
Supermarket 4 2.4 
Train 4 2.4 
The second within-subjects factor was the trial consisting of 7 testing seSSIOns 
conducted at weekly intervals. Repeated testing with the services over 7 weeks was 
conducted in order to establish a reliable estimate of system performance. Each 
participant completed a control trial using the standard service in a private location, 
and then 6 experimental trials using one of the 2 versions of the service. On 
experimental trials, participants were assigned to one of two locations (private or 
public), which alternated weekly. The trial location was counterbalanced across trials 
and between experinlental groups, and although factors such as background noise 
could not be controlled, it may be assumed that such factors might balance out across 
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weeks and conditions such that their net effect would be minimised across any 
observed main statistical effects (Robson 2002). 
6.3.2 Participants 
Fifty-six people took part in the study, consisting of undergraduate students aged 
between 18 and 36 (mean age 21), of whom 14 were male and 42 were female. The 
participants were matched for age and gender, and were divided equally between the 2 
experimental groups. All participants were recruited from the participant pool at the 
University of Portsmouth psychology department. 
6.3.3 Apparatus 
A WOZ methodology (Fraser and Gilbert 1991) was used for the experiment. The 
same experimental set up was used as in experiment one, and each of the services was 
designed as a single webpage, with hyperlinks linking to sound files, and the 
experimenter activating the sound files requested by participants. As in experiment 
one, participant interactions with the services were logged using TrueActive 
monitoring software (TrueActive Corporation, Kennewick, WA). 
6.3.4 Data collection 
Four types of data were collected during the study: performance measures; attitude 
measures; the qualitative data from the post-task telephone interviews; and finally the 
individual differences data. The 8 performance measures recorded were the same as 
those taken in experiment one. However, the majority of these measures were not 
analysed for the following reasons. Successful task completion was not analysed due 
to the high task completion rates achieved, with most participants adopting a strategy 
of persisting with each task until they had found the correct information. Error rates 
were not analysed since few errors were found across conditions. Repeat and Return 
rates were measured, but due to their infrequent usage, were also not analysed. The 
final objective measure omitted from the experiment two analysis was the 'total 
number of nodes used to successfully complete tasks'. It was decided to simply 
analyse the other node-based measure 'number of nodes used to complete tasks (as a 
percentage of the optimum)', as this provided information about the path though the 
service relative to the shortest path, and allowed tasks of different difficulty to be 
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compared. A total of three performance measures were therefore analysed for 
experiment two, and can be seen in Table 6.3 (absolute transaction times can be seen 
in Appendix 21). The 6 attitude measures were the same as those used for experiment 
one, and were collected after each trial using the same 50-item 7-point Likert scale 
questionnaire (see Appendix 2), with higher scores on each scale indicating a positive 
attitude towards the factor (see Table 6.4). 
Table 6.3. Performance measures for experiment two 
Measure 
Time 
Prompt interrupts 
Nodes 
Description 
The time to complete a task was calculated as a percentage of the total 
length of the service dialogue (a lower score was taken to indicate a 
better performance) 
The number of times the dialogue was interrupted with a response was 
calculated as a percentage of the total number of dialogue nodes used (a 
higher score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
The number of dialogue nodes used to complete a task was calculated 
as a percentage of the optimum number - the shortest route (a lower 
score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
Table 6.4. Attitude measures for experiment two 
Measure 
System response accuracy 
Likeability 
Cognitive demand 
Annoyance 
Habitability 
Speed 
Description 
Refers to how accurately the service recognised user input, and 
provided a response that matched the user's expectations 
Refers to whether the user found the service useful and pleasant and 
whether they would choose to use it again 
Refers to the user's opinion about the amount of effort necessary to 
use the service, and how they felt as a result of expending this effort 
Refers to the degree to which the user found the service repetitive, 
boring, irritating or frustrating 
Refers to whether the user's conceptual model of the service was 
sufficient to inform them of what to do and what the service was doing 
Refers to how quickly the user perceived the service as responding to 
their input, and to the overall duration of the interaction 
The questions used for the post-task informal telephone interviews, which were 
conducted after the final testing session, can be seen in Appendix 15. In terms of the 
individual differences data gathered, the technographic questionnaire, as used in 
experiment one, was used to gather data about age, gender, previous mobile phone 
experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, and previous computing 
experience (see Appendix 10). 
The AH4 test was used to gather data about verbal ability and spatial ability. The AH4 
Test of General Intelligence (Heim, 1970) is a two-part test that can be used to 
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measure both verbal and spatial ability. The rationale for the measurement of verbal 
and spatial ability is presented in sections 2.4.1.4 and 2.4.1.5 of chapter two. The test 
is designed for participants with a wide range of abilities. Each part of the test consists 
of 65 multiple-choice questions with 5 possible answers, and participants are allowed 
10 minutes to complete each part. The questions appear in ascending order of 
difficulty, and participants have to complete as many questions as they can within the 
la-minute time limit. Part 1 tests verbal ability, and an example of the type of 
question from this part is: 
1 2 
Prevent means the same as ... avoid cure 
3 
allow 
4 
deter 
5 
help 
An example of the type of question from Part 2, which measures spatial ability, is: 
1 2 3 4 5 
o is the same as ... o o 00 0 
The computer-based Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) was used to gather data about 
cognitive style. The rationale for the measurement of cognitive style is presented in 
section 2.4.1.6 of chapter two. One of the most widely used instruments to measure 
cognitive style is Witkin's group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) (Oltman, Raskin, 
Witkin, 1971). This test only measures field independence by assessing participants' 
ability to locate shapes embedded in more complex shapes. However, by using this 
approach GEFT reveals a limitation, because levels of field dependence are calculated 
as the result of field-independence capability. Field dependence is not, therefore, 
positively measured, but is inferred from poor field-independent capability. The 
Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA), developed by Riding (1991), overcomes this 
limitation through the use of two sub-tests. The CSA measures a wholistlanalytic 
dimension, which is equivalent to field dependence/field independence (Riding and 
Sadler-Smith, 1992). In the first sub-test, participants must assess the similarities of a 
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senes of complex geometric figures, which reqUIres the use of field-dependent 
capacities. In the second sub-test the participants perform a task, similar to that of the 
GEFT, by locating shapes embedded in more complex shapes, which requires field-
independent capacities. Thus, field dependence is positively measured. The CSA was 
therefore judged to be a more detailed tool for the measurement of cognitive style. 
The Baddeley working memory test was used to gather data about working memory. 
The Working Memory Span Test (Baddeley, 1986) was used to assess participant's 
working memory capacity, and the rationale for the measurement of working memory 
is presented in section 2.4.1.7 of chapter two. Participants were presented with 5 
sentences, which were either semantically correct or incorrect and consisted of 5 
words each, for example 'The boy brushed his teeth' and 'The train bought a 
newspaper'. After listening to each sentence, participants were asked to say 'yes' if 
the sentence made sense, and 'no' if it did not. This formed the information 
processing part of the test, and acted as a continuous task, which prevented rehearsal. 
After hearing the 5 sentences, participants were asked to recall the last word of each 
of the 5 sentences in the correct order. Eight blocks of sentences were used in the 
study, yielding a maximum test score of 40 for correctly recalled items. This part 
formed the memory part of the test. The test therefore required the participant to 
perform two tasks simultaneously: an information processing task and a memory task. 
The advantage of using this test is that it is conducted verbally, and places similar 
demands on the participant as those that are required when using a mobile phone 
service: the service presents lists of menu options which the user must remember; and 
the user must also simultaneously process information about their environment in 
order to successfully navigate or perform other tasks. 
The mobile phone attitude questionnaire was used to gather data about participants' 
attitudes towards mobile phone usage in public (see Appendix 16). The mobile phone 
attitude questionnaire was designed to assess participants' social attitudes towards 
mobile phone usage in pUblic, and a rationale for the measurement of such attitudes 
was presented in section 2.4.1.8 of chapter two. The questionnaire consisted of 20 
statements (10 positively worded and 10 negatively worded), with a 7-point Likert 
response scale ranging from 'strongly disagree' to 'strongly agree'. A high score 
indicated a more positive attitude towards mobile phone usage in pUblic. Salient 
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examples of statements from the questionnaire included: I feel awkward answering a 
mobile phone call when I am in a busy public place; I feel uncomfortable when people 
are talking on mobile phones near me in public places; I do not like the feeling of 
being watched when I use my mobile phone in public places. The validity of the 
questionnaire was established through a process of content validity, and the same 
procedure was followed as that described when validating the usability questionnaire. 
6.3.5 Procedure 
In a preliminary session, participants completed the techno graphic questionnaire, the 
AH4 test, the CSA, the working memory test, and the mobile phone attitude 
questionnaire. Participants were then given the experimental materials needed to 
complete the experiment: a participant information form outlining the experimental 
procedure; a response scale to refer to when verbally responding to the Likert 
questionnaire statements; a practice task sheet; and a task sheet containing the task to 
be completed during each of the 7 trials. Each task required the participants to find a 
specific piece of information, for example, 'Find the names of 2 pubs that close at 
lam and then exit the service'. The tasks became progressively more difficult across 
the trials, with later tasks comprising 2 subtasks that required participants to go 
backwards as well as forwards through the service structure, for example, 'Find the 
names of 2 mid-range Italian restaurants, and then find the names of 2 pop concerts, 
and then exit the service'. The full task list for all trials can be seen in Appendix 17. 
All participants were informed that they could interrupt the service with a response at 
any time. 
For the next part of the experiment, participants were called on their mobile phones 
and were required to attempt one task each week using one of the city guide services. 
The experimenter activated the service messages and prompts, and the participants 
responded verbally with their menu selections. On completion of each testing session, 
participants verbally responded to the Likert questionnaire statements, and were asked 
to identify where they were when they used the service, about any visual or auditory 
distractions they experienced, and whether they perceived these distractions as 
negatively affecting their performance. This procedure was repeated over the 
following 6 weeks at approximately weekly intervals. After the final testing session 
participants were interviewed regarding their experience of using the service. 
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6.4 Results 
One-way ANOV A tests were used to compare differences between the 2 experimental 
groups for age, mobile phone experience, fixed line telephone experience, computing 
experience, working memory, verbal ability, spatial ability, cognitive style, and 
attitude towards mobile phone usage in public. No significant differences between 
groups were found for any of the individual difference measures. Table 6.5 show 
descriptive data for all individual difference measures. With respect to working 
memory, verbal ability, and spatial ability, a higher score indicated better performance 
on that test. For cognitive style, a lower score indicated a more wholist tendency, 
whilst a higher score indicated a more analytic tendency. For the mobile phone 
attitude measure, a higher score (on a scale of 1-7) indicated a more positive attitude 
towards mobile phone usage in public. 
Table 6.5. Descriptive data for the individual difference measures for experiment two 
Participant variable Minimum Maximum Mean Standard deviation 
Age 18.00 36.00 20.98 4.28 
Working memory 13.00 36.00 26.17 5.23 
Verbal ability 19.00 57.00 40.77 8.15 
Spatial ability 27.00 65.00 53.55 8.19 
Cognitive style: W A ratio 0.59 2.88 1.41 0.50 
Mobile phone experience 1.71 64.14 35.86 13.68 
Telephone experience 0.00 70.40 31.91 17.91 
Computing experience 27.25 100.00 72.67 17.01 
Mobile phone attitude 2.40 6.30 4.36 0.86 
All participants used the standard servIce for the first (control) trial. One-way 
ANOVA tests were used to examine whether there were any differences on the 6 
attitude and 3 performance measures between experimental groups for the control 
trial. Only one significant difference was found for the performance measure of 
prompt interrupts (F(I,54) = 5.39, p = 0.02), with participants in the metaphor service 
group making more prompt interrupts than participants in the standard service group. 
To control for differences in users' initial level of performance or attitude towards the 
service, the performance and attitude scores from the control trial were used as 
covariates in subsequent analyses of experimental trial data. A multivariate approach 
was adopted as the aim of the study was to examine the impact of the metaphor-based 
service across several measured sources of variance (dependent variables), which 
taken together comprised a composite measure of usability. 
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Table 6.6 shows the range of possible scores for the perfonnance and attitude 
measures, as well as the grand mean and standard deviation for all users and across 
both services. 
Table 6.6. Score range and means for the perfonnance and attitude measures for 
experiment two 
Measure type Measure Range Mean SD 
System Time 0-100 55.80 6.99 
perfonnance Prompt interrupts 0-100 97.10 3.45 
measures Nodes >100 115.39 7.31 
Attitude System response accuracy 1-7 5.42 0.66 
measures Likeability 1-7 5.07 0.63 
Cognitive demand 1-7 5.43 0.68 
Annoyance 1-7 4.34 1.11 
Habitability 1-7 5.09 0.81 
Speed 1-7 4.55 1.18 
6.4.1 The effect of metaphor on performance and attitude 
Data from the 3 perfonnance measures were analysed uSIng a 6 (trial) x 2 
(experimental group) MANCOV A to explore differences between the 2 experimental 
groups. Table 6.7 shows the means for each of the 3 perfonnance measures across the 
6 weekly trials. The data presented in Table 6.7 for each week is the data for both 
private and public locations. The locations were counterbalanced across weeks so that 
half of the participants from each experimental group used the service in private for 
week 1, and half of participants used the service in public for week 1. These 
participants then used the service in different locations for week 2, with location being 
alternated in subsequent weeks of testing. 
Table 6.7. Descriptive statistics for perfonnance measures across the 6 trials 
Performance Experimental Mean Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 
measure SrouE andSD 
Time Non- Mean 65.52 59.97 56.69 58.15 59.14 56.92 
metaphor SD 9.56 9.59 10.26 6.77 9.52 9.45 
Metaphor Mean 61.45 52.33 49.89 49.59 50.90 49.04 
SD 7.73 6.41 6.96 5.63 7.94 6.40 
Prompt Non- Mean 89.60 95.05 96.62 97.95 97.96 97.66 
interrupts metaphor SD 10.85 8.73 6.51 4.83 4.57 5.29 
Metaphor Mean 94.76 99.60 98.25 99.29 99.46 99.05 
SD 6.59 2.10 4.70 2.62 1.98 2.84 
Nodes Non- Mean 113.10 106.75 110.00 108.57 133.57 129.64 
metaphor SD 16.30 8.19 9.03 10.79 18.90 28.35 
Metaphor Mean 104.37 101.59 114.64 107.14 131.79 123.57 
SD 6.99 3.96 12.90 4.60 21.09 19.29 
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The multivariate effect of experimental group was significant (F(3, 49) = 6.70, P < 
0.01, Wilks' A = 0.71). Simple univariate tests showed that participants using the 
office filing system service perfonned tasks significantly faster (F (1,51) = 15.14; p < 
0.01), and interrupted prompts significantly more frequently than the standard service 
(F (1,51) = 7.15; p = 0.01), but there was no difference in the number of nodes used (F 
(1,51) = 1.43; p = 0.24). These differences can be seen in Figures 6.1 to 6.3. There 
was no multivariate effect of trial (F(15, 37) = 0.50, P = 0.93, Wilks' A = 0.83), but 
the multivariate effect for the interaction between trial and experimental group was 
significant (F(15, 37) = 1.97, p = 0.05, Wilks' A = 0.56). Overall, this suggests that 
perfonnance with the office filing system service was better than that with the 
standard service, but that improvements in user perfonnance over time did not occur 
at the same rate for the two service types. 
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Attitude data were also analysed with a 6 (trial) x 2 (experimental group) MANCQVA 
to establish whether there were any differences in user preferences for the 2 services. 
Table 6.8 shows the means for each of the 6 attitude measures across the 6 weekly 
trials. 
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Table 6.8. Descriptive statistics for attitude measures across the 6 trials 
Attitude Experimental Mean Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 
measure ~ouE andSD 
System Non- Mean 5.34 5.45 5.37 5.28 5.28 5.25 
response metaphor SD 0.61 0.66 0.70 0.97 0.91 0.83 
accuracy Metaphor Mean 5.42 5.67 5.41 5.78 5.27 5.50 
SD 0.82 0.70 0.82 0.69 1.13 1.14 
Likeability Non- Mean 5.03 5.02 4.94 4.94 5.07 4.95 
metaphor SD 0.62 0.55 0.69 0.78 0.72 0.79 
Metaphor Mean 5.12 5.15 4.96 5.30 5.09 5.25 
SD 0.69 0.64 0.75 0.60 0.80 0.76 
Cognitive Non- Mean 5.46 5.48 5.46 5.41 5.38 5.25 
demand metaphor SD 0.62 0.71 0.68 0.98 0.74 1.00 
Metaphor Mean 5.34 5.54 5.21 5.80 5.32 5.51 
SD 0.97 0.94 0.85 0.62 1.09 0.99 
Annoyance Non- Mean 4.29 4.26 4.19 4.20 4.14 4.03 
metaphor SD 1.20 1.09 1.18 1.33 1.20 1.23 
Metaphor Mean 4.20 4.61 4.30 4.69 4.51 4.67 
SD 1.24 1.17 1.29 1.13 1.25 1.23 
Habitability Non- Mean 5.16 5.26 5.06 5.20 4.84 4.91 
metaphor SD 0.81 0.77 0.83 1.06 0.99 0.95 
Metaphor Mean 5.12 5.36 4.80 5.61 4.70 5.02 
SD 1.17 1.03 1.03 0.80 1.30 1.34 
Speed Non- Mean 4.31 4.57 4.38 4.13 4.29 4.09 
metaphor SD 1.13 1.12 1.23 1.28 1.40 1.32 
Metaphor Mean 4.87 4.85 4.79 4.76 4.67 4.88 
SD 1.34 1.20 1.47 1.36 1.45 1.38 
The multivariate effect of experimental group was not significant (F(6, 43) = 0.52, P = 
0.79, Wilks' A = 0.93). However, based on the means for all subjective variables over 
the 6 weeks of testing, the office filing system service was rated more positively than 
the standard service on 78% of the trials. There was no multivariate effect of trial 
(F(30,19) = 0.64, p = 0.87, Wilks' A = 0.50), and no multivariate effect for the 
interaction between trial and experimental group (F(30,19) = 1.06, p = 0.46, Wilks' A 
= 0.38). This suggests that overall the office filing system service was not perceived 
as being significantly better or worse than the standard service, and that user 
perceptions towards the services were consistent over time. 
6.4.2 The effect of context on performance and attitude 
To explore the effect of context, participant data were combined by calculating an 
overall mean for each of the 3 performance measures on the 3 trials conducted within 
each context (Note that this analysis meant combining data from consecutive weeks 
but that the effect of trial week was balanced across context). The data from the 3 
performance measures were analysed using a 2 (context) x 2 (experimental group) 
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MANCOV A to explore differences (i) between the 2 experimental groups for each 
context (ii) between the 2 contexts within each group (see Table 6.9). 
Table 6.9. Descriptive statistics for performance measures for private and public use 
Performance measure Experimental group Private location Public location 
Mean SD Mean SD 
Time Non-metaphor 59.83 8.19 58.97 7.08 
Metaphor 52.09 5.06 52.31 5.17 
Prompts interrupts Non-metaphor 94.90 6.13 96.72 4.18 
Metaphor 98.22 2.85 98.58 2.30 
Nodes Non-metaphor 119.14 11.44 114.74 10.03 
Metaphor 115.94 9.32 111.76 7.59 
The multivariate interaction between context and experimental code was not 
significant (F(3, 49) = 0.51, p = 0.68, Wilks' A = 0.97). Multivariate main effects tests 
for each of the 2 contexts of use showed a significant effect for both private location 
(F(3, 49) = 4.74, P = 0.01, Wilks' A = 0.78) and public location (F(3, 49) = 4.78, P = 
0.01, Wilks' A = 0.77), which arose since participants using the office filing system 
service performed faster than the standard service in both private (F( 1, 51) = 14.19, P 
< 0.01) and public (F(l, 51) = 11.50, p < 0.01) locations, and used significantly more 
prompt interrupts when in a private location (F(l, 51) = 6.l7, P = 0.02) than did the 
participants using the standard service. Performance on all 3 measures in both private 
and public were better with the office filing system service than with the standard 
service. Multivariate main effects tests showed no significant differences in 
performance between private and public usage for the standard service (F(3, 49) = 
1.99, P = 0.13, Wilks' A = 0.89) or the office filing system (F(3, 49) = 1.08, p = 0.37, 
Wilks' A = 0.94). 
A 2x2 MANCOV A was also used to explore the interactions between experimental 
group and context for user attitude measures (Table 6.10). 
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Table 6.10. Descriptive statistics for attitude measures for private and public use 
Attitude measure Experimental group Private location Public location 
Mean SD Mean SD 
System response accuracy Non-metaEhor 5.34 0.66 5.31 0.70 
MetaEhor 5.41 0.85 5.60 0.56 
Likeability Non-metaEhor 4.98 0.67 5.00 0.63 
MetaEhor 5.09 0.73 5.20 0.53 
Cognitive demand Non-metaEhor 5.45 0.70 5.37 0.66 
MetaEhor 5.40 0.90 5.51 0.65 
Annoyance Non-metaEhor 4.18 1.15 4.19 1.16 
MetaEhor 4.44 1.19 4.56 1.06 
Habitability Non-metaEhor 5.06 0.77 5.08 0.74 
MetaEhor 5.02 1.10 5.17 0.81 
Speed Non-metaEhor 4.26 1.13 4.33 1.12 
Metaphor 4.76 1.29 4.84 1.19 
The multivariate interaction between context and experimental group was not 
significant (F(6, 43) = 0.57, P = 0.75, Wilks' A = 0.93). Multivariate simple main 
effects tests for each of the 2 contexts of use revealed no significant differences in 
attitude between services for private usage (F(6, 43) = 0.53, P = 0.78, Wilks' A = 0.93) 
or public usage (F(6, 43) = 0.68, P = 0.67, Wilks' A = 0.91). However, the office filing 
system service was, on average, rated more positively than the standard service when 
used in private for 4 of the 6 measures, and when used in public for all 6 attitude 
measures. Multivariate main effects tests showed no significant differences in attitude 
between private and public usage for the standard service (F(6, 43) = 0.73, P = 0.63, 
Wilks' A = 0.91) or the office filing system service (F(6, 43) = 1.24, P = 0.31, Wilks' 
A = 0.85). 
6.4.3 Post task interview 
As part of the post task interview, participants were asked whether they had tried to 
visualise the service structure whilst attempting the tasks. If participants claimed to 
have visualised the service, their descriptions of the structure and features of the 
visualisation were analysed to ensure that it met the following criteria for 
visualisation, which were derived from the definition of visualisation ability proposed 
by Ekstrom et al. (1976: p. 173): 
• Manipulation or transformation of a mental image of spatial patterns into other 
arrangements 
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• Mentally restructuring a mental image into components for manipUlation, 
rather than manipulating the whole figure 
Of the participants who used the office filing system service, 66% reported that they 
visualised the service structure. In contrast, none of the participants who used the 
standard structure reported any kind of visualisation beyond actually visualising the 
numbers that corresponded to the menu options. When participants were asked to 
compare the office filing system service with the standard service, the most frequently 
given reason for preference of the office filing system service was that they could 
visualise the service, which made it easier to use. 
With respect to the office filing system service, there were a number of other themes 
that emerged from the interviews. Participants liked the clear, coherent structure of 
the service, which helped them to know where they were within the service, and to 
navigate, especially backwards through the service. Although participants were able 
to remember the overall service structure from week to week, the specific menu 
options were not very well remembered. A possible reason for this, suggested by 
participants, may have been the fact that the menu options were different at each 
level, which meant that they could not predict them as easily as they could with the 
numbered menu options of the standard service. Despite this, participants generally 
found the different menu options at different levels of the service to be helpful 
navigation cues, informing them that they had changed levels. Finally, when using the 
service in public, participants often felt uncomfortable or self-conscious saying the 
menu options that were required to progress through the service. 
6.4.4 Multiple regression models 
6.4.4.1 Performance measures 
In order to investigate the association between performance, and the measured 
individual differences, multiple regression analyses were performed. The performance 
measures of interest were performance in private locations, and performance in public 
locations for both the standard service, and the office filing system service. The 3 
performance measures analysed for this experiment (time, prompts, nodes) were 
recorded using different scales with different ranges. In order to reduce these 3 
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measures into one performance mean score for private, and one for public, it was 
necessary to transform the measures onto a common scale in order to make them 
comparable. Individual participant raw scores on each measure were therefore 
converted into z-scores and an overall performance mean for each participant was 
calculated by taking a mean of the 3 z-scores for each context of use. 
The overall mean score for performance in private locations for the standard service 
will be referred to as standard private performance, the overall mean score for 
performance in public locations for the standard service will be referred to as standard 
public performance, the overall mean score for performance in private for the office 
filing system service will be referred to as office private performance, and the overall 
mean score for performance in public for the office filing system service will be 
referred to as office public performance. In order to investigate the association 
between the measured individual differences, and performance in private, and public 
locations for each service, four multiple regression analyses were performed. The 
criterion variables used in successive analyses were (1) the standard private 
performance score (2) the standard public performance score (3) the office private 
performance score (4) and the office public performance score. The predictor 
variables used for each multiple regression were age, gender, previous mobile phone 
experience, previous fixed line telephone experience, previous computing experience, 
working memory, verbal ability, spatial ability, cognitive style, and attitude towards 
mobile phone usage in pUblic. 
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For standard private perfonnance, the overall model was not significant 
(F(10,17)=1.57; p=0.20), and the adjusted R2 value of 0.18 showed that the predictor 
variables accounted for 18% of the variation in the standard private perfonnance 
score. None of the individual predictor variables were significantly related to the 
perfonnance score. Table 6.11 shows the significance levels for all of the predictor 
variables. 
Table 6.11. Predictors of private perfonnance for the standard service 
Predictor variables Standardised Beta 
Coefficient 
t Sig. 
Age 
-0.39 
-1.83 0.09 
Gender 0.002 0.01 0.99 
Working memory 
-0.19 
-0.83 0.42 
Verbal ability -0.07 
-0.25 0.81 
Spatial ability 0.47 1.45 0.17 
Cognitive style 0.29 1.09 0.29 
Mobile experience -0.15 
-0.70 0.50 
Telephone experience 0.02 0.10 0.93 
Computing experience -0.09 
-0.41 0.69 
Mean mobile attitude -0.01 
-0.07 0.95 
For standard public perfonnance, the overall model was not significant 
(F(1 0, 17)=2.39; p=0.06), and the adjusted R2 value of 0.34 showed that the predictor 
variables accounted for 34% of the variation in the standard public perfonnance score. 
Gender was found to be a significant predictor of standard public perfonnance 
(p=0.03), but the remaining individual predictor variables did not account for a 
significant variance in the public perfonnance score. Table 6.12 shows the 
significance levels for all of the predictor variables. 
Table 6.12. Predictors of public perfonnance for the standard service 
Predictor variables Standardised Beta t Sig. 
Coefficient 
Age 0.11 0.60 0.56 
Gender -0.45 -2.31 0.03 
Working memory -0.20 -0.98 0.34 
Verbal ability -0.12 -0.47 0.64 
Spatial ability 0.60 2.08 0.05 
Cognitive style -0.09 -0.39 0.70 
Mobile experience 0.07 0.38 0.71 
Telephone experience 0.29 1.44 0.17 
Computing experience -0.08 -0.39 0.70 
Mean mobile attitude 0.25 1.36 0.19 
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For office private perfonnance, the overall model was not significant (F(lO,14)=1.38; 
p=0.28), and the adjusted R2 value of 0.13 showed that the predictor variables 
accounted for 13% of the variation in the perfonnance score. None of the individual 
predictor variables were significantly related to the office private perfonnance score. 
Table 6.13 shows the significance levels for all of the predictor variables. 
Table 6.13. Predictors of private perfonnance for the office filing system service 
Predictor variables Standardised Beta t Sig. 
Coefficient 
Age 0.44 1.82 0.09 
Gender 0.10 0.37 0.72 
Working memory 0.24 0.90 0.39 
Verbal ability -0.09 
-0.29 0.78 
Spatial ability 0.51 1.73 0.11 
Cognitive style -0.03 
-0.11 0.92 
Mobile experience -0.26 
-1.00 0.33 
Telephone experience -0.36 
-1.46 0.17 
Computing experience 0.08 0.24 0.82 
Mean mobile attitude -0.03 
-0.16 0.88 
For office public perfonnance the overall model was not significant (F(l 0, 14)=1.07; 
p=0.44), and the adjusted R2 value of 0.03 showed that the predictor variables 
accounted for 3% of the variation in the perfonnance score. None of the individual 
predictor variables were significantly related to the office public perfonnance score. 
Table 6.14 shows the significance levels for all of the predictor variables. 
Table 6.14. Predictors of public perfonnance for the office filing system service 
Predictor variables Standardised Beta t Sig. 
Coefficient 
Age 0.10 0.37 0.72 
Gender -0.41 -1.49 0.16 
Working memory 0.33 1.16 0.26 
Verbal ability 0.34 1.04 0.32 
Spatial ability -0.33 -1.05 0.31 
Cognitive style -0.37 -1.36 0.20 
Mobile experience 0.46 1.64 0.12 
Telephone experience 0.29 1.13 0.28 
Computing experience -0.16 -0.46 0.65 
Mean mobile attitude 0.27 1.17 0.26 
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6.4.4.2 Attitude measures 
In order to investigate the association between the attitude measures and the measured 
individual differences, a further set of multiple regression analyses were performed. 
The attitude measures of interest were attitude in private locations, and attitude in 
public locations for both the standard service, and the office filing system service. 
These scores were calculated by taking a mean of the 6 attitude measures for each 
participant, resulting in a score of between 1 and 7. The overall mean score for 
attitude towards the standard service in private locations will be referred to as 
standard private attitude, the overall mean score for attitude towards the standard 
service in public locations will be referred to as standard public attitude, the overall 
mean score towards the office filing system service in private locations will be 
referred to as office private attitude, and the overall mean score for attitude towards 
the office filing system service in public locations will be referred to as office public 
attitude. 
Four multiple regression analyses were performed. The criterion variables used in 
successive analyses were (1) the standard private attitude score (2) the standard public 
attitude score (3) the office private attitude score (4) the office public attitude score. 
The predictor variables used for each multiple regression were the same as those used 
for the multiple regressions performed for the performance measures. 
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For standard private attitude, the overall model was significant (F(l0,17)=3.07; 
p=0.02), and the adjusted R2 value of 0.43 showed that the predictor variables 
accounted for 43%) of the variation in the attitude score. Gender (p=0.01), working 
memory (p=0.04), and previous telephone experience (p=0.03) were found to be 
significant predictors of attitude, but the remaining predictor variables did not account 
for a significant variance in the standard private attitude score. Table 6.15 shows the 
significance levels for all of the predictor variables. 
Table 6.15. Predictors of private attitude for the standard service 
Predictor variables Standardised Beta t Sig. 
Coefficient 
Age 0.37 2.07 0.05 
Gender 0.51 2.86 0.01 
Working memory -0.43 -2.24 0.04 
Verbal ability 0.13 0.58 0.57 
Spatial ability 0.40 1.51 0.15 
Cognitive style -0.30 -1.35 0.19 
Mobile experience -0.02 -0.13 0.90 
Telephone experience -0.43 -2.32 0.03 
Computing experience -0.05 -0.29 0.78 
Mean mobile attitude 0.02 0.09 0.93 
For standard public attitude, the overall model was significant (F(l 0, 17)=5.35; 
p<O.OI), and the adjusted R2 value of 0.62 showed that the predictor variables 
accounted for 620/0 of the variation in the attitude score. Age (p=0.03), gender 
(p<O.Ol), working memory (p=0.01), and previous telephone experience (p=0.01) 
were found to be significant predictors of attitude, but the remaining predictor 
variables did not account for a significant variance in the standard public attitude 
score. Table 6.16 shows the significance levels for all of the predictor variables. 
Table 6.16. Predictors of public attitude for the standard service 
Predictor variables Standardised Beta t Sig. 
Coefficient 
Age 0.35 2.42 0.03 
Gender 0.52 3.55 0.002 
Working memory -0.48 -3.07 0.01 
Verbal ability 0.17 0.91 0.38 
Spatial ability 0.26 1.17 0.26 
Cognitive style -0.17 -0.92 0.37 
Mobile experience 0.06 OA1 0.69 
Telephone experience -0.44 -2.92 0.01 
Computing experience -0.19 -1.25 0.23 
Mean mobile attitude 0.01 0.05 0.96 
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For office private attitude the overall model was not significant (F(l0,14)=1.04~ 
p=0.46), and the adjusted R2 value of 0.02 showed that the predictor variables 
accounted for 2% of the variation in the private attitude score. None of the individual 
predictor variables were significantly related to the office private attitude score. Table 
6.17 shows the significance levels for all of the predictor variables. 
Table 6.17. Predictors of private attitude for the office filing system service 
Predictor variables Standardised Beta t Sig. 
Coefficient 
Age -0.07 -0.29 0.78 
Gender 0.32 1.17 0.26 
Working memory -0.31 -1.08 0.30 
Verbal ability 0.20 0.62 0.55 
Spatial ability -0.09 -0.27 0.79 
Cognitive style 0.01 0.04 0.97 
Mobile experience -0.47 -1.66 0.12 
Telephone experience -0.14 -0.55 0.59 
Computing experience -0.07 -0.20 0.84 
Mean mobile attitude 0.28 1.24 0.24 
For office public attitude, the overall model was not significant (F(10,14)=1.16; 
p=0.39), and the adjusted R2 value of 0.06 showed that the predictor variables 
accounted for 6% of the variation in the attitude score. None of the individual 
predictor variables were significantly related to the office public attitude score. Table 
6.18 shows the significance levels for all of the predictor variables. 
Table 6.18. Predictors of public attitude for the office filing system service 
Predictor variables Standardised Beta t Sig. 
Coefficient 
Age -0.13 -0.50 0.62 
Gender 0.13 0.48 0.64 
Working memory -0.22 -0.80 0.44 
Verbal ability 0.51 1.61 0.13 
Spatial ability -0.43 -1.38 0.19 
Cognitive style 0.05 0.17 0.87 
Mobile experience -0.37 -1.33 0.21 
Telephone experience 0.06 0.23 0.83 
Computing experience -0.31 -0.91 0.38 
Mean mobile attitude 0.23 1.03 0.32 
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6.4.4.3 Multiple regression summary 
Table 6.19 provides a summary of the individual differences that were found to be 
significant predictors of perfonnance with, and attitude towards the standard service 
and the office filing system service, in private locations, and in public locations. 
Table 6.19. Summary of significant predictors of perfonnance and attitude 
Service type 
Standard service 
Office filing system 
servIce 
Location 
Private 
Public 
Private 
Public 
Attitude 
Gender, 
Working memory, 
Telephone experience 
Age, 
Gender, 
Working memory, 
Telephone experience 
No predictors 
No predictors 
Performance 
No predictors 
Gender 
No predictors 
No predictors 
The individual difference measures recorded were not predictors of perfonnance or 
attitude with the office filing system service. Gender, working memory, and telephone 
experience were predictors of attitude with the standard service. Age emerged as a 
predictor of improved perceptions towards the standard service in public locations, 
but was not a predictor of attitude in private locations. However, due to the narrow 
spread of ages across the participant sample, the effect of age will not be discussed as 
an important predictor. Finally, gender was a predictor of perfonnance with the 
standard service when used in public, but not when used in private. 
6.5 Discussion 
The use of an office filing system metaphor significantly improved overall 
perfonnance with the mobile city guide service in both private and public compared to 
a non-metaphor standard version of the service, but there were no differences in user 
preferences towards the two services. Tasks were perfonned faster with the office 
filing system service as a result of users interrupting the service dialogue with their 
menu selections more often, and more quickly. There were no differences between 
services in the number of infonnation nodes visited when perfonning tasks. This 
finding suggests that when using the standard service participants were unsure about 
which option to choose and tended to listen more carefully to full service messages 
without interrupting, rather than choose an incorrect option which would have 
increased their node count. No significant differences in participants' initial response 
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to each service were evident in the current experiment, although during the first week 
of testing the office filing system service demonstrated improved levels of 
performance relative to the standard service on all measures, and more positive 
attitudes for half of the attitude measures. User attitude is an important factor in the 
acceptance of a novel service such as the office filing system service, since users who 
perceive the service as being hard to use at first contact may be less likely to want to 
use it again (Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw, 1989). 
Users of the office filing system service interrupted the service dialogue more often 
than those using the standard service in private, but not in public, which may have 
occurred due to social inhibition. When asked at the post-task interview 'How did you 
feel when using the service in a public place? participants who used the office filing 
system service often reported feeling slightly embarrassed or self-conscious when 
saying some of the menu options that were required to progress through the service, 
such as 'left cabinet' or 'top drawer'. Fewer participants using the standard service 
reported feeling inhibited, possibly since the use of numbered menu options is 
widespread and would not have been perceived as unusual to bystanders. When using 
a service in public the presence of other people may then influence how the user feels 
saying abstract phrases in a context where they could be overheard. Similar findings 
have been reported by Love and Perry (2004). Despite this, the context in which the 
services were used did not appear to influence performance with or preference for 
either of the services. This finding was corroborated by subjective reports (post-task 
interview). When asked about the presence of auditory and visual distractions 
participants usually reported at least one source of distraction, most commonly traffic, 
and in some cases more than one source (e.g. people talking). However, when asked 
whether they considered that their performance had been adversely affected they 
replied that it had not on at least 95% of trials. This result may be related to the fact 
that the majority of phone calls made by mobile phone users take place in distracting 
environments, such as on streets, on public transport, and in shops and restaurants 
(Wei and Leung 1999). Therefore, participants may have developed strategies to deal 
with distractions in these mobile public settings, suggesting that metaphor-based 
services may be used in a diverse range of settings without a significant reduction in 
usability. 
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Another interesting finding was that the majority of participants using the office filing 
system service reported that they visualised the service structure, but their responses 
suggested that this was done in different ways and with different levels of detail. 
When asked which service they preferred, the most commonly given reason by 
participants for preferring the office filing system service was that they could 
visualise it, and that this made it easier to use rather than just remembering numbers 
(which was the main strategy used for the standard service). The participants who did 
not visualise the service reported using either 'word spotting' or remembering 
sequences of menu options. It is likely that the spatial metaphor used in this study 
provided users with a mental model of the system in the form of a visualisation (Card 
et al. 1999), something that is difficult to extract from the standard service. This 
visualisation consisted of spatial or way-finding cues, which may have prevented 
users from becoming lost or confused compared to systems relying solely on 
sequential verbal cues. Consequently system metaphors which invoke visual images 
may offer a viable method of improving user interactions and may address the 
problems of navigation difficulties and poor usability which have been commonly 
associated with speech systems (Rosson 1985). The navigation of services with menu 
hierarchies deeper than the recommended maximum of three levels (Bond and 
Camack 1999) may therefore be supported, although the selection of unambiguous 
titles for the additional levels of the service hierarchy must remain a priority to avoid 
incorrect menu selections and subsequent user disorientation. 
The extent to which participants' individual differences could be used to predict both 
attitudes towards, and performance with the services, was affected by the service type, 
and the location in which the services were used. In terms of service type, there were 
no significant predictors of attitude or performance for the office filing system 
service, whereas, for the standard service there were a range of predictor variables. It 
may have been expected that spatial ability would emerge as a predictor of either 
attitude, or performance, for the office filing system service. The office filing system 
service encouraged participants to form a spatial mental model of the service 
structure, and two thirds of participants reported visualising such a mental model, but 
despite this, spatial ability was not an important factor in how this model was utilised. 
It may therefore be the case that one of the sub-components of spatial ability, 
visualisation ability, is more salient to the mental models constructed. 
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Gender, working memory, and prevIOUS telephone experience were predictors of 
attitude towards the standard service in both private and public locations. Female 
participants perceived the services more positively, as did participants with low 
working memory, and participants who were infrequent users of fixed line telephones. 
These results suggest a persistent trend for male participants to dislike the standard 
service, regardless of location. The association between working memory and attitude 
was unexpected, as it may have been predicted that participants with good working 
memory would have perceived the services more positively due to their enhanced 
ability to remember the service messages and prompts. A possible explanation may be 
that participants with high working memory found the service easy to use, and found 
the menu options easy to remember, but as a result of this focussed on other aspects of 
the service, such as the actual user experience. They may not have liked the service, 
or found it tedious to use, and therefore, despite having no difficulties completing the 
tasks with the service, perceived it negatively. The results for previous telephone 
experience may relate to participant's experience with telephone-based interaction, 
and with automated phone services. Participants who use telephones infrequently may 
lack confidence in using the telephone, and prefer a rigid structured style of 
interaction that is task-oriented, which matches the type of limited interaction offered 
by the standard service. 
There were no significant predictors of performance with the standard servIce III 
private locations, but gender was a predictor of performance in public locations, with 
males performing better than females. This suggests that context of use interacts with 
participant gender to affect performance with the standard service. When the standard 
service was used in private, there was no gender related association between the 
attitude and performance measures, and the poorer perceptions towards the standard 
service by males were not associated with any subsequent performance detriment. 
However, in public, there appears to have been an association between the effects of 
gender, and attitude and performance. When used in public, males perceived the 
standard service more negatively than females, but their performance was better than 
female performance. That this association existed in public, but not in private, may be 
the result of the additional physical distractions and social pressures when interacting 
in public, which male participants may have been better able to effectively deal with. 
leading to better levels of performance. 
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The multiple regression analyses suggest that, as none of the individual differences 
measured could be used to predict attitude or performance for the office filing system, 
the design of metaphor-based phone services may help to accommodate individual 
differences, making them easier to use for a wider range of people. 
The current experiment extends the findings of experiment one in three main areas. 
Firstly, the performance benefits of a metaphor-based service become more evident 
over longer periods of use, but start on first exposure. Secondly, the performance 
benefits of a metaphor-based service are not impacted by private or public locations of 
use, suggesting that the visualisation strategy adopted by the majority of participants 
may still be viable in conjunction with everyday physical navigation in the real world. 
However, due to the range of possible locations within both private and public 
contexts, it is possible that participants may be more likely or better able to visualise 
the service in certain locations. Furthermore, social inhibitions were apparent in the 
use of the metaphor-based service dialogues as a result of the novel syntax of the 
menu options, but this effect may be ameliorated if service use became more 
widespread or through further investigations of context specific use in order to 
determine alternative, more acceptable phrases. Thirdly, gender, working memory, 
and previous fixed line telephone experience, are all related to either attitude towards 
or performance with the standard service, but there were no individual difference 
predictors for the office filing system service. Moreover, the location from which the 
standard service was accessed, affected the pattern with which gender could be used 
as a predictor of performance. 
6.6 Chapter summary 
User performance with a speech-based mobile city guide service improved when the 
service was based on an underlying metaphor. This performance advantage is 
consistent when the service is used in both private and public locations. Although 
participants did not show any significant preferences for the metaphor-based service, 
it was generally perceived more positively when used in public, whilst performance 
for first time usage also tended to be better. Social context appeared to have an effect 
on participants' feelings whilst using the metaphor-based service in public, but this 
did not adversely affect their performance when compared to pri\'ate use or use of the 
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standard service. No conclusions can be drawn as to whether a spatial metaphor is 
better than other types of metaphor for mobile phone services, only that the spatial 
metaphor used improved performance with a mobile city guide service relative to a 
non-metaphor service. 
The main rationale for utilising a spatial metaphor for a speech-based service was to 
provide a mental model of the service which could be visualised, and would provide 
structural cues to make the service easier to remember and easier to navigate. This 
appears to have been successful, with two-thirds of participants visualising the service 
structure, and it was this feature that was most often cited as a reason for user 
preference of the metaphor-based service over the standard service. In addition, a 
visualisation strategy did not disrupt performance with the metaphor-based service 
when used in public locations, which might be considered to be more visually 
distracting and cognitively demanding. Neither attitude nor performance could be 
predicted by any of the individual differences measured, highlighting the potential for 
metaphor-based systems to reduce the negative effects on interaction that may be 
caused by some individual differences. However, due to the majority of participants 
reporting that they visualised the office filing system service, an investigation of 
visualisation was conducted in experiment three. 
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The effect of visualisation on the usability of voice-operated 
metaphor-based mobile phone services 
7.1 Introduction 
Experiments one and two have indicated that the use of interface metaphors may 
provide a suitable strategy for the design of hierarchically structured speech-activated 
mobile phone services. In experiment two, an office filing system metaphor-based 
version of the city guide service resulted in significantly improved user performance 
and was preferred to the standard number-based menu service. This performance 
advantage was found to be consistent over an extended 6-week usage period, and was 
independent of whether the context of phone use was a public or private location. This 
suggests that participants using the metaphor-based service were better able to retain 
structural information and to develop an appropriate mental model of the service than 
those who used the standard service. 
User evaluations from experiment two suggested that the success of the metaphor may 
he dependent on a participant's ability to visualise its intended referent, with 
visualisation of the office filing system service being the most frequently cited reason 
for it's preference over the standard service. It was for these reasons that experiment 
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three, which is reported in this chapter, sought to gather qualitative data to develop a 
deeper level of understanding about the strategies used by participants when 
interacting with the services, specifically the visualisation strategy. 
Experiment 3 investigated visualisation of a speech-based automated mobile city 
guide service. The non-metaphor standard service, and the metaphor-based office 
filing system service from experiment two were evaluated. In addition, a spatial 
metaphor from a computing domain, the Microsoft Windows desktop metaphor, was 
used to implement a third version of the service. It was decided to implement and 
evaluate a service based on a computer desktop metaphor for three main reasons. 
Firstly, to test the effectiveness of a GUI metaphor for a speech-based system. 
Secondly, to compare the usability of a service based on a metaphor that was not 
derived from a RCD process, with the usability of the office filing system service, 
which was derived from a RCD process. Thirdly, to test a finding by Yankelovich et 
al. (1995), who discovered that the vocabulary used to describe a GUI does not 
transfer well to a speech-based interface because users are not in the habit of using 
such terminology in everyday conversation. 
In experiment two, the public contexts in which the services were used varied, and 
therefore could not be entirely known. In this experiment context of use was 
controlled by selecting a context of use that was public, but similar for all participants. 
In experiment two, there was no significant change in performance over the 6 weekly 
trials, and therefore, as the focus of experiment three was visualisation, only one trial 
was conducted to determine participants' performance with the services on their first 
time use. This may also more accurately reflect real world usage patterns for such 
services, which increases the ecological validity of the results obtained. 
The three main objectives of experiment three were to: 
1. Understand the user process of visualisation, and the ways in which it may 
affect interaction with the services. 
2. Analyse the effects of visualisation on attitudes towards, performance with. 
and recall of the phone services 
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3. Evaluate the relevance of a GUI metaphor (computer desktop metaphor) to a 
speech-based automated mobile city guide service. 
7.2 Prototype design and development 
The standard service, and the office filing system service were the same as those used 
in experiment two, whilst the computer desktop service was designed specifically for 
the purposes of this experiment. To translate the Windows desktop GUI into an 
auditory version of the interface, it was necessary to deal with a number of design 
issues. Firstly, it was necessary to decide at which level of abstraction to decompose 
the GUI (Mynatt, 1993; Mynatt, 1995): lexical, syntactic, or semantic. The lexical 
level of a GUI is the level of lines, dots, and text that make up the application 
interface. The syntactic level consists of lexical constructs combined into objects that 
convey meaning, for example buttons and menus (Edwards and Stockton, 1995). The 
semantic level refers to the operations that the syntactic objects allow the user to 
perform; for example, buttons allow the user to execute a command, whilst menus 
provide a list of possible commands. Translating the interface at the lexical level 
would not make sense to users, as individual lexical constructs do not have 
affordances, or 'meaning'. Translating the interface at the semantic level was not 
applicable to the current experiment, as the only action that may be performed upon 
the syntactic obj ects at each level of the service is to select them. It was therefore 
decided that the appropriate level of translation was the syntactic level, which is the 
level of interface components. 
The next step was to identify the interface objects that directly contribute to a user's 
mental model of a GUI, rather than objects that are simply artefacts of visual 
presentation. In this way, the underlying conceptual model of a GUI could be 
transferred to the auditory interface. An informal evaluation was performed to 
investigate which interface objects were salient features of users' mental models. Five 
postgraduate Computer Science students were asked to verbally explain how to 
navigate from the desktop to a file in their personal directory. The explanations were 
recorded, and analysed to extract terminology concerning interface objects. Having 
isolated a series of objects associated with different levels of the desktop hierarchy, 
the objects were mapped onto the 5-level hierarchy of the phone service. 
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At level 1 of the service, the user was told that that they were at the computer desktop 
and had to choose from 2 windows. In order to navigate to the venue information 
contained in one of the 54 files in level 5, the user had to navigate through levels 2, 3, 
and 4, which involved selecting icons, folders, and files, for example 'You selected the 
Nightlife window. There are 2 icons available. For information about Music, select 
the first icon; and for information about Drinking, select the second icon. Say first or 
second. ' 
Due to the spatial nature of the desktop interface, the role of space as a means of 
conveying meaning had to be considered. For the office filing system service the 
position of the interface objects in space were defined. However, for the computer 
desktop service the interface objects were not assigned to a fixed location, but it was 
expected that users would visualise the locations of the interface obj ects. This gave 
participants the opportunity to mentally customise the service, based on the way in 
which they might normally organise the various interface objects on their own 
computer desktops, so that the resulting system image was personal and meaningful to 
them. 
7.3 Methodology 
7.3.1 Design 
The experiment used a 3 (service) x 3 (task) mixed factorial design. The between-
subjects factor was the version of the service used, with participants assigned to either 
the standard, the office filing system, or the computer desktop service. The within-
subjects factor was the task, with each participant attempting 3 consecutive tasks with 
their allocated service. 
7.3.2 Participants 
Forty-two people took part In the study, consisting of both undergraduate and 
postgraduate students recruited from within a university Computer Science 
department. Participants were aged between 18 and 30, (mean age = 22), of whom 33 
were male and 9 were female. Participants were allocated equally by gender between 
experimental groups, such that 11 males and 3 females were in each group. All 
participants were highly computer-literate. 
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7.3.3 Apparatus 
A WOZ methodology (Fraser and Gilbert, 1991) was used in this experiment. The 
same experimental set up was used, as in experiment two, with the experimenter 
selecting hyperlinks, which played the requested sound files via a speakerphone to the 
participant at the other end of the phone line. As in experiment two, participant 
interactions with the services were logged using TrueActive monitoring software 
(TrueActive Corporation, Kennewick, W A). 
7.3.4 Data collection 
Four types of data were collected during the study: performance measures; attitude 
measures; the qualitative data from the post-task interviews, and the retrospective 
analysis; and the service recall data. A total of 8 measures of performance were 
recorded, and were the same as those taken in experiment two. However, as in 
experiment two, some of these measures were not analysed for the following reasons. 
Return rates were not analysed due to their infrequent usage, and error rates were not 
analysed, since very few errors were found across conditions. In addition, as in 
experiment two, only one of the node-based measures was analysed, for the reasons 
outlined in the previous chapter. A total of five performance measures were therefore 
analysed for experiment three, and can be seen in Table 7.1 (absolute transaction 
times can be seen in Appendix 21). The 6 attitude measures were the same as those 
used for experiment two (see Table 7.2), and were collected using a usability 
questionnaire (Appendix 2). 
Table 7.1. Performance measures for experiment three 
Measure 
Time 
Task completion 
Prompt interrupts 
Nodes 
Repeats 
Description 
The time to complete a task was calculated as a percentage of the total 
length of the service dialogue (a lower score was taken to indicate a 
better performance) 
The number of times the tasks were successfully completed as a 
percentage of the total tasks (a higher score was taken to indicate a 
better performance) 
The number of times the dialogue was interrupted with a response was 
calculated as a percentage of the total number of dialogue nodes used (a 
higher score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
The number of dialogue nodes used to complete a task was calculated 
as a percentage of the optimum number - the shortest route (a lower 
score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
The number of times a request to repeat a dialogue prompt was made (a 
lower score was taken to indicate a better performance) 
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Table 7.2. Attitude measures for experiment three 
Measure 
System response accuracy 
Likeability 
Cognitive demand 
Annoyance 
Habitability 
Speed 
Description 
Refers to how accurately the service recognised user input, and 
provided a response that matched the users expectations 
Refers to whether the user found the service useful and pleasant and 
whether they would choose to use it again 
Refers to the user's opinion about the amount of effort necessary to 
use the service, and how they felt as a result of expending this effort 
Refers to the degree to which the user found the service repetitive, 
boring, irritating or frustrating 
Refers to whether the user's conceptual model of the service was 
sufficient to inform them of what to do and what the service was doing 
Refers to how quickly the user perceived the service as responding to 
their input, and to the overall duration of the interaction 
Qualitative data was gathered from the post task interviews, and the full list of 
questions that were used for the interviews can be seen in Appendix 18. Finally, in 
order to gather data about participants memory of the overall service structure, and the 
menu options at each level, a multiple-choice questionnaire was designed, and which 
can be seen in Appendix 19. 
7.3.5 Procedure 
At the beginning of the testing seSSIOn, participants were required to complete a 
Technographic questionnaire (Appendix 10). Prior to performing the phone tasks, 
participants were given a brief explanation of the phone service they would be using, 
and were informed that all responses had to be spoken rather than keypad activated, 
and that service messages could be interrupted with a response at any time. They were 
then given a task sheet containing a practice task and 3 experimental tasks to be 
performed (Appendix 20). Each task required participants to find the names of 
specific venues within a fictitious city. The third task was more difficult than tasks 1 
and 2, and comprised 2 subtasks that required participants to go backwards as well as 
forwards through the service structure. 
Once the nature of the tasks had been explained, participants who consented to take 
part were taken to the foyer area of a University building, where they were to use the 
services. This area was a public setting with an always-present receptionist, and a 
regular flow of people entering and leaving the building. The participants were called 
on their mobile phones by the experimenter, and were required to attempt the practice 
task, followed by the 3 experimental tasks. The experimenter activated the service 
messages and prompts, and the participants responded verbally with their menu 
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selections. All participant interactions with the services were audio recorded. After 
completing the 3 tasks participants returned to the original location to rejoin the 
experimenter and complete the usability questionnaire and the multiple choice 
memory questionnaire requiring them to recall both the overall service structure and 
the menu options at each level. 
At the end of the testing session, participants were asked a series of open-ended 
questions about their experiences of using the services. These questions could be 
asked in any order, and included: Were you able to visualise the structure of the 
service?; What features of the service helped you to know where you were?; What 
strategy did you use for navigating through the service?; How did you feel using the 
service for the first time? Retrospective analysis (Nielsen, 1993) was integrated into 
the interview process as a means of facilitating participants' responses. This involved 
playing back any sections of the recorded interaction that were noted by the 
experimenter as being problematic. The participants listened to the recording and 
were asked to explain how they felt during the interaction, and to discuss any 
problems, hesitations, or incorrect navigation selections they had experienced. This 
method allowed participants to elaborate on preferences or issues that may have been 
raised by the usability questionnaire or the interview question, by referring to actual 
examples rather than hypothetical ones. The interview process was carried out in the 
following way: (i) A tape recording was taken of the participants' interactions whilst 
attempting the experimental tasks (ii) Simultaneously, the experimenter noted any 
problems experienced by the participant, with a corresponding tape counter number 
(iii) Participants were asked an open-ended question about some aspect of their 
interaction with the service, and were encouraged to respond as fully as possible (iv) 
Interaction events relevant to each interview question were then played back to 
participants to help spark memories, and enhance recall of how they felt at the time of 
the specific event. 
7.4 Results 
7.4.1 Participant variables 
One-Way ANOY As revealed no significant differences between experimental groups 
with respect to participants' age, previous nl0bile phone experience, previous fixed 
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line telephone experience, and previous computing experience. This suggests that the 
three groups did not differ in age, or technological background prior to the study. 
Table 7.3 shows descriptive data for participants' age, and previous telephone and 
computing experience. 
Table 7.3 Descriptive data for the individual difference measures for experiment three 
Participant variable Minimum Maximum Mean Standard deviation 
Age 18.00 30.00 22.36 2.71 
Mobile phone experience 9.71 58.00 34.90 11.73 
Telephone experience 5.00 75.00 28.20 17.89 
Computing experience 59.75 100.00 88.92 10.72 
Table 7.4 shows the range of possible scores for the performance and attitude 
measures, as well as the grand mean and standard deviation for all users and across 
both services. 
Table 7.4. Score range and means for the performance and attitude measures for 
experiment three 
Measure Type 
System 
performance 
measures 
Attitude 
measures 
Measure 
Time 
Task completion 
Prompt interrupts 
Nodes 
Repeats 
System response accuracy 
Likeability 
Cognitive demand 
Annoyance 
Habitability 
Speed 
7.4.2 Performance measures 
Range 
0-100 
0-100 
0-100 
>100 
>0 
1-7 
1-7 
1-7 
1-7 
1-7 
1-7 
Mean SD 
55.82 9.88 
88.78 16.56 
92.61 9.79 
127.98 21.50 
0.43 0.67 
5.13 0.65 
4.78 0.68 
5.12 0.77 
3.75 0.97 
4.83 0.96 
3.86 1.21 
Data from the 5 performance measures were analysed using a 3 (experimental group) 
x 3 (task) mixed MANOVA to explore performance differences between the 3 
experimental groups over the 3 tasks (see Table 7.5). The first 2 tasks were of a 
similar complexity, whilst the third was more complex involving backwards 
navigation through the service. The multivariate effect of task was marginally 
significant (F(lO, 26) = 2.13, P = 0.06, Wilks' A = 0.55) and significant uniyariate 
main effects for task occurred for all 5 user performance measures (Table 7.5), 
indicating that overall performance levels for the seryices tended to change over the 
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course of the 3 experimental trials. The multivariate effect of experimental group was 
not significant (F(lO, 62) = 1.45, P = 0.18, Wilks' A = 0.66). The multivariate effect 
for the interaction between experimental group and task was not significant (F(20, 52) 
= 0.90, P = 0.59, Wilks' A = 0.55), suggesting that the manner in which performance 
changed over the tasks was largely consistent for all 3 services. 
Table 7.5. Descriptive data for the performance measures for the 3 experimental tasks 
Experimental Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 F Sig. 
Measure group Mean SD Mean SD SD SD value 
Time Standard 58.97 8.78 51.03 15.99 55.26 9.07 7.94 <0-
Office 58.71 10.67 51.87 11.26 56.98 8.28 001 
Windows 58.17 9.17 49.77 5.48 51.77 12.57 
Task Standard 87.50 19.46 91.67 19.46 94.44 12.97 4.72 0.02 
completion Office 80.77 18.78 92.31 18.78 92.31 14.62 
Windows 88.46 0.00 100.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
Prompt Standard 86.38 11.99 93.87 12.49 91.85 10.06 5.28 0.01 
interrupts Office 88.60 17.28 96.92 11.09 93.74 7.93 
Windows 96.73 6.57 98.46 5.55 96.05 5.83 
Nodes Standard 146.67 62.86 125.00 54.69 130.00 42.00 6.40 0.01 
Office 143.08 52.18 100.00 0.00 129.23 28.71 
Windows 150.77 74.21 101.54 5.55 136.92 21.36 
Repeats Standard 0.33 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.65 4.59 0.02 
Office 0.08 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.28 
Windows 0.38 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.38 
7.4.3 Attitude measures 
Data from the 6 attitude measures were analysed using a one-way independent groups 
MANOV A to explore differences in attitude between the 3 experimental groups. The 
multivariate effect of experimental group was not significant (F(l2, 68) = 0.88, p = 
0.57, Wilks' A = 0.75). Simple univariate tests showed that only one of the six attitude 
measures was found to be significant, the measure likeability (F (2,39) = 4.24; P = 
0.02). A post hoc Tukey HSD test showed that the computer desktop service was 
perceived as being significantly more likeable than the standard service (p=0.02), but 
there was no difference between the office filing system service and the standard 
service (p=0.09), or between the office filing system service and the computer desktop 
service (p=0.60) Although the effects were not significant, participants rated the 
computer desktop service most positively for 5 of the 6 subjective measures. The 
office filing system service was rated most positively for the subjective measure 
'speed'. The standard service was rated most negatively for all 6 of the subjective 
measures (Table 7.6). 
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Table 7.6. Main effects between groups for the 6 attitude measures for experiment 
three 
No Subjective Mean and Standard OFS Windows F value Sig. 
measure SD servIce servIce servIce 
1 System response Mean 4.86 5.15 5.38 2.47 0.10 
SD 0.76 0.48 0.61 
2 Likeability Mean 4.39 4.90 5.05 4.24 0.02 
SD 0.77 0.62 0.47 
3 Cognitive Mean 4.74 5.24 5.40 3.10 0.06 
demand SD 0.93 0.63 0.61 
4 Annoyance Mean 3.35 3.81 4.10 2.26 0.12 
SD 0.86 1.07 0.88 
5 Habitability Mean 4.38 4.94 5.16 2.70 0.08 
SD 1.15 0.74 0.82 
6 Speed Mean 3.70 4.02 3.86 0.24 0.79 
SD 1.16 1.32 1.24 
7.4.4 Recall of service structure 
After completing the experimental tasks, participants were asked to recall the number 
of levels of menu options within the service, and the number of menu options at each 
of those service levels. This allowed comparisons to be made between services and 
was used in preference to a more complex test of service memory. 
For the first of the memory measures, a one-way ANOVA revealed no difference 
between groups for the mean number of levels of menu options recalled by 
participants (F(2,39)=0.15; p=0.86) (standard: mean 4.14, SD 0.66; office filing 
system: mean 4.21, SD 0.80; computer desktop: mean 4.29, SD 0.61). Eight 
participants from each group correctly estimated that there were 4 levels of menu 
options. 
The number of menu options at each level of the service was: level 1 = 2 options; 
level 2 = 2 options; level 3 = 3 options; and level 4 = 3 options. The sum of menu 
options within the 4 service levels was therefore 10 options. A one-way ANOV A was 
used to investigate whether any differences between groups existed for recall of the 
total number of service menu options. No differences in recall were found between 
groups (F(2,39)=0.85; p=0.44) (standard: mean 10.00, SD 1.66; office filing system: 
mean 9.64, SD 1.34; computer desktop: mean 10.36, SD 1.34). 
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7.4.5 Visualisation of the service structure 
As part of the post task interview, participants were asked whether they had visualised 
the service structure and features whilst completing the tasks. Participants' responses 
to this question were cross-referenced with their interview responses regarding 
visualisation, in order to decide whether they had fulfilled the visualisation criteria 
derived from Ekstrom et al. (1976), and which were previously stated in chapter 6. 
Participants were then divided into those who visualised the services, and those who 
did not. 
The ratio of visualisers to non-visualisers for each service was: standard service 3: 11; 
office filing system service 11 :3; and computer desktop service 12:2. A X2 test was 
performed on this data which suggested that significantly more participants in the 
metaphor-based groups visualised the service structure than in the standard group (X2 
(2, n=42) = 14.74, p<O.OOI). Cramer's V was found to be 0.59, suggesting that 
approximately 35% of the variation in frequencies of visualisers can be explained by 
the experimental group to which they were assigned. It can therefore be concluded 
that there was a significant association between experimental group and visualisation, 
with participants using the metaphor-based services significantly more likely to 
visualise the service structure than those using the standard service. 
7.4.5.1 Performance measures 
In order to examine differences In performance between visualisers and non-
visualisers, a MANOV A was performed on the performance data pooled for all 3 
services using visualisation as the dichotomous independent variable (Visualisers 
n=26, non-visualisers n=16). A significant multivariate effect of visualisation was 
found (F(5, 36) = 3.17, p = 0.02, Wilks' A = 0.69). Simple univariate tests revealed 
that visualisers performed significantly better than non-visualisers on two of the 
performance measures: time, and prompt interrupts (Table 7.7). 
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Table 7.7. Main effects between visualisers and non-visualisers for the performance 
measures for experiment three 
No Objective measure Mean and Visualiser Non- F value Sig. 
SD visualiser 
1 Time Mean 53.62 59.41 3.62 0.03 
SD 8.92 10.60 
2 Task completion Mean 90.66 85.71 0.88 0.18 
SD 13.37 20.87 
3 Prompt interrupts Mean 96.38 86.48 13.10 <0-001 
SD 7.29 10.43 
4 Nodes Mean 125.96 131.25 0.59 0.22 
SD 18.87 25.53 
5 Repeats Mean 0.35 0.56 1.04 0.16 
SD 0.63 0.73 
7.4.5.2 Attitude measures 
In order to examine differences in attitude between visualisers and non-visualisers, a 
MANOV A was performed on the attitude data from all 3 services. The multivariate 
effect of visualisation was not significant (F(6, 35) = 0.99, P = 0.45, Wilks' A = 0.85), 
although simple univariate tests revealed that for 3 of the attitude measures visualisers 
were significantly more positive towards the services than non-visualisers: system 
response accuracy, likeability, and cognitive demand. Although not a significant 
finding, visualisers expressed more positive perceptions towards the remaining 3 
subjective measures than participants who did not visualise the service (Table 7.8). 
Table 7.8. Main effects between visualisers and non-visualisers for attitude measures 
for experiment three 
No Subjective measure Mean and Visualiser Non- F value Sig. 
SD visualiser 
System response Mean 5.30 4.86 4.94 0.02 
SD 0.44 0.84 
2 Likeability Mean 4.93 4.53 3.72 0.03 
SD 0.59 0.76 
3 Cognitive demand Mean 5.32 4.80 4.99 0.02 
SD 0.61 0.91 
4 Annoyance Mean 3.87 3.54 1.20 0.14 
SD 0.98 0.95 
5 Habitability Mean 5.01 4.53 2.63 0.06 
SD 0.76 1.18 
6 Speed Mean 3.91 3.77 0.71 0.35 
SD 1.20 1.27 
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7.4.6 Qualitative data 
Theme-based content analysis (TBCA) was selected as an appropriate qualitative data 
analysis methodology to analyse the data resulting from the combined interviews and 
retrospective analyses. TBCA comprises a hybrid of qualitative and quantitative 
approaches that allows the grouping of data into meaningful themes, whilst also 
retaining the raw data throughout the analysis process, an important feature of 
qualitative analysis noted by Miles and Huberman (1994). 
There were two main factors that influenced the decision to use TBCA for the current 
experiment. Firstly, the auditory metaphor-based services in this experiment were 
designed to facilitate the internal visualisation and navigation of a virtual information 
space. The TBCA method has been previously used to evaluate virtual environments 
in which users were verbally guided (Neale and Nichols, 2001), and therefore shares a 
number of similarities with the current task environment, which requires exploration 
and interaction within a mediated environment. Secondly, TBCA is a flexible method 
allowing the analysis of data produced by a number of different methods to be 
analysed. This supports the use of both the retrospective analysis data and the open-
ended interview data that were gathered from this experiment. 
TBCA involves a two-stage refinement process for identifying raw themes, and then 
higher-order themes. Raw themes emerging from the data are independently 
established, and are then tested against the themes proposed by at least one other 
researcher. This allows the reliability of the themes to be evaluated by calculating the 
number of times the researchers agree as a percentage of all possible themes proposed 
(Miles and Huberman, 1994). For this experiment, a second rater with no previous 
knowledge of the specific research domain was asked to establish raw data themes for 
the data from two of the seven interview questions. This was done informally, and the 
overall rate of agreement was 75%, which is above the accepted standard of 70% 
proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994). Following this, the number of user 
comments contributing to the raw themes were counted, to give an indication of their 
relative frequency. 
Interview data and related retrospective analysis data were analysed from interview 
questions for each of the three service types, and categorised according to whether 
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participants visualised the service or not (Table 7.9 to 7.15). Each table shows the 
occurrence of raw data themes for each service type for both visualisers and non-
visualisers with indicative quotes given by the users. It must be noted that some 
participants did not contribute comments to the themes, whilst other participants 
contributed comments to more than one theme, which is the reason that the total 
number of participants for each theme (e.g., n=x) is not equal to the number of 
participants in each experimental group. 
For users of the metaphor-based services, imagining the service as described by the 
service dialogue was the most common way of visualising the office filing system 
service (Table 7.9, theme 1.1), whilst those who used the computer desktop service 
visualised what was described but tended to personalise their visualisation by 
combining features of a real world computer desktop filing system (theme 1.4). This 
effect may be attributed to domain experience, with the highly computer literate 
participants attempting to synchronise features of the phone service with features of 
their personal computer filing system. Some participants in both metaphor-based 
services visualised a completely different structure to the one presented (theme 1.2), 
which may have been related to a lack of domain experience, making it difficult for 
them to base their visualisation on the corresponding real world structure (theme 1.5). 
Some participants using the standard service visualised a hierarchy of links and nodes 
despite the absence of any spatial description (theme 1.2). There was also an attempt 
by some participants to simplify the metaphor-based services by changing the 
interface objects and making them the same at each level of the service (theme 1.3). 
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Table 7.9. Question 1: What aspects of the service did you visualise? 
Visualiser 
Yes 
Standard 
(Theme 1.2) Visualisation 
of a different structure 
(n=3): 'I visualised a tree 
structure with links and 
nodes' 
(Theme 1.3) Visualisation 
of different interface objects 
(n=I): 'I visualised the 
control options like the 
options in a software 
application, with the close 
button on the right hand 
side, and a drop down menu 
of options on the left' 
Office 
(Theme 1.1) Visualisation 
of the service as it was 
described (n=7): 'I saw 
myself in an office creating 
images of the things at each 
level of the service, and 1 
saw myself doing all the 
actions, and visualised 
everything but not in great 
detail 
(Theme 1.2) Visualisation 
of a different structure 
(n=2): 'I imagined myself 
using a computer. 1 went to 
the control panel and 
clicked on different folders. 
There was also an internet 
browser with a Back button, 
and Home button' 
(Theme 1.3) Visualisation 
of different interface objects 
(n= 1 ): 'I changed the things 
at each level into shelves, so 
instead of filing cabinets 1 
visualised different shelves 
at the top, middle, and 
bottom' 
(Theme 1.4) Personalisation 
of the interface (n= 1): 
'When 1 worked in summer 
there were filing cabinets 
everywhere, with stickers 
on drawers, so for me it was 
really clear, and 1 
customised my picture of 
the service to match my 
experience' 
(Theme 1.5) Domain 
experience (n=I): 'I don't 
use filings cabinet much, so 
1 had to think really hard 
about how filing cabinets 
are set up, and then change 
my idea of how the service 
works' 
Windows 
(Theme 1.4) Personalisation 
of the interface (n=8): 'I 
pictured the service in the 
same way 1 organise folders 
on my desktop, but 1 was 
just picturing folders and 
sub folders and icons, not 
Windows or files, and I 
positioned them from left to 
right' 
(Theme 1.1) Visualisation 
of the service as it was 
described (n=2): 'Felt like I 
was speaking to a computer. 
1 pictured the objects at 
each level, and 1 visualised 
the icons, and clicked on 
them, which took me to 
folders. 1 am familiar with 
this domain so it came 
naturally' 
(Theme 1.3) Visualisation 
of different interface objects 
(n=2): 'I pictured blank 
squares to represent the 
icons, and lined them up 
from left to right. Selecting 
options was like ticking 
boxes' 
(Theme 1.5) Domain 
experience (n=2): 'The 
service could be a problem 
for people who are not 
computer users, or who 
have limited domain 
knowledge' 
(Theme 1.2) Visualisation 
of a different structure 
(n=I): 'I saw a tree image. 
When the service said 
desktop 1 pictured the root 
of a tree, not a real tree but 
a tree diagram. So 1 
imagined left and right, 
thinking in terms of left and 
right trees and branches and 
nodes all the way' 
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For those participants who reported visualising the service, visualisation was most 
often reported as the primary navigational strategy (Table 7.10, theme 2.1). 
Visualisation was also mentioned as being a particularly valuable strategy for 
participants who were under pressure, had made a mistake, or were navigating 
backwards through the service (theme 2.3). Some visualisers combined visualisation 
with other strategies such as remembering menu options, and word spotting (theme 
2.2). Non-visualisers simply attempted to remember the service menu options (theme 
2.4), or alternatively, used a listening and word spotting strategy (theme 2.5). 
Table 7.10. Question 2: What strategy did you use for navigating through the service? 
Visualiser 
Yes 
No 
Standard 
(Theme 2.1 ) Visualisation 
(n=2): 'I visualised the 
structure like a tree with 
links, which was helpful for 
navigation' 
(Theme 2.2) Mixed strategy 
(n=I): 'I visualised the 
service and remembered the 
numbers as directional, 
either up or down' 
(Theme 2.4) Remembering 
menu options (n=5): 'I 
remembered the sequence 
of options' 
(Theme 2.5) Word spotting 
(n=4): 'I was just listening 
out for the right words' 
(Theme 2.3) Error recovery 
(n=I): 'When 1 made a 
mistake or was under 
pressure, 1 attempted to 
visualise the service' 
Office 
(Theme 2.1) Visualisation 
(n=6): 'You imagine 
yourself going into folders 
and drawers and looking for 
the information you need' 
(Theme 2.2) Mixed strategy 
(n=5): 'I was word spotting 
in conjunction with 
visualising the basic office 
structure' 
(Theme 2.4) Remembering 
menu options (n=2): 'I was 
just remembering a linear 
ordering of menu options, 
left, right, etc. The first 
level was easy to remember 
but after that it got more 
confusing' 
(Theme 2.5) Word spotting 
(n=I): 'I just listened to 
options and word spotted' 
Windows 
(Theme 2.1) Visualisation 
(n=7): 'I visualised an 
overall picture of the 
service, and then used the 
same strategy as navigating 
on my computer' 
(Theme 2.3) Error recovery 
(n=4): 'The visualisation 
became more important 
especially when 1 made 
errors and had to go back' 
(Theme 2.4) Remembering 
menu options (n=2): 'There 
weren't many options to 
remember which made it 
easier' 
(Theme 2.5) Word spotting 
(n=I): 'I was just listening 
to the whole dialogue and 
word spotting' 
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Structural cues provided by the metaphor-based services were commonly reported by 
visualisers to help with orientation within the service (Table 7.11, theme 3.2). As the 
interface objects described at each level of these services were different, the overall 
structure of these services helped participants to work out where they were in relation 
to the start and end point of the services. Structural cues also appeared to help non-
visualisers to orient themselves within the service. 
Table 7.11. Question 3: What features of the service helped you to know where you 
were? 
Visualiser 
Yes 
No 
Standard 
(Theme 3.1) Control 
options (n=2): 'The Back 
function helped me to 
know where I was in the 
service' 
(Theme 3.3) Service 
feedback (n=5): 'The 
service tells you clearly 
where you are and which 
option you have chosen 
(Theme 3.1) Control 
options (n=3): 'You always 
had option to go Back or 
Return' 
(Theme 3.6) Service 
complexity (n=I): 'It was 
clear enough to know 
where you were. I didn't 
feel I had to find my way 
out of a labyrinth by 
visualising it as the service 
was not complex enough to 
need a map or a 
visualisation' 
Office 
(Theme 3.2) Logical 
service structure (n=9): 
'Because it is an office 
structure it starts off at the 
filing cabinets, so you 
know you're at the 
beginning of the service, 
and then you are at a 
different place at each 
level' 
(Theme 3.1) Control 
options (n=2): 'You just go 
back and you know where 
you are' 
(Theme 3.4) Diagram of 
service (n= 1 ): 'It would be 
good to give users a visual 
overview of the service 
structure to look at before 
using it' 
(Theme 3.1) Control 
options (n=I): 'The extra 
menu options, because you 
could always go Back or 
Repeat' 
(Theme 3.2) Logical 
service structure (n= 1 ): 
'You were at a different 
place at each level' 
Windows 
(Theme 3.3) Service 
feedback (n=5): 'Whenever 
I chose an option the 
service told me where I 
was' 
(Theme 3.1) Control 
options (n=4): 'The Repeat 
and Back functions' 
(Theme 3.2) Logical 
service structure (n=3): 
'Can get to learn the pattern 
because it is a logical 
progression through the 
service' 
(Theme 3.2) Logical 
service structure (n= I): 
'The structure provided 
helped me to know where I 
was' 
(Theme 3.5) Limited 
options (n=I): 'There 
weren't many options to 
remember which made it 
easier' 
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Visualisers generally perceived themselves as having a good memory of the service 
structure by the time they had completed all of the tasks (Table 7.12, theme 4.1). 
Participants who visualised the services were less afraid to make mistakes (theme 4.2) 
than the non-visualisers, who had a tendency to listen to all of the menu options 
before offering a response rather than risk making a mistake (theme 4.5). This 
suggests that because visualisers perceived themselves to have a good memory of the 
service structure, they were more willing to explore the service and more confident 
about recovering from mistakes. Some of the non-visualisers simply did not bother to 
remember the service structure, as their strategy of word spotting did not require it 
(theme 4.4). 
Table 7.12. Question 4: How well did you remember the structure of the service from 
task to task? 
Visualiser 
Yes 
No 
Standard 
(Theme 4.1) Good memory 
(n=4): 'I picked it up 
gradually, and by the end 
my memory of the structure 
was good' 
(Theme 4.1) Good memory 
(n=2): 'I remembered the 
structure fairly well, but it 
improved with subsequent 
usage' 
(Theme 4.3) Poor memory 
(n=2): 'Not well. The 
structure stayed in short 
term memory, but then 
went again' 
(Theme 4.5) Listened to all 
options (n=2): 'I still 
listened to all the options 
because I didn't want to 
make a mistake' 
Office 
(Theme 4.1) Good memory 
(n=7): 'It didn't take long 
to get a good idea of the 
structure' 
(Theme 4.2) Not afraid to 
make mistakes (n=3): 'I 
made mistakes but 1 learnt 
from that, and 1 knew 1 
could recover easily from 
mistakes' 
(Theme 4.3) Poor memory 
(n=2): 'The different 
options at each level made 
it more complex, and 1 
forgot which options went 
with which level' 
(Theme 4.4) No attempt at 
memorising (n=2): 'I didn't 
bother to remember the 
service structure as 1 was 
just word spotting' 
(Theme 4.5) Listened to all 
options (n=2): 'I listened to 
all the options anyway just 
to make sure. 1 didn't want 
to make a mistake' 
Windows 
(Theme 4.1) Good memory 
(n= 12): 'I remembered the 
logical progression of 
objects, and can now 
remember most of the 
service structure. I 
transferred my GUI 
experience which helped' 
(Theme 4.1) Good memory 
(n=I): 'I remembered the 
basic sequence of the 
service' 
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Visualisers were more comfortable when using the services for the first time than 
were the non-visualisers, who generally felt uncertain (Table 7.13, theme 5.2). 
Visualisers stressed the importance of previous domain experience as a factor 
affecting first time usage (theme 5.3) suggesting domain experience to impact 
visualisation ability. Non-visualisers were more likely to perceive the services as 
cognitively demanding on first time use (theme 5.4), suggesting visualisation to be 
potentially less demanding on cognitive resources. 
Table 7.13. Question 5: How did you feel using the service for the first time? 
Visualiser Standard Office Windows 
Yes (Theme 5.1) Uncertain (Theme 5.2) Comfortable (Theme 5.3) Domain 
(n=2): 'I was a little (n=6): 'Liked it right from experience (n=3): 'If you 
confused to start with' the start, and 1 was don't use these services or 
(Theme 5.3) Domain interested because it's a are not a regular computer 
experience (n=I): 'I know new idea' user it would be a bit 
about these kind of services (Theme 5.3) Domain confusing' 
so 1 felt fine, some people experience (n=4): 'If you (Theme 5.1) Uncertain 
may not like talking to a are familiar with these (n=2): 'The first time 1 was 
computer though' services in general, you a bit uncertain because I 
would feel very don't know what menus 
comfortable' are' 
(Theme 5.2) Comfortable 
(n=2): 'The first time 1 
used it 1 thought it was 
friendly and 
straightforward to use' 
No (Theme 5.1) Uncertain (Theme 5.1) Uncertain (Theme 5.1) Uncertain 
(n=7): 'I felt a bit anxious (n=2): 'I felt overwhelmed, (n=I): 'I felt a little 
the first time' seemed strange, 1 didn't dubious to start with' 
(Theme 5.2) Comfortable understand the concept' (Theme 5.2) Comfortable 
(n=2): 'I felt fine after (Theme 5.4) Cognitive (n=I): 'I was happy. It was 
hearing the menu options demand (n=I): 'The easy and simple to use and 
for the first time' quantity of dialogue made pick up for the fust time' 
(Theme 5.4) Cognitive it distracting to start with, 
demand (n=2): 'I felt and harder to remember the 
irritated because too much options' 
concentration was reguired' 
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Although question 6 was intended as an open-ended question, it became a fixed 
response question, with participants simply stating the task number at which they 
became confident, and not expanding on their answers. The answers in Table 7.14 
reflect the fixed nature of the responses. Participants who visualised the services 
generally felt confident using the services earlier in the experiment, typically after 
attempting the practice task (Table 7.14, theme 6.1). In contrast, the non-visualisers 
took longer to feel confident, typically after the first or second task (themes 6.2 and 
6.3). 
Table 7.14. Question 6: At what point did you start to feel confident using the 
service? 
V isualiser Standard 
Yes (Theme 6.1) Early (n=3) 
No (Theme 6.3) Late (n=6) 
(Theme 6.2) Intermediate 
(n=3) 
(Theme 6.1) Early (n=l) 
Office 
(Theme 6.1) Early (n=5) 
(Theme 6.2) Intermediate 
(n=4) 
(Theme 6.3) Late (n=2) 
(Theme 6.1) Early (n-l) 
(Theme 6.2) Intermediate 
(n=l) 
(Theme 6.3) Late (n=l) 
Windows 
(Theme 6.1) Early (n-5) 
(Theme 6.2) Intermediate 
(n=4) 
(Theme 6.3) Late (n=l) 
(Theme 6.2) Intermediate 
(n=2) 
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Participants who visualised the metaphor-based services preferred these services to 
the standard service, citing the main reason as being improved orientation (Table 7.15, 
theme 7.1). Other reasons given were that the metaphor-based services were faster 
(theme 7.5), more interesting (theme 7.6), and based on a familiar domain (theme 
7.3). Some participants who visualised the office filing system service suggested that 
it might be more suitable for a more complex and extensive service than the current 
service, which may reflect the perceived usability benefits of visualising the service 
(theme 7.4). However, on the issue of complexity, a Windows service participant 
anticipated problems attempting to visualise a larger service with more menu options 
(theme 7.4). Non-visualisers generally showed a preference for the standard service 
because they were more used to it (theme 7.2). 
Table 7.15. Question 7: How does this service compare to the standard menu style 
service? 
Visualiser Standard 
Yes N/A 
No N/A 
Office 
(Theme 7.1) Orientation easier with 
metaphor service (n=3): 'I prefer this 
service because it is less confusing 
and you know where you are' 
(Theme 7.5) Speed (n=2): 'I prefer 
this service because it is faster' 
(Theme 7.2) More familiar with 
standard service (n=2): 'I prefer the 
standard service because I am more 
used to it' 
(Theme 7.3) No difference (n=2): 'It 
wouldn't make any difference to me' 
(Theme 7.4) Service complexity 
(n=2): 'This service is better for 
getting more complex information 
from a more complex service. It 
seems over complicated for this 
service' 
(Theme 7.6) Interesting (n=I): 'I 
prefer this service because it is more 
interesting' 
(Theme 7.2) More familiar with 
standard service (n=2): 'I'm used to 
menu options as numbers, so I prefer 
the standard style of service' 
(Theme 7.3) No difference (n=l): 'If 
you are not visualising the service 
then they are both the same' 
Windows 
(Theme 7.1) Orientation easier with 
metaphor service (n=4): 'This is 
better because you know where you 
are, and it is easier to navigate' 
(Theme 7.7) Domain knowledge 
(n=3): 'I prefer this service because 
it is based on a familiar domain' 
(Theme 7.8) Dialogue length (n=2): 
'I prefer the standard service 
because it has shorter dialogues' 
(Theme 7.4) Service complexity 
(n=I): 'I prefer this service, but ifit 
was bigger with more menu options, 
it would be difficult to visualise lots 
of icons or windows' 
(Theme 7.1) Orientation easier with 
metaphor service (n=I): 'I prefer 
this service because you know 
where you are' 
(Theme 7.2) More familiar with 
standard service (n=I): 'I prefer the 
number service because 1 have more 
experience using it' 
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7.4.7 Design factors 
Based on individual interview responses, an analysis of interview content was 
performed whereby individual comments were examined for underlying themes, 
meanings, and issues. This analysis revealed a number of themes relevant to the 
design of automated mobile phone services, and which have been listed in Table 7.16 
as potential design factors. Factors 1-13 are also relevant to GUI design, but factors 
14-18 are specifically relevant to the design of speech-based automated mobile phone 
services, and are discussed in more detail in the discussion section that follows. 
Table 7.16. Design factors for automated mobile phone services 
No Factor 
1 Error recovery 
2 Navigation 
3 Feedback 
4 Speed of service 
5 Previous 
expenence 
6 Service 
consistency 
7 Predictability 
8 Learnability 
9 Memorability 
10 Ease of use 
11 Service 
complexity 
12 Cognitive 
demand 
13 Customisability 
14 Repetitiveness 
15 Interaction 
strategy 
16 Metaphor 
integration 
17 Likeability of 
service voice 
18 Social 
acceptability 
Definition 
The degree to which features provided by the service enable a user to 
successfully recover from errors 
The degree to which navigational cues provided by the service prevent a 
user from getting lost, help a user to orient themselves, and to find the 
information they are looking for 
The degree to which information provided by the service adequately 
informs a user about the actions they have taken, and the results of those 
actions 
A user's perceptions of the length of the service dialogue, and of how 
quickly the dialogue and menu options are generated 
The degree to which previous experience in other real world or computer-
based domains affects a user's perceptions and interactions with the service 
The degree to which performing similar tasks involves similar actions and 
operations, and produces similar service output 
The degree to which a user's knowledge of the service gained from 
previous interactions can help them to predict the results of future 
interactions 
The degree to which a user perceives the service as being easy to learn to 
use 
The degree to which the service is easy to remember how to use once 
learned 
The degree to which a user perceives the service as being easy to use 
The degree to which a user's perceptions of the service complexity match 
their expectations of how complex the service should be for a particular 
domain 
Refers to a user's perceived amount of cognitive effort needed to interact 
with the service 
Refers to either user-initiated (adaptability) or service-initiated (adaptivity) 
modifiability of the service interface 
The degree to which a user perceives the service dialogue as being too 
repetitive, and not varied and interesting enough 
Refers to the strategies adopted by users in order to successfully interact 
with the service, and to complete the desired tasks 
Refers to the introduction of a new metaphor by a user to help them 
interact with some aspect of the service functionality 
The degree to which users perceive the service voice as being pleasant and 
friendly 
The degree to which a user feels comfortable using the service in public 
places 
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Table 7.1 7 contains interview responses from each of the 3 services relating to the 18 
design factors, and which identify the key perspectives related to each service and 
highlights their relevance across the three services. 
Table 7.17. Interview quotes from the 3 services supporting the 18 design factors 
No Factor 
1 Error recovery 
2 Navigation 
3 Feedback 
4 Speed of service 
5 Previous 
expenence 
6 Service 
consistency 
7 Predictability 
8 Learnability 
Standard 
'If you make a mistake 
you can go back or 
return, which makes it 
easy to recover' 
'The structure was like 
a tree, which was 
helpful for navigation' 
'The service tells you 
clearly where you are 
and which option you 
have chosen' 
'It was too slow and too 
repetitive' 
'I know about these 
kinds of services so 1 
felt fine. Some people 
may not like talking to 
a computer though' 
'You always have the 
option to go back or 
return to the start' 
'It's easy to go back, 
and easy to predict the 
options' 
'I felt a bit anxious the 
first time, but after I 
had heard the voice and 
the options 1 felt fine' 
Office 
'The help option should 
be offered earlier in the 
dialogue so you know 
it's there and don't 
panic' 
'Because it is an office 
structure it starts off at 
the filing cabinets, so 
you know you're at the 
beginning of the 
service, and then you 
are at a different place 
at each level' 
'It's simple, and it tells 
you what you are 
doing, so it's hard to 
get confused' 
'It was too long and too 
formal. Also if you 
make a mistake it takes 
even longer to get to 
the information' 
'When 1 worked in the 
summer there were 
filing cabinets 
everywhere, with 
stickers on drawers, so 
for me it was really 
clear and 1 customised 
my picture of the 
. , 
servIce 
'The service is logical, 
and 1 liked it because it 
was simple, using 
simple words' 
'Because the system 
described the structure 
so well, you could 
predict the options even 
though they were 
different at each level' 
'The concept of 
left/right menu options 
might take a while to 
pick up, but if you're 
used to using filing 
cabinets it would be no 
problem' 
Windows 
'I just used the back 
function if 1 was lost 
and 1 immediately 
knew where 1 was' 
'You always know 
where you are with this 
service which makes it 
easier to navigate' 
'Whenever 1 chose an 
option the service told 
me where 1 was' 
'The service was too 
slow, and she repeated 
herself too much which 
can get annoying' 
'I am familiar with this 
domain so for me it 
came naturally, but it 
could be a problem for 
novice users or people 
with limited domain 
knowledge' 
'The menu options 
were the same at each 
level' 
'You could jump ahead 
and say the options 
without listening to the 
whole dialogue' 
'I'm familiar with PC 
interfaces so it was 
easy and simple for me 
to learn' 
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9 Memorability 'By the last task I was 'It was easier to 
'I remembered it pretty 
OK, but I still listened remember the menu well because I arranged 
to all the options options by visualising it similar to my own 
because I didn't want to them. Didn't take long computer' 
make a mistake' to get a good idea of 
the structure' 
10 Ease of use 'It got clearer and 'It was easy to learn 'The service was really 
easier as I went through quickly, easy to follow, easy to use and 
the service and and the structure was consistent throughout' 
completed several clear' 
tasks' 
11 Service 'The service was not 'The different options 'The design is OK for a 
complexity complex enough to at each level made it limited service, such as 
need a map or more complex, and in a hospital or school, 
visualisation. I didn't because I wanted to but for a bigger public 
feel I had to find my predict options this service it would be a 
way out of a labyrinth made it frustrating and problem to extend it. 
by visualising it' more difficult' You could maybe 
provide a diagram of 
the structure' 
12 Cognitive 'It was irritating 'I don't use filing 'The visualisation 
demand because I had to cabinets much, so I had aspect became more 
concentrate so hard on to think really hard important especially 
the service' about how they are set when I was under 
up, and then change my pressure or had made 
idea of how the service errors and had to go 
works' back' 
13 Customisability 'It's not flexible 'If you were a more 'The service should log 
enough, and you can't advanced user it would the number of times 
deviate from the fixed be good to have short you've visited and start 
options' cuts' to cut out some of the 
dialogue for advanced 
users, or offer short 
cuts' 
14 Repetitiveness 'It's OK if you get it 'The service was too 'She repeated herself 
right the first time, but repetitive' too much which can get 
if you make a mistake annoying' 
and have to start again 
it starts to sound very 
reEetitive' 
15 Interaction 'I remembered the 'I visualised different 'I used the same 
strategy order of menu options, things at each level but strategy as I'd use for 
but listened to the not in much detail, just navigating on my 
options all the way in general for example computer' 
through just to make filing cabinets and 
sure I got them right' drawers' 
16 Metaphor 'I saw the control 'I imagined going to 'I thought about it 
integration options like the options the control panel like mainly in tenus of 
in an application, with on a computer, then folders - so folders 
the close button on the clicking on a folder. I within folders. I 
right hand side and the also visualised a pictured blank squares 
other options in a drop browser with a back to represent the icons 
down menu on the left button, and a home lined up from left to 
hand side' button' right. Selecting options 
was like ticking boxes' 
17 Likeability of 'The voice was 'A more relaxing voice 'The voice was boring 
service voice irritating and makes the would have been better. and gets irritating after 
sen'ice sound The voice was too a while. This may 
unfriendlt comEuterised' affect older users more 
. 
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acceptability 
7.5 Discussion 
'I would feel 
embarrassed to use the 
service in a public 
place' 
'I'd feel fine because it 
would be obvious I was 
using an automated 
service. Some people 
may feel a bit 
embarrassed' 
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'If I used it on a train or 
bus I would feel 
uncomfortable and a 
little silly' 
No overall performance or attitude differences were found between the three services 
suggesting that the use of metaphors is not necessarily advantageous on first use. This 
finding is consistent with the results from experiment two, which showed no 
subjective preferences for metaphor-based services, and significant improvements in 
user performance only to occur after prolonged periods of use. Data from this 
experiment also suggest that phone services based on a computer graphical user 
interface fare no worse than current numbered phone services on first use when 
considering user preference and performance, which may indicate that such metaphors 
could be successfully applied to voice interfaces without any performance detriment 
to users. However, it must be noted that the participant sample were all computer 
science students with much higher than average computer literacy, and greater 
familiarity with computer related terminology. They may then have preferred the 
computer desktop service due to their initial familiarity with the terminology, and 
their high levels of experience with the corresponding GUI version of the interface, 
which may have led them to be more positive about the service, and to perform better 
with it relative to the other services. This finding does not undermine the benefits of 
using a HeD process, which was the process used to select and develop the office 
filing system service, for the following reasons. Firstly, the computer desktop 
metaphor was a metaphor that was well known by all of the participants, due to their 
Computer Science backgrounds, and was therefore a metaphor that was likely to have 
resulted in high acceptance rates. Secondly, the HCD process that had been used to 
design and define the office filing system service dialogue, was used as a template for 
the computer desktop service, without which the appropriate dialogue flow, structure, 
and length would have been unknown. Yankelovich et al. (1995) found that the 
vocabulary used to describe a GUI does not transfer well to a speech-based interface, 
but the findings of this experiment suggest that for highly computer literate users, this 
may not be strictly true. 
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The computer desktop service showed the best performance levels on 3 measures 
(time, task completion, prompt interrupts) and those using the office filing system 
service showed the best performance levels on 2 measures (nodes, repeat). The 
computer desktop service also showed the poorest performance for the number of 
nodes used. Whilst successfully completing the highest number of tasks, participants 
using the computer desktop metaphor were more likely to interrupt prompts, thereby 
taking less time, but in doing so making more mistakes and consequently leading 
them to use more nodes. In contrast, participants using the office filing system tended 
to listen to the service dialogue for longer, used the 'repeat' function very rarely, and 
used the fewest number of nodes to successfully complete tasks. The standard service 
participants exhibited the poorest performance, and can be characterised by their 
tendency to listen to more of the service dialogue before interrupting, taking more 
time, and requesting the highest number of dialogue repeats with the lowest levels of 
successful task completion. Different styles of interaction were therefore evident 
between services. 
No statistical differences in performance were found between groups, or over the 
three tasks, suggesting that none of the services offered any significant performance 
benefits when tackling simple or more complex tasks. According to Mayer (1981) and 
Borgman (1986), complete and accurate mental models playa relatively important 
role in complex task performance, while having less impact for simple task 
performance. If the metaphor-based services had allowed participants to develop more 
complete mental models of the services, then it would be expected that performance 
would be improved for the complex task. A possible reason for why this effect was 
not evident in the current experiment was that users did not find the service complex, 
or that differences in the difficulty levels between tasks was not sufficient to highlight 
the potential performance benefits of metaphor. Evidence from the interviews 
suggests that, especially for the office filing system service, some participants felt the 
metaphor-based style of service design would have been of more benefit if used to 
implement a more complex and extensive service. 
Participants perceived the standard service least positively on all attitude measures, 
and perceived the computer desktop service most positively on all attitude measures, 
apart from speed. On this measure the office filing system sen"ice was perceived as 
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being the fastest. A potential explanation for this might be made by reference to the 
real-world source domains of the metaphor-based services. When using a desktop 
GUIon a computer, if the user knows where the relevant menu item is located within 
the application interface, a task can be performed quickly by moving the cursor and 
clicking on the item. However, when this GUI interface is extended to a speech user 
interface, the process of navigating to, and selecting the desired menu item may be 
slowed down by the sequential nature of the message prompts, compared with the real 
world metaphor referent. With reference to the office filing system metaphor, the 
speed with which a user might physically locate a folder or file from within a real 
filing cabinet would be comparatively slow. Actions such as opening a drawer, and 
flicking through partitions to find information are inherently more time consuming 
than pointing and clicking with a cursor. Therefore, participants may have perceived 
the office filing system service to be fast compared to its real world equivalent. 
The metaphor-based services were visualised by significantly more participants than 
the standard service, which supports the use of spatial metaphor as an aid to 
conceptualising a system in the form of a visualisation. Due to the high number of 
visualisers in both metaphor-based services, and the low number in the standard 
service, it may be argued that even those participants with relatively lower 
visualisation ability were able to visualise the metaphor services, whilst only those 
with very high visualisation ability attempted to visualise the standard service. Across 
the three services, participants who visualised the service structure performed 
significantly better than those who did not. This result suggests that visualisation of a 
phone service does indeed aid the cognition of the service by promoting the 
development an internal mental model of the service, which can be used to guide 
interaction, and that such visualisation is more likely to occur in a metaphor-based 
system. 
The qualitative reports show that the majority of participants visualised what was 
described by the service but with limited attention to direct detail. Previous experience 
or knowledge of the real world equivalent of the metaphor domain had a major effect 
on participants' ability to visualise, and on the content of that visualisation. This 
finding is in accordance with the theory of interface metaphor usage (Carroll and 
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Mack, 1985), which relies on a prior understanding of the metaphor domain for 
knowledge transfer to occur. 
Participants using the computer desktop service were most likely to personalise the 
service, adapting and enhancing their visualisations using features derived from their 
real world experiences, which may be explained by their high levels of computer 
literacy. In some cases, additional features (or images) were integrated into the service 
metaphor to help participants conceptualise certain aspects of the service structure or 
functionality. Data from the computer desktop service also emphasised a tendency for 
some participants to spatially arrange non-spatially presented information. Objects 
within this metaphor were not presented with spatial orientations, but participants who 
visualised the service often reported arranging the interface objects spatially in a 
similar way to how their own computer desktops were arranged. This suggests that 
some participants will tend to think in a visual way about a domain that is not only 
non-visual, but is also presented non-spatially. For such participants it might be 
expected that the benefits of spatial metaphor will be most powerful. 
Those participants using the office filing system service were most likely to visualise 
what was described by the service. Despite their low levels of actual filing cabinet 
experience, these participants had a good knowledge of how they work, which may be 
a benefit of this metaphor compared to the computer desktop metaphor which requires 
knowledge of both the domain and the terminology. Some participants using the 
standard service visualised the service as a hierarchy of nodes and links, even though 
the interface provided no spatial or navigational cues. This may highlight a tendency 
for some participants towards visualisation of speech-based services, even in the 
absence of any aids to visualisation. 
Interviews revealed visualisation to provide a number of usability benefits. Firstly, it 
aided navigation of the services, especially when participants had made a mistake and 
felt under pressure. Secondly, when using services on their first attempt, visualisers 
generally felt more comfortable. Moreover, visualisers felt more confident about their 
ability to use the services after fewer exposures to the service. Thirdly, visualisation 
helped participants to orient themselves by providing structural cues. Of the 
participants who visualised the metaphor-based services, the most commonly cited 
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reason for preference of these servIces compared to the standard servIce was 
orientation, which gave participants an improved perception of their memory of the 
service structure and appeared to promote exploration by diminishing concerns about 
making mistakes, thus increasing overall confidence. 
Due to the high number of visualisers across groups, specifically in the metaphor-
based services, it can be concluded that participants were able to visualise the services 
even though in a public location. When using a mobile phone in public, a user will 
often be subject to distraction and competing cognitive activity. It is at these times 
that a user requires a system that is less cognitively demanding to use. Interview data 
from some participants suggests that when these participants perceived themselves as 
being under pressure, such as when they were in a busy shopping mall with high 
levels of visual and auditory distraction, they were more likely to visualise the service. 
This lends support to the idea that a visualisation can offload cognitive mental 
processes to perceptual processes, thereby expanding working memory capacity. The 
internal visualisation of a spatial mental model therefore appears to be compatible 
with real world vision, even in highly distracting environments. 
The secondary analysis of the qualitative data revealed the presence of 18 factors that 
may be important to consider when designing speech-based mobile phone services. Of 
these, the five factors that were judged to be of particular relevance to speech-based 
phone services were repetitiveness, interaction strategy, metaphor integration, 
likeability of the service voice, and social acceptability. In terms of repetitiveness, 
participants were intolerant of service dialogue that was too repetitive, in the same 
way that they would be intolerant of a real person that kept repeating himself or 
herself. Implications for design would therefore be to reduce the quantity of dialogue 
for experienced users, and to offer a reduced version of the dialogue when the 
'Repeat' function is accessed, thereby introducing an element of adaptability and 
variety into the dialogue. 
Interaction strategy refers to the strategy adopted by the participant in order to 
complete the task. The data suggests that three main strategies were used: word 
spotting, visualisation of the service structure, and memorising the menu options. 
These strategies were either used in isolation, or were sometimes combined, for 
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instance, a participant may have used a combination of visualisation and 
memorisation of menu options. When designing such services, it may therefore be 
beneficial to consider the various ways that a user will approach navigation of the 
service, thereby increasing the usability of the services for the full range of potential 
users. 
Metaphor integration refers to the extent to which a participant integrates a new 
metaphor with the existing metaphor to help them with some aspect of the service 
functionality. This process appears to be more salient to non-visual speech-based 
systems. In metaphor-based GUIs, the metaphor is concrete and visual, and it may 
therefore be less likely that the user will deviate from, or adapt the metaphor 
presented. However, with a metaphor-based speech service, the dialogue suggests a 
metaphor that can be visualised by users. The user therefore controls the exact nature 
of the visualisation, and has the freedom to adapt the metaphor that is visualised, or to 
integrate new features. It is therefore necessary for the designer to be aware of the 
ways in which a user will attempt to extend and adapt the metaphor provided, in order 
to provide optimum support for the service functionality. 
Likeability of the service voice was a feature of the services that was consistently 
raised by participants in the post-task interviews, and in general participants both 
disliked the synthetic voice and found it difficult to comprehend. These points became 
less important after repeated usage, as participants found that they could 'tune into' 
the voice, but for first time usage likeability of the voice could be a critical factor 
affecting service acceptance. Pilot studies using different voices would therefore help 
to determine the type of voice preferred by users. 
Social acceptability refers to whether the participant felt comfortable using the service 
in public. This may be related to their overall attitude towards mobile phone usage in 
public, or more specifically, related to the wording of the menu options that they are 
required to say in order to progress through the service. Due to the public nature of 
speech, the wording of the menu options that a user is required to say appears to be a 
critical factor influencing users' levels of public comfort when using the services. 
Although mobile phone services are not always accessed from public places, 
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consideration of the acceptability of the menu options used in services may therefore 
be advisable. 
Three main implications for designers of speech-based mobile phone services can be 
derived from this experiment. Firstly a metaphor that organises information spatially 
will be expected to lead to usability benefits for the design of a speech-based mobile 
phone service. Secondly, since even those who have a low ability to visualise services 
seemed to benefit from the introduction of service metaphors, steps could be taken 
within system design to support users who have difficulty constructing visual system 
images, possibly through the use of a graphical overview of the service structure. An 
alternative approach would be to enable participants who do not like the metaphor, or 
those who find it difficult to visualise, to tum the metaphor off and simply use a 
number-based version of the service. Thirdly, through the use of spatial metaphor it 
may be possible to offer services that have a more complex menu hierarchy. Bond and 
Camack (1999) suggest that telephone voice menu systems should be based on a 
hierarchy of no more than three levels deep, and that no more than four menu options 
should be presented at each point within the service. Whilst four menu options at any 
given level may be appropriate, findings from the present experiment suggest that 
users may be able to cope with more than three levels within a hierarchical structure 
particularly when using the qualitatively different visual images and properties 
invoked by a relevant layered spatial metaphor. Such findings may be of relevance to 
more complex phone systems (e.g. telephone banking), which require a larger number 
of levels to complete transactions and provide a comprehensive customer service. 
7.6 Chapter summary 
Users who visualised the phone services performed significantly better than those 
who did not, or were not able to visualise the phone services on first use. The use of 
spatial metaphors within a hierarchically structured mobile phone service promotes 
visualisation, where spatial metaphors are appropriately designed and relevant to 
service content. The subsequent visualisation may be the factor that led to improved 
attitudes towards and performance with the metaphor services relative to the standard 
number-based service. Metaphors borrowed from a computer graphical user interface 
may be successfully transferred to speech-based phone services without any obvious 
detriment to user performance on first use for the experienced computer users who 
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took part in this experiment. However, metaphors should be relevant to participants. 
Whereas participants with no previous experience of using a filing cabinet might be 
able to understand the service, participants with no previous computing experience 
might experience problems with the terminology and structure of a computer-based 
metaphor. The challenge for designers of speech-based mobile phone services is to 
provide an appropriate spatial organisational metaphor containing navigational cues 
that allows visualisation of the service, but does not lead to overlong dialogues, and 
which does not obstruct the information the user is trying to access. 
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Conclusions 
8.1 Summary of the experimental findings 
This thesis set out to investigate whether interface metaphor could be used to improve 
the usability of speech-based automated mobile phone services. The widely accepted 
four-component model of HCI, proposed by Eason (1991), was used to frame the 
investigation. An investigation of the interface design of automated mobile phone 
services addressed the 'computer' component of the model, and was driven by the 
research question: Can interface metaphors improve the usability of speech-activated 
automated mobile phone services? Measurement of a range of users' individual 
differences addressed the 'human' component of the model, and sought to answer the 
research question: To what extent do the individual characteristics of users affect the 
usability of metaphor-based speech-activated automated mobile phone services? An 
investigation of the physical and social contexts of use in which such services are 
used addressed the 'environment' component of the model, and was designed to 
answer the research question: Does context of use affect the usability of metaphor-
based speech-activated automated mobile phone services? The final 'task' component 
of the model refers to the tasks that users were required to perform with the ser;ices, 
the data from which enabled the other three components of the model to be 
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investigated. The following three sections summarise the key findings of this thesis 
relating to three components of the model: computer, human, and the environment. 
The implications of the findings are then considered with respect to relevant theory, 
and located within the context of previous studies conducted within the field ofHC!. 
8.1.1 Computer component: Interface metaphor 
The first stage of the experimental work conducted for this thesis was to generate a 
number of potential metaphors for automated mobile phone services, and then to 
select and develop a sub-set of these metaphors for a mobile city guide service. In the 
Dutton et al. (1999) study, which was the only previous study to have investigated the 
use of interface metaphors for telephone-based interfaces, the metaphors were 
experimenter generated, and based on the experimenter's intuition. Preliminary study 
one of this thesis used a human-centred approach to generate, select, and develop 
metaphors. 
This approach revealed that card sorting was a usable and productive technique that 
may be recommended as an important visual means of stimulating metaphorical 
thought about telephone-based interfaces, and thus facilitating the selection of 
appropriate metaphors. As part of their methodology for developing interface 
metaphors, Neale and Carroll (1997) recommended visual techniques, such as 
sketching, for developing metaphors. Their approach is supported by the results from 
preliminary study one, which revealed that card sorting rather than sketching may be a 
more effective visual technique. 
To develop the features of a selected metaphor, Alty et al. (2000) proposed an 
unstructured technique they refer to as 'fruitful conversation'. To provide a more 
rigorous and structured method for generating relevant language to describe a 
metaphor, the POPITS model (Cates, 2002) was used within preliminary study one of 
this thesis. The advantage of the POPITS model is that it decomposes a metaphor into 
six key areas of attributes, providing a more thorough approach than simply 
considering the metaphor as a single entity. Card sorting and the POPITS model were 
found to be complementary techniques, with the card sorts produced by participants 
providing a reference point that could be used to both stimulate, and guide, the 
generation of metaphor features within the POPITS model. A significant number of 
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the metaphor features generated in this way were incorporated into participants 
metaphor-based task explanations. This provides evidence of the salience of the 
features generated to the design of a metaphor-based system, and supports the use of 
these techniques as an addition to step two of the Alty et al. (2000) framework. There 
exists no previously documented use of the POPITS model within a metaphor design 
process. The work reported for this thesis therefore provides empirical support for the 
technique, and demonstrates that it may be used for speech interface development, as 
well as graphical user interface development. 
Another finding from preliminary study one was a coherent categorisation of interface 
metaphors for speech-based automated mobile phone services. Previous research has 
focussed on the formulation of metaphor categories for graphical user interfaces, such 
as the three categories proposed by Condon and Keuneke (1994): spatial, activity-
based, and interactional. The five metaphor categories resulting from the work 
conducted for preliminary study one of this thesis formed a sub-set of the spatial 
category formulated by Condon and Keuneke (1994), and were: Hierarchical, 
Shopping venue, Transport system, Information provider, and Natural circular. 
Descriptions of the features of the categories can be seen in section 4.2.3.6. These 
categories may provide designers with a useful basis for considering which metaphors 
to use for the design of speech-based mobile phone services, by limiting the range of 
appropriate overall structures and individual metaphors. 
In experiment one, three metaphors from the three different metaphor categories that 
were rated by participants as being most applicable to mobile phone services, were 
selected and used to implement three metaphor-based versions of a mobile city guide 
service. The usability of the metaphor-based services was then compared to that of a 
standard number-based service, which was designed in the same style as 
commercially available automated phone services. It was found that participants both 
preferred, and performed better with, the office filing system service. This effect was 
not evident on first time usage, suggesting that participants may require a number of 
exposures to learn and to accept a metaphor-based interface that has replaced a non-
metaphor interface for a known system. Participants already had experience of using 
standard style services, and therefore had to releanl how to use a familiar sen"ice 
using an unfamiliar metaphor-based interface. Therefore, in experiment one, the 
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impact of metaphor for learning a new system was not being evaluated. Rather, the 
impact of metaphor for learning, and improving performance with a known system 
was being evaluated. Despite this, for the metaphor-based interfaces to emerge with 
higher levels of usability after three exposures is an indication of the power of 
metaphor as a learning aid, and as a technique for improving usability. 
In experiment two, the use of the office filing system metaphor-based service was 
compared to the non-metaphor standard service over a longer period of time, to assess 
the effect of metaphor on the retention of the services. The office filing system service 
significantly improved overall performance relative to the standard service, whilst 
performance for first time usage also tended to be better. This suggests that the 
metaphor was more effective at helping users to retain knowledge about the service 
over time. Approximately two thirds of participants reported visualising the office 
filing system service structure. Visualisation leads to the formation of a mental model 
(Ware, 2000). It may therefore have been the visualisation of a mental model that led 
to performance improvements with the metaphor-based service. Visualisation also 
offers a means of enhancing cognition (Larkin and Simon, 1987; Norman, 1993; Card 
et aI., 1999), which may also help to explain the performance gains shown by the 
metaphor-based service in experiment two. The nature of visualisation was 
subsequently explored in experiment three. 
The results from experiment three revealed that the metaphor-based services were 
visualised by significantly more participants than the standard service, suggesting that 
metaphor-based services lend themselves to easier visualisation. Moreover, 
participants who visualised both the metaphor-based services and the standard service 
performed significantly better than those who did not. Participants reported that 
visualisation aided navigation, made them feel more comfortable and confident on 
their first exposure to the services, and helped them to orient themselves by providing 
structural cues. Visualisation was also the most commonly offered reason for a 
participant's preference for a metaphor-based service. The visualisation strategy 
therefore enabled users to develop a mental model of the service consistent with the 
designer's model (Norman, 1986), which helped users to both learn the service, and to 
retain that knowledge over time. 
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Experiment three also examined the suitability of a computer desktop Gill metaphor, 
adapted from the computing domain, for a speech-based mobile city guide service. 
The metaphor was not developed using a HCD process, but was found to successfullv 
transfer to the mobile city guide service without any attitude or performance 
detriment, suggesting that computing metaphors may have potential for the design of 
speech-based applications. However, rather than undermining the value of the HCD 
process that was used to generate and develop the office filing system metaphor, this 
result highlights the fact that, for a metaphor to be effective, users must be familiar 
with the metaphor. In this case, users were participants from a Computer Science 
department, and used the graphical equivalent of the desktop metaphor regularly, 
which enabled them to successfully transfer the metaphor to the new system. 
However, the fact that the desktop metaphor may not be applicable to all users is 
highlighted by the low ratings it was awarded in preliminary study one. The desktop 
metaphor service also benefited from the human-centred dialogue design process used 
to develop the office filing system service, which provided a dialogue template for the 
design of the dialogue for the desktop metaphor service. This further reinforces the 
value of a HCD process. 
A further outcome from experiment three was the identification of five factors 
relevant to the design of speech-based mobile phone services, and which may offer 
designers additional guidance on design. The five factors were repetitiveness, 
interaction strategy, metaphor integration, likeability of the service voice, and social 
acceptability. Definitions of these factors, and the implications they raise for designers 
were discussed in section 7.5. The 'repetitiveness' factor is related to the 'annoyance' 
factor proposed by Hone and Graham (2000), whilst the 'likeability of the service 
voice' factor is related to the 'likeability' factor proposed by Hone and Graham 
(2000). Despite this, these two factors may offer guidance on the relative importance 
of sub-factors within the six main factors suggested by Hone and Graham (2000). The 
other three factors generated are distinct from the six Hone and Graham (2000) 
factors, and it is possible that they have the potential to extend the six-factor Hone and 
Graham (2000) model, specifically for the evaluation of metaphor-based speech 
systems. 
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Despite the widespread use of interface metaphor for interactive systems, there have 
been few empirical studies that have found significant performance benefits of a 
metaphor-based system relative to a non-metaphor system. The work conducted for 
this thesis addresses this dearth of evidence in a number of ways. Significant 
performance benefits were found for a mobile phone service based on an office filing 
system metaphor relative to a non-metaphor version of the same service. This finding 
is consistent with one previous study, conducted by Dutton et al. (1999), which 
analysed the effects of metaphor on the usability of an automated telephone home 
shopping service. They found performance advantages for the metaphor-based 
versions of the service relative to the non-metaphor service. The work conducted for 
this thesis therefore extends the usability benefits of metaphor from automated fixed 
line telephone services requiring keypad input, to automated mobile phone services 
requiring speech input. Moreover, within more general empirical studies of metaphor, 
the work reported in this thesis supports the results of a study conducted by Smilowitz 
(1996). Smilowitz (1996) found performance benefits for a version of a web browser 
based on a metaphor, compared to a version that was literal and free from 
metaphorical associations. Although the office filing system metaphor service 
developed for this thesis resulted in performance benefits, it must be noted that 
different versions of the office filing system metaphor service were not compared. 
Alternative implementations based around the same metaphor may therefore have 
further improved the implementation tested. 
The experimental work conducted for this thesis revealed two important implications 
for designers of speech-based automated mobile phone services. Firstly, that choosing 
an appropriate interface metaphor that organises information spatially, and that was 
generated as part of a RCD process, will be expected to improve performance with the 
service by enabling users to visualise a mental model of the service structure. 
Secondly, that choosing an appropriate spatial interface metaphor will allow services 
to be designed that have a deeper, more complex menu hierarchy than the current 
recommendation of three levels (Bond and Camack, 1999), by providing navigation 
and orientation cues. 
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8.1.2 Human component: Individual differences 
An investigation of the effects of participants' individual differences on service 
usability was conducted as part of experiment two. There were found to be no 
significant predictors of attitude or performance with the metaphor-based office filing 
system service. Gender, working memory, and previous telephone experience were 
found to be significant predictors of attitude towards the standard service, whilst 
gender was found to be a significant predictor of performance with the standard 
service when used in public locations but not when used in private locations. 
Female participants generally perceived the servIce more positively than male 
participants, but in public, despite their more negative perceptions of the service, male 
participants performed better than females. A possible explanation for this effect may 
be related to males' perceptions towards the usefulness of the service. Male 
participants perform better with systems that they perceive as being useful, whereas 
ease of use is a better predictor of performance for female participants (Venkatesh and 
Morris, 2000). Male participants may therefore have perceived the service as being 
useful, but not as being usable, according to the SUbjective factors measured for the 
work conducted for this thesis (for example, cognitive demand, and habitability). 
They may therefore have recorded poorer perceptions towards, but better performance 
with the service. In contrast, the female participants may have perceived the service as 
being relatively easy to use, but not enough to cause any subsequent performance 
benefits. That male performance was better in public, but not in private, may be a 
function of male participant's tendency to perceive the service as being particularly 
useful in public places, such as when in a city, which resulted in enhanced levels of 
performance. There have been no previous studies that have found any effects of 
gender on attitudes towards the usability of non-metaphor standard automated 
telephone services. These findings therefore demonstrate the importance of 
considering gender as an important factor in the design of non-metaphor automated 
phone services. 
Participants with relatively poor working memory perceived the standard servIce 
more positively than those with good working memory. It may have been the case that 
users with high working memory found the service easy to use, but found the actual 
user experience disappointing, which was reflected in their poor perceptions. There 
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have been few previous studies of working memory within HCI because the dominant 
GUI style rarely requires users to remember information, rather, the display acts as a 
visual reminder. There have been no previous studies examining the effect of working 
memory on speech systems, and as such, the work reported in this thesis demonstrates 
the importance of designing speech systems based on a thorough understanding of the 
limitations of working memory. 
Participants with low levels of fixed line telephone usage perceived the service more 
positively. Inexperienced users of automated telephone services prefer a rigid, 
prompted interaction style (Zoltan-Ford, 1991), which is the style of interaction 
provided by the standard service. Such users may lack confidence in using the 
telephone, and prefer the non-conversational style of interaction presented by the 
standard service, which relies on prompts rather than conversational cues to maintain 
the interaction. These users may have found the simplicity of the number-based 
menus, which were the same at each level of the service, to be initially appealing. In 
contrast, this result suggests that experienced users were not provided with the kinds 
of features that enabled them to capitalise on their past experience and knowledge of 
the system, and became frustrated. There have been no previously documented studies 
that have analysed the effect of domain experience from fixed line telephones on users 
performance and attitudes towards mobile phone services. The finding outlined above 
therefore highlights the important role that domain experience can have on a user's 
ability to effectively use a new speech-based system. 
In experiment three the extent to which services were visualised was assessed with 
reference to a definition of visualisation ability proposed by Ekstom et al. (1976). 
Visualisation was therefore taken as a measure of visualisation ability. Metaphor-
based services were visualised significantly more often, and visualisation was found 
to have a significant effect on performance across all three of the services evaluated. 
both metaphor and non-metaphor, which may be attributed to the mental model 
formed as a result of the visualisation. This result supports and extends the findings of 
Vicente et al. (1987) who found visualisation ability to be a strong predictor of 
performance with a hierarchical file structure. Campagnoni and Ehrlich (1989) also 
found that users with high visualisation ability were better able to construct a mental 
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model of hierarchically presented information, which supports the construction of 
services that are designed to aid visualisation. 
The individual difference results suggest that, if automated telephone servIces 
continue to be designed using numbered menu options, designers need to consider the 
ways in which gender, working memory, and telephone experience affect usability, 
and of ways that such factors may be accommodated through different designs. 
Alternatively, if designers choose to use interface metaphor, it may be possible to 
design services that will accommodate the effects of gender, working memory, and 
telephone experience, resulting in the design of metaphor-based phone services that 
are easier to use for a wider range of people. 
8.1.3 Environment component: Context of use 
Mobile phones may be used anywhere, which means that mobile phone services may 
be accessed from anywhere. In fact, the majority of mobile phone calls are made in 
busy public settings (Wei and Leung 1999). A study of the circumstances in which an 
interactive system will be expected to operate is a critical part of a HCD process 
(Preece et aI., 2002). It is for this reason that an investigation of the effects of both 
physical and social context of use on service usability was conducted as part of 
experiment two, which was reported in chapter six of this thesis. Contexts of use were 
categorised as being private and public, with the actual locations within each being 
chosen by participants. This division of contexts was formulated as a means of 
comparing the physical and social aspects of mobile phone use in locations such as 
busy city streets, with that of less cognitively demanding locations, such as the home. 
A quantitative analysis of attitude and performance data revealed that the context in 
which both the office filing system service and the standard service were used did not 
significantly impact usability. Subjective reports suggested that the visualisation 
strategy adopted by the majority of participants was still viable in conjunction with 
the visual and auditory distractions, and everyday physical navigation, which are 
features of operating such services in public contexts of use. Moreover. although 
participants usually reported at least one source of distraction when using sef\ices in 
public, most did not believe that their performance had been negatively impacted by 
it, which supports the quantitative results. 
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The social context of use caused social inhibitions for some participants, specifically 
those using the office filing system service, who often reported feeling slightly 
embarrassed or self-conscious when saying the service menu options. When using a 
metaphor-based service in public the social context may then influence how 
comfortable a user feels, a feature of mobile phone usage first studied Palen et a1. 
(2001). One of their results, concerning the attitudes of the surrounding public 
towards the overheard phone conversation, may help to explain the effect of social 
context with respect to metaphor-based mobile phone services. They found that 
people who overheard phone conversations often perceived them to be frivolous or 
inconsequential. This was largely the result of them hearing only half of the 
conversation, and having no understanding of the context within which the 
conversation was occurring. During the experiments conducted for this thesis, people 
who overheard a participant's interaction with the metaphor-based service may then 
have perceived the 'conversation' as being not only frivolous or inconsequential, but 
also nonsensical. This is due to the abstract nature of the menu options spoken by 
participants, which would not have made sense to anyone overhearing the interaction, 
and which, if the user was aware of this, may subsequently have caused them to feel 
uncomfortable or embarrassed. 
Due to different locations being represented by a single context of use category, either 
private or public, it is possible that participants may be able to use services more 
effectively in certain locations. However, it can be concluded that the broad contexts 
of use, defined for the work reported in this thesis, did not significantly affect 
usability, which provides evidence that speech-based services may provide a 
convenient alternative to screen-based information access for mobile users. 
8.2 Limitations and future directions 
Due to the limitations of time and resources that are an inherent aspect of any PhD, 
there is research work that could not be performed during this PhD, but which 
provides the basis for future research. The limitations of the work reported in this 
thesis, and the ways in which these limitations could be addressed by future work, 
will be discussed in this section with reference to three of the important components 
of He I proposed with the Eason (1991) model: computer, human, and environment. 
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In terms of the 'computer' component, the extent to which single spatial metaphors, 
such as the office filing system, might be applicable to other more complex services 
needs to be investigated. A possible restriction on the degree to which a spatial 
metaphor could be applied to a more complex service is if that service allowed the 
user greater functionality than simply information retrieval, and an enhanced level of 
interactivity and flexibility. Services with large databases, such as the yellow pages, 
may also present problems. In such services, it is possible that a single metaphor may 
not be appropriate due to the potential difficulties of scaling spatial metaphors to 
cover the full system functionality and architecture of more complex systems. Under 
such circumstances, the use of multiple metaphors may need to be explored. 
In preliminary study one, the results suggested that if a metaphor could be 
successfully applied to one automated mobile phone service, it could subsequently be 
successfully transferred to a different service domain. This finding was based on an 
analysis of metaphor preferences for two different mobile phone services, which 
revealed that seven of the ten metaphors rated as being applicable to a telephone 
Internet service were also rated as being applicable to a telephone city guide service. 
A useful starting point in this investigation would be to apply the office filing system 
metaphor to a number of different mobile phone service domains to assess its affect 
on their usability. 
A future area of research relating to the 'computer' component is the evaluation of the 
office filing system metaphor service for location-based services. For the mobile city 
guide service to be effective, efficient, and satisfying to use, it would be necessary for 
the service to be able to detect the user's location and then to provide location specific 
information, possibly within user-defined parameters, such as, within a one hundred 
metre radius or within a one-kilometre radius of their current location. It would also , 
be necessary for the city guide service to be fully functional, rather than aspects of 
functionality being simulated, and for it to provide city information 24 hours a day. In 
so doing, the speech recognition aspect of the service could then also be evaluated, 
rather than being simulated using WOZ. For such functionality to be implemented, the 
metaphor may need to be extended, and a further investigation would serve to test the 
appropriateness of the metaphor to support additional functions. 
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For the 'human' component there are three main areas for future work. The first 
derives from the limitation of using participants who may not have been fully 
motivated to perform tasks with the service. If the experiments had been conducted 
with participants who were in a city, and actually needed the information they were 
attempting to access, perceptions towards the service may have been different. Future 
work could investigate this point by measuring perceptions towards a fully functional 
version of the city guide service, accessed through necessity, rather than obligation, 
and then gathering data about how participants act on the information they have 
accessed. An alternative approach would be to provide participants with less directed, 
scenario-based tasks. The scenarios would be based around, and extend, the locations 
from which participants accessed the service, thus helping participants to understand 
why they might want to use the service to perform the required task, increasing their 
perceived stake in the task, and leading to a more realistic, motivated interaction. 
Good visualisation ability led to significantly improved performance with the 
services, but was only assessed in a self-reported way. Participants' descriptions of 
their service visualisations were compared against the definition of visualisation 
ability proposed by Ekstrom et al. (1976) in order to decide whether they had fulfilled 
the visualisation criteria. Future work could explore a more objective approach to the 
measurement of visualisation ability, the results from which could then form a 
quantitative measure of visualisation to be compared against the current qualitative 
metric. Gender, working memory, and telephone experience emerged as being 
significant predictors of attitude with the standard service, and gender as being a 
predictor of performance in public locations. It would be necessary to further 
investigate the reasons why these individual differences were important, and a 
qualitative study would enable a deeper level of understanding to be gained. 
Thirdly, metaphors, and metaphor type, are culture specific, and a metaphor may have 
a high degree of salience to one culture, but be meaningless or irrelevant to another. A 
cross-cultural comparison of the usability of the office filing system metaphor would 
enable any inappropriate cultural aspects of the metaphor to be evaluated. 
Three areas of future work relate to the 'environment' component. Firstly, due to the 
range of possible locations within both the private and public contexts that were 
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evaluated, it is possible that participants may be better able to visualise the service in 
certain locations. Investigating sub-locations within each of these broad categories 
may therefore be worthy of further study, for example, main road vs. street vs. 
pedestrian zone. Controlling the exact locations, in a similar way to that undertaken in 
experiment three, may offer an alternative approach, enabling factors such as 
background noise to be controlled. Secondly, there may be an experimental difference 
between receiving a call whilst performing another activity within a specific context 
of use, and taking part in an experiment in which the call is the main activity. Further 
investigation may therefore benefit from making calling times more random, to 
evaluate the usability of the services at times when a user may be multitasking, which 
may more accurately reflect real world usage. Finally, some participants appeared to 
have developed strategies for dealing with distractions and social inhibitions when 
using these services in public locations. Such strategies may include avoiding sources 
of background noise whilst using the services, or accessing the services in locations 
where other people cannot easily overhear the call. An observation-based study, or an 
interview-based study may allow such strategies to be investigated, and would 
provide designers with additional requirements for design. 
8.3 Final reflections 
This research was driven by the need to address the usability problems of speech-
based automated mobile phone services. The approach taken was to use spatial 
interface metaphors, which, through their ability to promote an internal visualisation 
of a non-visual interface, significantly improved performance with, and tended to 
improve perceptions towards, the service evaluated. The cognitive mechanism of 
visualisation may also offer specific benefits to users of such services when in busy 
public places, through its ability to reduce the mental demands of the task. The 
approach taken appears to have been successful, with the use of spatial interface 
metaphor providing a real solution to a practical problem, with the potential to 
provide usable speech-based information access to mobile phone users wherever they 
are. 
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:: APPENDIX 1 
Likert questionnaire statements matched to the 6 subjective factors 
Subjective 
factor from 
SASSI 
System 
response 
accuracy 
Likeability 
Cognitive 
demand 
Statement from the Likert questionnaire 
The service was efficient 
The service was reliable 
The service was unpredictable 
The service didn't always do what I wanted 
The service didn't always do what I expected 
The service was dependable 
The service made few errors 
The service was consistent 
The service was useful 
The service was pleasant 
I was able to recover easily from errors 
It was clear how to speak to the service 
The service was too polite 
The service voice was clear 
I think the service is a good idea 
I enjoyed using the service 
I felt the help offered by the service was helpful 
I would be happy using the service in future 
The service was too complicated 
The service was friendly 
I liked the service voice 
I would have preferred to speak to a human being when using the 
servIce 
I felt that the service needed a lot of improvement 
I felt confident using the service 
I felt calm using the service 
I found the service easy to use 
I had to concentrate hard when using the service 
I felt flustered when using the service 
I felt I was in control while using the service 
I found it was easy to make my responses using speech 
I found the service was confusing to use 
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I felt that sometimes I was given too many possibilities to choose 
from 
Learning to use the service was easy 
The interaction with the service was boring 
The interaction with the service was irritating 
The interaction with the service was frustrating 
Annoyance The service was too inflexible 
I felt impatient when I was using the service 
I found the wording of the messages was too repetitive 
I was not always sure what the service was doing 
It was not always obvious how to find what I wanted in the service 
The way that the choices were presented was clear 
Sometimes I felt lost while I was using the service 
When using the service I knew what I was expected to do 
Habitability It would have been useful to be able to request more help from the 
servIce 
It was not always clear what I had to say 
The interaction with the service was fast 
Speed The service responded too slowly 
I thought that it took too long to complete a task 
I found that the pace of the service was too slow 
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Likert style usability questionnaire used for experiments one, two, 
and three 
Please read each statement carefully, and then using the 7-point rating scale below, 
tick the box that best represents your agreement or disagreement with the statement. 
Strongly Agree Slightly Neutral Slightly Disagree Strongly 
agree agree disagree disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 I found the service easy to use 
2 It was clear how to ~eak to the service 
3 The service was friendlY 
4 The service was unpredictable 
5 The interaction with the service was boring 
6 The way that the choices were presented was 
clear , 
7 Learning to use the service was easy 
8 The service was too inflexible 
9 The service responded too slowly 
10 The service was consistent 
1 1 I felt the help offered by the service was 
helpful 
12 I was not always sure what the service was 
doinK 
13 The service was useful 
14 The service was de~endable 
15 The interaction with the service was irritating 
16 I felt I was in control while using the service 
17 I would be happy using the service in future 
18 I felt that sometimes I was given too many 
possibilities to choose from 
I 
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19 The service voice was clear l 20 I found that the pace of the service was too 1 
slow , 
21 The service didn't always do what I expected ! i ! 
, I 
22 I felt confident using the service 
23 The service was efficient : 
24 It was not always obvious how to find what I 
wanted in the service 
25 It would have been useful to be able to request 1 
! 
more help from the service 
26 When using the service I knew what I was 
expected to do 
27 The service was pleasant ~, I 
28 I felt flustered when using the service -
29 Sometimes I felt lost while I was using the 
I servIce 
30 I thought that it took too long to complete a I i 
I 
task 
I 
31 The service was too polite I I 
- . 32 I felt that the service needed a lot of 
I I improvement i I 
33 The interaction with the service was frustrating ! 
34 The service made few errors 1 : 
35 I liked the service voice 1 I 
36 The service was reliable I 
37 I found the wording of the messages was too 1 
repetitive 
1 38 The service didn't always do what I wanted ; , 
~ 
I would have preferred to speak to a human 
, 39 i I 
being when using the service I 
~ ~ 
40 I found the service was confusing to use I 
~ ~ 
41 It was not always clear what I had to say 
-- -
42 The service was too complicated 
I 
--, 
43 I had to concentrate hard when using the 
I 
servIce I 
-I 
44 I was able to recover easily from errors 
45 I found it was easy to make my responses 
using speech 
46 I felt impatient when I was using the service I 
47 The interaction with the service was fast 
48 I enjoyed using the service 
49 I felt calm using the service 
50 I think the service is a good idea 
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The telephone Internet service structure 
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:: APPENDIX 4 
The telephone city guide service structure 
Science fICtion 
Film Comedy 
Tluiller 
Pop art 
Art exhiliition Abstract 
Expressionist 
Chinese 
Restamant Indian 
Italian 
Entry point Eating out 
Cybercafe 
Cafe Cafe bar 
Jazz cafe 
Nightclub 
MlEic Live music 
Concert 
Nightlife 
Pub 
Drinking Wine bar 
Pre-club bar 
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The 60 'real world systems' generated in the brainstorming session 
System 
Transport 
Party 
Music 
Countries/ geography 
Cooking 
Religion 
Photography 
Moving house 
Getting dressed 
Fashion 
The press 
Video recorder 
Water wheel/ 
Car engine 
Blind date/game 
show 
Bookcase 
Crossword puzzle 
Drum kit 
CD player 
Children's 
playground 
Roundabout 
Eye mechanism 
Doctor's surgery 
House 
Room 
Office 
Scaffolding 
Conversation 
Shopping 
Butler 
Ranking of 1 - 5 System 
Department store 
The brain 
Circulatory system 
University 
Health service 
Government 
Police force 
Computer 
TV 
Theme park 
Motorway/road 
system 
Garden 
Talking pages 
Bus route 
Filing cabinet 
Reference book 
Supermarket 
Wilderness 
Desert 
Night sky 
Argument 
Ocean 
Museum 
Breakfast bar 
Mandala 
Sand painting 
Rock garden 
Atom/molecule 
Cube 
Universe 
Ranking of 1 - 5 
:: APPENDICES 
Enter your own systems in the space provided below (optional) 
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The POPITS sheet 
Please enter the name of the system you ranked as number 1 in the box below: 
Which features of the system you have entered above do you consider useful in 
helping to explain the automated telephone service? Please complete as many of the 6 
categories below as you can: 
1. Physical properties of the system: 
2. Operations that can be performed using the system: 
3. Phrases associated with the system: 
4. Images associated with the system: 
29S 
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5. Types of the system: 
6. Sounds associated with the system: 
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The Likert style usability questionnaire used for preliminary study 
one 
The following statements relate to the usability of the card sorting technique. Please 
think carefully about each statement, and then mark your response by crossing the 
appropriate circle. 
1. I am able to efficiently complete my work using this technique. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly disagree C C C C C C C Strongly agree 
2. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this technique. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly disagree C C C C C C C Strongly agree 
3. It was easy to learn to use this technique. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly disagree C C C C C C C Strongly agree 
4. I feel comfortable using this technique. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly disagree C C C C C C C Strongly agree 
5. I believe I became productive quickly using this technique. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly disagree C C C C C C C 
Strongly agree 
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The metaphor list and ranking scores from preliminary study one 
Ranking scores for the telephone Internet service 
System Rank order of Ereference Total 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th points 
1 The press 1 5 
2 Reference book 1 1 5 
3 Conversation 1 1 5 
4 Moving house 1 1 3 
5 Transport 1 2 1 8 
6 ComEuter 3 1 2 23 
7 Talking ,2ages 2 2 2 24 
8 Filing cabinet 3 2 2 2 31 
9 Moton:va~road s~stem 2 2 1 1 21 
10 Government 1 1 
11 ShoEEing 1 2 2 1 20 
12 Fashion 1 2 
13 DeEartment store 2 1 3 1 1 26 
14 Supennarket 1 3 1 2 17 
15 TV 2 1 9 
16 Theme Eark 1 1 5 
17 Universit~ 1 1 7 
18 Music 1 3 
19 Tree 1 2 8 
20 Bookcase 1 1 
21 Shopping centre 1 1 9 
22 Circulatory system 1 1 8 
23 The brain 1 1 5 
24 House 1 .f 
25 Bus route 1 1 
26 Internet 1 1 
1 Drum kit 1 -27 
28 Museum 1 1 
29 Universe 1 3 
') 4 30 Countries! geography 
1 1 31 Fashion 
~Ol 
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32 Airport deEarture lounge 1 5 33 Breakfast bar 1 1 
Ranking scores for the telephone city guide service 
System Rank order of ereference Total 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th points 
1 DeEartment store 2 1 1 1 19 
2 TransEort 1 2 1 14 
3 University 1 1 7 
4 Theme Eark 1 2 
5 SUEermarket 1 1 1 3 12 
6 ComEuter 1 2 2 1 20 
7 Motorway/road system 2 1 1 1 16 
8 Talking Eages 2 4 26 
9 Filing cabinet 1 2 1 2 18 
10 Music 1 2 8 
11 Part~ 2 6 
12 Museum 2 1 5 
13 Scaffolding 1 2 
14 ShoEEing 1 1 4 
15 The brain 3 1 1 19 
16 Bus route 1 1 1 7 
17 TV 1 5 
18 Video recorder 1 4 
19 CD Elayer 1 1 5 
20 Reference book 1 1 3 
21 Office 1 1 
22 Circulator~ s~stem 1 1 1 9 
23 Tree 1 1 1 12 
24 Wilderness 1 1 
25 Internet 1 5 
26 Universe 2 6 
27 Countries/geograEh~ 1 1 5 
28 Drum kit 1 ') 
29 Conversation 1 2 5 
30 ShoEEing mall 1 2 
31 The Eress 1 5 
32 Entertainment guide 1 1 
33 Slide viewer 1 5 
1 .., 34 Water wheel -
35 Atom/molecule 1 1 
36 Website 1 5 
,., 
37 Crossword Euzzle 
1 38 Maze 1 
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The Likert style usability questionnaire used for preliminary study 
two 
Please read each statement carefully, and then using the 7-point rating scale below, 
tick the box that best represents your agreement or disagreement with the statement. 
Strongly Agree Slightly Neutral Slightly Disagree Strongly 
a2ree a2ree disagree disagree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 I found the service easy to use 
2 I found that the pace of the service was too 
slow 
3 I thought the service was efficient 
4 I had to concentrate hard when using the 
servIce 
5 I felt that the service needs a lot of 
improvement 
6 I felt flustered when using the service 
7 I felt hurried when using the service 
8 I thought that the service was reliable 
9 It would have been useful if you could have 
requested more help from the service 
10 I felt I was in control while using the service 
1 1 I would prefer to speak to a human being when 
using a service 
12 I found the wording of the messages too 
re~etitive 
13 I thought the service was too polite 
14 I thought the service was friendly 
15 I liked the voices 
16 I felt impatient when I was using the service 
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17 I found it was easy to make my responses 
I 
: 
using speech 
18 I thought the service was too complicated 
19 It was not always obvious how to find what I I , 
! 
wanted in the service 
I I 20 I thought the way that the choices were ! ! 
presented was clear 1 21 I felt the help offered by the service was I 
heIQful 
.-~----22 I felt the service was trustworthy i 
~ ~ 23 I would be happy using the service in future I I 
24 I thought that it took too long to complete a I 
task I 
25 I thought that learning to use the service was 
easy 
26 I enjoyed using the service 
27 I felt under stress while using the service 
28 I think the service is a ~ood idea 
29 Sometimes I felt lost while I was using the 
servIce 
30 I thought the voices were very clear 
31 It was always clear what I had to say 
32 I found the service was confusing to use 
33 When using the service I knew what I was 
expected to do 
34 I felt that sometimes I was given too many 
~ ~ossibilities to choose from 
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The Technographic questionnaire 
Please think carefully about the following questions, and then mark your 
response with a vertical line. Please feel free to use the full range of the scale: 
Example Question (do not attempt this question): 
How often do you watch TV? 
• I • 
Never Often (5 times or more per day) 
Mobile phone section: 
1. How often do you use a mobile phone to call people? 
• • 
Never Often 
2. How often do you use a mobile phone to listen to voice messages? 
• • ~cr O~ 
3. How often do you use a mobile phone to access automated phone services, such as 
home shopping, banking or cinema information? 
• • 
Never Often 
4. How often do you use speech rather than the keypad to interact with automated 
phone services? 
• • Never Often 
30~ 
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5. Ho; often do you use a mobile phone to send or receive text messages? 
• 
Never Often 
6. How often do you use a mobile phone to access the Internet? 
• • 
Never Often 
7. How often do you use a mobile phone to access services such as news and online 
games? 
• • 
Never 
Fixed line telephone section: 
8. How often do you use a fixed line phone to call people? 
• 
Never 
Often 
• 
Often 
9. How often do you use a fixed line phone to listen to voice messages? 
• • 
Never Often 
10. How often do you use a fixed line telephone to access automated services, such as 
home shopping, banking or cinema information? 
• • 
Never Often 
11. How often do you use speech rather than the keypad to interact with automated 
phone services? 
• • 
Never Often 
12. How often do you use a fixed line telephone to send faxes? 
• • 
Never Often 
Computer section: 
13. How often do you use a computer to access the Internet? 
• 
Never 
• 
Often 
14. How often do you use a computer to send and receive email? 
• • Often 
Never 
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15. How often do you use a computer to access Internet services, such as Internet 
based chat or online games? 
• • Never Often 
16. How often do you use a computer to perform other tasks? 
• • 
N~cr Oft~ 
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The Principal Components Analysis study conducted to evaluate the 
construct validity of the Technographic questionnaire 
Abstract 
A Technographic questionnaire was designed to gather data about the participants' 
age, gender and previous telephone and computing experience. The questionnaire was 
divided into three sections corresponding to three components of computing 
experience. These sections were 'mobile phone', 'fixed line telephone' and 
'computing'. The first research question concerned whether the three sections of the 
questionnaire were coherent internal constructs, and utilised a principal components 
analysis to investigate this. The results showed that the 'computing' and 'mobile 
phone' components were coherent constructs, but that the 'fixed line telephone' 
component was not. The second research question concerned whether any additional 
coherent components could be identified from the questionnaire. From the results of 
the principle components analysis, a new component consisting of a sub-group of 
questions from the 'mobile phone' section was identified. This new component was 
named 'Mobile information access (MIA)' and was composed of questions relating to 
mobile information access, for example, accessing voice messages. The third research 
question concerned whether there was any association between the new component 
MIA, and its 'parent' component 'mobile phone'. There was found to be a positive 
correlation. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Research questions 
The Technographic questionnaire initially required participants to provide their age 
and gender, followed by 16 questions relating to previous computing experience. 
These questions were divided into three sections corresponding to three separate 
areas, or components, of computing experience. However it is possible that questions 
from different sections, or within the same sections, correlated highly together, and 
could represent components, or factors, not initially recognised during the 
questionnaire design. Based upon this rationale, the first research question that will be 
addressed within this paper is: 
Question 1: Is the questionnaire designed according to coherent internal constructs? 
The second research question addresses the possibility that there may be a cluster of 
questions within the questionnaire that represent a different component of computing 
experience, or a sub-component of the three original components: 
Question 2: Aside from the three components that the questionnaire was based upon, 
are there any latent components that may be coherently identified? 
If a further component of the questionnaire was discovered, and it was a sub-
component of one of the original three components, it would be valuable to know how 
it correlated with the original section. If a positive correlation existed between the 
original component (e.g. mobile phone) and the sub-component, this would allow the 
sub-component to coherently co-exist within the original component. The third 
research question will address this issue: 
Question 3: Is there any association between the means of the scores of sub-
components with the means of the scores of the original component? 
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2. Method 
2.1 Design 
The study was a within subjects design with all participants being tested under all 
conditions. 
2.2 Participants 
45 participants from the Department of Psychology at the University of Portsmouth 
took part in the study. The participants were recruited informally, and included 
undergraduates, postgraduates and staff. Participants consisted of 30 females and 15 
males with ages ranging from 18 to 41 years of age. 
2.3 Procedure 
The Technographic questionnaire took approximately five minutes to complete, and 
was administered to respondents in two main ways. Firstly, fellow PhD students and 
some staff were asked whether they would mind completing the questionnaire. 
Secondly, the questionnaire was distributed to the students who had attended an 
undergraduate lecture on Human Factors. The students were asked whether they 
would mind completing the questionnaire before they departed from the lecture 
theatre, but there was no obligation to do this. 
2.4 Data analysis 
The Technographic questionnaire used a visual analogue scale, and therefore 
produced interval data. A principal components analysis was performed on the data 
from the Technographic questionnaire. This analysis was appropriate to investigate 
whether the questionnaire was internally consistent, and whether there was any 
correlation between variables to form latent components that were not recognised as 
part of the questionnaire design. For example, it may have been the case that high 
scores on question 14 concerning computer-based email usage, correlated with high 
scores on questions 4 and 12 concerning keypad usage vs. speech usage when using 
automated telephone services. This could have been the result of participants with 
high email usage being more comfortable using the keypad to respond to system 
prompts. 
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3. Results 
3.1 Coding the data 
Each question was given a variable name (e g ql q2 q3 t ) d I 
.. , , ,e c. .. ,an a so a more 
descriptive label (see Table AIl.I). The continuous scale for each question was 
100mm long, therefore each response was measured with a ruler, and recorded as a 
number ranging from 0 (often) to 100 (never). 
Table AII.I. Variable labels assigned to the Technographic questionnaire items 
Question number Variable label 
1 Mb Voice calls 
2 Mb Voice messages 
3 Mb Automated phone services 
4 Mb Keypad 
5 Mb Text messages 
6 Mb Mobile internet services 
7 Mb Other services 
8 Tel Voice calls 
9 Tel Voice messages 
10 Tel Fax services 
11 Tel Automated services 
12 Tel Keypad 
13 Comp Internet 
14 Comp Email 
15 Comp Internet services 
16 Comp Other tasks 
3.2 Checking the data 
In order to check the data for outliers and anomalies, descriptives analyses were run 
on all variables. These analyses revealed that for each question 45 responses were 
recorded, all of which were within the range of 0 - 100, and therefore the data were 
treated as being correctly recorded and inputted. 
3.3 Research question one 
Was the questionnaire designed according to coherent internal constructs? 
To investigate this question a principal components analysis (PC A) was perfonned to 
detennine whether the variables grouped together into the three components 
underlying the questionnaire design (mobile phone, fixed line telephone, and 
computer). Correlation coefficient values of less than 0.4 were suppressed in order to 
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make interpretation of the rotated component matrix easier. A scree plot was selected 
as an option, and the varimax rotation method was also selected in order to maximise 
the relationship between the variables. The full correlation matrix between all 
questions can be seen in Table All.2. 
Table All.2. Rotated component matrix from the peA 
Component 
1 2 3 4 5 
Comp Email 0.90 
Comp Internet 0.87 
Tel Voice calls 0.78 
Tel Keypad 0.67 
Comp Other tasks 0.65 
Mb Text messages 0.81 
Mb Other services 0.79 
Mb Voice calls 0.77 
Mb Voice messages 0.58 0.43 
Comp Internet services 0.79 
Tel Fax services 0.73 
Tel Automated services 0.67 
Mb Automated phone services 0.83 
Mb Mobile internet services 0.81 
Tel Voice messages 0.87 
MbKeypad -0.58 
From the rotated component matrix it can be seen that five components with 
Eigenvalues above 1 emerged. The variables that formed each of the five components 
with Eigenvalues above I are listed in Table AII.3 below. 
Table AII.3. The 5 components produced by the principal components analysis 
Component 
number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Component name 
Computer 
Mobile 
Services 
Mobile information access (MIA) 
Misce llaneous 
Variables within each component 
Comp Email 
Comp Internet 
Tel Voice calls 
Tel Keypad 
Comp Other tasks 
Mb Text messages 
Mb Other services 
Mb Voice calls 
Mb Voice messages 
Comp Internet services 
Tel Fax services 
Tel Automated services 
Mb Voice messages 
Mb Automated phone services 
Mb Mobile internet services 
Tel Voice messages 
Mb Keypad 
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After rotation, these five components accounted for 71041 % of the total variance. The 
amount of variance accounted for by each individual component can be seen in Table 
All.4 below. 
Table AlIA. Percentage variance for each component after rotation 
Component Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Rotation Sums of 
Loadinss Sguared Loadinss 
Total %of Cum % Total %of Cum % Total %of Cum% 
variance vanance vanance 
1 4.15 25.96 25.96 4.15 25.96 25.96 3.54 22.11 22.11 
2 2.73 17.06 43.02 2.73 17.06 43.02 2.34 14.64 36.74 
3 1.91 1l.95 54.97 l.91 1l.95 54.97 2.06 12.88 49.63 
4 1.47 9.16 64.13 l.47 9.16 64.13 1.90 11.88 61.51 
5 1.17 7.28 71.41 l.17 7.28 71.41 1.58 9.90 71.41 
6 0.88 5.48 76.89 
7 0.68 4.23 81.12 
8 0.62 3.90 85.02 
9 0.59 3.69 88.70 
10 0.46 2.88 9l.58 
11 0.40 2.48 94.06 
12 0.33 2.09 96.15 
13 0.24 1.49 97.64 
14 0.17 1.04 98.68 
15 0.16 1.00 99.68 
16 0.05 0.32 100.00 
Having identified the components and their constituent parts it was then necessary to 
explain what the component groupings meant by naming them. This process involved 
analysing the variables within each component to identify whether they could be 
coherently linked to the same basic domain. The components that could be coherently 
identified and named from this data were: 
Component 1: computer use. This component will be referred to by the name 
'computer'. Of the four questions concerning computer usage on the questionnaire, 
three appeared within this component (Comp Email, Comp Internet, Comp Other 
tasks). Of the other two variables within this component (Tel Voice calls, Tel 
Keypad), it was possible to link only one to computing (Tel Keypad). 'Tel Kc)Vad ' 
refers to a preference for inputting data using the keypad rather than speech, which is 
a similar input device to the computer keyboard. 
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Component 2: mobile phone usage. This component will be referred to by the name 
'mobile'. All of the variables within this component were from the mobile phone 
section of the questionnaire, and three of the four variables (Mb Text messages, Mb 
Other services, Mb Voice calls, Mb Voice messages) referred to the most commonly 
used tasks performed with a mobile phone. These tasks are making voice calls, 
sending text messages, and accessing voice messages. 
Component 4: mobile phone information access. This component will be referred to 
by the name 'mobile information access (MIA)'. The three variables within this 
component are all concerned with accessing information from a mobile phone. 'Mb 
Voice messages' refers to accessing voice messages. 'Mb Automated phone services' 
refers to accessing information using automated telephone services. 'Mb Mobile 
internet services' refers to accessing information by wirelessly connecting to the 
Internet. 
From this analysis, only two of the new components (computer, mobile) approximate 
to the original three components. The questionnaire therefore demonstrates internal 
consistency for two of the original components, but not for 'fixed line telephone'. 
The components that could not be coherently identified and named from this data 
were components three and five, which will be referred to as components 'services' 
and 'miscellaneous' respectively. These components consisted of variables that were 
not linked to the same base domain. 
3.4 Research question two 
Aside from the three components that the questionnaire was based upon, are there any 
latent components that may be coherently identified? 
Of the three new components, component MIA consists of a sub group of variables 
from within the mobile phone component. The MIA component \\'as not recognised as 
a separate component when designing the questionnaire, and it is possible that it could 
represent an independent aspect of previous computing experience. 
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3.5 Research question three 
Is there any association between the means of the scores of sub-components with the 
means of the scores of the original component? 
The MIA component emerged as a sUb-component of the mobile phone component, 
consisting of three variables from the mobile phone section of the original 
questionnaire. It was therefore possible that an association existed between the MIA 
component and the mobile phone section. In order to investigate this, and to 
investigate any associations that may exist between the other two sections of the 
questionnaire, bivariate correlations were performed on the means of the three 
original components of the questionnaire, and on the MIA component. Table AII.S 
shows the means and standard deviations. 
Table AII.S. Descriptives data for the peA components 
Component Mean Standard deviation 
1. Mean of mobile phone section 65.64 14.90 
2. Mean of fixed line telephone section 63.42 17.22 
3. Mean of computer section 27.56 17.10 
4. Mean of MIA component 84.29 l3.20 
There was a significant correlation between the MIA component and the mobile 
phone section (r=0.66; n=4S; p<O.OI). Therefore participants who scored highly on 
the mobile phone section are also likely to score highly for the MIA component. This 
result demonstrates that the mobile phone component may be separated into two 
separate components, each of which represents an aspect of mobile phone use, and the 
scores of which will be correlated. 
4. Discussion 
The results will now be discussed in relation to each of the initial research questions. 
4.1 Research question one 
Was the questionnaire designed according to coherent internal constructs? 
Aside from gender and age, the questionnaire was primarily designed 
participants' previous experience with computing devices. The three 
to record 
areas, or 
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components, of computing experience chosen were mobile phone, fixed line 
telephone, and computing. These three components appear to be clearly separated, but 
with the convergence of many functions into one device (e.g. mobile phones allow 
text messaging and internet access in addition to call capability) there may be 
overlapping areas of functionality, or more specific areas of functionality within one 
of the main three components. It is for this reason that the original three components 
were analysed using principal components analysis to determine whether they 
emerged as coherent internal constructs. In other words, whether they were valid as 
separate components of computing experience. The results showed that the 
'computing' and 'mobile phone' components were valid components, but that the 
'fixed line telephone' component did not show any coherency as a separate 
component. 
On inspection of Table All.2 it can be seen that the fixed line telephone service 
variables were separated into various different components. Future work could 
therefore involve redesigning this section as two sub-sections. The first section could 
consist of basic, commonly used tasks like calling and retrieving voice messages. The 
second section could consist of more advanced, less commonly used tasks such as 
accessing automated services, and using fax. 
4.2 Research question two 
Aside from the 3 components that the questionnaire was based upon, are there any 
latent components that may be coherently identified? 
The principal components analysis produced five components, three of which were 
coherently named (computer, mobile, MIA). Of the three components two were 
consistent with two of the original questionnaire sections (computer, mobile). The 
final component was named MIA and consisted of a sub-group of variables from the 
mobile phone component. 
4.3 Research question three 
Is there any association between the means of the scores of sub-components with the 
means of the scores of the original component? 
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This question alms to discover whether the sub-component (MIA) of the mobile 
phone section produced similar scores to the section as a whole, or whether it 
produced very different scores. A strong association existed between the main 
component and its sub-component (MIA), which means that if the section were 
divided into two separate areas, the scores for each would correlate, even though they 
were targeting different aspects of mobile phone usage. The mobile phone section of 
the questionnaire therefore measures two separate aspects of mobile phone 
experience, one of which is concerned with information access using telephone 
services (MIA), and the other of which is concerned with the communicative aspects 
of the device (text messages and voice calls). However, for the purposes of the work 
reported in this thesis the mobile phone section will be used to measure all aspects of 
previous mobile phone experience. 
5. Conclusions 
Based on the analysis of the questionnaire responses, the techno graphic questionnaire 
can be used to reliably measure previous levels of mobile phone, and computing 
experience. For future directions for development of the questionnaire include 
increasing the number of questionnaires administered, and analysed using the 
principal components analysis technique, in order to achieve more stable and reliable 
components. It may also be necessary to include goodness of fit statistics, such as 
KMO and Bartlett's test of sphericity values, in order to determine if the five-factor 
model is reliable. 
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The task sheet for preliminary study two 
The practice task, and 3 experimental tasks for the standard service: 
• Practice task: Find the names of 2 Pubs that close at 1 am. 
• Task 1: Find the names of 2 Wine Bars that close at 11 pm. 
• Task 2: Find the names of 2 budget Chinese restaurants, and then exit the 
servIce. 
• Task 3: Find the names of 2 Cafe Bars that close late, and then find the names 
of 2 nightclubs playing Techno music, and then exit the service. 
The 3 experimental tasks for the metaphor-based service: 
• 
• 
• 
Task 1: Find the names of 2 top-end Italian restaurants. 
Task 2: Find the names of2 Jazz cafes that close at 8pm, and then exit the 
servIce. 
Task 3: Find the names of2 budget Indian restaurants, and then find the 
names of 2 Hip Hop Nightclubs, and then exit the service. 
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The practice task sheet, and task sheet for experiment 
one 
Session 1: 
• Practice task: Find the names of 2 nightclubs playing Hip Hop music, and 
then exit the service. 
• Task 1: Find the names of 2 wine bars that close at 11 pm and then exit the 
servIce. 
• Task 2: Find the names of2 science fiction films showing late night, and then 
find the names of 2 thriller films showing late night, and then exit the service. 
• Task 3: Find the names of2 mid-range Italian restaurants, and then find the 
names of 2 comedy films showing in the evenings, and then exit the service. 
Session 2: 
• Task 1: Find the names of 2 budget Chinese restaurants and then exit the 
servIce. 
• Task 2: Find the names of2 cyber cafes that close at 8pm, and then find the 
names of 2 cafe bars that close late, and then exit the service. 
• Task 3: Find the names of2 pop art exhibitions that are open weekdays, and 
then find the names of 2 jazz cafes that close at 5pm, and then exit the service. 
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Session 3: 
• Task 1: Find the names of 2 expressionist art exhibitions that are open at 
weekends and then exit the service. 
• Task 2: Find the names of2 pubs that close at lam, and then find the names 
of 2 nightclubs playing techno music, and then exit the service. 
• Task 3: Find the names of2 thriller films showing in the evenings, and then 
find the names of 2 pop concerts, and then exit the service. 
Session 4: 
• Task 1: Find the names of 2 artists playing live blues music and then exit the 
servIce. 
• 
• 
Task 2: Find the names of2 top-end Chinese restaurants, and then find the 
names of 2 top end Indian restaurants, and then exit the service. 
Task 3: Find the names of2 abstract art exhibitions that are open in the 
evenings, and then find the names of 2 pre-club bars that close at 11 pm, and 
then exit the service. 
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The post-task informal interview questions for 
experiment one 
1. What features did you like about the service? 
2. What features didn't you like about the service? 
3. What did you think about the different characters in the service? 
4. Generally, did you find the service easy or hard to use? 
5. Is there anything that you would add to the service to make it easier to use? 
6. If you could change one aspect of the service what would it be? 
7. What did you think about the tasks you had to do? 
8. Where were you when you took part in this experiment? 
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The post-task informal interview questions for 
experiment two 
1. What features did you like about the service? 
2. What features didn't you like about the service? 
3. If you could change one aspect of the service what would it be? 
4. Is there anything that you would add to the service to make it easier to use? 
5. Were you able to visualise the structure of the service? 
6. How well did you remember the structure of the service from week to week? 
7. How did you feel using the service in a private place? 
8. How did you feel using the service in a public place? 
9. What were the main differences between using the service in a private and a 
public place? 
10. How does the office filing system service compare to the service that you used 
in the first week? 
11. What did you think about the voice? 
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The mobile phone attitude questionnaire 
Please read each statement carefully, and then using the 7-point rating scale below, 
tick the box that best represents your agreement or disagreement with the statement. 
Strongly Agree Slightly Neutral Slightly Disagree Strongly 
agree a2ree disagree disaeree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 I like the way mobile phones make people constantly 
available to others 
2 I feel comfortable being around other people when I 
use a mobile phone 
3 I feel awkward answering a mobile phone call when 
I am in a busy public place 
4 I feel it is rude when people use their mobile phones 
in busy public places 
5 I feel uncomfortable when people are talking on 
mobile phones near me in public places 
6 I do not find it irritating when I hear mobile phones 
ring in public places 
7 When I use a mobile phone the only time I feel I 
have enough privacy is when no one else is around 
8 I do not feel excluded when friends use their mobile 
phones when I am with them in a public place 
9 I feel comfortable using my mobile phone in a busy 
public place 
10 I do not like the feeling of being watched when I use 
my mobile phone in public places 
1 1 I always carry my mobile phone with me wherever I 
go 
12 I feel vulnerable when using a mobile phone in a 
busy public place 
13 I prefer texting (SMS) people rather than phoning 
them when I am in a busy public place 
14 I feel too many people make unimportant mobile 
phone calls in public places 
15 I feel comfortable when people listen to my 
conversation when I am using a mobile phone in a 
public place 
16 I believe mobile phones should only be used for 
emergencies 
17 When using a mobile phone other people's behaviour 
nearby makes me nervous 
18 I do not feel embarrassed when my mobile phone 
rings in a busy public place 
19 I believe there is generally enough space around me 
when I use a mobile phone 
20 I do not feel I have to hurry when using a mobile 
phone in a busy public place 
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The task sheet for experiment two 
Control Session: 
• Practice task: Find the names of 2 nightclubs playing Hip Hop music, and 
then exit the service. 
• Tas~: Find the names of 2 wine bars that close at 11 pm and then exit the 
servIce. 
Session 1: 
• Task: Find the names of 2 science fiction films showing late night, and then 
find the names of 2 thriller films showing late night, and then exit the service. 
Session 2: 
• Task: Find the names of 2 top-end Chinese restaurants, and then find the 
names of 2 top end Indian restaurants, and then exit the service. 
Session 3: 
• Task: Find the names of 2 pubs that close at 1 am, and then find the names of 
2 nightclubs playing techno music, and then exit the service. 
Session 4: 
• 
Task: Find the names of 2 comedy films showing in the evenings, and then 
the names of 2 abstract art exhibitions that are open at the weekends 
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Session 5: 
• Task: Find the names of 2 mid-range Italian restaurants, and then find the 
names of 2 pop concerts, and then exit the service. 
Session 6: 
• Task: Find the names of 2 pop art exhibitions that are open weekdays, and 
then find the names of 2 jazz cafes that close at 5pm, and then exit the service. 
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The post-task informal interview questions for 
experiment three 
1. What features did you like about the service? 
2. What features didn't you like about the service? 
3. Did you have any problems using the service? 
4. Is there anything that you would add to the service to make it easier to use? 
5. Were you able to visualise the structure of the service? 
6. What aspects of the service did you visualise? 
7. What strategy did you use for navigating through the service? 
8. Did you always know where you were within the service? 
9. What features of the service helped you to know where you were? 
10. How well did you remember the structure of the service from task to task? 
11. How did you feel using the service for the first time? 
12. At what point did you start to feel confident using the service? 
13. How does this service compare to the standard menu style service? 
14. How did you feel using the service in a public place? 
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The multiple choice memory questionnaire 
Please select one answer for each of the following questions by ticking the 
appropriate box. 
1. How many levels of menu options were there in the service? 
The following questions 2-7 refer to the options available for 
navigating forwards through the service, and EXCLUDE the options: 
Repeat, Back, Return, Exit, and Help. The number of questions you 
answer will depend on your answer to question 1. 
2. How many menu options were available at the first level of the service? 
3. How many menu options were available at the second level of the service? 
4. How many menu options were available at the third level of the service? 
5. How many menu options were available at the fourth level of the ser\'icc? 
',)0 
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6. How many menu options were available at the fifth level of the service? 
7. How many menu options were available at the six level of the service? 
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The task sheet for experiment three 
• Practice task: Find the names of2 nightclubs playing Hip Hop music, and 
then exit the service. 
• Task 1: Find the names of 2 wine bars that close at 11 pm, and then exit the 
servIce. 
• Task 2: Find the names of2 budget Chinese restaurants, and then find the 
names of 2 budget Indian restaurants, and then exit the service. 
• Task 3: Find the names of2 cyber cafes that close late, and then find the 
names of 2 pubs that close at 1 am, and then exit the service. 
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Absolute transaction times 
Tables A21.1 to A21.4 show the mean times taken to perfonn all tasks within an 
experimental trial by participants using the standard service, and by participants using 
metaphor-based services. 
Table A21.1. Absolute times for preliminary study two 
Service type Mean time (s) SD 
Standard 359.05 104.12 
Metaphor -based 466.35 130.22 
Table A21.2. Absolute times for experiment one 
Service type Mean time (s) SD 
Standard 290.82 40.62 
Metaphor-based 439.50 84.38 
Table A21.3. Absolute times for experiment two 
Service type Mean time (s) SD 
Standard 143.26 18.20 
Metaphor-based 174.82 15.88 
Table A21.4. Absolute times for experiment three 
Service type Mean time (s) SO 
Standard 137.51 30.71 
Metaphor-based 147.55 31.40 
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